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Abstract

Bridging Safety and Learning in Human-Robot Interaction

by

Andrea V Bajcsy

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Anca Dragan, Co-chair

Professor Claire Tomlin, Co-chair

From autonomous cars to systems operating in people’s homes, robots must interact

with humans. What makes this hard is that human behavior–especially when interacting

with other agents–is vastly complex, varying between individuals, environments, and over

time. A modern approach to deal with this problem is to rely on data and machine learning

throughout the design process and deployment to build and refine models of humans.

However, by blindly trusting their data-driven human models, robots might confidently

plan unsafe behaviors around people, resulting in anything from miscoordination to

potentially even dangerous collisions.

This dissertation aims to lay the foundations for formalizing and ensuring safety in human-

robot interaction, particularly when robots learn from and about people. It discusses how

treating robot learning algorithms as dynamical systems driven by human data enables

safe human-robot interaction. We first introduce a Bayesian monitor which infers online

if the robot’s learned human model can evolve to well-explain observed human data. We

then discuss how a novel, control-theoretic problem formulation enables us to formally

quantify what the robot could learn online from human data and how quickly this learning

could be achieved. Coupling these ideas with robot motion planning algorithms, we

demonstrate how robots can safely and automatically adapt their behavior based on how

trustworthy their learned human models are. This thesis ends by taking a step back and

raising the question: “What is the ‘right’ notion of safety when robots interact with people?”

and discusses opportunities for how rethinking our notions of safety can capture more

subtle aspects of human-robot interaction.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
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Figure 1.1: Center: By treating robot learning algorithms as dynamical systems driven by human data, this

thesis unites traditionally disparate control-theoretic and machine learning methods for safe HRI. Sides:

This work is grounded through robot experiments with robotic manipulators and autonomous vehicles.

From autonomous cars driving driving around cities to assistive robots helping out in

the home, robots need to interact with people. Interaction requires robots to learn from and

about people: where will a pedestrian walk to? How does a person want their valuables

cleaned up in the home? How can an autonomous vehicle safely get to its destination

while making the passenger feel comfortable? To build models of people, robots are

increasingly relying on data and machine learning throughout the design process and

during deployment. For example, using a learned human model trained on a huge dataset

of human driving behavior, an autonomous car can predict likely maneuvers another car

could do by simply observing a brief history of the human’s actions.

Unfortunately, there is a fundamental and persistent challenge with human-robot in-

teraction: human behavior is vastly complex, varying between individuals, environments,

and over time. This means that when robots are deployed, they will encounter human

behaviors that are unexpected and that they never saw during their design or training. For

example, an autonomous car driving in San Francisco may encounter a pedestrian playing

soccer on the side of the road, or a human who decides to intentionally block oncoming

traffic. By blindly trusting their data-driven human models, robots can confidently plan

unsafe behaviors, resulting in anything from miscoordination to head-on collisions. This

exposes an underlying tension in human-robot interaction: robots need to learn about

people in order to effectively interact with them, but these robots also need to be safe. In
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this thesis, we focus on precisely this tension, and outline some promising steps towards

ensuring safety in human-robot interaction, particularly when robots are learning from and

about people.

This dissertation is rooted in ideas from control theory—specifically reachability

analysis—which mathematically characterizes how dynamical systems evolve and reach

desired states. Classic physics-based reachability analysis has enabled robots like drones

to avoid collision with obstacles, efficiently reach desired goals, and be robust to external

disturbances like wind. Upon closer inspection, we can see that human-robot interaction

has parallel objectives: robots should avoid colliding with people, efficiently learn a user’s

desired goals and preferences, and be robust to adversarial human feedback. However,

now the robot’s decisions, beliefs about the human’s intent, and understanding of the task

are all affected by the human behavior the robot observes. In other words, when robots

interact with people, it is not just physical state that evolves, but also the robot’s learning.

This leads us to the core idea of this dissertation:

safe interaction requires treating robot learning algorithms as dynamical systems whose

evolution is “controlled” by human data.

This control-theoretic perspective on the interplay between machine learning and human-

robot interaction advances safety in traditional collision-avoidance scenarios and also

unlocks novel research directions on safety related to robot learning capability, alignment

with human values, and ability to optimize for human preferences (center, Fig. 1.1). We

will demonstrate how to develop novel frameworks for analyzing how data-driven human

models will evolve and derive theoretically rigorous and practical robot algorithms for

safe interaction with people. Importantly, throughout this dissertation we will evaluate

our novel methods through robotic hardware experiments with real human participants.

1.1 Thesis Overview and Contributions
This thesis focuses on ensuring safety for a class of human-robot interactions: robots

learning online about human behavior in order to avoid collisions with people. In Chap-

ter 2 we will introduce the necessary mathematical background to grasp the ideas in this

dissertation. Specifically, we summarize key concepts from dynamical systems, optimal

control, game theory, single-agent and multi-agent safety analysis, inverse reinforcement

learning, and human motion prediction. The following chapters outline the key contribu-

tions on unifying safety and learning in human-robot interaction contexts like autonomous

driving, drone navigation, ground robots, and assistive manipulators. See Fig. 1.2 for a

visual representation of how this thesis fits into the broader context of problems at the

intersection of safety, learning, and human-robot interaction.

Part I: Safe Robot Navigation Despite Imperfect Human Models. One of the most diffi-

cult challenges in robot navigation is to account for the behavior of humans. Commonly,
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Figure 1.2: Thesis overview illustration, contextualizing this thesis in the broader space of questions con-

cerning safety, learning, and human-robot interaction.

practitioners employ predictive models to reason about where humans will move. Though

there has been much recent work in building predictive models, no model is ever perfect:

a human can always move unexpectedly, in a way that is not predicted or not assigned

sufficient probability. In such cases, the robot may plan trajectories that appear safe but,

in fact, lead to collision. Chapter 3 proposes that rather than trust a model’s predictions

blindly, the robot should use the model’s current predictive accuracy to inform the degree

of confidence in its future predictions. This model confidence inference allows us to gen-

erate probabilistic motion predictions that exploit modeled structure when the structure

successfully explains human motion, and degrade gracefully whenever the human moves

unexpectedly. We accomplish this by maintaining a Bayesian belief over a single param-

eter that governs the variance of our human motion model. We couple this prediction

algorithm with a recently proposed robust motion planner and controller to guide the con-

struction of robot trajectories that are, to a good approximation, collision-free with a high,

user-specified probability. In Chapter 4 we extend confidence-awareness to game-theoretic

human models, enabling robots like autonomous cars to smoothly shift between collabo-

rative interaction models, and safeguarding against worst-case adversarial human driving

behavior when the interaction model degrades. Evaluations in simulated human-robot

scenarios and ablation studies demonstrate that imbuing safety monitors with confidence-

aware game-theoretic models enables both safe and efficient human-robot interaction.

Unfortunately, modelling interaction effects (with games or otherwise) comes at a large

computational cost, so it is often desirable to make simplifying assumptions at the expense

of model fidelity. Chapter 5 introduces how model confidence-awareness enables multi-
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human, multi-robot planning algorithms to be assuredly deployed at scale by reasoning

about observed behavior as deviation from simplified, tractable models (e.g., pairwise

predictions). Finally, Chapter 6 proposes a different, but complementary, approach to

“robustifying” predictive human models. We combine ideas from robust control and

intent-driven human modelling to formulate a novel human motion predictor which pro-

vides robustness against miss-calibrated stochastic human models. Our approach predicts

the human states by trusting the intent-driven model to decide only which human actions

are completely unlikely. We then safeguard against all likely enough actions, much like

a robust control predictor. We demonstrate in simulation and hardware how robots can

behave safely around people without being overly conservative, even when relying on

poorly calibrated human models.

Part II: Formalizing Safety Analysis of Adaptive Human Models. Predictive human

models often need to adapt their parameters online from human data. For example, in

Part I, the inferred model confidence parameter adapts the conservativness of the human

predictions. This raises previously ignored safety-related questions for robots relying

on these models such as what the model could learn online and how quickly could it

learn it. For instance, when will the robot have a confident estimate in a nearby human’s

goal? Or, what parameter initializations guarantee that the robot can learn the human’s

preferences in a finite number of observations? To answer such analysis questions, Chapter

7 introduces the idea of modelling the robot’s learning algorithm as a dynamical system

where the state is the current model parameter estimate and the control is the human

data the robot observes. This enables us to leverage tools from reachability analysis and

optimal control to compute the set of hypotheses the robot could learn in finite time, as

well as the worst and best-case times it takes to learn them. We demonstrate the utility

of our analysis tool in four human-robot domains, including autonomous driving and

indoor navigation.

Part III: Safety for Human-Robot Interaction Beyond Collision-Avoidance. In this

final part, we move away from the navigation domain and ask “How can we formalize

safety in physical human-robot interaction?” First, in Chapter 8 we recognize that physical

human-robot interaction (pHRI) is often intentional – the human intervenes on purpose

because the robot is not doing the task correctly. In this work, we argue that when pHRI

is intentional it is also informative: the robot can leverage interactions to learn how it

should complete the rest of its current task even after the person lets go. We formalize

pHRI as a dynamical system, where the human has in mind an objective function they

want the robot to optimize, but the robot does not get direct access to the parameters of

this objective – they are internal to the human. Within our proposed framework human

interactions become observations about the true objective. We introduce approximations

to learn from and respond to pHRI in real-time. We recognize that not all human cor-

rections are perfect: often users interact with the robot noisily, and so we improve the

efficiency of robot learning from pHRI by reducing unintended learning. Finally, we
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conduct simulations and user studies on a robotic manipulator to compare our proposed

approach to the state-of-the-art. Our results indicate that learning from pHRI leads to bet-

ter task performance and improved human satisfaction. This research (and related prior

work) lays the groundwork for how robots can use human input—like demonstrations

or corrections—to learn intended objectives. However, these techniques assume that the

human’s desired objective already exists within the robot’s hypothesis space. In reality,

this assumption is often inaccurate: there will always be situations where the person

might care about aspects of the task that the robot does not know about. Without this

knowledge, the robot cannot infer the correct objective. Hence, when the robot’s hypoth-

esis space is misspecified, even methods that keep track of uncertainty over the objective

fail because they reason about which hypothesis might be correct, and not whether any

of the hypotheses are correct. This is a new type of safety concern, since the robot may

behave in incorrect ways due to its inability to learn the intended objective. For example,

we discovered that after consistently misinterpreting user feedback during a household

cleaning task, the robot erroneously learns to move coffee mugs at an angle, resulting in

spilled coffee and miscoordination. In Chapter 9, we posit that the robot should reason

explicitly about how well it can explain human inputs given its hypothesis space and

use that situational confidence to inform how it should incorporate human input. We

demonstrate our method on a 7 degree-of-freedom robot manipulator in learning from

two important types of human input: demonstrations of manipulation tasks, and physical

corrections during the robot’s task execution.
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Chapter 2

Background and Preliminaries

2.1 Dynamical Systems
In this dissertation, we are concerned with how robots can safely interact with hu-

mans. Autonomous cars will coordinate with human-driven cars and pedestrians, assistive

robotic manipulators will collaborate with end-users to perform daily living tasks, and

autonomous quadrotors will fly through neighborhoods to deliver packages to peoples’

homes. Understanding how humans and robots interact requires studying how these

systems evolve over time. Where will a pedestrian walk to in the next five seconds? How

should a robotic manipulator grab a cup from the shelf and hand it to the person?

In order to start tackling these questions, we need a unifying mathematical language

to describe the evolution of autonomous systems over time (whether they be human

or robotic). Dynamical systems theory is one such unifying framework. This branch of

mathematics enables us to model, analyze, and predict the behavior of complex systems

whose state evolves as a function of time. By state, we mean a minimum required set of

variables that capture core properties of our system; e.g., the state of a person walking

around a room should at least include their 𝑥- and 𝑦-position in the room. In the context

human-robot interaction, our systems of interest will also evolve as a function of control

inputs. These control inputs can be anything from high-level discrete decisions (e.g., at an

intersection, a driver can choose to turn Left, Right, go Straight, or Stop), to lower-level

continuous signals (e.g., commanding a robot’s wrist actuator to rotate by 30
◦

for three

seconds). The choice of discrete or continuous representations of the control inputs, state-

space, or time are all design decisions that an engineer must choose carefully given their

application domain.

In this chapter, we will begin with dynamical systems that are continuous in time, state,

and control, and later provide an overview of the other variants, such as discrete-time

systems. We will also primarily focus on deterministic dynamical systems models, but we

will briefly touch on stochastic dynamical systems models that are widespread in artificial

intelligence (AI), reinforcement learning (RL), and human motion prediction.
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Aside on Terminology. The controls and artificial intelligence (AI) communities

have long been interested in a similar problem: the design of autonomous systems.

Despite a common interest, due to their distinct histories, the control theory and AI

communities have evolved separate terminology for the same concepts. In this thesis, we

draw upon ideas from both communities, and will use the terminology interchangeably.

For clarity, below is a small table summarizing equivalent terms.

Control Theory AI
System Environment

Dynamics ( 𝑓 ) Transition (𝑇 or 𝑃)

State (𝑥) State (𝑠)

Control input (𝑢) Action (𝑎)

Control law (u(·)) Policy (𝜋(·))
Output (𝑦) Observation (𝑂 or 𝑧)

Cost (𝐽 or 𝐶) Reward (𝑅)

Minimize (cost) Maximize (reward)

Table 2.1: Terminology equivalence between the controls and AI communities.

2.1.1 Continuous-Time Dynamical Systems
Let’s make these ideas about systems more mathematically concrete. Consider a

dynamical system whose continuous state is 𝑥 ∈ R𝑛 and whose evolution is governed by

the ordinary differential equation (ODE):

¤𝑥 = 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢) (2.1)

where the control input is 𝑢 ∈ 𝒰 ⊆ R𝑚 and the flow field is 𝑓 : R𝑛 × 𝒰 → R𝑛 . We often

assume that the control set 𝒰 is compact, since in practice our systems can only exert

bounded control effort1. Our model in (2.1) can readily account for multiple agents via

state augmentation and the addition of multiple control inputs. In the case of 𝑘 agents,

our dynamics will take the form:

¤𝑥 = 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢1, . . . , 𝑢𝑘) (2.2)

where the augmented state is 𝑥 ∈ R
∑𝑘
𝑖=1

𝑛𝑖
, where 𝑛𝑖 is the dimension of the 𝑖th agent’s

state space.

1
In general, the dynamics can be dependent on time. However, in this dissertation the dynamics 𝑓 will

be time-invariant, allowing us to drop the explicit time dependence
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When studying (2.1), a question naturally appears: can we always solve this ODE? In

other words, is the concept of a “state trajectory” (which would be the solution to this

ODE) well-defined? It turns out that if we ensure that our flow field, 𝑓 : R𝑛 × 𝒰 → R𝑛 ,

abides by some key properties, then the answer to this question will be yes! Specifically, it

can be shown that if the flow field is uniformly continuous in its arguments, and Lipschitz

continuous in 𝑥 for all control inputs 𝑢 ∈ 𝒰 , then there exists a unique solution to our

system dynamics for a given control signal u(·) : [𝑡0,∞) → 𝒰 . Mathematically, these two

conditions are met by the resultant state trajectory:

¤x(𝑡) = 𝑓 (x(𝑡), u(𝑡)) 𝑎.𝑒. 𝑡 ≥ 𝑡0 (2.3)

x(0) = 𝑥0 (2.4)

Aside on Notation. State and control inputs are functions of time, thus the most

precise notation would be 𝑥(𝑡) ∈ R𝑛 , 𝑢(𝑡) ∈ 𝒰 . However, when the dependence on

time is clear, we will often drop the explicit dependence on 𝑡 to simplify notation.

A state trajectory in continuous-time will be denoted as x(·) ∈ X𝑇𝑡 , and a control

trajectory (or signal) u(·) ∈ U𝑇𝑡 , indicating that these trajectories go from time 𝑡 to 𝑇.

To denote a specific state or control along a trajectory, we index it in time: x(𝑡), u(𝑡). If

we want to clearly denote a state trajectory which begins from a particular initial state

𝑥 at time 𝑡 and under a particular control signal u ∈ U𝑇𝑡 we will write xu
𝑥,𝑡(·) ∈ X𝑇𝑡

2.1.2 Discrete-Time Dynamical Systems
Thus far, we discussed continuous-time dynamical systems. However, discrete-time

systems are widely used in the AI, robotics, and reinforcement learning communities. Let

the discrete-time dynamics be represented by:

𝑥𝑡+1 = 𝑓 (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ N. (2.5)

Here, 𝑥𝑡 ∈ R𝑛 and 𝑢𝑡 ∈ 𝒰 are the state and control inputs indexed at the discrete time

𝑡, and 𝑓 is map from the current state and control to next state. Often times, we may

have access to a continuous-time dynamics model, but need to discretize it to perform

computations on a computer. A common method for discrete-time approximations is a

first-order Euler approximation:

𝑓 (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡) := 𝑥𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡 𝑓 (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡) (2.6)

where 𝛿𝑡 is a time-step. Higher order discretizations may also be used to improve the

accuracy of the approximation at the expense of computation speed.

Aside on Notation. When we want to denote a discrete-time trajectory (also known

as a sequence) from time 𝑡 = 0 to 𝑇, we will use x := [𝑥0, . . . 𝑥𝑇] or 𝑥0:𝑇
to denote

the state trajectory and u := [𝑢0, . . . 𝑢𝑇] or 𝑢0:𝑇
to denote the control trajectory.

Sometimes we will want to denote a sequence of states and controls. We use the

notation � := {(𝑥0, 𝑢0), . . . , (𝑥𝑇−1, 𝑢𝑇−1)} for the state-action trajectory.
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2.1.3 Stochastic Discrete-Time Dynamical Systems
So far, we have discussed deterministic dynamics models. However, stochastic dy-

namics models are core to many robotics and human-robot interaction problems. In this

subsection, we restrict ourselves to discussing the discrete-time stochastic control systems,

also known as Markov Decision Processes (MDPs). This is a popular modelling tool in the

AI, reinforcement learning, and human modelling community. Modelling the dynamics

as stochastic means that executing a control 𝑢𝑡 from a state 𝑥𝑡 does not always result in

the same next state 𝑥𝑡+1
. Concretely, let 𝑋 𝑡+1 ⊆ R𝑛 be a random variable representing the

next state. Given a current state 𝑥𝑡 and a current control input 𝑢𝑡 , the evolution of the

dynamical system can be described by the probability distribution:

𝑃(𝑋 𝑡+1 | 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡). (2.7)

In the MDP and Reinforcement Learning communities, (2.7) is often called the transition

function. Note that this model is Markovian, meaning that the next state depends only on

the current state and not on the full state history. This enables us to easily reason about

state probabilities at any time in the future. Just like in 2.1.1, if we are given a discrete-time

control sequence, 𝑢0:𝑡
, we may want to know the likelihood of any future state at time

𝑡 ∈ {0, 1, . . . 𝑇}, i.e., we want to obtain a distribution over 𝑋 𝑡+1
. Using our stochastic

dynamics, we can write:

𝑃(𝑋 𝑡+1 = 𝑥𝑡+1 | 𝑥0, 𝑢0:𝑡) =
∫
R𝑛
. . .

∫
R𝑛

𝑡∏
𝜏=0

𝑃(𝑥𝜏+1 | 𝑥𝜏 , 𝑢𝜏)𝑑𝑥1 . . . 𝑑𝑥𝑡 (2.8)

which quantifies the probability of the system ending up at a particular state 𝑥 at future

time 𝑡 + 1.

2.2 From Optimal Control to Single-Agent Safety
In the previous section, we understood how to mathematically model a dynamical

system that evolves as a function of its control inputs. But how should an autonomous

system choose its control inputs? What even constitutes a “good” control input?

Optimal control addresses exactly this problem: automatically obtaining control inputs

which are optimal under a given decision-making objective. For example, figuring out

the acceleration profile (control input) which smoothly but efficiently moves a car through

an intersection (decision-making objective) is an optimal control problem. In this section,

we will formalize the optimal decision-making problem for a single agent (like a robot),

discuss variants of posing and solving optimal control problems, and show how a special

class of optimal control problems allow us to synthesize provably-safe controllers for

robots acting in isolation.
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2.2.1 Formalizing the Optimal Control Problem
Consider a deterministic, continuous-time dynamical system like that in (2.1), evolving

over the time interval [0, 𝑇]. Mathematically, the optimal control problem consists of

minimizing a cost function (also called objective function, or utility function) subject to the

dynamics and control constraints. Let the cumulative cost we seek to minimize over the

time interval [𝑡 , 𝑇]where 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇 be:

𝐽(𝑥, u(·), 𝑡) :=

∫ 𝑇

𝑡

𝑐(𝑥(𝜏), 𝑢(𝜏))𝑑𝜏 + ℓ (𝑥(𝑇)) (2.9)

where 𝑐(·, ·) is the instantaneous cost of being at state 𝑥 and applying control𝑢 (for example,

how much fuel is being used), and ℓ (·) is the terminal cost of ending up at a state 𝑥 at time𝑇

(for example, distance to goal). The cumulative cost function 𝐽 : R𝑛 ×(⋃𝑡∈[0,𝑇]U
𝑇
𝑡 × 𝑡) → R

takes as input a starting state, a control signal, and also the starting time, 𝑡, and outputs

the cost accumulated over the time horizon [𝑡 , 𝑇].
We seek to find a control signal u(·) ∈ U𝑇𝑡 which minimizes this cumulative cost:

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) := inf

u(·)∈U𝑇𝑡
𝐽(𝑥, u(·), 𝑡)

s.t. ¤𝑥(𝜏) = 𝑓 (𝑥(𝜏), 𝑢(𝜏)), ∀𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑇]
𝑢(𝜏) ∈ 𝒰

(2.10)

while ensuring that the system evolves according to the dynamics and respecting control

bounds, 𝒰 . We can keep track of the best possible cost we can achieve over this time

interval from 𝑡 to 𝑇 through the value function, 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡).
If we had a discrete-time system like in (2.5), the optimal control problem would look

similar, barring a few changes. The cost function would now be:

𝐽𝑡(𝑥, u) :=

𝑇−1∑
𝜏=𝑡

𝑐(𝑥𝜏 , 𝑢𝜏) + ℓ (𝑥𝑇) (2.11)

and the optimal control problem is

𝑉 𝑡(𝑥) := min

u
𝐽𝑡(𝑥, u)

s.t. 𝑥𝜏+1 = 𝑓 (𝑥𝜏 , 𝑢𝜏), ∀𝜏 ∈ {𝑡 , . . . , 𝑇 − 1}
𝑢𝜏 ∈ 𝒰

(2.12)

where 𝑉 𝑡(𝑥) is the value of the discrete-time optimal control problem.

For the rest of this section, we will focus on the continuous-time optimal control

problem, but highlight key differences between that and the discrete-time formulation

when relevant.
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2.2.2 Solving the Optimal Control Problem
Now that we have posed our desired optimal control problem in (2.10), how do we

actually solve it? The optimization and control communities have established a huge

suite of methods for solving optimal control problems, but the two most foundational

approaches are the calculus of variations and dynamic programming.

Calculus of variations. The key idea behind this approach is to carefully transform

the constrained optimization problem into an unconstrained one and then pose a set

of necessary conditions that an optimal control trajectory must satisfy. Intuitively, this

process begins by moving each constraint (e.g., the dynamics) into the objective function

and associating each with a Lagrange multiplier. Next, we need to know the necessary

conditions that any optimal control trajectory and the Lagrange multipliers must satisfy.

Luckily for us, Pontryagin’s maximum principle precisely states this series of first-order

necessary condition that any optimal control trajectory and the Lagrange multipliers must

satisfy [168]. The big advantage of the calculus of variations approach is that once we

obtain this set of necessary conditions, we can leverage a myriad of (often very efficient)

computational tools developed by the optimization community to solve for the control

trajectory. Unfortunately, the solution obtained by this method is not guaranteed to be

globally optimal (most of the time it is only locally optimal) unless the optimal control

problem is convex in the decision variable and the duality gap is zero.

Dynamic programming. The key idea of this approach is to reason recursively about the

optimal control problem backwards in time. Unlike the calculus of variations approach,

this approach guarantees a globally optimal solution at the expense of significantly higher

computational costs. The reason for this globally optimal solution is the construction of

the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) partial differential equation (PDE). In discrete-time,

this equation is called the Bellman equation or Bellman backup, and is popular in both

the control, AI, and reinforcement learning communities. These equations capture the

necessary and sufficient conditions that the optimal control problem’s value function must

satisfy. Solving the HJB-PDE (or the Bellman equation) backwards in time ensures that

the solution over the entire control trajectory is globally optimal.

2.2.3 Dynamic Programming: From Continuous to Discrete Time
From guaranteeing safe robot operation to modelling human behavior, the principle

of dynamic programming is foundational to the majority of approaches discussed in this

dissertation. The idea of dynamic programming, introduced by Richard Bellman in the

1950s, solves optimal control problems by leveraging the principle of optimality:

Principle of Optimality [30]. An optimal policy has the property that what-

ever the initial state and initial decisions are, the remaining decisions must

constitute and optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the first

decision.
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In other words, assume you are given an optimal sequence of controls and the correspond-

ing optimal state trajectory. If you start at any state along that optimal state trajectory, then

the remaining sub-trajectory is also optimal. The implication of this is that we can solve

optimal control problems by combining optimal solutions of smaller sub-problems.

2.2.4 The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman PDE
Let’s understand the principle of optimality in the context of continuous-time optimal

control problems. Recall the value function we defined earlier starting from state 𝑥 at time

𝑡:

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) = inf

u(·)∈U𝑇𝑡

∫ 𝑇

𝑡

𝑐(𝑥(𝜏), 𝑢(𝜏))𝑑𝜏 + ℓ (𝑥(𝑇)). (2.13)

The principle of optimality tells us that we can divide the computation of this value

function in time by creating two sub-problems: solving for the optimal control signal for

𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑡 + 𝛿) and for 𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 + 𝛿, 𝑇]:

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) = inf

u(·)∈U𝑡+𝛿𝑡

∫ 𝑡+𝛿

𝑡

𝑐(𝑥(𝜏), 𝑢(𝜏))𝑑𝜏 + inf

u(·)∈U𝑇
𝑡+𝛿

∫ 𝑇

𝑡+𝛿
𝑐(𝑥(𝜏), 𝑢(𝜏))𝑑𝜏 + ℓ (𝑥(𝑇)). (2.14)

Note that the starting state within the integral

∫ 𝑇

𝑡+𝛿 must be 𝑥(𝑡 + 𝛿), the dynamically-

feasible state we reach at time 𝑡 + 𝛿 after applying the control signal u(·) over the time

horizon [𝑡 , 𝑡+ 𝛿]. We can go one step further and insert the value function at the future state

𝑥(𝑡 + 𝛿) and future time 𝑡 + 𝛿 into the right-hand side of (2.14) because of the definition of

the value function in (2.13). We know that𝑉(𝑥(𝑡+𝛿), 𝑡+𝛿) captures the best we could ever

hope to do starting from 𝑥(𝑡 + 𝛿) and evolving along that future sub-trajectory! In other

words, the value function is the solution to the second sub-problem we posed. Inserting

it into (2.14), we obtain:

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) = inf

u(·)∈U𝑡+𝛿𝑡

∫ 𝑡+𝛿

𝑡

𝑐(𝑥(𝜏), 𝑢(𝜏))𝑑𝜏 +𝑉(𝑥(𝑡 + 𝛿), 𝑡 + 𝛿). (2.15)

Last but not least, at the final time 𝜏 = 𝑇, the value at the final state and time is simply

equal to the terminal cost, 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑇) = ℓ (𝑥(𝑇)).
But why does reformulating the value function to look like (2.15) even matter? Well,

now that we have reduced the problem to only optimizing our control signal over the

smaller time-horizon of [𝑡 , 𝑡 + 𝛿], we can more easily think about what happens when

𝛿→ 0. In other words, how does the value at the current state and time change when we

make small changes in our decisions?

For now, assume that 𝑉 is everywhere differentiable. Let’s go through an informal

derivation of how our value changes when 𝛿 > 0 but is very small. In this scenario, the

value function from (2.15) can be written as

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) ≈ min

𝑢∈𝒰

{
𝑐(𝑥, 𝑢)𝛿 +𝑉(𝑥(𝑡 + 𝛿), 𝑡 + 𝛿)

}
. (2.16)
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Expanding𝑉(𝑥(𝑡 + 𝛿), 𝑡 + 𝛿) via the Taylor’s series expansion around the current state and

time, (𝑥(𝑡), 𝑡), we get:

𝑉(𝑥(𝑡+𝛿), 𝑡+𝛿) ≈ 𝑉(𝑥(𝑡), 𝑡)+𝜕𝑉(𝑥(𝑡), 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

(𝑡+𝛿−𝑡)+∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥(𝑡), 𝑡)·(𝑥(𝑡+𝛿)−𝑥(𝑡))+h.o.t, (2.17)

where the change in state can be approximated via the dynamics: 𝑥(𝑡+𝛿)−𝑥(𝑡) ≈ 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢)𝛿.

Ignoring the higher order terms, we obtain:

𝑉(𝑥(𝑡 + 𝛿), 𝑡 + 𝛿) ≈ 𝑉(𝑥(𝑡), 𝑡) + 𝜕𝑉(𝑥(𝑡), 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

𝛿 + ∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥(𝑡), 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥(𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡))𝛿. (2.18)

Plugging this approximation to 𝑉(𝑥(𝑡 + 𝛿), 𝑡 + 𝛿) into our original equation and moving

the terms that do not depend on control outside of the minimization, we obtain:

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) ≈ min

𝑢∈𝒰

{
𝑐(𝑥, 𝑢)𝛿 +𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝜕𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
𝛿 + ∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢)𝛿

}
(2.19)

= 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝜕𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

𝛿 +min

𝑢∈𝒰

{
𝑐(𝑥, 𝑢)𝛿 + ∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢)𝛿

}
. (2.20)

Cancelling out the redundant terms on both sides, we obtain:

0 =
𝜕𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
𝛿 +min

𝑢∈𝒰

{
𝑐(𝑥, 𝑢)𝛿 + ∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢)𝛿

}
(2.21)

≈ 𝜕𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

+min

𝑢∈𝒰

{
𝑐(𝑥, 𝑢) + ∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢)

}
(divide by 𝛿 > 0) (2.22)

With this, we have obtained the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman partial differential equation:

𝜕𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

+min

𝑢∈𝒰

{
𝑐(𝑥, 𝑢) + ∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢)

}
= 0 (2.23)

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑇) = ℓ (𝑥). (2.24)

with the terminal condition 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑇) = ℓ (𝑥). We can solve this final-value PDE backwards

in time starting from the terminal time 𝑇 to obtain the value function 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) for any state

and time. Then, we can obtain the optimal control at any given state and time via

𝑢∗(𝑥, 𝑡) = arg min

𝑢∈𝒰

{
𝑐(𝑥, 𝑢) + ∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢)

}
. (2.25)

Just like when we were studying the dynamics ODE in 2.1.1 and asking “does a solution

to this ODE even exist?”, we can ask the same question of the HJB-PDE. Traditionally, the

solution to this PDE only existed if we assumed that the value function was differentiable

everywhere (we assumed this earlier in our intuitive derivation). However, this is too

stringent of a requirement for the majority of optimal control problems we will seek to
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solve; for example, our system trajectories themselves only have to satisfy the dynamics

ODE almost everywhere in time. Fortunately, mathematicians Crandall and Lions [57]

introduced a novel solution concept for the HJB-PDE called the viscosity solution which

states that at all non-differentiable points,𝑉 must satisfy a relaxed condition which bounds

the value function from above and below with continuously differentiable functions.

Aside on solving the HJB-PDE. Solving the HJB-PDE for the optimal value function

(and corresponding optimal control) is not trivial. In certain conditions, like in the

event that the running cost 𝑐(·, ·) and the terminal cost ℓ (·) are quadratic in state, and

the dynamics are linear (i.e., ¤𝑥 = 𝐴𝑥(𝑡) + 𝐵𝑢(𝑡)), we can obtain the value function

and optimal control in closed-form. This enables us to efficiently compute a very

high-fidelity value function, since we do not have to discretize state, time, or control.

However, for most dynamical systems and cost functions, we will need to numerically

integrate the HJB-PDE. One approach is to discretize time and state, inducing a tabular

or grid-based representation of𝑉 , causing the computational complexity of solving the

HJB-PDE to scale exponentially in the state dimensionality. This is referred to as the

curse of dimensionality and is the topic of extensive study (see [25] for an overview

of recent advances). An alternative is to approximate the value function directly. There

is a wealth of such techniques, including neural PDE solvers [163, 63, 181, 105, 24],

sum-of-squares (SOS) techniques [131], or zonotope approximations [227, 82, 119].

For a taxonomy of how the value function is computed under different methods and

conditions, see Fig. 2.1.

inf
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Figure 2.1: Taxonomy of optimal control problems in discrete and continuous time, as well their value

function computation and representation.
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2.2.5 The Bellman Equation
So far we have seen a dynamic programming solution to the continuous-time optimal

control problem. However, discrete-time optimal control problems are very popular in

the AI, robotics, and reinforcement learning communities.

Recall the value function of the discrete-time optimal control problem from (2.12):

𝑉 𝑡(𝑥) := min

u

𝑇−1∑
𝜏=𝑡

𝑐(𝑥𝜏 , 𝑢𝜏) + ℓ (𝑥𝑇). (2.26)

We know that at the final time, the value will be 𝑉𝑇(𝑥) = ℓ (𝑥𝑇). Then, starting at some

time 0 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑇, we can apply the principle of optimality and the definition of the value

function, splitting up the optimization problem into two subproblems:

𝑉 𝑡(𝑥) = min

𝑢𝑡∈𝒰

{
𝑐(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡) + min

u:=[𝑢𝑡+1...𝑢𝑇−1]

𝑇−1∑
𝜏=𝑡+1

𝑐(𝑥𝜏 , 𝑢𝜏) + ℓ (𝑥𝑇)
}

(2.27)

= min

𝑢𝑡∈𝒰

{
𝑐(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡) +𝑉 𝑡+1(𝑥𝑡+1)

}
. (2.28)

With this, we have obtained the Bellman equation [30]:

𝑉 𝑡(𝑥) = min

𝑢𝑡∈𝒰

{
𝑐(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡) +𝑉 𝑡+1(𝑥𝑡+1)

}
(2.29)

𝑉𝑇(𝑥) = ℓ (𝑥). (2.30)

The HJB-PDE in (2.24) can be thought of as the continuous-time equivalent of the discrete-

time Bellman equation. However, unlike in continuous-time, dynamic programming

in discrete time yields a value function “backup” instead of a PDE. See Fig. 2.1 for a

comparison of the continuous and discrete-time solutions to deterministic optimal control

problems, and how they are computed under different conditions and methods.

The Bellman equation is also very popular for solving optimal control problems with

stochastic dynamics. At its core, this optimal control problem seeks to minimize the expected

cost:

𝑉 𝑡(𝑥) := min

u
Ex∼𝑃(x|𝑥𝑡 ,u)

[ 𝑇−1∑
𝜏=𝑡

𝑐(𝑥𝜏 , 𝑢𝜏) + ℓ (𝑥𝑇)
]

(2.31)

where 𝑃(x | 𝑥𝑡 , u) is the probability of the system entering a sequence of states x starting

from state 𝑥𝑡 and executing the control sequence u.

The corresponding discrete-time Bellman equation is:

𝑉 𝑡(𝑥) = min

𝑢𝑡∈𝒰

{
𝑐(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡) +

∫
R𝑛
𝑃(𝑥𝑡+1 | 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡)𝑉 𝑡+1(𝑥𝑡+1)𝑑𝑥𝑡+1

}
. (2.32)

See [31] for a more in-depth treatment of the discrete-time value function, continuous-time

value function, and their connections.
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2.2.6 Hamilton-Jacobi Reachability & Single-Agent Safety
We now have a handle on how to solve general optimal control problems for a single

agent, like a robot. However, right now the optimal control problems we have posed

minimize cost and constrain that the system evolves via the dynamics. What if we wanted

to guarantee that the system abides by some state constraints? For example, what if we

want to come up with an optimal control which guarantees that our robot never hits an

obstacle? Or, an optimal control trajectory which guarantees that the robot reaches its

goal? Answering these questions and synthesizing the corresponding control trajectories

are core to safety analysis. It is important to note that these safety specifications are treated

as hard constraints in the optimization, instead of being part of the objective which can be

traded off (e.g., like efficiency, fuel-consumption, etc.).

While there are a myriad of approaches for verifying the safety and performance

of dynamical systems, this dissertation is rooted in Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) reachability

analysis which is built upon the optimal control and dynamic programming tools we have

discussed thus far. In fact, in this section we will discuss how these safety questions (about

guaranteeing obstacle avoidance or goal-reaching) can be posed and solved as a special

type of optimal control problem.

Reach Problems (i.e., goal satisfaction)

Let’s start our journey into reachability by studying reach problems. This class of

problems are concerned with determining if there exists a control signal that can drive

a system to a desired state. For example, imagine you are an autonomous vehicle (AV)

designer and you are tasked with developing how an AV should park itself into a user’s

garage. If the AV starts in the driveway, does there exist a control signal that guides it

into the garage? What if the autonomous vehicle started at an odd angle and then tried

to maneuver into the garage? Does there exist a control signal that can still steer it into

the garage successfully? Hamilon-Jacobi reachability gives us not only a binary answer to

these questions, but it also produces the optimal control signal in the event that the binary

answer to these questions is “yes, we can control our system to the desired goal”.

Backwards Reachable Set. The backwards reachable set (BRS) of a dynamical system is the

set of states from which if the system begins, then it can reach a given target set (e.g., the

robot’s goal) at the final time. Mathematically, let’s define the target set to be ℒ ⊆ R𝑛 . The

BRS is the set of states 𝑥 ∈ R𝑛 from which the system can be driven into ℒ exactly at the

end of the time horizon.

𝒱𝐵𝑅𝑆(𝑡) = {𝑥 : ∃u(·) ∈ U𝑇𝑡 , xu
𝑥,𝑡(𝑇) ∈ ℒ}. (2.33)

But how do we actually obtain this set? It turns out that we can transform this goal

satisfaction problem into an optimal control problem via the level set method. Intuitively,

we will design a specific type of optimal control objective which captures how close our

system is to satisfying our goal-reaching constraint. By measuring how close the system is
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to reaching the goal, our optimal control problem can find whether there exists a control

signal which minimizes the distance between the system starting from some initial state

and the goal; in other words, if our system can achieve goal satisfaction.

Specifically, we define a Lipschitz function ℓ (𝑥) such that our target set ℒ is equal to

the sub-zero level set of this function: 𝑥 ∈ ℒ ⇐⇒ ℓ (𝑥) ≤ 0. We can always find such

a function ℓ to encode the target set by simply choosing the signed distance to the set

boundary. Now we can modify our optimal control objective to be:

𝐽(𝑥, u(·), 𝑡) = ℓ (xu
𝑥,𝑡(𝑇)) (2.34)

where the controller only cares about how close the final state is to the target (as measured

by ℓ (·)). The overall optimal control problem is now:

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) := inf

u(·)∈U𝑇𝑡
𝐽(𝑥, u(·), 𝑡) ≡ ℓ (xu

𝑥,𝑡(𝑇))

s.t. ¤𝑥(𝜏) = 𝑓 (𝑥(𝜏), 𝑢(𝜏)), ∀𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑇]
𝑢(𝜏) ∈ 𝒰

(2.35)

It is now clear to see how this is just a modified version of the original optimal control

objective from (2.9) where 𝑐(𝑥(𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)) = 0 and the terminal cost ℓ (·) encodes the distance

to our target set ℒ.

Now that we are back in optimal control land, we already have the tools necessary to

solve this problem! In fact, we can use the machinery from 2.2.3 and solve the HJB-PDE to

obtain the value function for this optimal control problem. Since any control trajectories

that are able to drive the system into the target set will be assigned a negative value by

ℓ , we know that all states whose value is ≤ 0 must be part of our BRS. Consequently, the

BRS can be obtained from the value function via:

𝒱𝐵𝑅𝑆(𝑡) = {𝑥 : 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) ≤ 0}. (2.36)

What if we want to obtain the optimal control trajectory which takes us from a start state

𝑥 ∈ 𝒱𝐵𝑅𝑆(𝑡) to the target set? With access to the value function, this is also straightforward:

𝑢∗(𝑥, 𝑡) = arg min

𝑢∈𝒰
∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢) (2.37)

Backwards Reachable Tube. We can also pose a slightly different, but related question:

what are the set of states 𝑥 ∈ R𝑛 from which the system can be driven into ℒ at any time

during the time horizon? In the reachability literature, this set is called a backwards reachable

tube (BRT). Recall that the BRS demands that the system trajectory enters the target set ℒ
exactly at the final time. This means that if a system trajectory enters the goal and then

leaves it before the final time, then it has failed to satisfy the constraint. The nice aspect of

BRTs is that trajectories which enter the target set ℒ at some early time and then leave it
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are still considered to have satisfied the goal-reaching constraint. Mathematically, the set

of states which satisfy this property are:

𝒱𝐵𝑅𝑇(𝑡) = {𝑥 : ∃u(·) ∈ U𝑇𝑡 , ∃𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑇], xu
𝑥,𝑡(𝜏) ∈ ℒ}. (2.38)

To convert this into our optimal control framework, we need to add an extra minimization

over time to “keep track” of the event that a trajectory has entered into the target set at

some time. If a trajectory does enter the target set (and therefore is assigned a negative

value at that state and time by ℓ ), then the minimization will preserve that negative value

for that system trajectory over the entire optimization horizon even if the trajectory leaves

the target and starts being assigned positive values by ℓ . Mathematically, this optimization

problem is:

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) := inf

u(·)∈U𝑇𝑡
min

𝜏∈[𝑡 ,𝑇]
ℓ (xu

𝑥,𝑡(𝜏))

s.t. ¤𝑥(𝜏) = 𝑓 (𝑥(𝜏), 𝑢(𝜏)), ∀𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑇]
𝑢(𝜏) ∈ 𝒰

(2.39)

Note that now our cost function no longer satisfies the typical form from (2.10) since the

optimal control signal is finding the minimum of a function over the time horizon (instead

of the integral). Fortunately, we can still use the principle of dynamic programming to

compute the optimal value function. After applying the dynamic programming principle,

we can obtain the following final-value Hamilton-Jacobi Variational Inequality (HJB-VI):

min

{
ℓ (𝑥) −𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡), 𝜕𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
+min

𝑢∈𝒰

{
∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢)

}}
= 0 (2.40)

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑇) = ℓ (𝑥). (2.41)

Finally, the BRT can be extracted from the value function, which is the viscosity solution

to (2.41):

𝒱𝐵𝑅𝑇(𝑡) = {𝑥 : 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) ≤ 0} (2.42)

Forward Reachability. The final variant of a reach problem that we may be interested in

is computing something called a forward reachable set (FRS) or forward reachable tube (FRT).

The FRS captures the set of all states that a system can reach from a set of initial states at

exactly time 𝑇. The FRT captures the set of all states that a system can reach from a set of

initial states at within the time horizon [𝑡 , 𝑇]. These are formally defined as:

𝒱𝐹𝑅𝑆(𝑡) := {𝑦 : ∃u(·) ∈ U𝑇𝑡 , 𝑥0 ∈ ℒ , xu
𝑥0 ,𝑡
(𝑇) = 𝑦} (2.43)

𝒱𝐹𝑅𝑇(𝑡) := {𝑦 : ∃u(·) ∈ U𝑇𝑡 , 𝑥0 ∈ ℒ , ∃𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑇], xu
𝑥0 ,𝑡
(𝜏) = 𝑦}. (2.44)

While in the backwards reachability setting we had ℒ represent a desired set of states we

wanted to reach, here, ℒ represents the set of initial states our system starts from.
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The FRS can be solved for in a similar fashion as the BRS, except we need to solve an

initial-value PDE instead of a final-value one:

𝜕𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

+min

𝑢∈𝒰

{
∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢)

}
= 0 (2.45)

𝑉(𝑥, 0) = ℓ (𝑥). (2.46)

Note that the only change is that the value function is initialized at the initial time zero,

and is set to encode the initial states our system starts from. After solving this initial-value

HJB-PDE for the value function, we can obtain the FRS as the subzero level set of the value

function:

𝒱𝐹𝑅𝑆(𝑡) = {𝑥 : 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) ≤ 0}. (2.47)

The FRT can be computed in a nearly identical fashion, except we solve the initial-value

version of the HJB-VI from (2.41). Obtaining the value function from this problem, we can

once again obtain the FRT,𝒱𝐹𝑅𝑇 , via the subzero level set of the value function.

Avoid Problems (i.e., safety satisfaction)

Conceptually, we can think of avoid problems as the inverse of reach problems. Here,

we want to determine if there exists a control signal which can always steer the system

away from an undesirable set of states. Let’s go back to our AV designer example. Instead

of parking into the garage, you are now faced with designing how an AV should exit the

garage without hitting the trashcans nearby. If the AV starts really close to the trashcans,

can it still avoid colliding into them? Or is collision inevitable? In the following sub-

sections, we will formalize these questions (and their answers) mathematically. In fact,

we will discover that not much mathematical machinery needs to change from the reach

problems to solve avoid problems!

Backwards Avoid Sets and Tubes. The backwards avoid set, also known as the avoid

backwards reachable set (BRS), of a dynamical system is very similar to the backwards

reachable set from earlier. However, here, the avoid BRS is the set of states from which if

the system begins, it is doomed to enter into the undesirable set of states. Mathematically,

we will use the same notion of a target set to be ℒ ⊆ R𝑛 , however this is now capturing

the set of states we seek to avoid. The avoid BRS is the set of states 𝑥 ∈ R𝑛 from which the

system is doomed to enter ℒ at exactly at the end of the time horizon.

𝒱𝐵𝑅𝑆(𝑡) = {𝑥 : ∀u(·) ∈ U𝑇𝑡 , xu
𝑥,𝑡(𝑇) ∈ ℒ}. (2.48)

Note that the only difference between this equation and the previous one in (2.33) is the

change from ∃u(·) to ∀u(·). The change to “for all” control signals captures how no matter

what the system does control-wise, it is doomed to enter the undesirable states ℒ in 𝑇

seconds. We can also make the same change to the definition of our backwards avoid tube,

or avoid backwards reachable tube (BRT). Here the avoid BRT captures the set of initial states
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from which if the system begins, it is doomed to enter the undesirable statesℒ at any time

during 𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑇]:
𝒱𝐵𝑅𝑇(𝑡) = {𝑥 : ∀u(·) ∈ U𝑇𝑡 , ∃𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑇], xu

𝑥,𝑡(𝜏) ∈ ℒ}. (2.49)

Converting this into our optimal control framework, we only need to make one small

change to (2.35) and (2.39): changing the infu(·) to supu(·). What’s the intuition behind this

change? Recall that we were using the level set method, where we constructed a function

ℓ which measures how close our system is to reaching a set of states ℒ. If the system is

inside ℒ, it obtains a negative value, if it is on the boundary it obtains zero value, and if

it is outside, it obtains a positive value. Before, when the system was trying to reach ℒ,

the control objective was to minimize the cost ℓ . However, now that ℒ encodes states that

we want to avoid, the control is trying to maximize the objective ℓ , thereby staying outside

of the undesirable region. However, if all control signals achieve a negative cost, then we

know that entering into the undesirable region is unavoidable.

To obtain the avoid BRS, we solve the HJB-PDE from (2.24); for the avoid BRT, we solve

the HJB-VI (2.41). The only change in the formulation is the replacement of the min𝑢 to

max𝑢 . For example, the HJB-PDE which will help us compute the avoid BRS is:

𝜕𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

+max

𝑢∈𝒰

{
𝑐(𝑥, 𝑢) + ∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢)

}
= 0 (2.50)

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑇) = ℓ (𝑥). (2.51)

To obtain the avoid sets themselves, 𝒱𝐵𝑅𝑆 and 𝒱𝐵𝑅𝑇 , we can take the value function

computed by solving the corresponding PDEs, and obtain the subzero level set of the

value functions.

How can we use these avoid sets in practice? Let’s consider the avoid BRT. Recall that

it captures the set of states from which, if our system starts, it is doomed to enter into the

undesirable set of states at some time 𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑇]. In addition to this, the complement of this

set,𝒱c
𝐵𝑅𝑇

, is the set of guaranteed safe initial conditions for our system. In other words, as

long as the system starts outside of the avoid BRT, then a controller exists to steer it away

from the undesirable states. Specifically, for any 𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑇], this safe controller is:

𝑢∗(𝑥, 𝑡) = arg max

𝑢∈𝒰
∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢) (2.52)

where𝑉(·, ·) is the value function computed by solving the avoid BRT’s HJB-VI. Intuitively,

using this optimal control will have the system “try its hardest” to avoid entering the unsafe

states.

For a summary of these many variants of reachability problems, their corresponding

optimal control problems, and their solutions, please refer to Fig. 2.2.

2.2.7 Practical Notes
Least-restrictive, safety-preserving controller. So far, we have been working under the

assumption that the robot needs to use the safety-preserving control law (2.52) at all
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Figure 2.2: (Top row) Optimal control problem for each variant of the reach and avoid sets. Inset image

shows the level curves of the function ℓ (𝑥) which encodes ℒ. (Bottom row) Grey region is the reachable

set computed for initial time 𝑡. Optimal control trajectories are shown for two candidate initial conditions.

Depending on if we were computing a set or a tube, we evaluate if the trajectory meets the constraint

criterion at just the end of the trajectory, or over the entire length.

states 𝑥 and all times, 𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑇]. While this will surely keep the system away from the

undesirable states, the robot’s only behavior will be avoidance. Can we use a different

control law that is not avoidance-based (e.g., goal-seeking, minimum-energy, etc.) and

use the safety-preserving control law only only when necessary?

Let Π(·) : 𝒪 → 𝒰 be any mapping from states (where 𝒪 is a state space, possibly

different from R𝑛) to controls. For example, the autonomous vehicle shown in Fig. 2.3

uses a deep neural network Π(𝑜) which takes in a monocular camera image 𝑜 ∈ 𝒪 and

generates a speed and turn rate for the vehicle to navigate towards a desired room. Often

times, Π will do an effective job of moving the robot towards the goal while avoiding

collision with nearby obstacles, like the tables and chairs. However, Π has not been

verified and is error-prone. For example, sometimes it decides to turn too aggressively,

risking crashing the vehicle with a nearby chair leg. How do we leverage the benefits of

the neural-network controller Π while ensuring it never collides?

Luckily, reachability can help us mitigate this problem. If we know where the obstacles

are in the scene, then we can encodes them in our set of undesireable states,ℒ, and compute

the corresponding avoid BRT,𝒱𝐵𝑅𝑇 , and optimal safety-preserving controller 𝑢∗(𝑥, 𝑡).
Given all these components, our safety controller can be used in a least-restrictive

fashion:

𝑢(𝑡) =
{
Π(𝑜), if 𝑥 ∈ 𝒱c

𝐵𝑅𝑇

𝑢∗(𝑥, 𝑡), otherwise

(2.53)

where 𝑢∗(𝑥, 𝑡) is the optimal safe controller as defined (2.52).
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Figure 2.3: Visualization of how the safety-preserving optimal control (shown in yellow) from a BRT can be

used to ensure safe robot navigation (steering robot away from collision with the chair) only at the boundary

of the safe set (shown in red).

Where does ℒ come from and what if we have to recompute our avoid set? So far

we have assumed that we have access to ℒ a priori, before the system is deployed. In

some settings, this may make sense. For example, in the goal-reaching setting where an

autonomous vehicle wants to park in the garage, it could be reasonable to assume that

the end-user tells the autonomous car company where they live, and where their garage

is, what dimensions it has, etc. Then, developing a controller to steer the car into the

garage a priori is more straightforward for the AV engineer. However, in other cases it is

difficult to know the precise shape of ℒ before the robot is deployed. For example, the AV

designer may not know a priori where the trash cans may be on a given day. Sometimes

the trash cans are kept inside the garage, other times they are left on the street, other times

they are blown into the driveway. If the AV engineer wants to encode the states occupied

by the trashcans and develop a safety-preserving controller before the robot is deployed,

this is incredibly challenging. Thus, it is necessary to (1) sense the undesireable states at

runtime, (2) update the representation of ℒ, and (3) (re-)compute the safety-preserving

control given the new information.

Handling a priori unknown, undesirable statesℒ is a challenge beyond the scope of this

dissertation. However, it has been studied in the broader autonomy community. A variety

of mechanisms have been proposed to provide safety guarantees for systems using limited-

range sensors to construct ℒ incrementally [124, 130, 189, 114]. Although interesting

results have emerged from these studies, the safety guarantees are provided by imposing

specific assumptions on the sensor and/or the planner that are rather restrictive for a
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variety of real-world autonomous systems and sensors used for navigational purposes. In

contrast, rather than proposing a specific planning and sensing paradigm that guarantees

safety, we would like to design a safety framework that is compatible with a broad class

of sensors, planners, and dynamics.

There are two main challenges with providing such a framework. The first challenge

relates to ensuring safety with respect to unknown parts of the environment and exter-

nal disturbances while minimally interfering with goal-driven behavior. Second, real-time

safety assurances need to be provided as new environment information is acquired, which

requires approximations that are both computationally efficient and not overly conserva-

tive. Moreover, this safety analysis should be applicable to a wide variety of real-world

sensors, planners, and vehicles.

In [16], we proposed a safety framework that can overcome these challenges for au-

tonomous vehicles operating in a priori unknown static environments under the assump-

tion that the sensors work perfectly within their ranges. Erroneous and noisy sensors can

make safety analysis significantly more challenging and we defer this to future work. Our

framework is based on Hamilton Jacobi (HJ) reachability analysis [155, 158] and provides

not only the set of states from which the dynamical system can always remain collision-

free, but also provides an optimal controller that guarantees the system will never violate

the state constraints. In particular, we treat the unknown environment at any given time

as an obstacle and use HJ reachability to compute the backward reachable tube (BRT), i.e.

the set of states from which the vehicle can enter the unknown and potentially unsafe

part of the environment, despite the best control effort. The complement of the BRT

therefore represents the safe set for the vehicle. With this computation, we also obtain the

corresponding least restrictive safety controller, which does not interfere with the planner

unless the safety of the vehicle is at risk. Use of HJ reachability analysis in our framework

thus allows us to overcome the first challenge—our framework can be applied to general

nonlinear vehicles, sensors, and planners.

In general, due to the computationally expensive nature of HJ computations, this ap-

proach has not been leveraged in settings where the environment is not known beforehand

and rather is sensed at run-time. To overcome this challenge, we propose a novel, real-time

algorithm to compute the BRT. Our algorithm only locally updates the BRT in light of new

environment information, which significantly alleviates the computational burden of HJ

reachability while still maintaining the safety guarantees at all times. For more details on

this work, please see [16].

2.3 From Dynamic Games to Multi-Agent Safety
So far, we have formalized optimal control and safety for robots operating in static en-

vironments. However, in reality, many robots will plan in the presence of other agents. For

example, autonomous cars will navigate around other autonomous vehicles and human-

driven cars; home robots will operate around people; factory robots will collaborate with
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human workers. However, so far our optimal control paradigm only allows for a sin-

gle agent to be involved in decision-making. What if there are multiple agents making

decisions and interacting? How is do we mathematically model this kind of interactive

decision-making?

Cost Function Single-agent Multi-Agent
Static Optimization Game Theory

Time-evolution Optimal Control Differential (cont.-time) / Dynamic (disc.-time) Game

Table 2.2: Difference between optimization, optimal control, and game theory.

Dynamic game theory provides a framework for modelling and analyzing interaction

in multi-agent dynamical systems. Intuitively, it can be thought of as the multi-agent

extension to single-agent optimal control we have discussed so far. Dynamic game theory

provides a set of mathematical tools for quantifying “optimal” decisions for each agent

under various behavioral and informational assumptions. Note that dynamic games (also

known as “difference games”) typically refers to games subject to discrete-time dynamics

equations. In this background section, we will begin with dynamic games only, but

later introduce differential games (which are continuous-time games subject to differential

equation dynamics) for the purpose of safety analysis. See Table 2.2 for a terminology

comparison of games under various conditions.

In this section, we will also restrict our discussion to a particular type of game: Stackel-

berg games [218]. In these games, one agent takes the role of the leader and the other takes

the role of the follower. The leader moves first, and the follower responds to the leader’s

decision. We will also summarize both the open-loop and feedback variants of Stackelberg

games, which will be the most relevant for this dissertation. See Table 2.3 for a brief sum-

mary of relevant game-theory terminology. For an extensive treatment on information

patterns in games, equilibrium concepts, and the continuous and discrete-time variants,

please see [28].

𝐽𝐴 ≠ −𝐽𝐵 general-sumCost for agent A and B
𝐽𝐴 = −𝐽𝐵 zero-sum

Access to only 𝑥0
open-loop (OL)State information

Access to any 𝑥𝑡 feedback

Simultaneous Nash equilibriumOrder of play
Leader-follower Stackelberg equilibrium

Table 2.3: Key dynamic game terminology and the conditions under which the terms apply.

2.3.1 General-Sum Dynamic Games
Multi-Agent System Model. Since we have multiple agents, now our state 𝑥will represent

the joint state of all agents. In this section we will consider two agents, A and B, with joint
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state:

𝑥 := [𝑥𝐴 , 𝑥𝐵]⊤. (2.54)

Both agents have their own control inputs, 𝑢𝑖 ∈ 𝒰𝑖 𝑖 ∈ {𝐴, 𝐵}, that affect the evolution of

the joint dynamical system:

𝑥𝑡+1 = 𝑓 (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝐴 , 𝑢
𝑡
𝐵). (2.55)

Agent Cost Functions. Since we have multiple agents, we can model each of them as

having their own decision-making objectives. For the purposes of this section, both

agents are interested in minimizing their respective cost functions, 𝐽𝑖 , which depend on

the joint state and the actions of both agents. This is formally known as the general-sum

game setting. However, as we will see later when establishing connections with safety

analysis, sometimes it is beneficial to model the agents as sharing the same cost function

where one agent is trying to minimize this cost and the other is trying to maximize.

Let’s define the (discrete-time) cost function for each agent over time horizon {0, . . . , 𝑇}
as:

𝐽𝐴(𝑥0, u𝐴 , u𝐵) :=

𝑇−1∑
𝜏=0

𝑐𝐴(𝑥𝜏 , 𝑢𝜏𝐴 , 𝑢
𝜏
𝐵) + ℓ𝐴(𝑥

𝑇) (2.56)

𝐽𝐵(𝑥0, u𝐴 , u𝐵) :=

𝑇−1∑
𝜏=0

𝑐𝐵(𝑥𝜏 , 𝑢𝜏𝐴 , 𝑢
𝜏
𝐵) + ℓ𝐵(𝑥

𝑇) (2.57)

where the control sequences for each agent are u𝐴 ∈ A𝑇−1

0
and u𝐵 ∈ B𝑇−1

0
.

Open-loop Stackelberg game. In open-loop dynamic games, both agents must plan their

entire control sequences, given only the initial condition. In other words, this models an agent

as determining their control sequence at the initial time, then “closing their eyes”, and

following it for the rest of the time horizon, without accounting for how the actual system

state may evolve during control execution. More formally, a two-agent, general-sum

open-loop (OL) Stackelberg game is:

min

u𝐴∈A𝑇−1

0

𝐽𝐴(𝑥0, u𝐴 , u∗𝐵(𝑥
0, u𝐴))

s.t. 𝑥𝜏+1 = 𝑓 (𝑥𝜏 , 𝑢𝜏𝐴 , 𝑢
𝜏
𝐵), ∀𝜏 ∈ {0, . . . , 𝑇 − 1}

u∗𝐵(𝑥
0, u𝐴) = arg min

u𝐵∈B𝑇−1

0

𝐽𝐵(𝑥0, u𝐴 , u𝐵)

s.t. 𝑥𝜏+1 = 𝑓 (𝑥𝜏 , 𝑢𝜏𝐴 , 𝑢
𝜏
𝐵), ∀𝜏 ∈ {0, . . . , 𝑇 − 1}

(2.58)

Notice here how agent A optimizes over an entire control sequence u𝐴 using only the

current state and a best-response predictive model of how agent B will play their entire

control sequence, u∗
𝐵
.
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We can explicitly define the value of this OL Stackelberg game starting from 𝑥0
for

agent A and agent B as:

𝑉0

𝐴(𝑥
0) = min

u𝐴∈A𝑇−1

0

𝐽𝐴(𝑥0, u𝐴 , u∗𝐵(𝑥
0, u𝐴)) (2.59)

where u∗𝐵(𝑥
0, u𝐴) = arg min

u𝐵
𝐽𝐵(𝑥0, u𝐴 , u𝐵)

𝑉0

𝐵(𝑥
0) = min

u𝐵∈B𝑇−1

0

𝐽𝐵(𝑥0, u∗𝐴(𝑥
0), u𝐵) (2.60)

where u∗𝐴(𝑥
0) = arg min

u𝐴
𝐽𝐴(𝑥0, u𝐴 , u∗𝐵(𝑥

0, u𝐴))

Lets get a high-level understanding for one way to solve for these value functions. First,

lets store the cumulative cost of agent B’s objective for each possible agent A control

sequence, u𝐴. With this, we can search for the optimal control sequence for agent B as a

function of the initial condition and agent A’s control sequence: u∗
𝐵
(𝑥0, u𝐴). Intuitively, this is a

model how agent B can best respond to agent A’s control sequence. Agent A can now use

this model to plan their own optimal control sequence u∗
𝐴
(𝑥0), which is only a function

of the initial condition, since agent A has a perfect model of how agent B will respond

to all of their control sequences. We finally can obtain the optimal value of the game for

each agent starting from 𝑥0
by maximizing over their respective control sequences and

plugging the models of how the other agent will behave.

Aside on OL Stackelberg computation. It is straightforward to imagine computing

the above for short time horizons and (small) discrete state and control spaces. For

example, imagine 𝑡 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and 𝒰𝑖 = {Up,Down, Left,Right}. Let the joint

state be 2-dimensional, representing the stacked discrete x-position of agent A and agent

B: 𝑥 ∈ 𝒳 := {[−5,−5], [−5,−4] . . . , [5, 5]} where |𝒳| = 11 × 11 = 121. Because the

time horizon is short, we can feasibly enumerate all control sequences u𝐴 ∈ A2

0
and

u𝐵 ∈ B2

0
(where the size of A2

0
and B2

0
is 4

3 = 64 each). We can then store a large table

for each (𝑥0, u𝐴 , u𝐵) tuple, where each entry contains the cost 𝐽𝐴 or 𝐽𝐵 of the overall

joint system evolution. Here, the entire table storing 𝐽𝑖(𝑥0, u𝐴 , u𝐵), 𝑖 ∈ {𝐴, 𝐵} will be

size 121 × 64 × 64 = 495, 616. Then we can choose the maximizing control sequences

for each agent as defined above. However, as the time horizon 𝑇 gets bigger and in

the case that state and controls are continuous, we can no longer rely on a tabular,

exhaustive way to solve this. Instead, we can turn to quasi-Newton methods such as

L-BFGS [187, 9] or reformulate the bilevel optimization problem as a local, single-

level optimization problem via the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) stationarity conditions

[194].

Feedback Stackelberg game. In feedback dynamic games, both agents plan a control

policy, which enables them to act optimally at any future joint state. In other words, this

models the agents as able to accurately perceive the system state by always “having their
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eyes open”, and constantly reacting to how the actual system state evolves during control

execution.

To capture this reactivity in state and time, feedback Stackelberg games are naturally

defined and solved recursively [93]. Let the values at the final time for a discrete-time,

two-agent, general-sum feedback Stackelberg game be:

𝑉𝑇
𝐴 (𝑥

𝑇) = ℓ𝐴(𝑥𝑇) (2.61)

𝑉𝑇
𝐵 (𝑥

𝑇) = ℓ𝐵(𝑥𝑇). (2.62)

To make our notation simpler, let’s define a new function called the 𝑄-value, also called

the state-action value function. Intuitively, this function will capture the immediate cost of

taking a control action from the current state plus the best possible future cost, assuming optimal

play. For example, the𝑄-value function for agent B is a map𝑄𝑖 : R𝑛×𝒰𝐴×𝒰𝐵 → Rwhich

captures the immediate cost of agent A choosing 𝑢𝐴 and agent B choosing 𝑢𝐵 from state 𝑥

plus the best cost for the rest of the time horizon. Mathematically, we can write out each

agent’s 𝑄-value function in the feedback Stackelberg game at any time 𝑡 ∈ {0, . . . , 𝑇 − 1}
recursively:

𝑄𝑡
𝐵(𝑥

𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝐴 , 𝑢
𝑡
𝐵) := 𝑐𝐵(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝐴 , 𝑢

𝑡
𝐵) +𝑉

𝑡+1

𝐵 (𝑥
𝑡+1) (2.63)

𝑄𝑡
𝐴(𝑥

𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝐴) := 𝑐𝐴(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝐴 ,𝝅
𝑡
𝐵(𝑥

𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝐴)) +𝑉
𝑡+1

𝐴 (𝑥
𝑡+1) (2.64)

where 𝝅𝑡𝐵(𝑥
𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝐴) = arg min

𝑢𝑡
𝐵

𝑄𝑡
𝐵(𝑥

𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝐴 , 𝑢
𝑡
𝐵).

Note that the 𝑄-value function for agent A does not depend on agent B’s control. This is

because agent A is the leader in the Stackelberg game, and is assumed to have access to the

best-response of agent B, 𝜋𝑡
𝐵

for each control that agent A may choose, 𝑢𝑡
𝐴

.

Finally, the value at any time 𝑡 ∈ {0, . . . , 𝑇 −1} for agent A and agent B can be obtained

via optimizing the Q-function at that time:

𝑉 𝑡
𝐴(𝑥

𝑡) = min

𝑢𝑡
𝐴
∈𝒰𝐴

𝑄𝑡
𝐴(𝑥

𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝐴) (2.65)

𝑉 𝑡
𝐵(𝑥

𝑡) = min

𝑢𝑡
𝐵
∈𝒰𝐵

𝑄𝑡
𝐵(𝑥

𝑡 ,𝝅𝑡𝐴(𝑥
𝑡), 𝑢𝑡𝐵) (2.66)

where 𝝅𝑡𝐴(𝑥
𝑡) = arg min

𝑢𝑡
𝐴

𝑄𝑡
𝐴(𝑥

𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝐴)

Aside on feedback Stackelberg computation. It should be apparent that the solution

to the feedback Stackelberg game is a dynamic programming solution. This presents a

significant computational challenge, since it suffers from the curse of dimensionality.

Specifically, for discrete state, action, and time, its computational complexity is𝑂(|𝒳|×
|𝒰𝐴 | × |𝒰𝐵 | × 𝑇).
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2.3.2 Zero-Sum Differential Games
So far we have discussed a setting where each agent has their own objective that they are

trying to minimize. However, there are other models we could use instead. For example,

the agents could share the same objective 𝐽𝐴 = 𝐽𝐵. Both agents could be minimizing this

objective (i.e. cooperative dynamic game) or one agent could be minimizing while the

other maximizing (i.e. adversarial dynamic game or zero-sum game). It turns out that the

adversarial game models are crucial to traditional multi-agent safety methods! This is

because they allow us to obtain robust controls for our robots, that enable our systems to

achieve desirable properties despite a worst-case adversary.

Let’s first mathematically define these zero-sum games. Let the joint state consisting of

agent A and agent B’s state be 𝑥 as defined in (2.54). The continuous-time2 joint dynamics

are:

¤𝑥 = 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢𝐴 , 𝑢𝐵) (2.67)

In zero-sum settings, both agents are concerned with the same cost function:

𝐽(𝑥, u𝐴(·), u𝐵(·), 𝑡) :=

∫ 𝑇

𝑡

𝑐(𝑥(𝜏), 𝑢𝐴(𝜏), 𝑢𝐵(𝜏))𝑑𝜏 + ℓ (𝑥(𝑇)) (2.68)

However, one agent is interested in minimizing while the other agent is interested in

maximizing the cost. Formally, we can write this as:

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) := inf

u𝐴(·)∈A𝑇𝑡
sup

u𝐵(·)∈B𝑇𝑡

𝐽(𝑥, u𝐴(·), u𝐵(·), 𝑡)

s.t. ¤𝑥(𝜏) = 𝑓 (𝑥(𝜏), 𝑢𝐴(𝜏), 𝑢𝐵(𝜏)), ∀𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑇]
𝑢𝐴(𝜏) ∈ 𝒰𝐴 , 𝑢𝐵(𝜏) ∈ 𝒰𝐵

(2.69)

where agent A seeks to minimize and agent B seeks to maximize the cost.

As posed right now, (2.69) describes an open-loop zero-sum game since the agent A

must declare an entire control signal only given access to the initial state. Furthermore,

it is a Stackelberg game because agent A is the leader and optimizing an entire control

signal, while agent B is the follower who responds optimally to agent A with their own

control signal. While this formulation may seem reasonable at first, it is actually incredibly

pessimistic from the perspective of agent A. Agent A is in an incredibly difficult position,

since they cannot adapt their control once the system begins evolving. In contrast, agent

B has all the key information about how agent A will behave, enabling it to make an

optimally adversarial decision during the optimization.

Could we come up with a less pessimistic formulation? What about a formulation that

allows agent A to adapt their decisions as the system state evolves? In other words, can

2
We switch to continuous-time notation here to make this subsection consistent with the formulation

used in the zero-sum differential games used in HJ reachability, which is traditionally defined in continuous-

time. However, discrete-time equivalents for this formulation are straightforward to write out.
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we come up with a feedback variant of this zero-sum Stackelberg game? To do this, we

actually need to modify how much information agent B has about agent A at any given

time. Specifically, we will assume that agent B uses only non-anticipative strategies [216,

68]. Formally, the set of non-anticipative strategies 𝔅𝑇
𝑡 for agent B is a collection of maps

𝖇 : A𝑇𝑡 → B𝑇𝑡 such that agent B’s strategy 𝖇[u𝐴] depends on u𝐴. That is:

𝖇 ∈ 𝔅𝑇
𝑡 := {𝖇 : A𝑇𝑡 → B𝑇𝑡 : ∀𝑠 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑇],∀u𝐴(·), û𝐴(·) ∈ A𝑇𝑡 ,
(u𝐴(𝜏) = û𝐴(𝜏) a.e. 𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑠]) ⇒ (𝖇[u𝐴](𝜏) = 𝖇[u𝐴](𝜏) a.e. 𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑠])}.

(2.70)

The intuition for this definition is that agent B ’s strategy (𝖇[u𝐴]) cannot start adapting

to a change in agent A’s control (u𝐴) until such a change begins. Take a closer look at

(2.70) to observe how this is captured mathematically. If two controls from agent A are

identical, then agent B has to respond identically. In other words, agent B cannot respond

differently to two agent A controls until they actually become different. Nevertheless,

agent B still has instantaneous informational advantage, since at any time 𝑡 it can still “see”

agent A’s choice of control and adapt its own accordingly (since 𝖇[u𝐴] is a function of u𝐴).

Rewriting our differential game with this restriction on agent B’s control strategy, we

obtain a the following feedback, zero-sum differential game:

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) := sup

𝖇∈𝔅𝑇
𝑡

inf

u𝐴(·)∈A𝑇𝑡
𝐽(𝑥, u𝐴(·), 𝖇[u𝐴](·), 𝑡)

s.t. ¤𝑥(𝜏) = 𝑓 (𝑥(𝜏), 𝑢𝐴(𝜏), 𝑢𝐵(𝜏)), ∀𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑇]
𝑢𝐴(𝜏) ∈ 𝒰𝐴 , 𝑢𝐵(𝜏) ∈ 𝒰𝐵

(2.71)

where agent B first chooses a strategy from the set of non-anticipative strategies and then

agent A chooses its own control signal.

Aside on discrete-time equivalent of (2.71). At first, defining non-anticipative

strategies can seem overly complicated. However, it is necessary to properly capture

the notion of state-feedback when writing out the overall dynamic game where each

player gets to choose continuous control signals. In discrete-time however, we can

skirt around this definition by taking advantage of the discrete and sequential nature

of decision-making. Specifically, we can write the discrete-time equivalent of (2.71) as:

𝑉 𝑡(𝑥) := min

𝑢𝑡
𝐴

max

𝑢𝑡
𝐵

. . .min

𝑢𝑇−1

𝐴

max

𝑢𝑇−1

𝐵

𝐽𝑡(𝑥, u𝐴 , u𝐵)

s.t. 𝑥𝜏+1 = 𝑓 (𝑥𝜏 , 𝑢𝜏𝐴 , 𝑢
𝜏
𝐵), ∀𝜏 ∈ {𝑡 , . . . , 𝑇 − 1}

(2.72)

where the interleaved decisions of agent A and B capture both the feedback and “turn-

taking” Stackelberg nature of the game.
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2.3.3 The Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs PDE & Multi-Agent Safety
Can we somehow solve for the optimal value function in (2.71)? It turns out that if we

apply our knowledge of dynamic programming, we can follow a similar proof as earlier

and show that the value function is the unique viscosity solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi-

Isaacs (HJI) partial differential equation (PDE):

𝜕𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

+ min

𝑢𝐴∈𝒰𝐴

max

𝑢𝐵∈𝒰𝐵

{
𝑐(𝑥, 𝑢𝐴 , 𝑢𝐵) + ∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢𝐴 , 𝑢𝐵)

}
= 0 (2.73)

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑇) = ℓ (𝑥).

Given the value function, the optimal actions for each agent are:

𝑢∗𝐴(𝑥, 𝑡) = arg min

𝑢𝐴∈𝒰𝐴

max

𝑢𝐵∈𝒰𝐵

{
𝑐(𝑥, 𝑢𝐴 , 𝑢𝐵) + ∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢𝐴 , 𝑢𝐵)

}
(2.74)

𝑢∗𝐵(𝑥, 𝑡) = min

𝑢𝐴∈𝒰𝐴

arg max

𝑢𝐵∈𝒰𝐵

{
𝑐(𝑥, 𝑢𝐴 , 𝑢𝐵) + ∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢𝐴 , 𝑢𝐵)

}
(2.75)

Aside on Bellman vs. Isaacs terminology. Note that while before we referred to

the equation as the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, we refer to this variant as the

Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs equation in honor of Rufus Isaacs. Isaacs pioneered pursuit-

evasion games, proposing the principle of optimality for dynamic games in the 1950’s

at the same time as Richard Bellman proposed it for optimal control problems.

Multi-Agent Safety via HJ Reachability

We now have a handle on how to solve zero-sum games between two agents. What

if we wanted to guarantee that the joint system abides by some state constraints? For

example, what if we want to come up with an optimal control which guarantees that our

robot never collides with the other agent, despite the other agent’s best efforts to crash? Or,

an optimal control trajectory which guarantees that the robot reaches its goal despite the

adversary attempting to prevent this? Just like when we studied safety analsyis for single-

agent systems, we can use the tools from game theory and the HJI-PDE to formalize safety

analysis of multi-agent systems. Specifically, let’s write down the multi-agent variant of

HJ reachability analysis.

Reach Problems (i.e., goal satisfaction)

We are going to start by considering reach problems again. Consider a shared autonomy

system where the human controls a ground vehicle robot via a joystick and the robot can

also input its own controls. Imagine that the robot wants to reach a goal location in a room,

like its charging dock. A worst-case scenario would be that the human is trying to actively

prevent the robot from reaching the goal. What set of initial states can we guaruntee that
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the robot can reach the goal despite the human’s best efforts to steer the robot away from

the goal? HJ reachability can answer this question for us yet again.

Mathematically, we will use the same notion of a target set ℒ ⊆ R𝑛 , however this is

now defined in the joint state-space of the two agents. In our zero-sum setting, ℒ defines

the set of states that agent A wants to reach and agent B wants to prevent agent A from

reaching.

The multi-agent variant of a backwards reachable set (BRS) and a backwards reachable tube

(BRT) are defined:

𝒱𝐵𝑅𝑆(𝑡) = {𝑥 : ∃u𝐴(·) ∈ A𝑇𝑡 ,∀u𝐵(·) ∈ B𝑇𝑡 xu𝐴 ,u𝐵
𝑥,𝑡 (𝑇) ∈ ℒ} (2.76)

𝒱𝐵𝑅𝑇(𝑡) = {𝑥 : ∃u𝐴(·) ∈ A𝑇𝑡 ,∀u𝐵(·) ∈ B𝑇𝑡 , ∃𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑇]x
u𝐴 ,u𝐵
𝑥,𝑡 (𝜏) ∈ ℒ}. (2.77)

Intuitively, this is saying that if the system begins inside the BRS/BRT, 𝑥 ∈ 𝒱, then there

exists a control signal that agent A can apply so it can get to the target set despite agent

B’s best-effort to prevent this.

Once again, we will define a Lipschitz function ℓ (𝑥) such that our target set ℒ is equal

to the sub-zero level set of this function: 𝑥 ∈ ℒ ⇐⇒ ℓ (𝑥) ≤ 0. The zero-sum game

objective will be:

𝐽(𝑥, u𝐴(·), u𝐵(·), 𝑡) = ℓ (xu𝐴 ,u𝐵
𝑥,𝑡 (𝑇)). (2.78)

We can now modify our game formulation similarly to how we did in the single-agent

optimal control setting and define the multi-agent BRS or BRT value functions:

BRS Value Function:
𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) = sup

𝖇∈𝔅𝑇
𝑡

inf

u𝐴(·)∈A𝑇𝑡
ℓ (xu𝐴 ,u𝐵

𝑥,𝑡 (𝑇)) (2.79)

BRT Value Function:
𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) = sup

𝖇∈𝔅𝑇
𝑡

inf

u𝐴(·)∈A𝑇𝑡
min

𝜏∈[𝑡 ,𝑇]
ℓ (xu𝐴 ,u𝐵

𝑥,𝑡 (𝜏)). (2.80)

Then we can solve for these value functions via their corresponding HJI equation

variants. Solving the following HJI-PDE allows us obtain the BRS value function:

𝜕𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

+ min

𝑢𝐴∈𝒰𝐴

max

𝑢𝐵∈𝒰𝐵

{
∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢𝐴 , 𝑢𝐵)

}
= 0

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑇) = ℓ (𝑥),
(2.81)

and the HJI Variational Inequality’s (VI) solution will be the BRT value function:

min

{
ℓ (𝑥) −𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡), 𝜕𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
+ min

𝑢𝐴∈𝒰𝐴

max

𝑢𝐵∈𝒰𝐵

{
∇𝑥𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢𝐴 , 𝑢𝐵)

}}
= 0

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑇) = ℓ (𝑥).
(2.82)
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Note that the only difference between equation (2.81) and (2.24), and (2.82) and (2.41) is

the inclusion of agent B’s control input in the optimization.

Finally, the desired BRS or BRT can be extracted from the relevant value function by

extracting the sub-zero level set:

𝒱(𝑡) = {𝑥 : 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) ≤ 0}. (2.83)

Avoid Problems (i.e., safety satisfaction)

Another incredibly important class of problems for safety analysis are avoid problems.

Here we are concerned with the backwards avoid set, also known as the avoid backwards

reachable set (BRS), of a multi-agent dynamical system which is very similar to the single-

agent variant. Recall that the avoid BRS is the set of states from which if joint system begins,

it is doomed to enter into the undesirable set of states. Once again, our target set isℒ ⊆ R𝑛 ,

however this is now capturing the set of joint states we seek to avoid. For example, assume

that the state of each agent is their xy-position, 𝑥𝑖 ∈ R2, 𝑖 ∈ {𝐴, 𝐵}. If we were solving a

collision-avoidance problem, then we could define ℒ := {𝑥 : | |𝑥𝐴 − 𝑥𝐵 | |2
2
≤ 𝜖} ⊆ R4

. This

means the undesirable states are where agent A and agent B are closer than a radius of√
𝜖. The avoid BRS and BRTs can be defined as:

𝒱𝐵𝑅𝑆(𝑡) = {𝑥 : ∀u𝐴(·) ∈ A𝑇𝑡 , ∃u𝐵(·) ∈ B𝑇𝑡 , xu𝐴 ,u𝐵
𝑥,𝑡 (𝑇) ∈ ℒ}

𝒱𝐵𝑅𝑇(𝑡) = {𝑥 : ∀u𝐴(·) ∈ A𝑇𝑡 , ∃u𝐵(·) ∈ B𝑇𝑡 , ∃𝜏 ∈ [𝑡 , 𝑇], xu𝐴 ,u𝐵
𝑥,𝑡 (𝜏) ∈ ℒ}.

(2.84)

It turns out that capturing these sets via our zero-sum game is quite straightforward.

Instead of modelling agent A as trying to minimize ℓ (·) (and therefore try to enter ℒ)

and agent B as maximizing ℓ , we will flip the agent’s objectives. Agent A now wants to

maximize ℓ (·) (and therefore try to stay outside of the undesirable states ℒ), while agent B

is trying to minimize the value and drive the system towards the undesirable states. This

switch in roles is easy to see mathematically:

Avoid BRS Value Function:
𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) = inf

𝖇∈𝔅𝑇
𝑡

sup

u𝐴(·)∈A𝑇𝑡

ℓ (xu𝐴 ,u𝐵
𝑥,𝑡 (𝑇)) (2.85)

Avoid BRT Value Function:
𝑉(𝑥, 𝑡) = inf

𝖇∈𝔅𝑇
𝑡

sup

u𝐴(·)∈A𝑇𝑡

min

𝜏∈[𝑡 ,𝑇]
ℓ (xu𝐴 ,u𝐵

𝑥,𝑡 (𝜏)). (2.86)

To solve for these value functions, we can simply modify (2.81) and (2.82) by making agent

A do max𝑢𝐴 and agent B do min𝑢𝐵 . Like before, the desired multi-agent avoid BRS and

BRT’s can be extracted from the relevant value functions via the sub-zero level set.

Aside on zero-sum safety models for human-robot interaction. This zero-sum

assumption is good from a safety perspective because the guarantees and controllers we
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get out of this protect us against the worst-case. For example, if agent A is a plane’s

control system and agent B is a model of a wind disturbance, this worst-case model

provides us strong safety guarantees against the highest possible winds that could shake

our plane. However, when robots interact with people, this built-in adversarial assump-

tion is often too pessimistic in practice. Humans aren’t always optimal adversaries,

nor seek to compete with the robot in a zero-sum fashion. Unfortunately, if robots

are deployed with these worst-case safety controllers and guarantees, it leads to overly

conservative robot behavior. However, if we relax this worst-case modelling assump-

tion about human behavior, we risk compromising the quality of our safety analysis in

the (unlikely but possible) event that the human is a true adversary. Addressing this

fundamental safety challenge is core to this dissertation.

2.4 Cost Function Design via Inverse Reinforcement
Learning

When posing our optimal control problems or dynamic games, we have so far assumed

that we know how to specify good cost functions, 𝐽, that capture all aspects of the behavior

we care about. While it is true that sometimes we can design these effectively (e.g., find a

control signal which minimizes fuel consumption), in other scenarios designing a “good”

cost function is more challenging. For example, in our multi-agent scenario where agent

A is the robot and agent B is a human, how do we know what agent B cares about? How

should we accurately specify their cost, 𝐽𝐵? Or, consider designing an optimal controller

for an autonomous car. There are so many aspects that a passenger in the vehicle may

care about, from comfort to safety to efficiency. How can we possibly design 𝐽 to capture

all these unique aspects that the passenger will care about?

Let’s think about how to tackle these questions. Before designing the cost function for

the autonomous car that is driving a passenger around, consider letting the human drive

the car around the neighborhood. By observing the human drive the car, we can glean

insights onto how they like to drive: we can see that they always drive at low speeds,

make smooth but efficient turns, and keep large safety margins between themselves and

nearby obstacles or agents. The key idea here is

observations of an agent’s behavior leak information about their objectives.

This idea of inferring the objectives from observations of agent behavior is formally called

Inverse Optimal Control (IOC) [109] or Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) [162]. IOC and

IRL are two foundational inverse-problem frameworks from the control and machine

learning communities, respectively. Conceptually, both approaches have the same goal:

infer the objective of an agent by observing demonstrations (i.e., state and control trajec-

tories) of the agent’s behavior. However, there are slight technical differences between

IOC and IRL: IOC assumes that the agent’s behavior is generated by a stabilizing control
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law, while IRL assumes that the agent behaves optimally under their true objective. For a

historical perspective on these variants of IOC/IRL, please see [1].

Since these foundational works, there have been many variants of the IRL problem

formulation. In this dissertation, Maximum Entropy IRL [237] is a core method used

throughout, so we will re-derive this variant of IRL as background. Note that we will use

the AI notation of maximizing reward 𝑅 in contrast to minimizing cost 𝐽 like we have been

doing so far.

2.4.1 Maximum Entropy IRL
Imagine that your friend demonstrates a behavior to you, like walking around an

office room. Just by observing their trajectory (Fig. 2.4), can you infer how they chose that

particular motion?

Figure 2.4: The demonstrator (orange dot) demonstrates a trajectory, �𝐷 , by moving through a space. The

observer seeks to discover what objective function the demonstrator is optimizing to produce this trajectory.

This is the typical Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) problem, which seeks to

explain an observed demonstration by uncovering the demonstrator’s unknown objective

function. Unfortunately, however, this is an ill-posed problem; many different objective

functions can produce the same behavior and many different behaviors can be explained

by the same objective function. Furthermore, demonstrations are often noisy.

Maximum Entropy IRL [237] addresses these issues by treating the demonstrations

as observations drawn from some distribution that models the demonstrator as being

approximately optimal. There are many candidate distributions, however, so the question

remains: how do we choose the “best” one?

As we will derive here, the principle of maximum entropy allows us to find a distri-

bution across trajectories that ensures we are not favoring any trajectories other than the

ones that are similar to the demonstrated one. This also helps to resolve the ambiguity over

objective functions inherent to the IRL formulation.
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2.4.2 Matching Feature Counts
First, let’s formalize how we measure relevant properties of the demonstrator’s be-

havior. Let a trajectory � ∈ Ξ with horizon 𝑇 be a sequence of states and actions:

� = {(𝑥1, 𝑢1), (𝑥2, 𝑢2), . . . (𝑥𝑇 , 𝑢𝑇)}. Define a function, 𝑓 : Ξ → R𝑘 , that maps trajecto-

ries to a vector of real values. These real values, called features, can represent quantities

that the agent might care about when producing its behavior; for example the agent’s

distance to obstacles, the speed of their movement, distance to other agents, etc.

Following prior work in IRL [3], we want to find distribution over observations (trajec-

tories in this case), 𝑃(�), that matches the empirical feature values in expectation

E�∼𝑃(�)[ 𝑓 (�)] = 𝑓𝐷

where � ∈ Ξ is a trajectory and 𝑓𝐷 are the feature values of the demonstration. These can

be empirically computed from a set of demonstrated trajectories 𝐷 = {�1, �2, . . . , �𝑚}

𝑓𝐷 =
1

|𝐷 |
∑
�∈𝐷

𝑓 (�)

Aside on matching the demonstration’s feature counts. Why do we want the

feature expectations to match those of the demonstrated trajectories? Abbeel and Ng

[3] shed light on why this is a good constraint to have. Let 𝑟(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡) = �⊤ 𝑓 (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡)
be the reward of being in state 𝑥𝑡 and executing 𝑢𝑡 at time 𝑡 and � be a weight on

the features of the state and action. Now, the expected return of executing a trajectory

� = {(𝑥1, 𝑢1), (𝑥2, 𝑢2), . . . (𝑥𝑇 , 𝑢𝑇)} sampled from our distribution 𝑃(�) is:

E�∼𝑃(�)

[
𝑇∑
𝑡=0

𝑟(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡)
]
= E�∼𝑃(�)

[
𝑇∑
𝑡=0

�⊤ 𝑓 (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡)
]

= �⊤E�∼𝑃(�)

[
𝑇∑
𝑡=0

𝑓 (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡)
]

= �⊤E�∼𝑃(�) [ 𝑓 (�)]
where 𝑓 (�) is the sum of features of the state-action pairs encountered along the

trajectory. We now see that the expected return of executing a trajectory can be

written as a weighted feature expectation, �⊤E�∼𝑃(�)[ 𝑓 (�)]. This means that if we

have distributions that induce matching feature expectations, then they also produce

trajectories that have matching returns in expectation!

2.4.3 Resolving Ambiguity via the Principle of Maximum Entropy
We want to make as few possible assumptions about the demonstrated trajectory while

still matching the feature expectations. Recall that high entropy means high uncertainty.

Thus, the key idea of Maximum Entropy IRL is that
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finding the distribution that maximizes entropy over trajectories (subject to matching

demonstrated feature values in expectation), we avoid favoring any particular trajectory

other than ones that satisfy the feature constraints [237].

Note that the idea of matching feature counts applies beyond just the Maximum Entropy

IRL variant. However, what MaxEnt does is it takes a probabilistic viewpoint on the IRL

problem and uses the principle of maximum entropy to resolve ambiguity in choosing a

distribution over decisions.

2.4.4 Maximum Entropy IRL Derivation
Let’s formulate this key idea as an optimization problem. As we said before, we want

to find the distribution that maximizes the entropy subject to the feature expectations

constraint, and the constraint that the distribution is a valid probability distribution

maximize

𝑃

∫
−𝑃(�) log𝑃(�)𝑑�

subject to E�∼𝑃(�)[ 𝑓 (�)] =
∫

𝑃(�) 𝑓 (�)𝑑� = 𝑓𝐷 ,∫
𝑃(�)𝑑� = 1,

𝑃(�) ≥ 0,∀� ∈ Ξ

(2.87)

For simplicity, we will first ignore the inequality constraint in Equation 2.87. We will

later show that the solution trivially satisfies this constraint. Therefore, we form the

Lagrangian, using multipliers � and � as:

ℒ(𝑃,�, �) =
∫
−𝑃(�) log𝑃(�)𝑑� + �⊤

(∫
𝑃(�) 𝑓 (�)𝑑� − 𝑓𝐷

)
+ �

(∫
𝑃(�)𝑑� − 1

)
=

∫
−

(
𝑃(�) log𝑃(�) + �⊤𝑃(�) 𝑓 (�) + �𝑃(�)

)
𝑑� − �⊤ 𝑓𝐷 − �.

Notice how the Lagrangian is a functional (i.e. a function of a function). Therefore to solve

for the maximum of this functional, we will employ calculus of variations. Specifically, by

applying the Euler-Lagrange equation

𝜕 𝐹

𝜕 𝑃
(�, 𝑃(�), 𝑃′(�)) − 𝑑

𝑑 �
𝜕 𝐹

𝜕 𝑃′
(�, 𝑃(�), 𝑃′(�)) = 0, (2.88)

we can find the function 𝑃★
: Ξ→ [0, 1] that optimizes our functional 𝐹, which in general

may be a function of the vector �, the function 𝑃, and the derivative of that function 𝑃′

with respect to �. Looking back at our Lagrangian, let’s define:

𝐹(�, 𝑃(�), 𝑃′(�)) = −𝑃(�) log𝑃(�) + �⊤𝑃(�) 𝑓 (�) + �𝑃(�)
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We can see that our Lagrangian ℒ is a function of � and distribution 𝑃(�) but does not

depend on the first derivative 𝑃′(�):

ℒ(𝑃,�, �) =
∫

𝐹(�, 𝑃(�), 𝑃′(�))𝑑� − �⊤ 𝑓𝐷 − �

Since the �⊤ 𝑓𝐷 and � are constants, then their subtraction simply shifts the function, but

the optimum of the Lagrangian will remain unchanged. So without loss of generality we

can let �⊤ 𝑓𝐷 = 0, � = 0.

Finally, the full optimization problem we would like to solve is

(𝑃★,�★, �★) = arg min

�,�
arg max

𝑃
ℒ(𝑃,�, �).

Solving for 𝑃★

Using Equation 2.88, we can take the partial derivative with respect to 𝑃, set it equal

to zero, and solve for 𝑃★
.

𝜕𝐹

𝜕𝑃
(�, 𝑃(�), 𝑃′(�)) = 0

First we take the partial derivative
𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝑃 (�, 𝑃(�), 𝑃

′(�)) and then rearrange terms:

− log𝑃(�) − 1 + �⊤ 𝑓 (�) + � = 0 =⇒ log𝑃(�) = �⊤ 𝑓 (�) + � − 1

Finally, we solve for 𝑃★
:

𝑃★(�) = 𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)+�−1

Now we can substitute our solution back into the Lagrangian to get

ℒ(𝑃∗,�, �) =
∫
−

(
𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)+�−1

)
log

(
𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)+�−1

)
+

�⊤
(
𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)+�−1

)
𝑓 (�) + �

(
𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)+�−1

)
𝑑� − �⊤ 𝑓𝐷 − �

=

∫
−�⊤ 𝑓 (�)

(
𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)+�−1

)
+ 𝑒�⊤ 𝑓 (�)+�−1 − �𝑒�

⊤ 𝑓 (�)+�−1

+ �⊤ 𝑓 (�)𝑒�⊤ 𝑓 (�)+�−1 + �𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)+�−1𝑑� − �⊤ 𝑓𝐷 − �

=

∫
𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)+�−1𝑑� − �⊤ 𝑓𝐷 − �

Solving for �★

After finding𝑃★
, the dual function is 𝑔(�, �) = ℒ(𝑃★,�, �)with dual problem min�,� 𝑔(�, �).

To find �★ we follow a similar procedure

𝜕ℒ
𝜕�

= 0 =⇒ 𝑒�−1

∫
𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)𝑑� − 1 = 0 =⇒ 𝑒−� =

∫
𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)−1𝑑�
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Solving for �, we get

�★ = − log

(∫
𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)−1

)
Since we are interested in the probability distribution that maximizes this optimization

problem, we can plug �★ into 𝑃★(�)

𝑃★(�) = 𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)−log(

∫
𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)−1𝑑�)−1

=
𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)−1∫

𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�̃)−1𝑑�̃

We can now view our resulting probability distribution as parameterized by �, where

𝑃★(�;�) = 𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)∫

𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�̃)𝑑�̃

Note that this solution satisfies the inequality constraint we had in Equation 2.87.

Solving for �★

Above, we kept � as a parameter under our distribution. The role of � is to weight

the various feature values of �. Given an observation of the demonstrator’s trajectory, �𝐷 ,

we want to choose � so that it maximizes the likelihood of the observed trajectory in our

distribution. To find an estimate of the � that maximizes this likelihood, we can solve

�★ = arg max

�
log𝑃(�𝐷 ;�) = arg max

�
�⊤ 𝑓 (�𝐷) − log

(∫
𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�)𝑑�

)
Let 𝑀 = �⊤ 𝑓 (�𝐷) − log

(∫
𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�̃)𝑑�̃

)
. To find optimal �, take the gradient of the objective

w.r.t. �

∇�𝑀 = 𝑓 (�𝐷) −
1∫

𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�̃)𝑑�̃

∫
𝑓 (�)𝑒�⊤ 𝑓 (�)𝑑�

= 𝑓 (�𝐷) −
∫

𝑓 (�) 𝑒
�⊤ 𝑓 (�)𝑑�∫
𝑒�
⊤ 𝑓 (�̃)𝑑�̃

= 𝑓 (�𝐷) −
∫

𝑓 (�)𝑃(�;�)𝑑�

= 𝑓 (�𝐷) − E�∼𝑃(�;�)[ 𝑓 (�)]
This now gives us an intuitive gradient update rule, where we want to minimize the

difference between the demonstrated feature values and the expected feature values under

the estimated distribution. We can solve for � by gradient descent, with the update rule

�𝑖+1 = �𝑖 + 𝛼
(
𝑓 (�𝐷) − E�∼𝑃(�;�)[ 𝑓 (�)]

)
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2.5 Human Modelling & Behavior Prediction
So far, we have been talking fairly abstractly about two agents interacting. However,

the core of this dissertation is interested in scenarios where one agent is a robot and the

other is a human. How does our modelling and control framework change when a human

is one of the agents?

Fortunately, dynamical systems models still apply: we can still describe the evolution

of the human and robot state via a function 𝑓 that admits control inputs. But, how do we

know what control inputs the human will choose when interacting with the robot? In other

words, can we predict how the human will interact with the robot? Human behavior and

motion prediction is an ever-expanding subdomain of robotics. For an incredibly helpful

and in-depth survey, see [183]. Inspired by [183], we will break down the approaches

to human modelling and behavior prediction into four categories: robust, physics-based,

pattern-based, and planning-based models (see Table 2.4). This dissertation primarily

utilizes the robust and planning-based models, however many of the core issues about

human model misspecification and its effect on safe robot decision-making applies more

broadly to any of the predictive human models summarized here.

Robust predict all or worst-case behavior (e.g., FRS, multi-agent BRS/BRT)

Physics assume simple u(·) and simulate with 𝑓 (e.g., velocity-obstacles)

Pattern learn predictor conditioned on history (e.g., GMMs, GPs, HMMs, NNs)

Planning model human as optimizing an objective (e.g., MDPs, opt. ctrl / games)

Table 2.4: Categories of human models used for behavior prediction.

Robust. When safety is of the utmost concern, using robust predictors can be desirable.

For example, predicting any dynamically-feasible state the human could reach via the

FRS enables the robot to avoid all potential collisions. In practice this unfortunately

leads to overly conservative robot behavior. Not only does it assume that the human

could go anywhere, but this also does not inherently account for the robot’s ability to take

safety maneuvers in response to the human behavior. Addressing the former issue (of

modelling the human as able to go anywhere) is an active area of study [67, 14]. The

later issue is something that game-theory and the BRS can help us handle. The multi-

agent BRS accounts for how the robot can take evasive maneuvers to avoid an adversarial,

collision-seeking human. While this is less conservative because now robot can react,

it still models the human as an adversary who is willing to exert full control authority

to antagonize the robot, which is still too pessimistic of a model for many human-robot

interaction settings. Reducing conservatism of the human predictions while maintaining

robustness is an active area of research, and one of the main subjects of this thesis.

Physics-based. These approaches use a physics-based dynamics model of the human

and assume access to a simple control scheme. Together, these two enable the forward

simulation of state trajectories. For example, a simple control scheme could be to assume
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the agent will continue moving with a constant velocity or constant acceleration. One

such simple but foundational method is the reciprocal velocity obstacle [215]. However,

the main challenge here is that these models typically only apply to low-dimensional

systems and potentially fail to capture longer-horizon human reasoning (e.g., goal-driven

behavior) or cooperative / adversarial multi-agent behavior.

Pattern-based. Popularized by the machine learning and computer vision communities,

pattern-based methods leverage the availability of large datasets of human behavior (e.g.,

human driving data). These approaches fit different function approximators (such as

neural networks (NNs) [188] or Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) [127]) to predict future

state and action trajectories of the human conditioned on past snippets of behavior. These

are particularly popular in industry, with AV companies like Waymo releasing an ever

increasing quantity of pattern-based predictor variants [44, 232, 212]. An open challenge

with these methods is their poor sample efficiency and their lack of robustness to out-of-

distribution inputs and tail events.

Planning-based. Planning-based methods model the human as a rational actor, minimiz-

ing their internal objective function via an optimization or planning procedure. Unfor-

tunately, the assumption that humans are perfect optimizers is quite strict. Instead, an

alternative model captures human decision-making as noisily-optimal. In other words,

these planning-based models capture that people will most often make decisions that

maximize their objective. These rationality-based models have roots in econometrics and

mathematical psychology, but have now been widely used throughout robotics to model

how people behave in various contexts. One such model used throughout this disserta-

tion is the Boltzmann-rational model3 of human behavior [21, 237]. If the human is deciding

on an entire control trajectory, u𝐻 , then the Boltmann-rational model [237] assigns expo-

nentially more probability to the human executing u𝐻 if it is assigned high utility by the

function 𝐸:

𝑃(u𝐻 | 𝑥) =
𝑒𝐸(𝑥,u𝐻)∫

U𝑇−1

0

𝑒𝐸(𝑥,ũ)𝑑ũ
. (2.89)

In general, 𝐸 can take many forms, but perhaps the easiest form to understand is the

cumulative reward along the human’s trajectory: 𝐸(𝑥, u𝐻) :=
∑𝑇−1

𝑡=0
𝑟(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡

𝐻
)+ℓ (𝑥𝑇). Alter-

natively, if we seek to model the one-step, noisily-optimal human decision-making [173],

we can use the state-action value 𝑄 to obtain:

𝑃(𝑢𝐻 | 𝑥) =
𝑒𝑄(𝑥,𝑢𝐻)∫

𝒰𝐻
𝑒𝑄(𝑥,𝑢)𝑑𝑢

. (2.90)

Note that the models above do not capture how the human’s controls 𝑢𝐻 depend on the

robot’s controls. Thankfully, game-theoretic models are also studied as part of planning-

based models, and extensions of the above equations which account for the human reaction

3
This model can be thought of as a special case of Luce’s choice rule [149].
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to the robot actions are straightforward to formulate. These predictive models exhibit more

stable behavior when faced with out-of-distribution data [205], but they are still highly

sensitive to the right model design (e.g., model of the human’s cost function, choice of

information-pattern between the human and robot, etc.).
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Part I

Safe Robot Navigation Despite Imperfect
Human Models

Part I focuses on safe robot navigation around humans when the robot’s predictive

human model may be misspecified. Though there has been much recent work in building

predictive human models, no model is ever perfect: a person can always move unexpect-

edly, in a way that is not predicted or not assigned sufficient probability. Even if robot

is maintaining uncertainty over various aspects of the human’s behavior, a misspecified

hypothesis space will not allow a robot to correctly update its human model because no

aspect of the model can explain the human’s behavior. In such cases, the robot may plan

trajectories that appear safe but, in fact, lead to collision. The core idea in Part I is: rather

than trust a model’s predictions blindly, the robot should use the model’s current predic-

tive accuracy to inform the degree of confidence in its future predictions. In this line of

work, we propose confidence-aware human models for safe robot planning. We quantify the

notion of confidence-awareness by enabling the robot to infer online if it’s human model

could ever evolve to well-explain the observed human data. Coupling this idea with mo-

tion planning algorithms, we enable robots like autonomous cars, quadcopters, and small

ground robots to automatically adapt their behavior around people from conservative to

efficient based on estimated model confidence.
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Chapter 3

Confidence-aware Human Models for
Robot Planning

This chapter is based on the papers “Confidence-aware motion prediction for real-time collision

avoidance” [77] and “Probabilistically Safe Robot Planning with Confidence-Based Human Pre-

dictions” [74], written in collaboration with Jaime Fisac, David Fridovich-Keil, Sylvia Herbert,

Steven Wang, Claire Tomlin, and Anca Dragan.

Figure 3.1: When planning around humans, accurate predictions of human motion (visualized here pink

and blue, representing high and low probability respectively) are an essential prerequisite for safety. Unfor-

tunately, these approaches may fail to explain all observed motion at runtime (e.g. human avoids unmodeled

spill on the ground), leading to inaccurate predictions, and potentially, collisions (left). Our method ad-

dresses this by updating its predictive model confidence in real time (right), leading to more conservative

motion planning in circumstances when predictions are known to be suspect.

Motion planning serves a key role in robotics, enabling robots to automatically compute

trajectories that achieve the specified objectives while avoiding unwanted collisions. In

many situations of practical interest, such as autonomous driving and UAV navigation, it

is important that motion planning account not just for the current state of the environment,

but also for its predicted future state. Often, certain objects in the environment may move

in active, complex patterns that cannot be readily predicted using straightforward physics
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models; we shall refer to such complex moving objects as agents. Examples of agents

considered in this work include pedestrians and human-driven vehicles. Predicting the

future state of these agents is generally a difficult problem. Some of the key challenges in-

clude unclear and varying intents of other agents, mismatches between dynamics models

and reality, incomplete sensor information, and interaction effects.

One popular approach to addressing the challenge of a priori unknown agent intent

is to use rule-based or data-driven algorithms to predict individual trajectories for each

agent, as in [190]. Alternatively, [238], [23], and [120] explicitly predict an agent’s full state

distribution over time; this representation may be better suited to capturing uncertainty

in an agent’s dynamics and the environment itself. [220] and [73] pose the prediction

problem game-theoretically to model coupled human-robot interaction effects explicitly.

Unfortunately, a significant problem still remains: if an agent suddenly moves in a

way that is not predicted, or not assigned sufficient probability, the robot may not react

appropriately. For example, in Fig. 3.1 a pedestrian is walking around an obstacle which

the robot, a quadcopter, cannot detect. To the robot, such behavior may be assigned

very low probability, which could lead the robot to plan a dangerous trajectory. In this

particular example, this inaccuracy caused the quadcopter to collide with the pedestrian

(Fig. 3.1, left).

To prepare for this eventuality, we introduce the idea of confidence-aware prediction. We

argue that, in addition to predicting the future state of an agent, it is also crucial for a

robot to assess the quality of the mechanism by which it is generating those predictions.

That is, a robot should reason about how confident it is in its predictions of other agents

before attempting to plan future motion. For computational efficiency, the quadcopter

uses a simplified model of pedestrian dynamics and decision making. Thus equipped, it

generates a time-varying probability distribution over the future state of the pedestrian,

and plans trajectories to a pre-specified goal that maintain a low probability of collision.

Fig. 3.1 (right) illustrates how this approach works in practice. The quadcopter maintains

a Bayesian belief over its prediction confidence. As soon as the pedestrian moves in a

way that was assigned low probability by the predictive model, the quadcopter adjusts

its belief about the accuracy of that model. Consequently, it is less certain about what

the pedestrian will do in the future. This leads the quadcopter’s onboard motion planner,

which attempts to find efficient trajectories with low probability of collision, to generate

more cautious—and perhaps less efficient—motion plans.

In order to improve the robustness of generated motion plans, we employ the recent

FaSTrack framework from [95] for fast and safe motion planning and tracking. FaSTrack

quantifies the maximum possible tracking error between a high-order dynamical model of

the physical robot and the (potentially lower-order) dynamical model used by its motion

planner. Solving an offline Hamilton-Jacobi reachability problem yields a guaranteed

tracking error bound and the corresponding safety controller. These may be used by an

out-of-the-box real-time motion planning algorithm to facilitate motion plans with strong

runtime collision-avoidance guarantees.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Section 3.1 places this work
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in the context of existing literature in human motion modeling and prediction, as well

as robust motion planning. Section 3.2 frames the prediction and planning problems

more formally, and introduces a running example used throughout the work. Section 3.3

presents our main contribution: confidence-aware predictions. Section 3.4 showcases

confidence-aware predictions in operation in several examples. Section 3.5 describes

the application of the robust motion planning framework from FaSTrack to this setting,

in which predictions are probabilistic. Section 3.6 explores a connection between our

approach and reachability theory. Section 3.7.1 presents experimental results from a

hardware demonstration. Finally, Section 3.8 concludes with a discussion of some of the

limitations of our work and how they might be addressed in specific applications, as well

as suggestions for future research.

3.1 Prior Work

3.1.1 Human Modeling and Prediction
One common approach for predicting human actions is to collect data from real-world

scenarios and train a machine learning model via supervised learning. Such techniques

use the human’s current state, and potentially her prior state and action history, to predict

future actions directly. [8], [62], [123], [133], and [94] demonstrate the effectiveness of this

approach for inference and planning around human arm motion. Additionally, [94] focus

on multi-step tasks like assembly, and [190] and [67] address the prediction problem for

human drivers.

Rather than predicting actions directly, an alternative is for the robot to model the

human as a rational agent seeking to maximize an unknown objective function. The

human’s actions up to a particular time may be viewed as Bayesian evidence from which

the robot may infer the parameters of that objective. Assuming that the human seeks to

maximize this objective in the future, the robot can predict her future movements, e.g.

[162], [21], [238], and [13]. In this paper, we build on this work by introducing a principled

online technique for estimating confidence in such a learned model of human motion.

3.1.2 Safe Robot Motion Planning
Once armed with a predictive model of the human motion, the robot may leverage

motion planning methods that plan around uncertain moving obstacles and generate

real-time dynamically feasible and safe trajectories.

To avoid moving obstacles in real time, robots typically employ reactive and/or path-

based methods. Reactive methods directly map sensor readings into control, with no

memory involved, e.g. [29]. Path-based methods such as rapidly-exploring random trees

from [110] and A* from [92] find simple kinematic paths through space and, if necessary,

time. These path-based methods of planning are advantageous in terms of efficiency, yet,
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while they have in some cases been combined with probabilistically moving obstacles as

in [10, 238], they do not consider the endogenous dynamics of the robot or exogenous

disturbances such as wind. As a result, the robot may deviate from the planned path

and potentially collide with obstacles. It is common for these plans to try to avoid

obstacles by a heuristic margin of error. [95, 78] propose FaSTrack, a recent algorithm that

provides a guaranteed tracking error margin and corresponding error-feedback controller

for dynamic systems tracking a generic planner in the presence of bounded external

disturbance. Our work builds upon FaSTrack to create an algorithm that can safely and

dynamically navigate around uncertain moving obstacles in real time.

3.2 Problem Setup
We consider a single mobile robot operating in a shared space with a single human

agent (e.g. a pedestrian or human-driven car). For simplicity, we presume that the robot

has full knowledge of its own state and that of the human, although both would require

online estimation in practice. As we present each formal component of this problem, we

will provide a concrete illustration using a running example in which a quadcopter is

navigating around a pedestrian.

3.2.1 Dynamical System Models and Safety
We will model the motion of both the human and the robot as the evolution of two

dynamical systems. Let the state of the human be 𝑥𝐻 ∈ R𝑛𝐻 , where 𝑛𝐻 is the dimension

of the human state space. We similarly define the robot’s state, for planning purposes, as

𝑥𝑅 ∈ R𝑛𝑅 . In general, these states could represent the positions and velocities of a mobile

robot and a human in a shared environment, the kinematic configurations of a human

and a robotic manipulator in a common workspace, or the positions, orientations, and

velocities of human-driven and autonomous vehicles in an intersection. We express the

evolution of these states over time as a family of ordinary differential equations:

¤𝑥𝐻 = 𝑓𝐻(𝑥𝐻 , 𝑢𝐻) , ¤𝑥𝑅 = 𝑓𝑅(𝑥𝑅 , 𝑢𝑅) (3.1)

where 𝑢𝐻 ∈ R𝑚𝐻
and 𝑢𝑅 ∈ R𝑚𝑅

are the control actions of the human and robot, respectively.

Running example: We introduce a running example for illustration purposes throughout the

paper. In this example we consider a small quadcopter that needs to fly to goal location 𝑔𝑅 ∈ R3

in a room where a pedestrian is walking. For the purposes of planning, the quadcopter’s 3D state

is given by its position in space 𝑥𝑅 = [𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦 , 𝑝𝑧], with velocity controls assumed decoupled in

each spatial direction, up to 𝑣𝑅 = 0.25 m/s. The human can only move by walking and therefore

her state is given by planar coordinates 𝑥𝐻 = [ℎ𝑥 , ℎ𝑦] evolving as ¤𝑥𝐻 = [𝑣𝐻 cos 𝑢𝐻 , 𝑣𝐻 sin 𝑢𝐻].
Intuitively, we model the human as moving with a fixed speed and controlling her heading angle.

At any given time, the human is assumed to either move at a leisurely walking speed (𝑣𝐻 ≈ 1 m/s)

or remain still (𝑣𝐻 ≈ 0).
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Ultimately, the robot needs to plan and execute an efficient trajectory to a pre-specified

goal state (𝑔𝑅), without colliding with the human. We define the keep-out set 𝒦 ⊂
R𝑛𝐻 × R𝑛𝑅 as the set of joint robot-human states to be avoided (for example, because they

imply physical collisions). To avoid reaching this set, the robot must reason about the

human’s future motion when constructing its own motion plan.

Running example: In our quadcopter-avoiding-pedestrian example,𝒦 consists of joint robot-

human states in which the quadcopter is flying within a square of side length 𝑙 = 0.3 m centered

around the human’s location, while at any altitude, as well as any joint states in which the robot is

outside the environment bounds defined as a box with a square base of side 𝐿 = 3.66 m and height

𝐻 = 2 m, regardless of the human’s state.

3.2.2 Robust Robot Control
Provided an objective and a dynamics model, the robot must generate a motion plan

which avoids the keep-out set 𝒦 . Unfortunately, this safety requirement is difficult to

meet during operation for two main reasons:

1. Model mismatch. The dynamical system model 𝑓𝑅 will never be a perfect representa-

tion of the real robot. This mismatch could lead to unintended collision.

2. Disturbances. Even with a perfect dynamics model, there may be unobserved, ex-

ternal “disturbance” inputs such as wind or friction. Without accounting for these

disturbances, the system is not guaranteed to avoid𝒦 , even if the planned trajectory

is pointwise collision-free.

To account for modelling error and external disturbances, we could in principle de-

sign a higher fidelity dynamical model directly in a robust motion planning framework.

Unfortunately, however, real-time trajectory optimization in high dimensions can be com-

putationally burdensome, particularly when we also require some notion of robustness to

external disturbance. Ideally we would like to enjoy the computational benefits of plan-

ning with a lower-fidelity model while enforcing the safety constraints induced by the

higher-fidelity model. To characterize this model mismatch, we consider a higher fidelity

and typically higher-order dynamical representation of the robot, with state representa-

tion 𝑠𝑅 ∈ R𝑛𝑆 . This dynamical model will also explicitly account for external disturbances

as unknown bounded inputs, distinct from control inputs. In order to map between this

higher fidelity “tracking” state 𝑠𝑅 and the lower fidelity “planning” state 𝑥𝑅, we shall

assume a known projection operator 𝜋 : R𝑛𝑆 → R𝑛𝑅 . Fortunately, we can plan in the

lower-dimensional state space at runtime, and guarantee robust collision avoidance via

an offline reachability analysis that quantifies the effects of model mismatch and external

disturbance. This framework, called FaSTrack and first proposed by [95], is described in

further detail in Section 3.5.

Running example: We model our quadcopter with the following flight dynamics (in the

near-hover regime, at zero yaw with respect to a global coordinate frame):
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¤𝑝𝑥
¤𝑝𝑦
¤𝑝𝑧

 =


𝑣𝑥
𝑣𝑦
𝑣𝑧

 ,


¤𝑣𝑥
¤𝑣𝑦
¤𝑣𝑧

 =


𝑎𝑔 tan 𝑢�
−𝑎𝑔 tan 𝑢𝜙
𝑢𝑇 − 𝑎𝑔

 , (3.2)

where [𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦 , 𝑝𝑧] is the quadcopter’s position in space and [𝑣𝑥 , 𝑣𝑦 , 𝑣𝑧] is its velocity expressed in

the fixed global frame. We model its control inputs as thrust acceleration 𝑢𝑇 and attitude angles

(roll 𝑢𝜙 and pitch 𝑢�), and denote the acceleration due to gravity as 𝑎𝑔 . The quadcopter’s motion

planner generates nominal kinematic trajectories in the lower-dimensional [𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦 , 𝑝𝑧] position

state space. Therefore we have a linear projection map 𝜋(𝑠𝑅) = [𝐼3, 03]𝑠𝑅, that is, 𝑥𝑅 retains the

position variables in 𝑠𝑅 and discards the velocities.

3.2.3 Predictive Human Model
In order to predict the human’s future motion, the robot uses its internal model of

human dynamics, 𝑓𝐻 . Under this modeling assumption, the human’s future trajectory

depends upon the choice of control input over time, 𝑢𝐻(·). Extensive work in econometrics

and cognitive science, such as [217, 149, 21], has shown that human behavior—that is, 𝑢𝐻—

can be well modeled by utility-driven optimization. Thus, the robot models the human

as optimizing a reward function, 𝑟𝐻(𝑥𝐻 , 𝑢𝐻 ;�), that depends on the human’s state and

action, as well as a set of parameters �. This reward function could be a linear combination

of features as in many inverse optimal control implementations (where the goal or feature

weighting � must be learned, either online or offline), or more generally learned through

function approximators such as deep neural networks, where � are the trained weights as

in [70].

We assume that the robot has a suitable human reward function 𝑟𝐻 , either learned

offline from prior human demonstrations or otherwise encoded by the system designers.

Thus endowed with 𝑟𝐻 , the robot can model the human’s choice of control action as

a probability distribution over actions conditioned on state. Under maximum-entropy

assumptions ([237]) inspired by noisy-rationality decision-making models ([21]), the robot

models the human as more likely to choose (discrete) actions 𝑢𝐻 with high expected utility,

in this case the state-action value (or 𝑄-value):

𝑃(𝑢𝐻 | 𝑥𝐻 ; 𝛽, �) = 𝑒𝛽𝑄𝐻(𝑥𝐻 ,𝑢𝐻 ;�)∑
�̃� 𝑒

𝛽𝑄𝐻(𝑥𝐻 ,�̃�;�) . (3.3)

We use a temporally- and spatially-discretized version of human dynamics, 𝑓𝐻 . These

discrete-time dynamics may be found by integrating 𝑓𝐻 over a fixed time step of Δ𝑡 with

fixed control 𝑢𝐻 over the interval. Section ?? provides further details on this discretization.

Running example: The quadcopter’s model of the human assumes the human intends

to reach some target location 𝑔𝐻 ∈ R2
in a straight line. The human’s reward function is

given by the distance traveled over time step Δ𝑡, i.e. 𝑟𝐻(𝑥𝐻 , 𝑢𝐻 ; 𝑔𝐻) = −𝑣𝐻Δ𝑡 , and human

trajectories are constrained to terminate at 𝑔𝐻 . The state-action value, parameterized by � = 𝑔𝐻 ,
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captures the optimal cost of reaching 𝑔𝐻 from 𝑥𝐻 when initially applying 𝑢𝐻 for a duration Δ𝑡:

𝑄𝐻(𝑥𝐻 , 𝑢𝐻 ; 𝑔𝐻) = −𝑣𝐻Δ𝑡 − ∥𝑥𝐻 + 𝑣𝐻Δ𝑡[cos 𝑢𝐻 , sin 𝑢𝐻]⊤ − 𝑔𝐻 ∥2.
Often, the coefficient 𝛽 is termed the rationality coefficient, since it quantifies the degree

to which the robot expects the human’s choice of control to align with its model of utility.

For example, taking 𝛽 ↓ 0 yields a model of a human who appears “irrational,” choosing

actions uniformly at random and completely ignoring the modeled utility. At the other

extreme, taking 𝛽 ↑ ∞ corresponds to a “perfectly rational” human, whose actions exactly

optimize the modeled reward function. As we will see in Section ??, 𝛽 can also be viewed

as a measure of the robot’s confidence in the predictive accuracy of 𝑄𝐻 .

Note that 𝑄𝐻(𝑥𝐻 , 𝑢𝐻 ;�) only depends on the human state and action and not on the

robot’s. Thus far, we have intentionally neglected discussion of human-robot interaction

effects. These effects are notoriously difficult to model, and the community has devoted a

significant effort to building and validating a variety of models, e.g. [214], [187]. In that

spirit, we could have chosen to model human actions 𝑢𝐻 as dependent upon robot state

𝑥𝑅 in (3.3), and likewise defined 𝑄𝐻 to depend upon 𝑥𝑅. This extended formulation is

sufficiently general as to encompass all possible (Markov) interaction models. However, in

this work we explicitly do not model these interactions; indeed, one of the most important

virtues of our approach is its robustness to precisely these sorts of modeling errors.

3.2.4 Probabilistically Safe Motion Planning
Ideally, the robot’s motion planner should generate trajectories that reach a desired

goal state efficiently, while maintaining safety. More specifically, in this context “safety”

indicates that the physical system will never enter the keep-out set 𝒦 during operation,

despite human motion and external disturbances. That is, we would like to guarantee that

(𝜋(𝑠𝑅), 𝑥𝐻) ∉ 𝒦 for all time.

To make this type of strong, deterministic, a priori safety guarantee requires the robot

to avoid the set of all human states 𝑥𝐻 which could possibly be occupied at a particular

time, i.e. the human’s forward reachable set. If the robot can find trajectories that are safe

for any possible human trajectory then there is no need to predict the human’s next action.

Unfortunately, the forward reachable set of the human often encompasses such a large

volume of the workspace that it is impossible for the robot to find a guaranteed safe

trajectory to the goal state. This motivates refining our notion of prediction: rather than

reasoning about all the places where the human could be, the robot can instead reason

about how likely the human is to be at each location. This probabilistic reasoning provides

a guide for planning robot trajectories with a quantitative degree of safety assurance.

Our probabilistic model of human control input (3.3) coupled with dynamics model 𝑓𝐻
allows us to compute a probability distribution over human states for every future time.

By relaxing our conception of safety to consider only collisions which might occur with

sufficient probability 𝑃
th

, we dramatically reduce the effective volume of this set of future

states to avoid. In practice, 𝑃
th

should be chosen carefully by a system designer in order

to trade off overall collision probability with conservativeness in motion planning.
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The proposed approach in this paper follows two central steps to provide a quantifiable,

high-confidence collision avoidance guarantee for the robot’s motion around the human.

In Section 3.3 we present our proposed Bayesian framework for reasoning about the

uncertainty inherent in a model’s prediction of human behavior. Based on this inference,

we demonstrate how to generate a real-time probabilistic prediction of the human’s motion

over time. Next, in Section 3.5 we extend a state-of-the-art, provably safe, real-time robotic

motion planner to incorporate our time-varying probabilistic human prediction.

3.3 Confidence-Aware Human Motion Prediction
Any approach to human motion prediction short of computing a full forward reachable

set must, explicitly or implicitly, reflect a model of human decision-making. In this work,

we make that model explicit by assuming that the human chooses control actions in a

Markovian fashion according to the probability distribution (3.3). Other work in the liter-

ature, such as [190], aims to learn a generative probabilistic model for human trajectories;

implicitly, this training procedure distills a model of human decision making. Whether

explicit or implicit, these models are by nature imperfect and liable to make inaccurate

predictions eventually. One benefit of using an explicit model of human decision making,

such as (3.3), is that we may reason directly and succinctly about its performance online.

In particular, the entropy of the human control distribution in (3.3) is a decreasing

function of the parameter 𝛽. High values of 𝛽 place more probability mass on high-utility

control actions 𝑢𝐻 , whereas low values of 𝛽 spread the probability mass more evenly

between different control inputs, regardless of their modeled utility 𝑄𝐻 . Therefore, 𝛽
naturally quantifies how well the human’s motion is expected to agree with the notion of

optimality encoded in 𝑄𝐻 . The commonly used term “rationality coefficient", however,

seems to imply that discrepancies between the two indicate a failure on the human’s part

to make the “correct" decisions, as encoded by the modeled utility. Instead, we argue

that these inevitable disagreements are primarily a result of the model’s inability to fully

capture the human’s behavior. Thus, instead of conceiving of 𝛽 as a rationality measure,

we believe that 𝛽 can be given a more pragmatic interpretation related to the accuracy with

which the robot’s model of the human is able to explain the human’s motion. Consistently,

in this paper, we refer to 𝛽 as model confidence.

An important related observation following from this interpretation of 𝛽 is that the pre-

dictive accuracy of a human model is likely to change over time. For example, the human

may change their mind unexpectedly, or react suddenly to some aspect of the environment

that the robot is unaware of. Therefore, we shall model 𝛽 as an unobserved, time-varying

parameter. Estimating it in real-time provides us with a direct, quantitative summary of

the degree to which the utility model 𝑄𝐻 explains the human’s current motion. To do

this, we maintain a Bayesian belief about the possible values of 𝛽. Initially, we begin with

a uniform prior over 𝛽 and over time this distribution evolves given measurements of the

human’s state and actions.
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3.3.1 Real-time Inference of Model Confidence
We reason about the model confidence 𝛽 as a hidden state in a hidden Markov model

(HMM) framework. The robot starts with a prior belief 𝑏0

− over the initial value of 𝛽. In

this work, we use a uniform prior, although that is not strictly necessary. At each discrete

time step 𝑘 ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . }, it will have some belief about model confidence 𝑏𝑘−(𝛽). 1 After

observing a human action 𝑢𝑘
𝐻

, the robot will update its belief to 𝑏𝑘+ by applying Bayes’

rule.

The hidden state may evolve between subsequent time steps, accounting for the im-

portant fact that the predictive accuracy of the human model may change over time as

unmodeled factors in the human’s behavior become more or less relevant. Since by defini-

tion we do not have access to a model of these factors, we use a naive “𝜖-static” transition

model: at each time 𝑘, 𝛽 may, with some probability 𝜖, be re-sampled from the initial

distribution 𝑏0

−, and otherwise retains its previous value. We define the belief over the

next value of 𝛽 (denoted by 𝛽′) as an expectation of the conditional probability 𝑃(𝛽′ | 𝛽),
i.e. 𝑏𝑘−(𝛽′) := E𝛽∼𝑏𝑘−1

+
[𝑃(𝛽′ | 𝛽)]. Concretely, this expectation may be computed as

𝑏𝑘−(𝛽′) = (1 − 𝜖)𝑏𝑘−1

+ (𝛽′) + 𝜖𝑏0

−(𝛽′) . (3.4)

By measuring the evolution of the human’s state 𝑥𝐻 over time, we assume that, at

every time step 𝑘, the robot is able to observe the human’s control input 𝑢𝑘
𝐻

. This observed

control may be used as evidence to update the robot’s belief 𝑏𝑘− about 𝛽 over time via a

Bayesian update:

𝑏𝑘+(𝛽) =
𝑃(𝑢𝑘

𝐻
| 𝑥𝑘

𝐻
; 𝛽, �)𝑏𝑘−(𝛽)∑

�̃� 𝑃(𝑢𝑘𝐻 | 𝑥
𝑘
𝐻

; �̃�, �)𝑏𝑘−(�̃�)
, (3.5)

with 𝑏𝑘+(𝛽) := 𝑃(𝛽 | 𝑥0:𝑘
𝐻
, 𝑢0:𝑘

𝐻
) for 𝑘 ∈ {0, 1, ...}, and 𝑃(𝑢𝑘

𝐻
| 𝑥𝑘

𝐻
; 𝛽, �) given by (3.3).

It is critical to be able to perform this update rapidly to facilitate real-time operation;

this would be difficult in the original continuous hypothesis space 𝛽 ∈ [0,∞), or even

in a large discrete set. Fortunately, our software examples in Section 3.4 and hardware

demonstration in Section 3.7.1 suggest that maintaining a Bayesian belief over a relatively

small set of 𝑁𝛽 = 5 discrete values of 𝛽 distributed on a log scale achieves significant

improvement relative to using a fixed value.

The “𝜖-static” transition model leads to the desirable consequence that old observa-

tions of the human’s actions have a smaller influence on the current model confidence

distribution than recent observations. In fact, if no new observations are made, suc-

cessively applying time updates asymptotically contracts the belief towards the initial

distribution, that is, 𝑏𝑘−(·) → 𝑏0

−(·). The choice of parameter 𝜖 effectively controls the rate

of this contraction, with higher 𝜖 leading to more rapid contraction.

1
To avoid confusion between discrete and continuous time, we shall use superscripts to denote discrete

time steps (e.g. 𝑥𝑘
𝐻

) and parentheticals to denote continuous time (e.g. 𝑥𝐻(𝑡)).
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3.3.2 Human motion prediction
Equipped with a belief over 𝛽 at time step 𝑘, we are now able to propagate the human’s

state distribution forward to any future time via the well-known Kolmogorov forward

equations, recursively. In particular, suppose that we know the probability that the

human is in each state 𝑥�
𝐻

at some future time step �. We know that (according to our

utility model) the probability of the human choosing control 𝑢�
𝐻

in state 𝑥�
𝐻

is given by (3.3).

Accounting for the otherwise deterministic dynamics model 𝑓𝐻 , we obtain the following

expression for the human’s state distribution at the following time step � + 1:

𝑃(𝑥�+1

𝐻 ; 𝛽, �) =
∑
𝑥�
𝐻
,𝑢�
𝐻

𝑃(𝑥�+1

𝐻 | 𝑥�𝐻 , 𝑢
�
𝐻 ; 𝛽, �) · (3.6)

𝑃(𝑢�𝐻 | 𝑥
�
𝐻 ; 𝛽, �)𝑃(𝑥�𝐻 ; 𝛽, �) ,

for a particular choice of 𝛽. Marginalizing over 𝛽 according to our belief at the current

step time 𝑘, we obtain the overall occupancy probability distribution at each future time

step �:

𝑃(𝑥�𝐻 ;�) = E𝛽∼𝑏𝑘𝑃(𝑥�𝐻 ; 𝛽, �) . (3.7)

Note that (3.6) is expressed more generally than is strictly required. Indeed, because

the only randomness in dynamics model 𝑓𝐻 originates from the human’s choice of control

input 𝑢𝐻 , we have 𝑃(𝑥�+1

𝐻
| 𝑥�

𝐻
, 𝑢�

𝐻
; 𝛽, �) = 1{𝑥�+1

𝐻
= 𝑓𝐻(𝑥�𝐻 , 𝑢

�
𝐻
)}.

3.3.3 Model Confidence with Auxiliary Parameter Identification
Thus far, we have tacitly assumed that the only unknown parameter in the human

utility model (3.3) is the model confidence, 𝛽. However, often one or more of the auxiliary

parameters � are also unknown. These auxiliary parameters could encode one or more

human goal states or intents, or other characteristics of the human’s utility, such as her

preference for avoiding parts of the environment. Further, much like model confidence,

they may change over time.

In principle, it is possible to maintain a Bayesian belief over 𝛽 and � jointly. The

Bayesian update for the hidden state (𝛽, �) is then given by

𝑏𝑘+(𝛽, �) =
𝑃(𝑢𝑘

𝐻
| 𝑥𝑘

𝐻
; 𝛽, �)𝑏𝑘−(𝛽, �)∑

�̃�,�̃ 𝑃(𝑢𝑘𝐻 | 𝑥
𝑘
𝐻

; �̃�, �̃)𝑏𝑘−(�̃�, �̃)
, (3.8)

with 𝑏𝑘+(𝛽, �) := 𝑃(𝛽, � | 𝑥0:𝑘
𝐻
, 𝑢0:𝑘

𝐻
) the running posterior and 𝑏𝑘−(𝛽, �) := 𝑃(𝛽, � | 𝑥0:𝑘−1

𝐻
, 𝑢0:𝑘−1

𝐻
)

the prior at time step 𝑘.

This approach can be practical for parameters taking finitely many values from a

small, discrete set, e.g. possible distinct modes for a human driver (distracted, cautious,
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aggressive). However, for certain scenarios or approaches it may not be practical to

maintain a full Bayesian belief on the parameters�. In such cases, it is reasonable to replace

the belief over � with a point estimate �̄, such as the maximum likelihood estimator or

the mean, and substitute that estimate into (3.6). Depending on the complexity of the

resulting maximum likelihood estimation problem, it may or may not be computationally

feasible to update the parameter estimate �̄ at each time step. Fortunately, even when

it is computationally expensive to estimate �̄, we can leverage our model confidence as

an indicator of when re-estimating these parameters may be most useful. That is, when

model confidence degrades that may indicate poor estimates of �̄.

3.4 Prediction Examples
We illustrate these inference steps with two sets of examples: our running pedestrian

example and a simple model of a car.

3.4.1 Pedestrian model (running example)
So far, we have presented a running example of a quadcopter avoiding a human. We

use a deliberately simple, purely kinematic model of continuous-time human motion:

¤𝑥𝐻 =

[ ¤ℎ𝑥
¤ℎ𝑦

]
=

[
𝑣𝐻 cos 𝑢𝐻
𝑣𝐻 sin 𝑢𝐻

]
. (3.9)

However, as discussed in Section 3.2.3, the proposed prediction method operates in

discrete time (and space). The discrete dynamics corresponding to (3.9) are given by

𝑥𝑘+1

𝐻 − 𝑥𝑘𝐻 ≡ 𝑥𝐻(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) − 𝑥𝐻(𝑡) (3.10)

=

[
𝑣𝐻Δ𝑡 cos 𝑢𝐻(𝑡)
𝑣𝐻Δ𝑡 sin 𝑢𝐻(𝑡)

]
,

for a time discretization of Δ𝑡.

3.4.2 Dubins car model
To emphasize the generality of our method, we present similar results for a different

application domain: autonomous driving. We will model a human-driven vehicle as a

dynamical system whose state 𝑥𝐻 evolves as

¤𝑥𝐻 =


¤ℎ𝑥
¤ℎ𝑦
¤ℎ𝜙

 =


𝑣𝐻 cos ℎ𝜙
𝑣𝐻 sin ℎ𝜙

𝑢𝐻

 . (3.11)
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Observe that, while (3.11) appears very similar to (3.9), in this Dubins car example the

angle of motion is a state, not a control input.

We discretize these dynamics by integrating (3.11) from 𝑡 to 𝑡+Δ𝑡, assuming a constant

control input 𝑢𝐻 :

𝑥𝑘+1

𝐻 − 𝑥𝑘𝐻 ≡ 𝑥𝐻(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) − 𝑥𝐻(𝑡) = (3.12)
𝑣𝐻
𝑢𝐻(𝑡)

(
sin

(
ℎ𝜙(𝑡) + 𝑢𝐻(𝑡)Δ𝑡

)
− sin(ℎ𝜙(𝑡))

)
− 𝑣𝐻
𝑢𝐻(𝑡)

(
cos

(
ℎ𝜙(𝑡) + 𝑢𝐻(𝑡)Δ𝑡

)
− cos(ℎ𝜙(𝑡))

)
𝑢𝐻Δ𝑡


For a specific goal position 𝑔 = [𝑔𝑥 , 𝑔𝑦], the 𝑄-value corresponding to state-action

pair (𝑥𝐻 , 𝑢𝐻) and reward function 𝑟𝐻(𝑥𝐻 , 𝑢𝐻) = −𝑣𝐻Δ𝑡 (until the goal is reached) may be

found by solving a shortest path problem offline.

3.4.3 Accurate Model
First, we consider a scenario in which the robot has full knowledge of the human’s

goal, and the human moves along the shortest path from a start location to this known

goal state. Thus, human motion is well-explained by 𝑄𝐻 .

The first row of Fig. 3.2 illustrates the probability distributions our method predicts

for the pedestrian’s future state at different times. Initially, the predictions generated by

our Bayesian confidence-inference approach (right) appear similar to those generated by

the low model confidence predictor (left). However, our method rapidly discovers that

𝑄𝐻 is an accurate description of the pedestrian’s motion and generates predictions that

match the high model confidence predictor (center). The data used in this example was

collected by tracking the motion of a real person walking in a motion capture arena. See

Section 3.7.1 for further details.

Likewise, the first row of Fig. 3.3 shows similar results for a human-driven Dubins

car model (in simulation) at an intersection. Here, traffic laws provide a strong prior on

the human’s potential goal states. As shown, our method of Bayesian model confidence

inference quickly infers the correct goal and learns that the human driver is acting in

accordance with its model 𝑄𝐻 . The resulting predictions are substantially similar to the

high-𝛽 predictor. The data used in this example was simulated by controlling a Dubins

car model along a pre-specified trajectory.

3.4.4 Unmodeled Obstacle
Often, robots do not have fully specified models of the environment. Here, we showcase

the resilience of our approach to unmodeled obstacles which the human must avoid. In

this scenario, the human has the same start and goal as in the accurate model case, except

that there is an obstacle along the way. The robot is unaware of this obstacle, however,
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Figure 3.2: Snapshots of pedestrian trajectory and probabilistic model predictions. Top row: Pedestrian

moves from the bottom right to a goal marked as a red circle. Middle row: Pedestrian changes course to

avoid a spill on the floor. Bottom row: Pedestrian moves to one known goal, then to another, then to a

third which the robot has not modeled. The first two columns show predictions for low and high model

confidence; the third column shows the predictions using our Bayesian model confidence. For all pedestrian

videos, see: https://youtu.be/lh_E9rW-MJo

which means that in its vicinity the human’s motion is not well-explained by𝑄𝐻 , and 𝑏(𝛽)
ought to place more probability mass on higher values of 𝛽.

The second rows of Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 illustrate this type of situation for the pedestrian

https://youtu.be/lh_E9rW-MJo
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Figure 3.3: Snapshots of Dubins car and probabilistic predictions. Top row: Car moves straight ahead

toward one of two known goals (red arrows), staying in its lane. Middle row: Car suddenly swerves to

the left to avoid a pothole. Bottom row: Car turns to the right, away from the only known goal. The

left and center columns show results for low and high confidence predictors, respectively, and the right

column shows our approach using Bayesian inferred model confidence. For all Dubins car videos, see:

https://youtu.be/sAJKNnP42fQ

and Dubins car, respectively. In Fig. 3.2, the pedestrian walks to an a priori known goal

location and avoids an unmodeled spill on the ground. Analogously, in Fig. 3.3 the car

swerves to avoid a large pothole. By inferring model confidence online, our approach

generates higher-variance predictions of future state, but only in the vicinity of these

unmodeled obstacles. At other times throughout the episode when 𝑄𝐻 is more accurate,

our approach produces predictions more in line with the high model confidence predictor.

https://youtu.be/sAJKNnP42fQ
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3.4.5 Unmodeled Goal
In most realistic human-robot encounters, even if the robot does have an accurate

environment map and observes all obstacles, it is unlikely for it to be aware of all human

goals. We test our approach’s resilience to unknown human goals by constructing a

scenario in which the human moves between both known and unknown goals.

The third row of Fig. 3.2 illustrates this situation for the pedestrian example. Here, the

pedestrian first moves to one known goal position, then to another, and finally back to

the start which was not a modelled goal location. The first two legs of this trajectory are

consistent with the robot’s model of goal-oriented motion, though accurate prediction does

require the predictor to infer which goal the pedestrian is walking toward. However, when

the pedestrian returns to the start, her motion appears inconsistent with 𝑄𝐻 , skewing the

robot’s belief over 𝛽 toward zero.

Similarly, in the third row of Fig. 3.3 we consider a situation in which a car makes an

unexpected turn onto an unmapped access road. As soon as the driver initiates the turn,

our predictor rapidly learns to distrust its internal model 𝑄𝐻 and shift its belief over 𝛽
upward.

3.5 Safe Probabilistic Planning and Tracking
Given probabilistic predictions of the human’s future motion, the robot must plan

efficient trajectories which avoid collision with high probability. In order to reason robustly

about this probability of future collision, we must account for potential tracking errors

incurred by the real system as it follows planned trajectories. To this end, we build

on the recent FaSTrack framework of [95], which provides control-theoretic robust safety

certificates in the presence of deterministic obstacles, and extend it to achieve approximate

probabilistic collision-avoidance.

3.5.1 Background: Fast Planning, Safe Tracking
Recall that 𝑥𝑅 is the robot’s state for the purposes of motion planning, and that 𝑠𝑅

encodes a higher-fidelity, potentially higher-dimensional notion of state (with associated

dynamics). The recently proposed FaSTrack framework from [95] uses Hamilton-Jacobi

reachability analysis to quantify the worst-case tracking performance of the 𝑠𝑅-system

as it follows trajectories generated by the 𝑥𝑅-system. For further reading on reachability

analysis refer to [69], [158], and [25]. A byproduct of this FaSTrack analysis is an error

feedback controller that the 𝑠𝑅 system can use to achieve this worst-case tracking error. The

tracking error bound may be given to one of many off-the-shelf real-time motion planning

algorithms operating in 𝑥𝑅-space in order to guarantee real-time collision-avoidance by

the 𝑠𝑅-system.

Formally, FaSTrack precomputes an optimal tracking controller, as well as a corre-

sponding compact setℰ in the robot’s planning state space, such that

(
𝜋(𝑠𝑅(𝑡)) − 𝑥𝑅,ref

(𝑡)
)
∈ ℰ
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for any reference trajectory proposed by the lower-fidelity planner. This bound ℰ is a tra-

jectory tracking certificate that can be passed to an online planning algorithm for real-time

safety verification: the dynamical robot is guaranteed to always be somewhere within the

bound relative to the current planned reference point 𝑥𝑅,ref
(𝑡). This tracking error bound

may sometimes be expressed analytically; otherwise, it may be computed numerically

offline using level set methods, e.g. [157]. Equipped with ℰ, the planner can generate safe

plans online by ensuring that the entire tracking error bound around the nominal state

remains collision-free throughout the trajectory. Efficiently checking these ℰ-augmented

trajectories for collisions with known obstacles is critical for real-time performance. Note

that the planner only needs to know ℰ (which is computed offline) and otherwise requires

no explicit understanding of the high-fidelity model.

Running example: Since dynamics (3.2) are decoupled in the three spatial directions, the

bound ℰ computed by FaSTrack is an axis-aligned box of dimensions ℰ𝑥 × ℰ𝑦 × ℰ𝑧 . For further

details refer to [78].

3.5.2 Robust Tracking, Probabilistic Safety
Unfortunately, planning algorithms for collision checking against deterministic ob-

stacles cannot be readily applied to our problem. Instead, a trajectory’s collision check

should return the probability that it might lead to a collision. Based on this probability,

the planning algorithm can discriminate between trajectories that are sufficiently safe and

those that are not.

As discussed in Section 3.2.4, a safe online motion planner invoked at time 𝑡 should

continually check the probability that, at any future time 𝜏, (𝜋(𝑠𝑅(𝜏)), 𝑥𝐻(𝜏)) ∈ 𝒦 . The

tracking error bound guarantee from FaSTrack allows us to conduct worst-case analysis on

collisions given a human state 𝑥𝐻 . Concretely, if no point in the Minkowski sum {𝑥𝑅 + ℰ}
is in the collision set with 𝑥𝐻 , we can guarantee that the robot is not in collision with the

human.

The probability of a collision event for any point 𝑥𝑅(𝜏) along a candidate trajectory is

then

𝑃
coll

(
𝑥𝑅(𝜏)

)
:= 𝑃

(
(𝑥𝑅 , 𝑥𝐻) ∈ 𝒦

)
. (3.13)

Assuming worst-case tracking error bound ℰ, this quantity can be upper-bounded by

the total probability that 𝑥𝐻(𝜏) will be in collision with any of the possible robot states

�̃�𝑅 ∈ {𝑥𝑅(𝜏) + ℰ}. For each robot planning state 𝑥𝑅 ∈ R𝑛𝑅 we define the set of human

states in potential collision with the robot:

ℋℰ(𝑥𝑅) := {�̃�𝐻 ∈ R𝑛𝐻 : (3.14)

∃�̃�𝑅 ∈ {𝑥𝑅 + ℰ}, (�̃�𝑅 , �̃�𝐻) ∈ 𝒦} .
Running example: Given 𝒦 and ℰ, ℋℰ(𝑥𝑅) is the set of human positions within the

rectangle of dimensions (𝑙 + ℰ𝑥) × (𝑙 + ℰ𝑦) centered on [𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦]. A human anywhere in this

rectangle could be in collision with the quadcopter.
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The following result follows directly from the definition of the tracking error bound

and a union bound.

Proposition 1. The probability of a robot with worst case tracking error ℰ colliding with the

human at any trajectory point 𝑥𝑅(𝜏) is bounded above by the probability mass of 𝑥𝐻(𝜏) contained

withinℋℰ(𝑥𝑅(𝜏)).
We shall consider discrete-time motion plans. The probability of collision along any

such trajectory from current time step 𝑘 to final step 𝑘 + 𝐾 is upper-bounded by:

𝑃𝑘:𝑘+𝐾
coll

≤ 𝑃𝑘:𝑘+𝐾
coll

:= 1 −
𝑘+𝐾∏
�=𝑘

𝑃
(
𝑥�𝐻 ∉ ℋℰ(𝑥�𝑅) | 𝑥

�
𝐻 ∉ ℋℰ(𝑥𝑠𝑅), 𝑘 ≤ 𝑠 < �

)
. (3.15)

Evaluating the right hand side of (3.15) exactly requires reasoning about the joint

distribution of human states over all time steps and its conditional relationship on whether

collision has yet occurred. This is equivalent to maintaining a probability distribution over

the exponentially large space of trajectories 𝑥𝑘:𝑘+𝐾
𝐻

that the human might follow. As motion

planning occurs in real-time, we shall resort to a heuristic approximation of (3.15).

One approach to approximating (3.15) is to assume that the event 𝑥�1

𝐻
∉ ℋℰ(𝑥�1

𝑅
) is

independent of 𝑥�2

𝐻
∉ ℋℰ(𝑥�2

𝑅
),∀�1 ≠ �2. This independence assumption is equivalent

to removing the conditioning in (3.15). Unfortunately, this approximation is excessively

pessimistic; if there is no collision at time step �, then collision is also unlikely at time step

� + 1 because both human and robot trajectories are continuous. In fact, for sufficiently

small time discretization Δ𝑡 and nonzero collision probabilities at each time step, the

total collision probability resulting from an independence assumption would approach 1

exponentially fast in the number of time steps 𝐾.

We shall refine this approximation by finding a tight lower bound on the right hand

side of (3.15). Because collision events are correlated in time, we first consider replacing

each conditional probability 𝑃
(
𝑥�
𝐻

∉ ℋℰ(𝑥�𝑅) | 𝑥
𝑠
𝐻

∉ ℋℰ(𝑥𝑠𝑅), 𝑘 ≤ 𝑠 < �
)

by 1 for all

� ∈ {𝑘 + 1, . . . , 𝑘 + 𝐾}. This effectively lower bounds 𝑃𝑘:𝑘+𝐾
coll

by the worst case probability

of collision at the current time step 𝑘:

𝑃𝑘:𝑘+𝐾
coll

≥ 1 − 𝑃
(
𝑥𝑘𝐻 ∉ ℋℰ(𝑥𝑘𝑅)

)
(3.16)

= 𝑃
(
𝑥𝑘𝐻 ∈ ℋℰ(𝑥

𝑘
𝑅)

)
.

This bound is extremely loose in general, because it completely ignores the possibility

of future collision. However, note that probabilities in the product in (3.15) may be

conditioned in any particular order (not necessarily chronological). This commutativity

allows us to generate 𝐾 − 𝑘 + 1 lower bounds of the form 𝑃𝑘:𝑘+𝐾
coll

≥ 𝑃
(
𝑥�
𝐻
∈ ℋℰ(𝑥�𝑅)

)
for

� ∈ {𝑘, . . . , 𝑘+𝐾}. Taking the tightest of all of these bounds, we can obtain an informative,

yet quickly computable, approximator for the sought probability:

𝑃𝑘:𝑘+𝐾
coll

≥ max

�∈{𝑘:𝑘+𝐾}
𝑃
(
𝑥�𝐻 ∈ ℋℰ(𝑥

�
𝑅)

)
≈ 𝑃𝑘:𝑘+𝐾

coll
(3.17)
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Figure 3.4: Scenario from the middle row of Fig. 3.2 visualized with robot’s trajectory. When 𝛽 is low and

the robot is not confident, it makes large deviations from its path to accommodate the human. When 𝛽 is

high, the robot refuses to change course and comes dangerously close to the human. With inferred model

confidence, the robot balances safety and efficiency with a slight deviation around the human.

To summarize, the left inequality in (3.17) lower-bounds 𝑃𝑘:𝑘+𝐾
coll

with the greatest

marginal collision probability at any point in the trajectory. On the right side of (3.17),

we take this greatest marginal collision probability as an approximator of the actual prob-

ability of collision over the entire trajectory. In effect, we shall approximate 𝑃𝑘:𝑘+𝐾
coll

with

a tight lower bound of an upper bound. While this type of approximation may err on the

side of optimism, we note that both the robot’s ability to replan over time and the fact that

the left side of (3.17) is an upper bound on total trajectory collision probability mitigate this

potentially underestimated risk.

3.5.3 Safe Online Planning under Uncertain Human Predictions
This approximation of collision probability allows the robot to discriminate between

valid and invalid candidate trajectories during motion planning. Using the prediction

methodology proposed in Section 3.3, we may quickly generate, at every time 𝑡, the

marginal probabilities in (3.17) at each future time � ∈ {𝑘, . . . , 𝑘 + 𝐾}, based on past

observations at times 0, . . . , 𝑘. The planner then computes the instantaneous probability

of collision 𝑃
(
𝑥�
𝐻
∈ ℋℰ(𝑥�𝑅)

)
by integrating 𝑃

(
𝑥𝜏
𝐻
| 𝑥0:𝑘

𝐻

)
over ℋℰ(𝑥�𝑅), and rejects the

candidate point 𝑥�
𝑅

if this probability exceeds 𝑃
th

.

Note that for graph-based planners that consider candidate trajectories by generating

a graph of time-stamped states, rejecting a candidate edge from this graph is equivalent

to rejecting all further trajectories that would contain that edge. This early rejection rule is

consistent with the proposed approximation (3.17) of 𝑃𝑘:𝑘+𝐾
coll

while preventing unnecessary

exploration of candidate trajectories that would ultimately be deemed unsafe.

Throughout operation, the robot follows each planned trajectory using the error feed-
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back controller provided by FaSTrack, which ensures that the robot’s high-fidelity state

representation 𝑠𝑅 and the lower-fidelity state used for planning, 𝑥𝑅, differ by no more

than the tracking error bound ℰ. This planning and tracking procedure continues until

the robot reaches its desired goal state.

Running example: Our quadcopter is now required to navigate to a target position shown in

Fig. 3.4 without colliding with the human. Our proposed algorithm successfully avoids collisions

at all times, replanning to leave greater separation from the human whenever her motion departs

from the model. In contrast, robot planning with fixed model confidence is either overly conservative

at the expense of time and performance or overly aggressive at the expense of safety.

3.6 Connections to Reachability Analysis

Figure 3.5: The human (black dot) is moving west towards a goal. Visualized are the predicted state

distributions for one second into the future when using low, high, and Bayesian model confidence. Higher-

saturation indicates higher likelihood of occupancy. The dashed circle represents the pedestrian’s 1 second

forward reachable set.

In this section, we present an alternative, complementary analysis of the overall safety

properties of the proposed approach to prediction and motion planning. This discussion

is grounded in the language of reachability theory and worst-case analysis of human

motion.

3.6.1 Forward Reachable Set
Throughout this section, we frequently refer to the human’s time-indexed forward

reachable set. We define this set formally below.

Definition 1. (Forward Reachable Set) For a dynamical system ¤𝑥 = 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢) with state trajectories

given by the function �
(
𝑥(0), 𝑡 , 𝑢(·)

)
=: 𝑥(𝑡), the forward reachable set FRS(𝑥, 𝑡) of a state 𝑥 after
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Figure 3.6: Visualization of the states with probability greater than or equal to the collision threshold,

𝑃th = 0.01. The human’s forward reachable set includes the set of states assigned probability greater than

𝑃th. We show these “high probability” predicted states for predictors with fixed low and high 𝛽, as well as

our Bayesian-inferred 𝛽.

time 𝑡 has elapsed is

FRS(𝑥, 𝑡) := {𝑥′ : ∃𝑢(·), 𝑥′ = �(𝑥, 𝑡, 𝑢(·))} .

That is, a state 𝑥′ is in the forward reachable set of 𝑥 after time 𝑡 if it is reachable via some

applied control signal 𝑢(·).

Remark 1. (Recovery of FRS) For 𝑃th = 0 and any finite 𝛽, the set of states assigned probability

greater than 𝑃th is identical to the forward reachable set, up to discretization errors. This is

visualized for low, high, and Bayesian model confidence in Fig. 3.5.

3.6.2 A Sufficient Condition for the Safety of Individual Trajectories
In Section 3.5.2, we construct an approximation to the probability of collision along a

trajectory, which we use during motion planning to avoid potentially dangerous states.

To make this guarantee of collision-avoidance for a motion plan even stronger, it would

suffice to ensure that the robot never comes too close to the human’s forward reachable

set. More precisely, a planned trajectory is safe if {𝑥𝑅(𝑡) + ℰ} ∩ FRS(𝑥𝐻 , 𝑡) = ∅, for every

state 𝑥𝑅(𝑡) along a motion plan generated when the human was at state 𝑥𝐻 . The proof of

this statement follows directly from the properties of the tracking error bound ℰ described

in Section 3.5.

While this condition may seem appealing, it is in fact highly restrictive. The require-

ment of avoiding the full forward reachable set is not always possible in confined spaces;

indeed, this was our original motivation for wanting to predict human motion (see Sec-

tion 3.2.4). However, despite this shortcoming, the logic behind this sufficient condition

for safety provides insight into the effectiveness of our framework.
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3.6.3 Recovering the Forward Reachable Set
Though it will not constitute a formal safety guarantee, we analyze the empirical safety

properties of our approach by examining how our predicted state distributions over time

relate to forward reachable sets. During operation, our belief over model confidence 𝛽
evolves to match the degree to which the utility model𝑄𝐻 explains recent human motion.

The “time constant” governing the speed of this evolution may be tuned by the system

designer to be arbitrarily fast by choosing the parameter 𝜖 to be small, as discussed in

Section 3.3.1. Thus, we may safely assume that 𝑏(𝛽) places high probability mass on small

values of 𝛽 as soon as the robot observes human motion which is not well explained by

𝑄𝐻 .

Fig. 3.6 shows the sets of states with “high enough” (> 𝑃
th

) predicted probability mass

overlaid on the human’s forward reachable set at time 𝑡, which is a circle of radius 𝑣𝐻𝑡

centered on 𝑥𝐻 for the dynamics in our running example. When 𝛽 is high (10), we observe

that virtually all of the probability mass is concentrated in a small number of states in the

direction of motion predicted by our utility model. When 𝛽 is low (0.05) we observe that

the set of states assigned probability above our collision threshold 𝑃
th

occupies a much

larger fraction of the reachable set. A typical belief 𝑏(𝛽) recorded at a moment when the

human was roughly moving according to 𝑄𝐻 yields an intermediate set of states.

Fig. 3.7 illustrates the evolution of these sets of states over time, for the unmodeled ob-

stacle example of Section 3.7.1 in which a pedestrian avoids a spill. Each row corresponds

to the predicted state distribution at a particular point in time. Within a row, each column

shows the reachable set and the set of states assigned occupancy probability greater than

𝑃
th

= 0.01. The color of each set of states corresponds to the value of 𝛽 used by the low

confidence and high confidence predictors, and the maximum a posteriori value of 𝛽 for the

Bayesian confidence predictor. The human’s known goal state is marked by a red dot.

Interestingly, as the Bayesian model confidence decreases—which occurs when the

pedestrian turns to avoid the spill at 𝑡 ≈ 6 s—the predicted state distribution assigns high

probability to a relatively large set of states, but unlike the low-𝛽 predictor that set of states

is oriented toward the known goal. Of course, had 𝑏(𝛽) placed even more probability mass

on lower values of 𝛽 then the Bayesian confidence predictor would converge to the low

confidence one.

Additionally, we observe that, within each row as the prediction horizon increases,

the area contained within the forward reachable set increases and the fraction of that area

contained within the predicted sets decreases. This phenomenon is a direct consequence

of our choice of threshold 𝑃
th

. Had we chosen a smaller threshold value, a larger fraction

of the forward reachable set would have been occupied by the lower-𝛽 predictors.

This observation may be viewed prescriptively. Recalling the sufficient condition for

safety of planned trajectories from Section 3.6.2, if the robot replans every 𝑇
replan

seconds,

we may interpret the fraction of FRS(·, 𝑡 + 𝑇
replan
) assigned occupancy probability greater

than 𝑃
th

by the low confidence predictor as a rough indicator of the safety of an individual

motion plan, robust to worst-case human movement. As this fraction tends toward unity,
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Figure 3.7: The human (black dot) is walking towards the known goal (red dot) but has to avoid an

unmodeled coffee spill on the ground. Here we show the snapshots of the predictions at various future

times (columns) as the human walks around in real time (rows). The visualized states have probability

greater than or equal to 𝑃th = 0.01. Each panel displays the human prediction under low confidence (in

yellow), high confidence (in dark purple), and Bayesian confidence (colored as per the most likely 𝛽 value),

as well as the forward reachable set. The human’s actual trajectory is shown in red.
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Figure 3.8: Predicting with fixed-𝛽 (in this case, 𝛽 = 20) can yield highly inaccurate predictions (and worse,

confidently inaccurate ones). The subsequent motion plans may not be safe; here, poor prediction quality

leads to a collision.

the robot is more and more likely to be safe. However, for any 𝑃
th

> 0, this fraction

approaches zero for 𝑇
replan

↑ ∞. This immediately suggests that, if we wish to replan

every 𝑇
replan

seconds, we can achieve a particular level of safety as measured by this

fraction by choosing an appropriate threshold 𝑃
th

.

In summary, confidence-aware predictions rapidly place high probability mass on

low values of 𝛽 whenever human motion is not well-explained by utility model 𝑄𝐻 .

Whenever this happens, the resulting predictions encompass a larger fraction of the

forward reachable set, and in the limit that 𝑃
th
↓ 0 we recover the forward reachable

set exactly. The larger this fraction, the more closely our approach satisfies the sufficient

condition for safety presented in Section 3.6.2.

3.7 Hardware Demonstration with Real Humans
We implemented confidence-aware human motion prediction (Section 3.3) and inte-

grated it into a real-time, safe probabilistic motion planner (Section 3.5), all within the

Robot Operating System (ROS) software framework of [169]. To demonstrate the efficacy

of our methods, we tested our work for the quadcopter-avoiding-pedestrian example used

for illustration throughout this paper. Human trajectories were recorded as (𝑥, 𝑦)positions

on the ground plane at roughly 235 Hz by an OptiTrack infrared motion capture system,

and we used a Crazyflie 2.0 micro-quadcopter, also tracked by the OptiTrack system.2

2
We note that in a more realistic setting, we would require alternative methods for state estimation

using other sensors, such as lidar and/or camera(s). A video recording may be found at https://youtu.
be/2ZRGxWknENg.

https://youtu.be/2ZRGxWknENg
https://youtu.be/2ZRGxWknENg
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Figure 3.9: Inferring 𝛽 leads to predicted state distributions whose entropy increases whenever the utility

model 𝑄𝐻 fails to explain observed human motion. The resulting predictions are more robust to modeling

errors, resulting in safer motion plans. Here, the quadcopter successfully avoids the pedestrian even when

she turns unexpectedly.

Fig. 3.4 illustrates the unmodeled obstacle case from Section 3.7.1, in which the pedes-

trian turns to avoid a spill on the ground. Using a low model confidence results in motion

plans that suddenly and excessively deviate from the ideal straight-line path when the

pedestrian turns to avoid the spill. By contrast, the high confidence predictor consistently

predicts that the pedestrian will walk in a straight line to the goal even when they turn; this

almost leads to collision, as shown detail in Fig. 3.8. Our proposed approach for Bayesian

model confidence initially assigns high confidence and predicts that the pedestrian will

walk straight to the goal, but when they turn to avoid the spill, the predictions become

less confident. This causes the quadcopter to make a minor course correction, shown in

further detail in Fig 3.9.

3.7.1 Evaluation with Real Human Trajectories
To demonstrate the characteristic behavior of our approach, we created three different

environment setups and collected a total of 48 human walking trajectories (walked by 16

different people). The trajectories are measured as (𝑥, 𝑦) positions on the ground plane at

roughly 235 Hz by an OptiTrack infrared motion capture system.3

Environments. In the first environment there are no obstacles and the robot is aware of

the human’s goal. The second environment is identical to the first, except that the human

3
We note that in a more realistic setting, we would need to utilize alternative methods for state estimation

such as lidar measurements.
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must avoid a coffee spill that the robot is unaware of. In the third environment, the human

walks in a triangular pattern from her start position to two known goals and back.

Evaluated Methods. For each human trajectory, we compare the performance of

our adaptive 𝛽 inference method with two baselines using fixed 𝛽 ∈ {0.05, 10}. When

𝛽 = 0.05, the robot is unsure of its model of the human’s motion. This low-confidence

method cannot trust its own predictions about the human’s future trajectory. On the other

hand, the 𝛽 = 10 high-confidence method remains confident in its predictions even when

the human deviates from them. These two baselines exist at opposite ends of a spectrum.

Comparing our adaptive inference method to these baselines provides useful intuition for

the relative performance of all three methods in common failure modes (see Fig. 3.4).

Metrics. We measure the performance of our adaptive 𝛽 inference approach in both of

these cases by simulating a quadcopter moving through the environment to a pre-specified

goal position while replaying the recorded human trajectory. We simulate near-hover

quadcopter dynamics with the FaSTrack optimal controller applied at 100 Hz. For each

simulation, we record the minimum distance in the ground plane between the human and

the quadcopter as a proxy for the overall safety of the system. The quadcopter’s travel

time serves to measure its overall efficiency.

In each environment, we compute the safety metric for all 16 human trajectories when

applying each of the three human motion prediction methods and display the corre-

sponding box and whisker plots side by side. To compare the efficiency of our approach

to the baselines we compute the difference between the trajectory completion time of our

approach, 𝑇
infer

, and that of the low and high confidence baselines, {𝑇
lo
, 𝑇

hi
}. If the result-

ing boxplots are below zero, then 𝛽 inference results in faster robot trajectories than the

baselines on a per-human trajectory basis.4

Complete Model. First, we designed an example environment where the robot’s model

is complete and the human motion appears to be rational. In this scenario, humans would

walk in a straight line from their start location to their goal which was known by the robot

a priori.

When the robot has high confidence in its model, the human’s direct motion towards

the goal appears highly rational and results in both safe (Fig. 3.10, top left) and efficient

plans (Fig. 3.10, bottom left). We see a similar behavior for the robot that adapts its

confidence: although initially the robot is uncertain about how well the human’s motion

matches its model, the direct behavior of the human leads to the robot to believe that it

has high model confidence. Thus, the 𝛽 inference robot produces overall safe and efficient

plans. Although we expect that the low-confidence model would lead to less efficient plans

but comparably safe plans, we see that the low-confidence robot performs comparably in

terms of both safety and efficiency.

Ultimately, this example demonstrates that when the robot’s model is rich enough to

4
The upper and lower bounds of the box in each boxplot are the 75

th
and 25

th
percentiles. The horizontal

red line is the median, and the notches show the bootstrapped 95% confidence interval for the population

mean.
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Figure 3.10: Safety and efficiency metrics in a complete environment and one with an unmodeled obstacle.

capture the environment and behavior of the human, inferring model confidence does not

hinder the robot from producing safe and efficient plans.

Unmodeled Obstacle. Often, robots do not have fully specified models of the en-

vironment. In this scenario, the human has the same start and goal as in the complete

model case except that there is a coffee spill in her path. This coffee spill on the ground is

unmodeled by the robot, making the human’s motion appear less rational.

When the human is navigating around the unmodeled coffee spill, the robot that

continuously updates its model confidence and replans with the updated predictions

almost always maintains a safe distance (Fig. 3.10, top right). In comparison, the fixed-𝛽
models that have either high-confidence or low-confidence approach the human more

closely. This increase in the minimum distance between the human and the robot during

execution time indicates that continuous 𝛽 inference can lead to safer robot plans.

For the efficiency metric, a robot that uses 𝛽 inference is able to get to the goal faster

than a robot that assumes a high or a low confidence in its human model (Fig. 3.10, bottom

right). This is particularly interesting as overall we see that enabling the robot to reason

about its model confidence can lead to safer and more efficient plans.

Unmodeled Goal. In most realistic human-robot encounters, even if the robot does

have an accurate environment map and observes all obstacles, it is unlikely for it to be

aware of all human goals. We test our approach’s resilience to unknown human goals by

constructing a scenario in which the human moves between both known and unknown

goals. The human first moves to two known goal positions, then back to the start. The

first two legs of this trajectory are consistent with the robot’s model of goal-oriented

motion. However, when the human returns to the start, she appears irrational to the

robot. Fig. 3.11 and 3.12 summarize the performance of the inferred-𝛽, high-confidence,

and low-confidence methods in this scenario. All three methods perform similarly with

respect to the minimum distance safety metric in Fig. 3.11. However, Fig. 3.12 suggests
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Figure 3.11: Safety results for the unmodeled goal scenario.

Figure 3.12: Efficiency results for the unmodeled goal scenario.

that the inferred-𝛽 method is several seconds faster than both fixed-𝛽 approaches. This

indicates that, without sacrificing safety, our inferred-𝛽 approach allows the safe motion

planner to find more efficient robot trajectories.

3.8 Conclusion
When robots operate in complex environments in concert with other agents, safety

often depends upon the robot’s ability to predict the agents’ future actions. While this

prediction problem may be tractable in some cases, it can be extremely difficult for agents

like people who act with intent. In this paper, we introduce the idea of confidence-aware

prediction as a natural coping mechanism for predicting the future actions of intent-driven

agents. Our approach uses each measurement of the human’s state to reason about the

accuracy of its internal model of human decision making. This reasoning about model
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confidence is expressed compactly as a Bayesian filter over the possible values of a single

parameter, 𝛽, which controls the entropy of the robot’s model of the human’s choice of

action. In effect, whenever the human’s motion is not well-explained by this model, the

robot predicts that the human could occupy a larger volume of the state space.

We couple this notion of confidence-aware prediction with a reachability-based ro-

bust motion planning algorithm, FaSTrack, which quantifies the robot’s ability to track a

planned reference trajectory. Using this maximum tracking error allows us to bound an

approximation of the probability of collision along planned trajectories. Additionally, we

present a deeper connection between confidence-aware prediction and forward reachable

sets, which provides an alternative explanation of the safety of our approach. We demon-

strate the proposed methodology on a ROS-based quadcopter testbed in a motion capture

arena.

3.8.1 Limitations
There are several important limitations of this work, which we discuss below.

State Discretization. As presented, our approach to prediction requires a discrete rep-

resentation of the human’s state space. This can be tractable for the relatively simple

dynamical models of human motion we consider in this work. Fortunately, one of the

strongest attributes of confidence-aware prediction is that it affords a certain degree of

robustness to modeling errors by design. Still, our approach is effectively limited to

low-order dynamical models.

FaSTrack Complexity. FaSTrack provides a strong safety guarantee vis-à-vis the maxi-

mum tracking error that could ever exist between a higher-fidelity dynamical model of

the robot and a lower-order one used for motion planning. Unfortunately, the computa-

tional complexity of finding this maximum tracking error and the corresponding safety

controller scales exponentially with the dimension of the high-fidelity model. In some

cases, these dynamics are decomposable and analytic solutions exist, e.g. [78, 50], and in

other cases conservative approximations may be effective, e.g. [47, 179].

Boltzmann Distributional Assumption. We model the human’s choice of control input

at each time step as an independent, random draw from a Boltzmann distribution (3.3).

This distributional assumption is motivated from the literature in cognitive science and

econometrics and is increasingly common in robotics, yet it may not be accurate in all

cases. Maintaining an up-to-date model confidence belief 𝑏(𝛽) can certainly mitigate this

inaccuracy, but only at the cost of making excessively conservative predictions.

Safety Certification. Our analysis in Section 3.6 makes connections to forward reacha-

bility in an effort to understand the safety properties of our system. As shown, when-

ever our confidence-aware prediction method detects poor model performance it quickly

yields predictions that approximate the human’s forward reachable set. Although this

approximation is not perfect, and hence we cannot provide a strong safety certificate, the
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connection to reachability is in some sense prescriptive. That is, it can be used to guide

the choice of collision probability threshold 𝑃
th

and replanning frequency. However, even

if we could provide a strong guarantee of collision-avoidance for a particular motion plan,

that would not, in general, guarantee that future motion plans would be recursively safe.

This recursive property is much more general and, unsurprisingly, more difficult to satisfy.

3.8.2 Future Directions
Future work will aim to address each of these shortcomings. We are also interested

in extending our methodology for the multi-robot, multi-human setting; our preliminary

results are reported in [15]. Additionally, we believe that our model confidence inference

approach could be integrated with other commonly-used probabilistic prediction methods

besides the Boltzmann utility model. Finally, we are excited to test our work in hardware

in other application spaces, such as manipulation and driving.
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Chapter 4

Confidence-aware Game-theoretic
Human Models

This chapter is based on the paper “Safety Assurances for Human-Robot Interaction via Confidence-

aware Game-theoretic Human Models” [211] written in collaboration with Ran Tian, Liting Sun,

Masayoshi Tomizuka, and Anca Dragan.

In this section we focus on maintaining safety in highly dynamic human-robot inter-

actions, such as when an autonomous car merges into a roundabout with an oncoming

human-driven vehicle (Fig. 4.1). While planning approaches incorporate safety con-

straints in diverse ways [193], safety monitors have emerged as a desirable additional layer

of safety. These methods allow the planner to guide the robot, but compute when immi-

nent collisions would happen and take over control to steer the robot away from danger.

Crucial to these safety monitors is a method for detecting imminent collisions. Typi-

cally, this is based on worst-case reasoning. A predominant approach, backwards reachability

analysis [158, 134], treats the human-robot interaction as a zero-sum collision-avoidance

game, protecting the robot against any controls the human might execute. This leads to

safety monitors that do maintain safety, but inhibit the robot’s ability to make progress by

intervening excessively.

We thus seek a way of making safety monitors less conservative, while still being

effective at their primary job—maintaining safety. What makes this challenging is that

the moment the zero-sum game assumption is replaced with any human behavior model,

the model might be wrong, leading to loss of safety. Our idea is to mediate this issue in

two ways: 1) still use a zero-sum collision avoidance game, but instead of allowing the

human any controls, we use a human model to restrict set of controls we safeguard against,

eliminating those that the model deems very improbable; and 2) detect online how well the

model explains the human, and use this to adapt the restriction; at the extreme, when the

model is completely wrong, our monitor should go back to protecting against any human

controls.

Two questions still remain: what human model to use, and how to detect when it is
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Figure 4.1: Robot car (white) merges into a round-about with a nearby human-driven car (orange). (left)

Human accommodates for robot, but robot is overly conservative and protects against the full backwards

reachable tube (BRT). (center) Our Bayesian BRT infers how the human is influenced by the robot and

shrinks the set of unsafe states. (right) When the human does not behave according to the model, the robot

detects this and automatically reverts to the full BRT.

wrong. While models that treat the human as acting in isolation and ignoring the robot

are popular [238, 112, 182], they are still very conservative: if the planner tries to merge in

front of the human, the safety monitor based on these “human-in-isolation” models would

intervene to prevent it, because it has no confidence in the human reacting to the robot and

making space—also known as the “frozen robot” problem [214]. For this reason, prior

work in planning has introduced models based on general-sum games between the human

and robot, which account for the human’s influence on the robot, but also for the robot’s

influence on the human [187, 164, 165, 194, 73, 210]. We propose to use such models in

safety monitoring too, as a way to restrict the set of controls that the robot safeguards

against. In our method, the robot performs backwards reachability analysis but does not

worry about human controls that are outside of the bounds of what the general sum game

deems likely.

While this reduces the conservatism, no model is perfect and relying solely on the

human model might remove controls that the human actually ends up executing. To

detect if the model’s predictive performance is degrading and increase conservatism when

it does, our approach uses online observations of human behavior to assess the quality of

the model and adapt the control bound restriction. Building on prior work in safe planning

[74], we achieve automatic adaptation by treating human behavior as observations of the

human’s rationality level in the general-sum game. When the human starts executing

less-probable controls, the model treats this behavior as more noisy, and deems more

future human controls to be likely to occur than before. In turn, this propagates to a larger

human control bound in our backwards reachability analysis and a more conservative

safety monitor.
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We test our approach in simulated interactions, as well as on real human driving data.

Our results suggest that it can effectively enable robots to modulate the conservatism of

their safety monitors, ultimately leading to more efficient (i.e., higher reward) behaviors

that still maintain safety.

4.1 Related Work
Safety for robots operating around humans. Forward reachability methods have been

used to compute the set of states where other agents could be in the future [7, 143], after

which the robot plans to avoid this set. While safe, these methods often lead to overly-

conservative robot behaviors especially in close-proximity interactive scenarios. Prior

work used empirical [67] and “human-in-isolation” models [14] to obtain restrictions on

human controls and, ultimately, their forward reachable set. However, these methods

do not inherently account for the robot’s ability to take safety maneuvers in response

to the human behavior, introducing additional conservatism. In contrast, backwards

reachability methods are grounded in zero-sum dynamic games [158, 134] which encode

the robot’s ability to enact safety controls. While generally less conservative than full

forward reachability, this approach still often suffers from falsely flagging safe states as

unsafe because of the full control authority and adversarial nature of the human model.

Recent work has attempted to reduce this conservatism by restricting the set of human

controls during safety analysis through data-driven human trajectory forecasts [196, 138].

However, this approach blindly trusts the data-driven forecasts and cannot detect model

errors; when the quality of the data-driven forecasts degrade, so do the predicted set of

human controls, ultimately compromising the safety monitor.

Structured human decision-making models. “Human-in-isolation” models—whereby

the human is treated as behaving independently of how other agents nearby behave— have

been widely studied and applied in the navigation domain [238, 112, 182]. Recent work

has developed model confidence monitors for this class of models [74, 34], enabling robots

to detect if and when their human models are misspecified. Unlike human-in-isolation

models, theory of mind models capture how humans account for the behavior of others

when choosing their actions [20, 41, 81, 202, 209]. Recent work has shown the effectiveness

of using such models—specifically, general-sum Stackelberg games [218]—in the context

of autonomous driving[187, 194, 73]. In our work, we leverage such game-theoretic human

models and introduce a confidence-aware monitor for this modelling paradigm.

4.2 Background
Hamilton-Jacobi reachability. Our method is based on Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) reachabil-

ity analysis [158, 155], a mathematical formalism for quantifying the performance and

safety of multi-agent dynamical systems. It has been successfully utilized in a range of
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safety-critical applications such as multi-vehicle planning [51, 61], multi-player reach-

avoid games [98, 155], and autonomous driving under occlusions [231] due to its ability to

handle general nonlinear dynamics, flexibility to represent unsafe sets of arbitrary shapes,

and ability to synthesize safety-preserving robot controllers.

In this work, we use reachability analysis to compute a backward reachable tube (BRT),

𝒱(𝜏), given an unsafe set of states ℒ (e.g., all states where the human and robot are in

collision). Intuitively,𝒱(𝜏) is the set of states from which if system trajectories start, they

are guaranteed to enter into the unsafe set of states within a time horizon of 𝜏 despite the

robot’s best effort to avoid the unsafe set.

Let the dynamics of the human-robot system evolve via ¤𝑥 = 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢H, 𝑢R) where 𝑓 is

assumed to be uniformly continuous in time and Lipschitz continuous in 𝑥 for fixed 𝑢H

and 𝑢R. Here, 𝑥 := [𝑥H, 𝑥R]⊤ ∈ 𝒳 is the joint state1 of the human and robot, and 𝑢H ∈ 𝒰H

and 𝑢R ∈ 𝒰R are the human’s and robot’s inputs, respectively. We assume that the state

of both agents can be accurately sensed at all times 2.

To ensure robustness to the possible—including worst-case—behaviors of the human

agent, the computation of the BRT is formulated as a zero-sum differential game between

the robot and human. The optimal value of this game can be obtained by solving the final-

value Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs Variational-Inequality (HJI-VI) via dynamic programming:

min

{𝜕𝑉(𝑥, 𝜏)
𝜕𝜏

+ 𝐻
(
𝑥, 𝜏,∇𝑉(𝑥, 𝜏)

)
, ℓ (𝑥) −𝑉(𝑥, 𝜏)

}
= 0,

𝑉(𝑥, 0) = ℓ (𝑥), 𝜏 ∈ [−𝑇, 0], (4.1)

where∇𝑉(𝑥, 𝜏) is the spatial derivative of the value function and ℓ (𝑥) is the implicit surface

function encoding the set of unsafe states: ℒ = {𝑥 : ℓ (𝑥) ≤ 0}. The Hamiltonian𝐻 encodes

the effect of the dynamics, robot, and human control on the resulting value and is defined

as:

𝐻(𝑥, 𝜏,∇𝑉(𝑥, 𝜏))= max

𝑢R∈𝒰R

min

𝑢H∈𝒰H

∇𝑉(𝑥, 𝜏)⊤𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢H, 𝑢R). (4.2)

After computing the value function𝑉(𝑥, 𝜏) backwards in time over 𝜏 ∈ [−𝑇, 0], we can

obtain the BRT at any time 𝜏 by looking at the sub-zero level set of the value function:

𝒱(𝜏) := {𝑥 : 𝑉(𝑥, 𝜏) ≤ 0}. (4.3)

This encodes the set of initial (joint) states from which there does not exist a dynamically-

feasible safety control for the robot to perform to avoid the human. HJ reachability also

synthesizes the robot’s optimal safety-preserving control:

𝑢∗
R
(𝑥, 𝜏) = arg max

𝑢R∈𝒰R

min

𝑢H∈𝒰H

∇𝑉(𝑥, 𝜏)⊤ 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢H, 𝑢R), (4.4)

1
Other state-space representations can be used. In Section 4.4 we use the relative state between the

human and robot to reduce state dimensionality.

2
State estimation error can be accounted for by incorporating additional margin proportional to the

estimation uncertainty into the BRT computation.
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which can be used in a least-restrictive fashion by only being applied at the boundary of

the unsafe set [25].

Note that in (4.2), the agents are traditionally modelled as optimizing with respect

to all of their dynamically-feasible control inputs, 𝒰i, 𝑖 ∈ {H,R}, resulting in an overly

conservative BRT. In this work, we aim to reduce the conservatism (i.e., size of 𝒱(𝜏)) of

this safety monitor by detecting emergent leader-follower roles in human-robot interaction

and restricting the human’s controls𝒰H accordingly.

General-sum Stackelberg games. We model humans as acting according to a discrete-

time, general-sum Stackelberg game [218] with the robot wherein each agent takes on the

role of being either a “leader” or a “follower”. A “leader” maximizes their reward over

time subject to the “follower” who must plan their trajectory in response. Intuitively, the

leader aims to influence the follower and the follower tends to accommodate the leader.

This modelling paradigm is well-suited to capture dynamic interactions such as merging

or lane-changing and, unlike zero-sum games, can encode unique high-level objectives

for each agent.

Let the human’s discrete-time control trajectory over the time horizon 𝑇 be denoted by

uH = [𝑢0

H
, . . . , 𝑢𝑇

H
]⊤ and the robot’s discrete-time control trajectory be uR = [𝑢0

R
, . . . , 𝑢𝑇

R
]⊤.

Instead of assuming the human is a perfectly rational player, we model them a noisily-

optimal player; this is well-suited for human models obtained via inverse reinforcement

learning [237, 221, 135] and naturally accounts for model inaccuracies and noisy human be-

havior. In an open-loop Stackelberg game, a noisily-optimal follower human chooses their

control trajectory from a distribution conditioned on the leader robot’s control trajectory:

𝑃(uH | 𝑥0, uR; 𝛽) = 1

𝑍1

𝑒𝛽𝑅H(𝑥0 ,uH ,uR), (4.5)

where 𝑍1 :=
∫

uH

𝑒𝛽𝑅H(𝑥0 ,uH ,uR)𝑑uH is the partition function when the human is a fol-

lower and the human’s cumulative reward is 𝑅H(𝑥0, uH, uR) :=
∑𝑇

𝜏=0
𝑟H(𝑥𝜏 , 𝑢𝜏

H
, 𝑢𝜏

R
)where

𝑟H(·, ·, ·) is the instantaneous reward.

However, in reality, the human could assume the role of either a leader or follower

during an interaction with the robot. Specifically, a human who assumes the role of a

leader will draw their control trajectory from the distribution:

𝑃(uH | 𝑥0

; 𝛽) = 1

𝑍2

𝑒𝛽𝑅H(𝑥0 ,uH ,u∗
R
(𝑥0 ,uH)), (4.6)

where 𝑍2 :=
∫

uH

𝑒𝛽𝑅H(𝑥0 ,uH ,u∗
R
(𝑥0 ,uH))𝑑uH is the partition function and u∗

R
(𝑥0, uH) is the robot

follower’s best response to the human’s control trajectory uH and is defined as:

u∗
R
(𝑥0, uH) = max

uR

𝑅R(𝑥0, uR, uH),

s.t. 𝑥𝜏+1 = 𝑓 (𝑥𝜏 , 𝑢𝜏
R
, 𝑢𝜏

H
), 𝜏 ∈ {0, . . . , 𝑇},

(4.7)
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where the robot’s running reward is denoted by 𝑅R(𝑥0, uR, uH) :=
∑𝑇

𝜏=0
𝑟R(𝑥𝜏 , 𝑢𝜏

R
, 𝑢𝜏

H
).

Finally, the parameter 𝛽 ∈ [0,∞) encodes the human’s rationality and governs how

optimally the human behaves according to their objective; as 𝛽 → 0, the human appears

“irrational”, choosing their trajectory uniformly at random and ignoring any modeled

structure, while 𝛽→∞models the human as a perfect optimizer of the game.

4.3 Confidence-aware Role Inference for Safe
Human-Robot Interaction

We propose that robots estimate the degree to which humans abide by general-sum

interaction models and adapt their safety monitors accordingly. By reducing the unsafe

states proportional to the observed influence between the human and robot, the robot can

smoothly shift between less conservative safety monitors when the human’s behavior is

well-explained by the general-sum model, and the full worst-case safety monitor when

the human model degrades.

Role-parameterized human model. We treat the role of the human in the general-sum

game as well as their apparent rationality as hidden states. Let � ∈ {follow, lead} be a

discrete latent variable which encodes the role of the human as either a follower or leader.

To assess if the observed human behavior matches our general-sum model, we follow prior

work on “human-in-isolation” models in reinterpreting the human’s rationality parameter

𝛽 as an indicator of model confidence [74, 34]. However, to infer both the role of the human

as well as the degree to which the human is playing a general-sum game at all, we let the

robot jointly infer (�, 𝛽) given observations.

Online, after observing the current joint state 𝑥0
, the robot solves two open-loop

general-sum Stackelberg games where the human swaps roles. Our final stochastic human

model is:

𝑃(uH | 𝑥0, uR;�, 𝛽)=
{
𝑃(uH | 𝑥0, uR; 𝛽), � = follow

𝑃(uH | 𝑥0
; 𝛽), � = lead

(4.8)

where each sub-model is computed via solving (4.6) and (4.5).

Remark: Computing the partition function in either of the two models from (4.8) re-

quires integrating over the space of possible trajectories, Π, which is infinite. Furthermore,

due to the nested optimization in the partition function when the human is a leader, ap-

proximation techniques based on Laplace approximation are not applicable. Instead, a

finite choice set (Π̃ ⊂ Π) sampled from a background distribution is often exploited [70,

224]. In our experiments, we use a simple generative model based on second order poly-

nomials to synthesize the human-driven car’s likely acceleration and steering profiles at

each time step to construct Π̃.

Confidence-aware role inference. At each time step, the robot maintains a joint belief

over the leader-follower roles and model confidence. Let the time horizon over which we
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observe trajectory snippets to be𝑇 seconds and the current time to be denoted by 0. Starting

from the past state �̂�, the robot observes its executed trajectory uR := [𝑢−𝑇
R
, . . . , 𝑢0

R
]⊤ over

the time interval [−𝑇, 0] and the human’s behavior uH over the same interval. Using these

and the model (4.8), the robot updates its belief about (�, 𝛽) via a Bayesian update:

𝑏′(�, 𝛽 | �̂� , uH, uR) ∝ 𝑃(uH | �̂� , uR;�, 𝛽)𝑏(�, 𝛽). (4.9)

Since we will use the belief to modify the set of unsafe states, the update should be

very fast. In theory, 𝛽 ∈ [0,∞) is a continuous random variable, posing computational

challenges when solving (4.9). Following [74], we maintain a belief over a relatively small

set of discrete 𝛽 values (see Section 4.5).

Online update of the safety monitor. To modulate the conservatism of the BRT, we will

look to the current belief over the human’s role and the model confidence to weight the

likelihood of future human control trajectories. Specifically, we marginalize over (�, 𝛽)
according to the current belief 𝑏(�, 𝛽) to obtain a distribution over human trajectories

starting from the current state 𝑥0
:

𝑃(uH | 𝑥0, uR) = E�,𝛽∼𝑏(�,𝛽)
[
𝑃(uH | 𝑥0, uR;�, 𝛽)

]
. (4.10)

This model enables us to determine which future control profiles the robot can expect to

see from the human in response to the robot’s own motion plan. To leverage our modelled

structure and reduce conservatism, we prune away human control trajectories that are

sufficiently unlikely under the marginal distribution; let this set beUH(uR) := {uH : 𝑃(uH |
𝑥0, uR) > 𝜖}, where 𝜖 is a hyperparameter that controls how many unlikely trajectories get

pruned.

Finally, we must transform the set of likely control trajectories into instantaneous

control bounds to compute the unsafe set. For simplicity, we have the robot safeguard

against the maximum and minimum controls3 the human could execute during any of the

likely trajectories in UH(uR). Although this approach introduces some conservatism into

the estimated human control bounds (and the resulting unsafe states), it does provide an

additional layer of robustness to the exact way in which people execute their local motions.

Our results in Section 4.5 additionally indicate useful reduction in the size of the unsafe

sets for a variety of scenarios. Let the restricted set of human controls be

𝒰H :=
[
𝑢

H
(uR), 𝑢H(uR)

]
,

where

𝑢
H
(uR) = min

𝜏∈{0,...,𝑇}
UH(uR), 𝑢H(uR) = max

𝜏∈{0,...,𝑇}
UH(uR)

are the lower and upper control bounds respectively.

The final set of restricted human controls 𝒰H is ultimately used in the computation

of the BRT when evaluating the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.2). By solving the HJI-VI with

3
A more computationally costly time-varying restriction is also possible.
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these restricted human control bounds, obtaining the corresponding value function, and

computing the unsafe states via the sub-zero level set from (4.3), we finally obtain the

restricted Bayesian BRT,𝒱(𝜏). Note that this set of unsafe states is recomputed4 after each

belief update, since the belief affects the human’s control bounds used in the reachability

computation and influences the size and shape of𝒱(𝜏).
Ultimately, as the robot’s confidence-aware role estimate evolves, the robot automat-

ically shifts between unsafe sets of various sizes. When the observed human motion

can be well-described by the general-sum game, the marginalized set of human control

profiles will place larger probability mass on those trajectories which are optimal under

that model (e.g., if the human is confidently estimated to be a follower, then trajectories

where the human slows down to let the robot pass). This in turn shrinks the estimated

human control bounds used during the BRT computation since the likely maximum and

minimum controls are structured according to the general-sum game and not according

to what is dynamically feasible for the human to execute.

However, as the human’s behavior deviates from the modelled structure, the robot’s

model confidence will be low for all human roles; as all the probability mass concen-

trates on low values of 𝛽, the marginalized distribution from (4.10) approaches a uniform

distribution over all trajectories (irrespective of the leader-follower structure). This au-

tomatically enlarges the human’s control bounds (and the resulting BRT) since the distri-

bution indicates that the likely control trajectories could exhibit any dynamically-feasible

behavior.

4.4 Experimental Setup
Human-robot system dynamics. In our simulation experiments, we consider a dynamical

system that encodes the relative dynamics between the robot car and the human-driven

car in a pairwise interaction [134, 138]. The human-driven car is modelled as an extended

unicycle model and the robot car is modelled with a high-fidelity bicycle model [171].

The state of the relative system is 𝑥
rel

=
[
𝑝𝑥

rel
, 𝑝

𝑦

rel
,𝜓

rel
, 𝑣R, 𝑣H

]⊤
, where 𝑝𝑥

rel
, 𝑝

𝑦

rel
are the

𝑥 and 𝑦-coordinate of the human-driven car in the coordinate frame centered at the

geometric center of the robot car with 𝑥-axis aligned with the heading of the self-driving

car, 𝜓
rel

denotes the relative heading between the two cars, and 𝑣R (resp., 𝑣H) denotes

the speed of the robot car (resp., human-driven car). Let 𝑢R =
[
𝑎R, 𝛿 𝑓

]
be the robot’s

control input where 𝑎R is the acceleration and 𝛿 𝑓 is the front wheel rotation and 𝑢H =[
𝑎H, 𝜔H

]
denote the human’s control input where 𝑎H is the acceleration and 𝜔H is angular

speed. The evolution of the relative system is governed by the differential equation ¤𝑥
rel

=

𝑓
rel

(
𝑥

rel
, 𝑢R, 𝑢H

)
where: ¤𝑝𝑥

rel
=

𝑣R𝑝
𝑦

rel

𝑙𝑟
sin(𝛽𝑟)+𝑣H cos(𝜓

rel
)−𝑣R cos(𝛽𝑟), ¤𝑝𝑦

rel
= −𝑣R𝑝

𝑥
rel

𝑙𝑟
sin(𝛽𝑟)+

4
In practice, we pre-computed a bank of BRTs using various control bounds and query the BRT associated

with𝒰H online.
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𝑣H sin(𝜓
rel
) − 𝑣R sin(𝛽𝑟), ¤𝜓rel

= 𝜔H − 𝑣R

𝑙𝑟
sin(𝛽𝑟), ¤𝑣R = 𝑎R, and ¤𝑣H = 𝑎H. Here, 𝑙 𝑓 (resp.,

𝑙𝑟) denotes the front (resp., rear) axle length of the robot car and 𝛽𝑟 is computed via

𝛽𝑟 = tan
−1( 𝑙𝑟

𝑙𝑟+𝑙 𝑓 tan(𝛿 𝑓 )).
Human reward function. We model the human’s reward function as a linear combination

of predefined features [162], including the human’s: 1) speed: desire to reach the speed

limit; 2) comfort: preference for smooth motions; 3) reference path deviation: tendency to

follow a reference path (e.g., center lane) in structured roads; 4) progress: desire to reach

their goal state; 5) safety: collision-avoidance objective. The weights on these features are

obtained by inverse reinforcement learning [237] on a human driving data set [230]. More

details can be found in [205].

Hyper-parameters. The horizon for solving the HJI-VI from (4.1) and the general-sum

games (4.6) and (4.5) is 𝑇 = 2[s] with a sampling period of Δ𝑡 = 0.2[s]. We discretize

the confidence parameter into 𝛽 ∈ {0.1, 1, 20}, and set the threshold for rejecting unlikely

human trajectories to 𝜖 = 0.001. 5

Robot planner. The robot plans via model-predictive control [40] and leverages a game-

theoretic predictive model of the human behavior as in [187, 73, 194]. At each time step, the

robot computes an open-loop control trajectory u∗
R

by solving: maxuR
EuH

[
𝑅R(𝑥0, uR, uH) |

𝑃(uH | 𝑥0, uR)
]

where the conditional expectation is taken over game-theoretic human

trajectories following (4.5) with a fixed rationality. The robot applies the first control in

the trajectory and re-plans at the next time in a receding-horizon fashion. Note that as per

prior work in game-theoretic planning, the human is assumed to have a fixed follower role

in the interaction at all times. While this introduces some modelling error, it nevertheless

enables interesting robot behaviors and is an example of how not all motion planners will

be perfect, underscoring the need for monitoring safety of the actual human-robot system.

Safety controller. Given a BRT, the robot employs a switching control strategy to avoid

unsafe situations [25]; this strategy is agnostic to the upstream robot planner which may

be arbitrarily complex. Specifically, when the human-driven car reaches the boundary of

the BRT, the planner controls are overridden by the safety controller from (4.4).

4.5 Simulated Human-Robot Interaction Results
We first investigate two core aspects of our proposed method and the overall human-

robot system: (a) the ability of our Bayesian BRT to modulate its size based on the

confidence-aware game-theoretic model given a range of simulated human behavior, (b)

the effect of our safety method on overall robot behavior. We additionally perform two

ablation studies to assess the value of incorporating both model confidence and influence

models into safety monitors.

5
In principle, 𝜖 < 1

|Π̃| so the Bayesian BRT safeguards against worst-case human behaviors when the

model cannot explain the data.
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Round-about Merging Scenario
Full BRT Bayes BRT

Human type CR SOR CR SOR RIP(Full)

modeled 0 23.3 0 4.7 27.75 ± 4.03
noisy 0 29.8 0 7.3 18.26 ± 3.96
unmodeled 0 42.1 0 41.7 0.06 ± 0.19

Highway Scenario
Full BRT Bayes BRT

Human type CR SOR CR SOR RIP(Full)

modeled 0 28.3 0 9.2 24.26 ± 6.16
noisy 0 43.2 0 17.4 14.83 ± 4.22
unmodeled 0 64.8 0 62.3 0.13 ± 0.08

Table 4.1: Results for the round-about and highway; each row is averaged across 20 interactions. CR:

collision rate; SOR: safety override rate; RIP: reward improvement %.

Simulated humans. We simulate three types of humans: (modeled) a rational Stackelberg

human, (noisy) a suboptimal Stackelberg human, and (unmodeled) a non-Stackelberg hu-

man driving with constant controls (e.g., distracted driver). The Stackelberg human’s role

(leader or follower) is randomly assigned.

Metrics. We evaluate the safety performance, conservatism, and overall reward of the

robot’s motion plan when relying on various safety monitors. We measure: 1) collision

rate (CR): average number interactions in which the human and robot collide; 2) safety

override rate (SOR): average number of time steps during a finite-horizon trajectory when

the safety controller is activated; 3) reward improvement percent (RIP): the percent reward

increase in the robot’s executed trajectory when it uses our Bayesian BRT as compared to

using a baseline BRT method (where the appropriate baseline depends on our case study).

Mathematically, for any baseline safety method 𝑖,

RIP(𝑖) :=
𝑅R(𝑥0, uR

Bayes, uH

Bayes) − 𝑅R(𝑥0, uR

𝑖 , uH

𝑖)
|𝑅R(𝑥0, uR

𝑖 , uH

𝑖)|
,

where 𝑥0
is the initial condition of the simulation, uR

Bayes
is the robot’s executed control

when using our Bayesian BRT, uR

𝑖
is the robot’s executed trajectory when using the baseline

BRT, and uH

𝑖 , uH

Bayes
denote the corresponding human trajectories.

4.5.1 On the utility of the Bayesian BRT vs. full BRT
We first compare the performance of our Bayesian BRT to the full BRT (where the unsafe

sets are computed with respect to all dynamically-feasible human controls) for each type of
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Figure 4.2: Robot car interacts with a simulated human follower. Our Bayes BRT infers that the human is

game-theoretic and tends to cooperate; it reduces the size of the unsafe set (filled blue) accordingly. A 2-D

slice of the full 5-D unsafe set is visualized in the 𝑝𝑥
𝑟𝑒𝑙

and 𝑝
𝑦

𝑟𝑒𝑙
dimensions with all other states held fixed at

the current values. Dotted gray line is the robot’s trajectory when using the full BRT (filled gray). Note that

the full BRT results in the robot executing unnecessary safety maneuver in (a) and aborting merging in (b).

simulated human. We compute our metrics in two traffic scenarios, round-about merging

and highway lane-change, across 20 interactions for each test. Our findings for both

scenarios are summarized in Tab. 4.1 and snapshots of the full BRT and our Bayesian BRT

are visualized in Fig. 4.2.

Results from both scenarios indicate that when the true simulated human behaves ac-

cording to the general-sum Stackelberg game, our Bayesian BRT can detect this modelled

structure and reduce the conservatism of the safety guarantee (e.g., in the round-about,

resulting in ∼20% less safety controller activations than the full BRT) while preserving

collision-free human-robot interaction. Furthermore, the overall reward of the robot’s ex-

ecuted trajectory is increased by 27.75% when compared to the trajectory the robot would

execute if it was relying on the overly-conservative full BRT as its safety monitor. Impor-

tantly, as the simulated human behavior becomes increasingly misspecified, we also see

the Bayesian BRT increasing in conservatism—ultimately approaching comparable per-

formance across all metrics to the full BRT when the distracted human driver (unmodeled)

behaves in a completely non-game-theoretic way.

4.5.2 Ablation Study 1: On the value of model confidence
To investigate the effect of model confidence in our method, we implement a version

of our Bayesian BRT without model confidence but with the general-sum model; we

call this method �-only Bayesian BRT. We stress-test this model’s utility in the round-
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about scenario when the robot interacts with a non-game-theoretic distracted human

(unmodeled). As Tab. 4.2 indicates, trusting the model completely leads to a high collision

percentage; this is because the estimated control bounds do not adequately capture the

true human controls (see visualization in left of Fig. 4.3). Additionally, analyzing the

reward improvement percent that our Bayesian BRT achieves when compared to the �-

only Bayesian BRT, we see a 9.18% improvement since the robot detects misspecification

early and takes evasive maneuvers.

�-only Bayesian BRT

Human type CR SOR RIP(�-only)

unmodeled 25 11.3 9.18±2.9

Table 4.2: Results without 𝛽 but with game-theoretic model.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: (a) Failure to detect model mismatch results in collision. The �-only BRT (filled blue) is smaller

than the least-conservative BRT (pink outline, defined in Section 4.6), meaning safety is no longer guaranteed.

Dotted blue line is robot trajectory using our Bayes BRT, avoiding collision. (b) Failure to use an interactive

human model results in the robot avoiding the human even when they try to cooperate.

4.5.3 Ablation Study 2: On the value of game-theoretic models
To understand the utility of general-sum game-theoretic models in our safety monitor,

we implement a version of our Bayesian BRT with a human-in-isolation model but with
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model confidence (as in [74]): we call this method 𝛽-no game Bayesian BRT. We stress-

test this method against a simulated human which behaves rationally according to the

game-theoretic interaction model. Results are shown in Tab. 4.3. Because the underlying

human model in 𝛽-no game Bayesian BRT assumes that people are not influenced by the

robot, then the model confidence is always low in highly dynamic interactions with the

human (see right of Fig. 4.3). This results in the safety monitor relying on the full set of

human controls and, although the robot never collides, it activates its safety monitor near

identically as often as the full BRT interacting with a modeled human from Tab. 4.1. Our

Bayesian BRT improves the robot’s reward by ∼29% over the 𝛽-no game Bayesian BRT since

the robot can confidently execute its plan without the safety monitor intervening.

𝛽-no game Bayes BRT

Human type CR SOR RIP(𝛽-no game)

modeled 0 24.7 29.18 ± 3.63

Table 4.3: Results with 𝛽 but no game-theoretic model.

4.6 Evaluation with Real Traffic Data
We investigate how the full BRT and our Bayesian BRT perform ex post facto on recorded

human traffic data. We extract 200 pair-wise interactions from [230] and for each interac-

tion we assign one car as the robot car (the other as the human), and run our approach

of constructing the Bayesian BRT while replaying the two cars’ recorded trajectories. We

compare our method to two baselines: (1) the full BRT and (2) the least-conservative BRT,

𝒱∗(𝜏), which is obtained by restricting the human’s control set in the HJI-VI to be the

maximum and minimum controls observed in a 𝑇-length snippet of the ground-truth hu-

man trajectory starting at the current timestep. Theoretically, this is the least conservative

unsafe set that can be obtained via our approach.

At each timestep, we measure the over-conservatism percentage of a given BRT𝒱 𝑖(𝜏), 𝑖 ∈
{Full, Bayes}, by comparing the area of𝒱 𝑖(𝜏) to the least-conservative BRT𝒱∗(𝜏). Mathe-

matically, this is
𝒜(𝒱 𝑖(𝜏))−𝒜(𝒱∗(𝜏))

𝒜(𝒱∗(𝜏)) , where the function𝒜maps a set of states to its geometric

area. We also measure the BRT violation percentage: the percentage of interactions flagged

as unsafe by a given BRT method. Note that once the BRT is breached, trajectory replay

stops.

Our findings are summarized in 4.4, showing the average over-conservatism per-

centage and average BRT violation percentage for each traffic scenario. Both the over-

conservatism and the BRT violation percentage of our Bayesian BRT are significantly

reduced compared to the full BRT. This suggests that human driving is closer, from a

safety perspective, to our method than to the traditional full BRT approach. However,

humans are still violating the constraints our method would impose, meaning there is still
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room to improve efficiency while preserving the same safety levels as humans. Finally,

note that the Bayesian BRT’s over-conservatism percentage is positive, indicating that our

method is more conservative than the least-conservative BRT, preserving the quality of

our safety monitor.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: (left) Our method is not overly-conservative compared to the least-restrictive BRT. (right) Our

method decreases safety violations vs. the full BRT.

4.7 Discussion & Conclusion
We proposed that robot safety monitors be imbued with confidence-aware game-

theoretic models. By restricting the set of feasible human controls based on how much the

human follows the game-theoretic model, the robot can automatically interpolate between

smaller unsafe sets consistent with the human model and the full worst-case unsafe set.

Our traffic data experiments revealed that even the least-conservative BRT is more

conservative than real drivers; this is due to our control bound construction and the

zero-sum nature of the reachability game. We are excited for future work on new safety

methods which reflect human notions of safety. Further, as in [134], designing robot

planners which are aware of the safety monitor is an interesting future direction.
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Chapter 5

Scalable Multi-Human, Multi-Robot
Collision Avoidance

This chapter is based on the paper “A scalable framework for real-time multi-robot, multi-human

collision avoidance” [15] written in collaboration with Sylvia Herbert, David Fridovich-Keil, Jaime

Fisac, Sampada Deglurkar, Anca Dragan, and Claire Tomlin.

As robotic systems are increasingly used for applications such as drone delivery ser-

vices, semi-automated warehouses, and autonomous cars, safe and efficient robotic navi-

gation around multiple humans is crucial. Consider the example in Fig. 5.1, inspired by a

drone delivery scenario, where two quadcopters must plan a safe trajectory around two

humans who are walking through the environment. We would like to guarantee that the

robots will reach their goals without ever colliding with each other, any of the humans, or

the static surroundings.1

This safe motion planning problem faces three main challenges: (1) controlling the non-

linear robot dynamics subject to external disturbances (e.g. wind), (2) planning around

multiple humans in real time, and (3) avoiding conflicts with other robots’ plans. Extensive

prior work from control theory, motion planning, and cognitive science has enabled com-

putational tools for rigorous safety analysis, faster motion planners for nonlinear systems,

and predictive models of human agents. Individually, these problems are difficult—

computing robust control policies, coupled robot plans, and joint predictions of multiple

human agents are all computationally demanding at best and intractable at worst [158, 49].

Recent work, however, has made progress in provably-safe real-time motion planning [95,

154, 200], real-time probabilistic prediction of a human agent’s motion [74, 238], and ro-

bust sequential trajectory planning for multi-robot systems [26, 48]. It remains a challenge

to synthesize these into a real-time planning system, primarily due to the difficulty of

joint planning and prediction for multiple robots and humans. There has been some work

1
Note that our laboratory setting uses a motion capture system for sensing and state estimation—

robustness with respect to sensor uncertainty is an important component that is beyond the scope of this

paper.
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Figure 5.1: Hardware demonstration of real-time multi-agent planning while maintaining safety with

respect to internal dynamics, external disturbances, and intentional humans. The planned trajectories from

the quadcopters are visualized, and the tracking error bound is shown as a box around each quadcopter.

The probabilistic distribution over the future motion of the humans are shown in pink in front of each

human.

combining subsets of this problem [118, 214, 126], but the full setup of real-time and robust

multi-robot navigation around multiple humans remains underexplored.

Our main contributions in this paper are tractable approaches to joint planning and

prediction, while still ensuring efficient, probabilistically-safe motion planning. We use

the reachability-based FaSTrack framework [95] for real-time robust motion planning. To

ensure real-time feasibility, robots predict human motion using a simple model neglecting

future interaction effects. Because this model will be a simplification of true human mo-

tion, we use confidence-aware predictions [74] that become more conservative whenever

humans deviate from the assumed model. Finally, groups of robots plan sequentially

according to a pre-specified priority ordering [51], which serves to reduce the complexity

of the joint planning problem while maintaining safety with respect to each other. We

demonstrate our framework in hardware, and provide a large-scale simulation to showcase

scalability.

5.1 The SCAFFOLD Framework
Fig. 5.2 illustrates our overall planning framework, called SCAFFOLD. We introduce

the components of the framework by incrementally addressing the three main challenges

identified above.
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Figure 5.2: The SCAFFOLD Framework

We first present the robot planning and control block (Section 5.2), which is instan-

tiated for each robot. Each robot uses a robust controller (e.g. the reachability-based

controller of [95]) to track motion plans within a precomputed error margin that accounts

for modeled dynamics and external disturbances. In order to generate safe motion plans,

each robot will ensure that output trajectories are collision-checked with a set of obstacle

maps, using the tracking error margin.

These obstacle maps include an a priori known set of static obstacles, as well as predic-

tions of the future motion of any humans, which are generated by the human predictions
block (Section 5.3). By generating these predictions, each robot is able to remain proba-

bilistically safe with respect to the humans. To ensure tractability for multiple humans,

we generate predictions using simplified interaction models, and subsequently adapt

them following a real-time Bayesian approach such as [74]. We leverage the property

that individual predictions automatically become more uncertain whenever their accu-

racy degrades, and use this to enable our tractable predictions to be robust to unmodeled

interaction effects.

Finally, to guarantee safety with respect to other robots, we carry out sequential trajec-
tory planning (Section 5.4) by adapting the cooperative multi-agent planning scheme [26]

to function in real time with the robust trajectories from the planning and control block.

The robots generate plans according to a pre-specified priority ordering. Each robot plans

to avoid the most recently generated trajectories from robots of higher priority, i.e. robot

𝑖 must generate a plan that is safe with respect to the planned trajectories from robots

𝑗 , 𝑗 < 𝑖. This removes the computational complexity of planning in the joint state space of

all robots at once.
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5.2 Robot Planning and Control
In this section we begin with the canonical problem of planning through a static envi-

ronment. Efficient algorithms such as A
∗
or rapidly-exploring random trees (RRT) [92, 110]

excel at this task. These algorithms readily extend to environments with deterministically-

moving obstacles by collision-checking in both time and space.

We now introduce robot dynamics and allow the environment to have external distur-

bances such as wind. Kinematic planners such as A
∗
and RRT do not consider these factors

when creating plans. In practice, however, these planners are often used to generate an

initial trajectory, which may then be smoothed and tracked using a feedback controller

such as a linear quadratic regulator (LQR). During execution, the mismatch between the

planning model and the physical system can result in tracking error, which may cause

the robot to deviate far enough from its plan to collide with an obstacle. To reduce the

chance of collision, one can augment the robot by a heuristic error buffer; this induces a

“safety bubble” around the robot used when collision checking. However, heuristically

generating this buffer will not guarantee safety.

Several recent approaches address efficient planning while considering model dynam-

ics and maintaining robustness with respect to external disturbances. Majumdar and

Tedrake [154] use motion primitives with safety funnels, while Raković [172] utilizes

robust model-predictive control, and Singh et. al. [199] leverage contraction theory.

In this paper, we use FaSTrack [95, 78], a modular framework that computes a tracking

error bound (TEB) via offline reachability analysis. This TEB can be thought of as a rigorous

counterpart of the error-buffer concept introduced above. More concretely, the TEB is the

set of states capturing the maximum relative distance (i.e. maximum tracking error) that

may occur between the physical robot and the current state of the planned trajectory. We

compute the TEB by formulating the tracking task as a pursuit-evasion game between

the planning algorithm and the physical robot. We then solve this differential game

using Hamilton-Jacobi reachability analysis. To ensure robustness, we assume (a) worst-

case behavior of the planning algorithm (i.e. being as difficult as possible to track),

and (b) that the robot is experiencing worst-case, bounded external disturbances. The

computation of the TEB also provides a corresponding error-feedback controller for the

robot to always remain inside the TEB. Thus, FaSTrack wraps efficient motion planners,

and adds robustness to modeled system dynamics and external disturbances through

the precomputed TEB and error-feedback controller. Fig. 5.4 shows a top-down view

of a quadcopter using a kinematic planner (A
∗
) to navigate around static obstacles. By

employing the error-feedback controller, the quadcopter is guaranteed to remain within

the TEB (shown in blue) as it traverses the A
∗

path.

5.2.1 FaSTrack Block
Requirements: To use FaSTrack, one needs a high-fidelity dynamical model of the

system used for reference tracking, and a (potentially simpler) dynamic or kinematic
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Figure 5.3: FaSTrack Block

Figure 5.4: Top-down view of FaSTrack applied to a 6D quadcopter navigating a static environment. Note

the simple planned trajectory (changing color over time) and the tracking error bound (TEB) around the

quadcopter. This TEB is a 6D set that has been projected down to the position dimensions. Because we

assuem the quadcopter moves independently in (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), this projection looks like a box, making collision-

checking very straightforward.

model used by the planning algorithm. Using the relative dynamics between the tracking

model and the planning model, the TEB and safety controller may be computed using

Hamilton-Jacobi reachability analysis [95], sum-of-squares optimization [200], or approx-

imate dynamic programming [179].

Implementation: Fig. 5.3 describes the online algorithm for FaSTrack after the offline

precomputation of the TEB and safety controller. We initialize the planning block to start

within the TEB centered on the robot’s current state. The planner then uses any desired
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planning algorithm (e.g. A
∗
, or model predictive control) to find a trajectory from this

initial state to a desired goal state. When collision-checking, the planning algorithm must

ensure that the tube defined by the Minkowski sum of the TEB and the planned trajectory

does not overlap any obstacles in the obstacle map.

The planning block provides the current planned reference state to the FaSTrack
controller, which determines the relative state between the tracking model (robot) and

planned reference (motion plan). The controller then applies the corresponding optimal,

safe tracking control via an efficient look-up table.

5.2.2 FaSTrack in the SCAFFOLD Framework
In the robot planning and control section of Fig. 5.2, each robot uses FaSTrack for

robust planning and control. FaSTrack guarantees that each robot remains within its

TEB-augmented trajectory.

5.3 Human Predictions
Section 5.2 introduced methods for the fast and safe navigation of a single robot in an en-

vironment with deterministic, moving obstacles. However, moving obstacles—especially

human beings—are not always best modeled as deterministic. For such “obstacles,” robots

can employ probabilistic predictive models to produce a distribution of states the human

may occupy in the future. The quality of these predictions and the methods used to plan

around them determine the overall safety of the system. Generating accurate real-time

predictions for multiple humans (and, more generally, uncertain agents) is an open prob-

lem. Part of the challenge arises from the combinatorial explosion of interaction effects as

the number of agents increases. Any simplifying assumptions, such as neglecting inter-

action effects, will inevitably cause predictions to become inaccurate. Such inaccuracies

could threaten the safety of plans that rely on these predictions.

Our goal is to compute real-time motion plans that are based on up-to-date predictions

of all humans in the environment, and at the same time maintain safety when these pre-

dictions become inaccurate. The confidence-aware prediction approach of [74] provides a

convenient mechanism for adapting prediction uncertainty online to reflect the degree to

which humans’ actions match an internal model. This automatic uncertainty adjustment

allows us to simplify or even neglect interaction effects between humans, because uncer-

tain predictions will automatically result in more conservative plans when the observed

behavior departs from internal modeling assumptions.

5.3.1 Human Prediction Block
Requirements: In order to make any sort of collision-avoidance guarantees, we require

a prediction algorithm that produces distributions over future states, and rapidly adjusts
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those predictions such that the actual trajectories followed by humans lie within the

prediction envelope. There are many approaches to probabilistic trajectory prediction

in the literature, e.g. [62, 94, 238, 133]. These methods could be used to produce a

probabilistic prediction of the 𝑖-th human’s state 𝑥𝑖 ∈ R𝑛𝑖 at future times 𝜏, conditioned on

observations2 𝑧: 𝑃(𝑥𝜏
𝑖
| 𝑧0:𝑡). These observations are random variables and depend upon

the full state of all robots and humans 𝑥 until the current time 𝑡. However, by default these

distributions will not necessarily capture the true trajectories of each human, especially

when the models do not explicitly account for interaction effects. Fisac et. al. [74] provide

an efficient mechanism for updating the uncertainty (e.g., the variance) of distributions

𝑃(𝑥𝜏
𝑖
|𝑧0:𝑡) to satisfy this safety requirement.

Implementation: Fig. 5.5 illustrates the human prediction block. We use a maximum-

entropy model as in [74, 70, 237], in which the dynamics of the 𝑖-th human are affected

by actions 𝑢𝑡
𝑖

drawn from a Boltzmann probability distribution. This time-dependent

distribution over actions implies a distribution over future states. Given a sensed state 𝑥𝑡
𝑖

of human 𝑖 at time 𝑡, we invert the dynamics model to infer the human’s action, 𝑢𝑡
𝑖
. Given

this action, we perform a Bayesian update on the distribution of two parameters: �𝑖 , which

describes the objective of the human (e.g. the set of candidate goal locations), and 𝛽𝑖 , which

governs the variance of the predicted action distributions. 𝛽𝑖 can be interpreted as a natural

indicator of model confidence, quantifying the model’s ability to capture humans’ current

behavior [74]. Were we to model actions with a different distribution, e.g. a Gaussian

process, the corresponding parameters could be learned from prior data [237, 238, 70],

or inferred online [186, 74] using standard inverse optimal control (inverse reinforcement

learning) techniques.

Once distributional parameters are updated, we produce a prediction over the future

actions of human 𝑖 through the following Boltzmann distribution:

𝑃(𝑢𝑡𝑖 | 𝑥
𝑡
; 𝛽𝑖 , �𝑖) ∝ 𝑒𝛽𝑖𝑄𝑖(𝑥𝑡 ,𝑢𝑡𝑖 ;�𝑖) . (5.1)

This model treats each human as more likely to choose actions with high expected utility as

measured by the (state-action) Q-value associated to a certain reward function, 𝑟𝑖(𝑥, 𝑢𝑖 ;�𝑖).
In general, this value function may depend upon the joint state 𝑥 and the human’s own

action 𝑢𝑖 , as well as the parameters �𝑖 , 𝛽𝑖 . Finally, combining (5.1) with a dynamics model,

these predicted actions may be used to generate a distribution over future states. In

practice, we represent this distribution as a discrete occupancy grid. One such grid is

visualized in Fig. 5.6.

By reasoning about each human’s model confidence as a hidden state [74], our frame-

work dynamically adapts predictions to the evolving accuracy of the models encoded

in the set of state-action functions, {𝑄𝑖}. Uncertain predictions will force the planner

to be more cautious whenever the actions of the humans occur with low probability as

measured by (5.1).

2
For simplicity, we will later assume complete state observability: 𝑧𝑡 = 𝑥𝑡 .
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Figure 5.5: Human Prediction Block

Figure 5.6: Our environment now has a human (red square). The robot models the human as likely to

move north. Visualized on top of the human is the distribution of future states (pink is high, blue is

low probability). Since the human is walking north and matching the model, the robot’s predictions are

confident that the human will continue northward and remain collision-free.
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5.3.2 Human Prediction in the SCAFFOLD Framework
The predicted future motion of the humans is generated as a probability mass function,

represented as time-indexed set of occupancy grids. These distributions are interpreted

as an obstacle map by the FaSTrack block. During planning, a state is considered to be

unsafe if the total probability mass contained within the TEB centered at that state exceeds

a preset threshold, 𝑃
th

. As in [74], we consider a trajectory to be unsafe if the maximum

marginal collision probability at any individual state along it exceeds 𝑃
th

.

When there are multiple humans, their state at any future time 𝜏 will generally be

characterized by a joint probability distribution 𝑃(𝑥𝜏
1
, ..., 𝑥𝜏

𝑁
).

Let 𝑥𝜏
𝑅

be the planned state of a robot at time 𝜏. We write coll(𝑥𝜏
𝑅
, 𝑥𝜏

𝑖
) to denote the

overlap of the TEB centered at 𝑥𝜏
𝑅

with the 𝑖th human at state 𝑥𝜏
𝑖
. Thus, we may formalize

the probability of collision with at least one human as:

𝑃
(
coll(𝑥𝜏𝑅 , {𝑥

𝜏
𝑖 }
𝑁
𝑖=1
)
)
= (5.2)

1 −
𝑁∏
𝑖=1

𝑃
(
¬coll(𝑥𝜏𝑅 , 𝑥

𝜏
𝑖 ) | ¬coll(𝑥𝜏𝑅 , {𝑥

𝜏
𝑗 }
𝑖−1

𝑗=1
)
)
,

Intuitively, (5.2) states that the probability that the robot is in collision at 𝑠𝜏 is one

minus the probability that the robot is not in collision. We compute the second term by

taking the product over the probability that the robot is not in collision with each human,

given that the robot is not in collision with all previously accounted for humans. Unfortu-

nately, it is generally intractable to compute the terms in the product in (5.2). Fortunately,

tractable approximations can be computed by storing only the marginal predicted distri-

bution of each human at every future time step 𝜏, and assuming independence between

humans. This way, each robot need only operate with 𝑁 occupancy grids. The resulting

computation is:

𝑃
(
coll(𝑥𝜏𝑅 , {𝑥

𝜏
𝑖 }
𝑁
𝑖=1
)
)
≈ 1 −

𝑁∏
𝑖=1

(
1 − 𝑃

(
coll(𝑥𝜏𝑅 , 𝑥

𝜏
𝑖 )
) )

. (5.3)

Here we take the product over the probability that the robot is not in collision with

each human (one minus probability of collision), and then again take the complement

to compute the probability of collision with any human. Note that when the predictive

model neglects future interactions between multiple humans, (5.2) reduces to (5.3). If

model confidence analysis [74] is used in conjunction with such models, we hypothesize

that each marginal distribution will naturally become more uncertain when interaction

effects are significant.

Once a collision probability is exactly or approximately computed, the planner can

reject plans for which, at any time 𝜏 > 𝑡, the probability of collision from (5.3) exceeds 𝑃
th

.

Thus, we are able to generate computationally tractable predictions that result in 𝑃
th

-safe

planned trajectories for the physical robot.
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a b c d e

Figure 5.7: Birds-eye Robot Operating System (ROS) visualization of hardware demonstration from Fig. 9.1.

(a) Two humans (red and blue) start moving towards their respective goals (also red and blue). Robot in

lower right-hand corner has first priority, and robot in upper left-hand corner has second. The time-varying

predictions of each human’s future motion are visualized. (b) Robots plan trajectories to their goals based

on the predictions, priority order, and are guaranteed to stay within the tracking error bound (shown in

blue). (c) When the humans begin to interact in an unmodeled way by moving around each other, the

future predictions become more uncertain. (d) The robots adjust their plans to be more conservative–note

the upper-left robot waiting as the blue human moves past. (c) When the humans pass each other and the

uncertainty decreases, the robots complete their trajectories.

.

5.4 Sequential Trajectory Planning
Thus far, we have shown how our framework allows a single robot to navigate in

real-time through an environment with multiple humans while maintaining safety (at

a probability of approximately 𝑃
th

-safe) and accounting for internal dynamics, external

disturbances, and humans. However, in many applications (such as autonomous driving),

the environment may also be occupied by other robots.

Finding the optimal set of trajectories for all robots in the environment would require

solving the planning problem over the joint state space of all robots. This very quickly

becomes computationally intractable with increasing numbers of robots. Approaches for

multi-robot trajectory planning often assume that the other vehicles operate with specific

control strategies such as those involving induced velocity obstacles [223, 71, 45, 215]

and involving virtual structures or potential fields to maintain collision [166, 56, 234].

These assumptions greatly reduce the dimensionality of the problem, but may not hold

in general.

Rather than assuming specific control strategies of other robots, each robot could

generate predictions over the future motion of all other robots. Successful results of this

type typically assume that the vehicles operate with very simple dynamics, such as single

integrator dynamics [235], differentially flat systems [141], linear systems [5].

However, when robots can communicate with each other, methods for centralized

and/or cooperative multi-agent planning allow for techniques for scalability [137, 213,

161]. One such method is sequential trajectory planning (STP) [51], which coordinates

robust multi-agent planning using a sequential priority ordering. Priority ordering is

commonly used in many multi-agent scenarios, particularly for aerospace applications.
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In this work, we merge STP with FaSTrack to produce real-time planning for multi-agent

systems.

5.4.1 Sequential Trajectory Planning
Requirements: To apply STP, robots must be able to communicate trajectories and TEBs

over a network.

Implementation: STP addresses the computational complexity of coupled motion

planning by assigning a priority order to the robots and allowing higher-priority robots

to ignore the planned trajectories of lower-priority robots. The first-priority robot uses

the FaSTrack block to plan a (time-dependent) trajectory through the environment while

avoiding the obstacle maps. This trajectory is shared across the network with all lower-

priority robots. The 𝑖-th robot augments the trajectories from robots 0 : 𝑖 − 1 by their

respective TEBs, and treats them as time-varying obstacles. The 𝑖-th robot determines a

safe trajectory that avoids these time-varying tubes as well as the predicted state distribu-

tions of humans, and publishes this trajectory for robots 𝑖 + 1 : 𝑛. This process continues

until all robots have computed their trajectory. Each robot replans as quickly as it is able;

in our experiments, this was between 50–300 ms.

5.4.2 Sequential Trajectory Planning in the SCAFFOLD Framework
By combining this method with FaSTrack for fast individual planning, the sequential

nature of STP does not significantly affect overall planning time. In our implementation

all computations are done on a centralized computer using the Robot Operating System

(ROS), however this method can easily be performed in a decentralized manner. Note that

STP does depend upon reliable, low-latency communication between the robots. If there

are communication delays, techniques such as [60] may be used to augment each robot’s

TEB by a term relating to time delay.

5.5 Implementation and Experimental Results
We demonstrate SCAFFOLD’s feasibility in hardware with two robots and two humans,

and its scalability in simulation with five robots and ten humans.

5.5.1 Hardware Demonstration
We implemented the SCAFFOLD framework in C++ and Python, using Robot Operat-

ing System (ROS) [169]. All computations for our hardware demonstration were done on

a laptop computer (specs: 31.3 GB of memory, 216.4 GB disk, Intel Core i7 @ 2.70GHz x

8). As shown in Fig. 5.1, we used Crazyflie 2.0 quadcopters as our robots, and two human

volunteers. The position and orientation of robots and humans were measured at roughly
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235 Hz by an OptiTrack infrared motion capture system. The humans were instructed

to move towards different places in the lab, while the quadcopters planned collision-

free trajectories in three dimensions (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) using a time-varying implementation of A
∗
.

The quadcopters tracked these trajectories using the precomputed FaSTrack controller

designed for a 6D near-hover quadcopter model tracking a 3D point [78]. Human motion

was predicted 2 s into the future. Fig. 5.7 shows several snapshots of this scene over

time. Note that the humans must move around each other to reach their goals—this is an

unmodeled interaction affect. The predictions become less certain during this interaction,

and the quadcopters plan more conservatively, giving the humans a wider berth. The full

video of the hardware demonstration can be viewed in our video submission.

5.5.2 SCAFFOLD Framework Simulation Analysis
Due to the relatively small size of our motion capture arena, we demonstrate scalability

of the SCAFFOLD framework through a large-scale simulation. In this simulation, pedes-

trians are crossing through a 25×20m
2

region of the UC Berkeley campus. We simulate the

pedestrians’ motion using potential fields [84], which “pull” each pedestrian toward his or

her own goal and “push” them away from other pedestrians and robots. These interaction

effects between humans and robots are not incorporated into the state-action functions

{𝑄𝑖}, and lead to increased model uncertainty (i.e., higher estimates of 𝛽𝑖) during such

interactions. The fleet of robots must reach their respective goals while maintaining safety

with respect to their internal dynamics, humans, and each other. We ran our simulation

on a desktop workstation with an Intel i7 Processor and 12 CPUs operating at 3.3 GHz.3

Our simulation took 98 seconds for all robots to reach their respective goals. Predictions

over human motion took 0.15 ± 0.06 seconds to compute for each human. This compu-

tation can be done in parallel. Each robot took 0.23 ± 0.16 seconds to determine a plan.

There was no significant difference in planning time between robots of varying priority.

Robots used time-varying A
∗
on a 2-dimensional grid with 1.5 m resolution, and collision

checks were performed at 0.1 m along each trajectory segment. The resolution for human

predictions was 0.25 m and human motion was predicted 2 s into the future.

5.6 Discussion & Conclusion
In this paper, we compose several techniques for robust and efficient planning together

in a framework designed for fast multi-robot planning in environments with uncertain

moving obstacles, such as humans. Each robot generates real-time motion plans while

maintaining safety with respect to external disturbances and modeled dynamics via the

FaSTrack framework. To maintain safety with respect to humans, robots sense humans’

3
The computation appears to be dominated by the prediction step, which we have not yet invested effort

in optimizing.
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Figure 5.8: Simulation of 5 dynamic robots navigating in a scene with 10 humans. The simulated humans

according to a potential field, which results in unmodeled interaction effects. However, SCAFFOLD enables

each robot to still reach its goal safely.

states and form probabilistic, adaptive predictions over their future trajectories. For effi-

ciency, we model these humans’ motions as independent, and to maintain robustness, we

adapt prediction model confidence online. Finally, to remain safe with respect to other

robots, we introduce multi-robot cooperation through STP, which relieves the computa-

tional complexity of planning in the joint state space of all robots by instead allowing

robots to plan sequentially according to a fixed priority ordering.

We demonstrate our framework in hardware with two quadcopters navigating around

two humans. We also present a larger simulation of five quadcopters and ten humans.

To further demonstrate our framework’s robustness, we are interested in exploring

(a) non-grid based methods of planning and prediction, (b) the incorporation of sensor

uncertainty, (c) optimization for timing and communication delays, and (d) recursive

feasibility in planning. We are also interested in testing more sophisticated predictive

models for humans, and other low-level motion planners.
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Chapter 6

Robust Human Motion Prediction

This chapter is based on the paper “A robust control framework for human motion prediction” [14]

written in collaboration with Somil Bansal, Ellis Ratner, Claire Tomlin, and Anca Dragan.

Robots such as autonomous vehicles and assistive manipulators are increasingly oper-

ating in dynamic environments and close physical proximity to people. In such scenarios,

it is important that robots not only account for the current state of the humans nearby, but

also predict their future state to plan safe and efficient trajectories.

To maximally preserve safety, a robust optimal control perspective models the human

as taking any action (with equal likelihood) from a set of controls. The predictor combines

this control set with a conservative human dynamics model to compute a full forward

reachable set, or the set of all states that the human could reach from their current state

[158, 67]. This approach allows the robot to produce safe predictions when very little is

understood about human decision-making.

A complementary perspective is that there is structure to human decision-making:

humans have intentions, and make decisions in pursuit of these intentions. For example,

consider an indoor home environment where people often move towards chairs, tables,

or doorways. Predictors synthesized from this perspective, called intent-driven predictors,

build data-driven models of human actions given intent [13, 174, 238, 117, 42], and have

been successful in a variety of domains including manipulation [8, 62, 123], autonomous

driving [191], and navigation [151, 178] (see [183] for a survey). Since human behavior

varies between people and over time, these decision-making models are often parame-

terized and predictors maintain a belief distribution over the model parameters [72, 132].

This provides a direct and succinct way for the robot to use online data to update its

human model [238, 23, 120, 13].

However, a key challenge remains with such intent-driven predictors. To update the

belief over model parameters and to generate predictions, intent-driven predictors rely on

priors and on likelihood models which describe the probability of observing a data point

as a function of the model parameters. Although these two components enable data and

prior knowledge to improve the human model online, likelihood models are difficult to

specify and the priors may be incorrect.
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Figure 6.1: When intent-driven human models are misspecified in Bayesian predictors, robots confidently

plan unsafe motions (top). Our approach (bottom) trusts the intent-driven model only to remove completely

unlikely human actions, resulting in safer robot plans despite a misspecified model. (not depicted here)

When planning using the worst-case predictor, the robot has to leave the environment entirely to avoid the

predicted human state.

In this work we seek an approach which bridges robust control and intent-driven

predictors: a predictor which is more robust to misspecified models and priors, but still

able to leverage human data online to safely reduce conservatism. Our key idea is to

compute a restricted forward reachable set by trusting the intent-driven model to tell us only

what is completely unlikely. However, unlike intent-driven predictors, we will not rely on

the exact probability of each action under our model during prediction. Rather, we use the

decision-making model and the belief to divide the set of human actions in two disjoint sets

of likely and unlikely actions. We then predict human motion by treating all sufficiently

likely actions as equally probable, much like in the full forward reachable set. Using this

restricted control set results in a prediction problem which can be readily formalized and

solved through existing robust control methods and tools [157, 52]. We utilize Hamilton-

Jacobi (HJ) reachability analysis [158, 150] which is a method for guaranteeing safety

for continuous-time, nonlinear dynamical systems. Finally, to properly restrict the set

of human controls based on the intent-driven model and belief over model parameters,

we augment the state space with the belief. Since the belief encodes the likelihood of

human actions given the history of human actions, this explicit belief tracking allows us
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to compute the likely actions at any future state.

To summarize, our key contributions are:

• a robust control framework for human motion prediction which provides robustness

against misspecified models and model parameter priors;

• a comparison of our approach to forward reachable set and stochastic predictors

for static and time-varying human intent models and in three pedestrian scenarios

where the belief over the human intent changes online;

• a demonstration of our prediction approach in hardware.

6.1 Problem Setup
We consider a robot operating in a shared workspace with a human. The robot needs

to predict the human’s motion1 and plan a collision-free path around the human to reach

the goal as efficiently and safely as possible. To describe the motion of the robot and the

human, we model both as dynamical systems. Let the state of the human and the robot

be 𝑥H ∈ R𝑛H
and 𝑥R ∈ R𝑛R

respectively. The evolution of these states over time can be

described by ordinary differential equations

¤𝑥H = 𝑓H(𝑥H, 𝑢H), ¤𝑥R = 𝑓R(𝑥R, 𝑢R), (6.1)

where the human and robot’s controls are 𝑢H ∈ R𝑚H
and 𝑢R ∈ R𝑚R

respectively.

The robot’s goal is to plan a control trajectory 𝑢R(𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ [0, �̄�] such that it does not

collide with the human or any (known) static obstacles, and reaches its goal 𝑔R by �̄�. In

this work, we will solve this planning problem in a receding horizon fashion. However,

the future states of the human are not known a priori, and thus the robot must predict

future human motion in order to plan collision-free trajectories.

Throughout this paper, we will focus on contrasting the intent-driven and full for-

ward reachable set predictor with our novel predictor. However, all prediction schemes

ultimately produce a set of sufficiently likely states (forward in time until the prediction

horizon, 𝑁) that the robot uses for collision checking. We define the set of likely human

states at some future time, 𝑡 + 𝜏 as: 𝒦 𝑡(𝜏), ∀𝜏 ∈ [0, 𝑁].
Running example: We now introduce a running example for illustration purposes throughout

the paper. Consider a mobile robot that needs to navigate to a goal position 𝑔R ∈ R2
in a room

where a person is walking. Since the human is a pedestrian in this scenario, we use a planar

human model with state 𝑥H = [ℎ𝑥 , ℎ𝑦] and dynamics ¤𝑥𝐻 = [𝑣𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑢H), 𝑣𝐻 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑢H)]. We

model the human as moving at a fixed speed 𝑣𝐻 ≈ 0.6𝑚/𝑠 and controlling their heading angle

𝑢H ∈ [−𝜋,𝜋]. Our mobile robot is modeled as a 3D system with state given by its position and

heading 𝑥R = [𝑠𝑥 , 𝑠𝑦 , 𝜙], and speed and angular speed as the control 𝑢R = [𝑣𝑅 , 𝜔], and dynamics

1
We assume that the robot and human states can be accurately sensed.
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¤𝑥𝑅 = [𝑣𝑅 cos 𝜙, 𝑣𝑅 sin 𝜙, 𝜔]. The robot control inputs are constrained between [0, 0.6]𝑚/𝑠 and

[−1.1, 1.1]𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 respectively.

6.2 Background: Robust vs. Intent Prediction
In this work, we aim to unify ideas from the robust control with the intent-driven

prediction so we start with a brief background on both. In each section, we refer interested

readers to more comprehensive resources on each approach.

6.2.1 Robust Control Prediction
The most conservative prediction of human motion is the set of all states the human

could reach in a time horizon. Let 𝑡 be the current real time and 𝜏 ∈ [0, 𝑁] be a future

time used by the predictor. Also, let �(𝑥0

H
, 𝜏, 𝑢H(·)) := 𝑥𝜏

H
denote the human state starting

from the current state 𝑥0

H
:= 𝑥𝑡

H
at time 0 and applying control 𝑢H for a duration of 𝜏. The

full Forward Reachable Set (FRS) is defined as:

𝒦 𝑡
𝐹𝑅𝑆(𝜏) := {𝑥𝜏

H
: ∃𝑢H(·), 𝑥𝜏

H
= �(𝑥0

H
, 𝜏, 𝑢H(·))} (6.2)

In other words, if the human is in state 𝑥0

H
, then they are predicted to reach any state 𝑥𝜏

H

in 𝜏 time if that state is reachable through some control signal 𝑢H(·).
In general there are many techniques for computing these sets [52, 67, 157], but in

this work we use Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) reachability analysis [150, 158]. In HJ reachability,

the computation of the FRS is formulated as a dynamic programming problem which

ultimately requires solving for the value function 𝑉(𝜏, 𝑥H) in the following initial value

Hamilton Jacobi-Bellman PDE (HJB-PDE):

𝜕𝑉(𝜏, 𝑥H)
𝜕𝜏

+max

𝑢H∈
∇𝑥H

𝑉(𝜏, 𝑥H) · 𝑓 (𝑥H, 𝑢H) = 0

𝑉(0, 𝑥H) = (𝑥H),
(6.3)

where 𝜏 ≥ 0. The function (𝑥H) is the implicit surface function representing the initial

set of states that the human occupies ℒ = {𝑥H : (𝑥H) ≤ 0}. Note that this equation is

the continuous-time analogue of the discrete-time Bellman equation. The maximization

over the human’s control, 𝑢H ∈, encodes the effect of the human dynamics and control on

the value, which lies in the set of all possible controls. Note that since this optimization

considers all controls, the predictions will include all possible states the human could

reach, thereby resulting in the safe but oftentimes overly conservative predictions. Once

the value function 𝑉(𝜏, 𝑥H) is computed, the FRS predictions are given by the sub-zero

level set 𝒦 𝑡
𝐹𝑅𝑆
(𝜏) = {𝑥H : 𝑉(𝜏, 𝑥H) ≤ 0}. For more details on the HJB-PDE, please refer to

[158].
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6.2.2 Intent-driven Bayesian Prediction
Unlike the robust predictor, the intent-driven Bayesian predictor couples a structured

model of how the human chooses their actions with the dynamics model. In general,

constructing a human decision-making model for a robotic application is a particularly

difficult modeling challenge and many approaches exist in the literature (see [183]). In

this work, we consider stochastic control policies that are parameterized by a discrete

random variable �𝑡 where Λ is the set of all values that �𝑡 can take. The human’s control

policy can be described by the probability density function 𝑢𝑡
H
∼ 𝑝(𝑢𝑡

H
| 𝑥𝑡

H
;�𝑡). Here,

�𝑡 can represent many different aspects of human decision-making, including what goal

locations they are moving towards [238] or even the kind of visual cues they pay attention

to in a scene [117]. We refer to these aspects of human decision-making as the human’s

intent. Furthermore, we use the superscript 𝑡 on the parameter to denote that the value of

the human parameter can be time-varying. This allows the human model to encode how

the human’s intent changes over time; for example, if a person changes the goal they are

moving towards in a room.

In general, the specific choice of parameterization is often highly problem specific and

can be hand-designed or learned from prior data [238, 70]. Regardless of the specific

parameterization, in practice, the true value of �𝑡 is frequently unknown beforehand and

instead can be estimated from the measurements of the true human behavior. Thus, at

any time 𝑡, the robot additionally maintains a belief distribution 𝑏𝑡(�𝑡) over the model

parameters, which allows it to estimate the human’s intent online via a Bayesian update:

𝑏𝑡+(�𝑡 | 𝑢𝑡H, 𝑥
𝑡
H
) =

𝑃(𝑢𝑡
H
| 𝑥𝑡

H
;�𝑡)𝑏𝑡(�𝑡)∑

�̄∈Λ 𝑃(𝑢𝑡H | 𝑥
𝑡
H

; �̄)𝑏𝑡(�̄)
(6.4)

Running example: The robot has uncertainty about the human’s goal location. Let the

human parameter �𝑡 ∈ Θ = {𝑔1, 𝑔2} take two values which indicates which goal location the

human moving towards. The human decision-making model at any state and for a particular goal

is given by a Gaussian distribution over the heading angle with mean pointing in the goal direction

and a variance representing uncertainty in the human action:

𝑝(𝑢𝑡
H
| 𝑥𝑡

H
;�𝑡) =

{
𝒩(�1, 𝜎2

1
), if �𝑡 = 𝑔1

𝒩(�2, 𝜎2

2
), if �𝑡 = 𝑔2

, (6.5)

where �𝑖 = tan
−1

( 𝑔𝑖(𝑦)−ℎ𝑡𝑦
𝑔𝑖(𝑥)−ℎ𝑡𝑥

)
and 𝜎𝑖 = 𝜋/4 for 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2}. Here, (𝑔𝑖(𝑥), 𝑔𝑖(𝑦)) represents the

position of goal 𝑔𝑖 .

At prediction time, the stochastic nature of the human decision-making model and

the belief over the parameters is naturally converted into state distributions (instead of

deterministic sets) forward in time. Note that typically, these predictors use a temporally

and spatially discretized form of the dynamics by integrating 𝑓H over a fixed time interval

𝛿𝑡. Controls are often discretized too and assumed to be held fixed during 𝛿𝑡. This results
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in the predictor maintaining and updating discrete distributions over the human state

space. Given the current real time 𝑡, we will denote a future time discrete timestep by

𝑘 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 𝐻𝛿𝑡 }.
Suppose the current state of the human at the start of the prediction horizon is 𝑥0

H
:= 𝑥𝑡

H

and the current belief is 𝑏0(�0) := 𝑏𝑡(�𝑡). Assume the human is at 𝑥𝑘
H

at some future time

𝑘. Combining the dynamics and human policy, the human’s state distribution at the next

timestep 𝑘 + 1 is

𝑃(𝑥𝑘+1

H
| 𝑥𝑘

H
;�𝑘) =

∑
𝑢𝑘

H

𝑃(𝑥𝑘+1

H
| 𝑥𝑘

H
, 𝑢𝑘

H
)𝑃(𝑢𝑘

H
| 𝑥𝑘

H
;�𝑘).

This equation can be applied recursively to compute 𝑃(𝑥𝑘+1

H
| 𝑥0

H
;�0:𝑘) starting from 𝑘 = 0.

Marginalizing over all sequences of values that the human parameter � could take, 𝒮𝑘 ,
where |𝒮𝑘 | = |� |𝑘 , we get the overall distribution over the human state at future time step

𝑘 + 1: 𝑃(𝑥𝑘+1

H
| 𝑥0

H
).

Here, the probability of the parameter sequence has to be set in the model and is generally

defined by 2:

𝑃(�0:𝑘 | 𝑥0

H
) =

( 𝑘∏
𝑚=1

𝑃(�𝑚 | �𝑚−1)
)
𝑏0(�0)

.

Importantly, at planning time, the robot must decide which predicted states are suffi-

ciently likely to warrant avoiding. A strict notion of safety requires the robot to avoid all

states whose probability is > 0. While safe (and equivalent to the full FRS), this choice

of states does not leverage the data encoded through the belief or the human decision-

making model. To reduce the volume of this set in a way commensurate with human

decision-making, choosing a nonzero probability threshold is desirable and reveals a sig-

nificantly smaller set of states that aligns with the model. Thus, the ultimate predicted set

of human states that the robot must avoid at planning time is:

𝒦 𝑡
𝜖 (𝑘) = {𝑥𝑘H : 𝑃(𝑥𝑘

H
| 𝑥0

H
) > 𝜖},∀𝑘 ∈ {0, . . . , 𝑁

𝛿𝑡
} (6.6)

where 𝜖 ≥ 0 is a safety threshold and a design parameter.

6.3 A Robust-Control Framework for Intent-Driven
Human Prediction

Our key idea in this paper is to compute a restricted forward reachable set by trusting the

intent-driven model to infer only what is completely unlikely. After using the intent-driven

2
In the case of static latent parameters, the summation simplifies to 𝑃(𝑥𝑘+1

H
| 𝑥0

H
) = ∑

�∈Λ 𝑃(𝑥𝑘+1

H
|

𝑥0

H
;�)𝑏0(�).
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model to prune away sufficiently unlikely actions, our robust predictor will safeguard

against all sufficiently likely actions equally, much like in the full forward reachable set.

The main question becomes how to perform this control-set pruning in a principled way

over the prediction horizon.

One simple way of choosing this set is as follows. At the beginning of the prediction

horizon, let the human state be 𝑥0

H
:= 𝑥𝑡

H
and the current belief be 𝑏0

:= 𝑏𝑡 . We can

form a new distribution over the human’s controls at the first time step by marginalizing

out the latent model parameters, given the initial belief we have over those parameters:

𝑝(𝑢H | 𝑥H) =
∑

�∈Λ 𝑝(𝑢H | 𝑥H;�)𝑏0(�). Then, we can choose the set of human actions

to be those for which this marginalized initial likelihood is above a threshold: 𝒰(𝑥H) =
{𝑢H : 𝑝(𝑢H | 𝑥H) ≥ 𝛿}. This leads to a set of reachable states for 𝑡 = 1. To obtain the set

of states at 𝑡 = 2, it is tempting to follow the same process, restricting the set of future

actions based on 𝑏0
. Unfortunately, this would (accidentally) model that the human is

“resampling” their intent from this initial distribution independently at every step. It

would disregard that a human’s second action will be consistent with their first, with the

intent only changing according to the dynamics of �. Thus, we must enforce that the

human control from a state 𝑥H at 𝑡 = 2 is not only consistent with the initial belief, but

also with the control that took them to state 𝑥H.

To properly restrict the set of feasible controls over the prediction horizon, we need to

take into account how the likelihood of any future control depends on the past sequence

of human controls. The belief precisely encodes this likelihood given the past sequence of

human controls through the Bayesian update from Eq. 6.4. Thus, our predictor explicitly

tracks the updated belief as it makes predictions, rather than just the updated state, and

restricts future actions based on future beliefs (see left of Fig. 6.3 for intuitive depiction).

Let this joint state space be denoted by 𝑥𝑡 :=
[
𝑥𝑡

H
𝑏𝑡(�𝑡 = �1) . . . 𝑏𝑡(�𝑡 = �|Λ|)

]
.

When predicting using this state space, to simultaneously predict the possible future

beliefs over �𝑡 and corresponding likely human states, we consider the joint dynamics:

¤𝑥𝑡 =
[
¤𝑥𝑡
𝐻
¤𝑏𝑡(�𝑡 = �1) . . . ¤𝑏𝑡(�𝑡 = �|Λ|)

]
, (6.7)

where ¤𝑥𝑡 := 𝑓 (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡
H
). The continuous evolution of the belief 𝑏𝑡(�𝑡) can be described by:

¤𝑏𝑡(�𝑡) = 𝛾
(
𝑏𝑡+(�𝑡 | 𝑢𝑡H, 𝑥

𝑡
H
) − 𝑏𝑡(�𝑡)

)
+

(
𝑏𝑡(�𝑡)

)
(6.8)

for any specific value of �𝑡 . Here, the function (·) represents the intrinsic changes in the

human intent, whereas the other component captures the Bayesian change in 𝑏𝑡(�𝑡) due to

the observation 𝑢𝑡
H

. Note that the time derivative in (6.8) is pointwise in the space of all �’s.

Typically, the Bayesian update is performed in discrete time when the new observations

are received. However, to unify this with continuous-time robust controls tools, in this

work, we reason about continuous changes in 𝑏𝑡(�𝑡). Intuitively, to relate the continuous-

time Bayesian update to the discrete-time version, 𝛾 in (6.8) can be thought of as the

observation frequency. Indeed, as 𝛾 ↑ ∞, i.e., observations are received continuously,
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𝑏𝑡(�𝑡) instantaneously changes to 𝑏𝑡+(�𝑡 | 𝑢𝑡H, 𝑥
𝑡
H
). On the other hand, as 𝛾 ↓ 0, i.e., no

observation are received, the Bayesian update does not play a role in the dynamics of

𝑏𝑡(�𝑡). For a detailed derivation of continuous dynamics, we refer the interested readers

to Sec. 6.7.

Now that we are able to track the evolution of the robot’s belief and the human’s

physical states, we can prune unlikely human actions by combining the intent-driven

model and the predicted belief over the human model parameters. For some future time

𝜏 ∈ [0, 𝑁], the marginalized human action distribution at joint state 𝑥𝜏 is given by

𝑝(𝑢𝜏
H
| 𝑥𝜏) =

∑
�∈Λ

𝑝(𝑢𝜏
H
| 𝑥𝜏

H
;�)𝑏𝜏(�). (6.9)

Very importantly, note that this set is joint state dependent, and therefore belief -

dependent. This allows us to prune away the sufficiently unlikely actions by removing

actions which are not assigned sufficient probability under the future predicted belief

(and not just the initial belief):

𝑢𝜏
H
∈ 𝒰H(𝑧𝜏), 𝒰H(𝑧𝜏) = {𝑢𝜏

H
: 𝑝(𝑢𝜏

H
| 𝑥𝜏) ≥ 𝛿} (6.10)

where 𝑝(𝑢H | 𝑥) is computed as in Eq. (6.9) and 𝛿 is a threshold that partitions the actions

into likely and unlikely.

Running example: Consider the case when the intrinsic behavior of the human does not

change over time, i.e., (𝑏𝑡(�𝑡)) = 0, meaning the human has a fixed goal they are moving to.

Since � takes only two possible values, the joint state space is three dimensional. In particular,

𝑥 =
[
ℎ𝑥 ℎ𝑦 𝑝1

]
, where 𝑝1 := 𝑏𝑡(�𝑡 = 𝑔1) and 𝑏𝑡(�𝑡 = 𝑔2) is given by

(
1 − 𝑏𝑡(�𝑡 = 𝑔1)

)
so

we do not need to explicitly maintain it as a state. The state-dependent control distribution is

𝑝(𝑢H | 𝑥) = 𝑝1𝒩(�1, 𝜎2

1
) + (1 − 𝑝1)𝒩(�2, 𝜎2

2
) and can be used to compute the set of allowable

controls for different values of 𝛿 via Eq. (6.10). Note Fig. 6.2 where the top-left inset figures

show the allowable controls for 𝑥 = (0, 0) and two different belief states 𝑏0(� = 𝑔1) = 0.5 and

𝑏0(� = 𝑔1) = 0.9 for three different 𝛿 thresholds.

6.3.1 Using HJ-Reachability for Prediction
Using a control set rather than a distribution results in a prediction problem which

can be readily solved using the HJB-PDE formulation in Section 6.2.1. At any real time 𝑡,

given the current state of the human and the current belief over the model parameters, we

can construct the joint state at the beginning of the prediction horizon 𝑥0
:= 𝑥𝑡 . Using this

initial state and the thresholded control policy from (6.9), we are interested in computing

the following set:

FRS(𝜏) := {𝑥𝜏 : ∃𝑢H(·) ∈ 𝒰H(𝑥), 𝑥𝜏 = �(𝑥0, 𝜏, 𝑢H(·))}, (6.11)

where 𝜏 ∈ [0, 𝑁]. Intuitively, FRS(𝜏) represents all possible states of the joint system, i.e.,

all possible human states and beliefs over �, that are reachable under the dynamics in
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Figure 6.2: Effect of the belief and the 𝛿-threshold on the admissible set of controls (shown in upper-left

inset) and the overall predictions (shown in pink) for 3 seconds into the future.

(6.7) for some sequence of human actions. We refer to this set as the Belief Augmented

Forward Reachable Set (BA-FRS) from here on. Much like the computation of the full

forward reachable set from Sec. 6.2.1, we can leverage the same tools from HJ-Reachability

to compute the BA-FRS where 𝑥H is replaced with 𝑥 and instead of optimizing over all

controls , we use the restricted set of controls (𝑥) instead.

After solving the dynamic programming problem to obtain the BA-FRS from (6.11),

our predictions include not only the physical locations of the human but also the corre-

sponding future beliefs. However, for motion planning, the robot needs to collision-check

against a set of physical states the human could occupy. We obtain this set by projecting

FRS(𝜏) on the human state space via𝒦 𝑡
𝛿(𝜏) =

⋃
𝑥𝜏∈FRS(𝜏)Π(𝑥𝜏), ∀𝜏 ∈ [0, 𝑁]where Π(𝑥) is

the physical state component of 𝑥.

Running example: Our starting set of states, ℒ, is a small ball at the joint starting state

𝑧0 = [0, 0, 0.5], shown in grey in Fig. 6.3. Consider how the state and belief can change in a small

(𝛿𝑡 = 0.4668) timestep after observing the person moving towards goal 1 via 𝑢H = 𝜋/4. Since

this action is highly likely under the model where � = 𝑔1, then the next joint state will have the

person not only moved physically in that direction, but the posterior will have increased probability
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Figure 6.3: (left) Initial set in 𝑥-space (in grey). Likely control distribution for 𝛿 = 0.01 shown projected

in ℎ𝑥 − ℎ𝑦 plane. Comparisons of the resulting joint state if the human moves directly towards 𝑔1 (in red)

versus towards 𝑔2 (in blue). (right) 4 seconds BA-FRS and its projection into 𝑥H-space.

mass on 𝑏(� = 𝑔1). Similarly, this probability decreases if the human moves to 𝑔2. After solving

for 𝑉(𝜏, 𝑥) via (6.3), we take the sub-zero level set to retrieve the joint state predictions (Fig. 6.3,

right), and the predictions𝒦 𝑡
𝛿 after projecting onto the human’s state space.

In summary, to predict the human’s motion, our predictor optimizes the initial value

HJB-PDE from (6.3) but instead of optimizing over all controls, our formulation modifies

Eq. (6.3) to maximize over the restricted set 𝑢H ∈ (𝑧) which changes based on human

state, time, and belief. Ultimately, the proposed prediction framework is a less conservative

FRS, but a more conservative intent-driven predictor. This has two advantages: (1) when

the intent-driven model is correct, it computes an under-approximation of the full FRS to

reduce conservatism in a principled way, and (2) when the model is incorrect, we can be

more robust to such inaccuracies since the predictions no longer rely on the exact action

probabilities. We discuss this further in Sec. 6.4.

6.4 Prediction Comparisons
We now compare our predictor with the intent-driven Bayesian predictor and the full

FRS when (1) the human intent is static, (2) the human intent is time-varying, and (3) the

human moves in unmodelled ways over time.
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Figure 6.4: Comparisons of Bayesian and BA-FRS predictions for static vs. time-varying human intent.

Dashed lines are the full FRS. Predictions are for 2 seconds for the static parameter and 1.8 seconds for

time-varying. For the Bayesian predictor, we choose 𝜖 to capture the (1 − 𝛿)most likely states.

6.4.1 Static parameter
One simple but common predictive model of human behavior assumes that the hu-

man’s intent (and thus model parameter �) is static. In our running example, this means

the person has a fixed goal location they are moving towards and they will not change

their mind. Mathematically, in the intent-driven Bayesian predictor, this is represented

via the � transition distribution 𝑃(�𝑘+1 | �𝑘) = 1{�𝑘+1=�𝑘} where 1 represents the indicator

function. In the BA-FRS predictor it means 𝑘(𝑏𝑡(�𝑡)) = 0 in the distribution dynamics.

In the left block images in Fig. 6.4, we see a snapshot of predictions generated by the

intent-driven predictor and the BA-FRS forward in time for 2 seconds (𝑁 = 18). The full

forward reachable set is visualized as a series of concentric dashed grey circles. The top

row represents a uniform belief over the two goals, while the bottom row represents a high

belief on goal 1 (𝑔1). As expected, both the intent-driven predictor and the BA-FRS are

far less conservative than the full FRS. Furthermore, the set of sufficiently likely states

predicted by the intent-driven Bayesian predictor is always contained within the BA-FRS.

Consequently, when the belief over � is confident that the human is moving towards 𝑔1

(see bottom row of Fig. 6.4), then the BA-FRS allows us to compute an approximation of

the stochastic predictor.
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6.4.2 Time-varying parameter
A more complex model of human intent allows it to vary over time. To encode this

time-varying intent in the predictor, we need a model of how the human chooses the next

value of �𝑡 . In our running example, let a simple model for how the person changes their

behavior to be:

𝑃(�𝑘+1 | �𝑘) =
{
𝛼 + (1 − 𝛼) · Δ(�𝑘) if �𝑘+1 = �𝑘

(1 − 𝛼) · Δ(�𝑘+1) if �𝑘+1 ≠ �𝑘
(6.12)

where 𝛼 is a known model parameterwhich governs how likely the person is to change

their intent and Δ is a known discrete distribution over the model parameters. This model

encodes that if the person was moving towards �𝑘 = 𝑔1 at the previous timestep 𝑘, they are

likely to continue to walk to 𝑔1 at the next timestep with probability 𝛼+(1−𝛼) ·Δ(�𝑘 = 𝑔1),
or they can switch to �𝑘+1 = 𝑔2 at the next timestep with probability (1− 𝛼) ·Δ(�𝑘+1 = 𝑔2).
In the BA-FRS predictor, this time-varying intent model is encoded via the distribution

dynamics: 𝑘(𝑏𝑡(�𝑡)) = 𝛼𝑏𝑡(�𝑡) + (1 − 𝛼) · Δ(�𝑡) − 𝑏𝑡(�𝑡).
In the right block of images in Fig. 6.4, we see a snapshot of predictions when the

latent parameter is time-varying forward in time for 1.8 seconds (𝐻 = 11). Note that

when the parameter is time-varying, the computational complexity of the intent-driven

Bayes predictor exponentially increases in the size of the prediction horizon, |Λ|𝑁 , due

to the necessity of tracking all sequences of values that � can take over time. In practice,

prediction was computationally prohibitive for horizons greater than 1.8 seconds. In

contrast, the BA-FRS computation grows linearly in the length of the prediction horizon,

but exponentially in the number of parameter values due to the addition of the belief

in the state. Thus, for time-varying parameters which take a few values and for longer

prediction horizons, our prediction method can be particularly suitable for getting an

approximation of Bayes predictor at a lower computational complexity.

When � is static, then the intent-driven predictor with a high belief over 𝑔1 deems

moving directly towards 𝑔2 to be highly unlikely. However, when � is time-varying, the

human can “switch” which goal they are moving towards, thereby making states in the

direction of 𝑔2 somewhat likely as well. For the BA-FRS, even though directly moving

towards 𝑔2 is unlikely under the intent-driven model and belief, the BA-FRS realizes that

moving away from 𝑔1 is still likely enough. Consequently, the predicted BA-FRS mass moves

in the direction of 𝑔2 over time, in the case of both static and time-varying �, allowing us

to be robust to suboptimal human trajectories as discussed in the next section.

6.4.3 Online updates & robustness to misspecified models
Ultimately, both the intent-driven Bayesian predictor and the BA-FRS will update the

belief over the human parameters online based on how the person moves. Here we

simulate three scenarios–one where the person takes a path well-modelled by the intent-

driven model and two where the person behaves in an unmodelled way–and discuss how

our framework ensures robustness in situations like these.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the intent-driven Bayesian, our BA-FRS, and the full FRS predictions for three

scenarios. In the first row the human moves towards one of the modelled goals. In the middle the human

moves towards an unmodelled goal. In the last row the human is moving towards a modelled goal (𝑔2)

but they take a suboptimal path under our model because they are avoiding an unmodelled obstacle on the

ground (shown in grey circle). The belief over 𝑔1 is visualized over time in the lower-left inset plot.

In all examples, the predictors begin with a uniform prior over the two goals, use

a static model of human intent, and the BA-FRS uses a 𝛿 = 0.02. In the top row of

Fig. 6.5 the human has a fixed intent to move towards the upper goal 1 (𝑔1). In this

scenario, the intent-driven model is correctly specified and as the person moves towards

𝑔1, the belief over 𝑔1 increases and the Bayesian predictions focus towards this goal. Our
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Figure 6.6: Simulated human moves to modelled 𝑔1 but with varied optimality from 𝜎 = 0 (optimal) to 𝜋
(random). Both predictors use a fixed 𝜎 = 𝜋/4.

BA-FRS performs similarly since it too performs the belief update over time. However,

since the BA-FRS explicitly tracks the evolution of the belief in the future during prediction,

the sets include more states even in the direction of 𝑔2. This is because the predictions

are safeguarding against slightly suboptimal actions which are still likely enough under

the model and would lead to the belief over 𝑔1 decreasing in the future. Nevertheless,

the BA-FRS takes up significantly less volume than the full FRS, thereby reducing overall

conservativism.

The second and third rows demonstrate two human behaviors that are unmodelled

– a scenario where the human is actually walking towards a third unmodelled goal in

between 𝑔1 and 𝑔2 and a scenario where the human takes a seemingly suboptimal path

to 𝑔2 due to an unmodelled obstacle. In the later scenario, the belief over 𝑔1 sharply

increases as the person moves around the unknown obstacle. This results in the Bayesian

predictor being overly optimistic, and it places most probability mass on states that are in

the direction of 𝑔1. In contrast, our predictor remains cautiously conservative because (1)

it is safeguarding against the slightly suboptimal but still sufficiently likely actions and (2)

it is evolving the belief during the prediction horizon. In fact, the true sequence of human

states and actions lies within the predictions of the BA-FRS, ensuring that a robot which

relies on these predictions will in fact avoid the states that the human eventually occupies.

We discuss the middle scenario in greater detail in Sec. 6.5.

We conducted a series of additional experiments with simulated human trajectories to
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Figure 6.7: (top) Simulated human moves to one of 7 unmodelled goals in an optimal trajectory. Results are in

increasing misspecification of the goal. (bottom) Simulated human moves to modelled goal 𝑔2 but has their

straight-line path obstructed by an unmodelled obstacle. Results from 7 unmodelled obstacles are shown in

increasing deviation from the straight trajectory.

systematically analyze the three misspecification types: (1) accurate goal but inaccurate

optimality level, (2) unmodelled goal, (3) accurate goal but unmodelled obstacle. We

compare different predictors for prediction accuracy and conservatism. A predictor is

considered accurate at a particular time step if the true future human states lies within the

predictions for the entire prediction horizon. Conservatism is measured by computing

the percent volume of the full FRS that the predicted states occupy. Both the accuracy

and conservatism metrics are computed at each time step and averaged over the horizon

[0, �̄�]. Note that the full FRS always achieves 100% accuracy but also 100% conservatism.

These metrics provide us a proxy for the prediction’s effect on the safety and efficiency

of the robot’s plan; ideally, a predictor should have high accuracy and low conservatism

over the entire human trajectory. In all experiments, the Bayesian and BA-FRS predictors

modelled two goals and used a fixed 𝜎 = 𝜋/4 in the action model described in the running

example from 6.2.2 and 𝛿 = 0.02.

For (1), the human was simulated as moving towards modelled goal 𝑔1 by sampling

an action 𝑢(𝑥) ∼ 𝒩(�1, 𝜎2). To capture a range of human behavior from completely

optimal to completely random, we simulated five levels of 𝜎 (depicted in Fig. 6.6). We

sampled 7 random initial human states for each 𝜎 and averaged results over these trials.

Fig. 6.6 shows box plots of our metrics for Bayesian and BA-FRS. Although the BA-FRS is

about twice as conservative as Bayesian, it maintains a high prediction accuracy across all

optimality levels, while still being far less conservative than the full FRS (BA-FRS is ≈ 45%

of the full FRS).

For (2) and (3) we fixed the human’s initial condition but varied the unmodelled goal or
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unmodelled obstacle. For unmodelled goals, we randomly sampled 7 unmodelled goals

which were diversely spread in the (x,y)-plane. The true (unknown) human trajectory

is a straight line to the unmodelled goal starting from the initial position. Fig. 6.7 (top)

shows plots of the accuracy and conservatism for each of the unmodelled goals, sorted

from the “most” modelled (e.g. an unmodelled goal which is nearby a modelled goal) to

“least” modelled. For unmodelled obstacles, the simulated human always moved towards

𝑔2, but their straight-line path was always obstructed by an unmodelled obstacle, forcing

them to take a trajectory around the obstacle. We simulated 7 of these trajectories around

various circular and rectangular-shaped obstacles. Fig. 6.7 (bottom) shows the results

sorted from least deviation from straight-line trajectory to the goal to most deviation.

The more irrational the human “appears” (either due to an unmodelled goal or taking

a suboptimal path to the goal), the more the drop in accuracy of the Bayesian predictor,

as it overrelies on the intent model to explain the human’s behavior. In contrast, since

BA-FRS only uses the human model to filter likely and unlikely actions, it maintains a

relatively higher accuracy.

6.5 Implications for Safe Motion Planning
Consider the scenario where the actual human goal is midway between the modelled

goals 𝑔1 and 𝑔2 (see 𝑔3 label in Fig. 6.1 and middle row of Fig. 6.5), but the true human

goal is not explicitly modelled in the intent-driven model. We will use this example in

simulation and in hardware to demonstrate the challenges with over-relying on a mis-

specified intent-driven model. Our hardware experiments are performed on a TurtleBot

2 navigating around a human pedestrian. We measured human positions at 200Hz using

a VICON motion capture system and used on-board odometry sensors for the robot state

measurement. The robot is modelled via the dynamics in Sec. 6.1, its goal 𝑔R is behind the

initial state of the human (green circle in Fig. 6.1) and it uses a spline-based planner [219]

to plan six-second trajectories in a receding-horizon fashion.

When the robot uses the full FRS for human motion prediction (see Fig. 6.5 for vi-

sualizations of the predictions over time), the robot plans a trajectory which deviates

significantly from the ideal straight line path towards its goal and in fact forces the robot

to leave the testbed3. In contrast, the Bayesian predictor consistently predicts that that

pedestrian will walk towards one of the goals and fails to assign sufficient probability to

the true human states because of its over reliance on the model. Ultimately, this leads to

a collision between the human and the robot (top row Fig. 6.1). Our proposed approach

does not rely heavily on the exact action probabilities, and infers that the straight line

trajectory is likely enough under the pedestrian model. As a result, the robot makes a

course correction early on to reach its goal without colliding with the pedestrian (bottom

row Fig. 6.1).

3
Hardware demonstration videos: https://youtu.be/uZi-zIi1S6A

https://youtu.be/uZi-zIi1S6A
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6.6 Conclusion
When robots operate around humans, they often employ intent-driven models to

reason about human behavior. Even though powerful, such predictors can make poor

predictions when the intent-driven model is misspecified. This in turn will likely cause

unsafe robot behavior. In this work, we formulated human motion prediction as a ro-

bust control problem over the set of only sufficiently likely actions, offering a bridge

between conservative full forward reachable set predictors and intent-driven predictors.

We demonstrated that the proposed framework provides more robust predictions when

the prior is incorrect or human behavior model is misspecified, and can perform these

predictions in continuous time and state using the tools developed for reachability analy-

sis. In the future, we will scale it to higher dimensions with multiple humans, perform a

user study to gauge the impact of our predictor on a humans’ comfort in close navigation

scenarios, and integrate it with online model confidence estimation approaches.

6.7 Derivation: Continuous-time Distribution Dynamics
Assume that every 𝑇 seconds4 we are guaranteed to receive a measurement, 𝑢H. Let

the current time be denoted by 𝑡 and the current belief over the latent parameter � be 𝑏𝑡(�).
During the time interval [𝑡 , 𝑡 + 𝑇] we will receive a single measurement with probability

1. For simplicity, we assume that the arrival time of the measurement is uniformly

distributed in the interval [𝑡 , 𝑡 + 𝑇]. However, depending on the measurement model, a

similar derivation can be performed for other arrival time distributions as well. We want

to understand how the belief 𝑏𝑡(�) can change in an arbitrarily small timestep, 𝛿𝑡, along

[𝑡 , 𝑡 + 𝑇]. As this timestep goes to zero, we will be able to recover the continuous-time

dynamics of 𝑏𝑡(�). Let 𝐸 be a discrete random variable which takes values capturing the

event that we receive a measurement within the time interval [𝑡 , 𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡]. The probability

distribution of 𝐸 can be written out as:

𝐸 =

{
𝑒1 = measurement, with probability

𝛿𝑡
𝑇

𝑒2 = no measurement, with probability 1 − 𝛿𝑡
𝑇

When a measurement is received, a Bayesian update on the belief is performed as per

(6.4). When a measurement is not received, the only change in the belief is intrinsic. Let

the function (𝑏𝑡(�)) represent the intrinsic changes in the human behavior. Using the law

of total probability:

𝑏𝑡+𝛿𝑡(�) = 𝑃(𝑒1)𝑃𝑡+𝛿𝑡(� | 𝑥, 𝑒1) + 𝑃(𝑒2)𝑃𝑡+𝛿𝑡(� | 𝑥, 𝑒2)

=

(
𝛿𝑡
𝑇

)
𝑏𝑡+(� | 𝑢, 𝑥) +

(
1 − 𝛿𝑡

𝑇

) (
𝑏𝑡(�) + 𝛿𝑡 · (𝑏𝑡(�))

)
.

4
Here, 𝑇 can represent the publishing rate of the motion capture or estimator which computes the

current human state (and then observation).
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Rearranging some terms, we get:

𝑏𝑡+𝛿𝑡(�) − 𝑏𝑡(�) =
(
𝛿𝑡
𝑇

) (
𝑏𝑡+(� | 𝑢, 𝑥) − 𝑏𝑡(�)

)
+ 𝛿𝑡 · (𝑏𝑡(�)) + h.o.t,

where h.o.t includes all the terms with 𝛿𝑡2 in them. Taking the limit as 𝛿𝑡 → 0 we get

the time-derivative of 𝑏𝑡(�): ¤𝑏𝑡(�) = 1

𝑇

(
𝑏𝑡+(� | 𝑢, 𝑥) − 𝑏𝑡(�)

)
+ (𝑏𝑡(�)). Note that the higher

order terms disappear when we take the limit of 𝛿𝑡 → 0. We now have a form for our

dynamics when our belief can change both because of a new measurement and because of

the intrinsic dynamics of the human. If we let 𝛾 = 1/𝑇 then we get the form in Equation

(6.8):

¤𝑏𝑡(�) = 𝛾
(
𝑏𝑡+(� | 𝑢, 𝑥) − 𝑏𝑡(�)

)
+ (𝑏𝑡(�)). (6.13)
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Part II

Formalizing Safety Analysis of Adaptive
Human Models

Because humans vary in their intentions and preferences, robots must adapt their

human models while interacting with people. For example, at an intersection, an au-

tonomous car needs to infer if an oncoming human driver wants go forward or turn so it

can safely make an unprotected left turn. However, an outstanding safety challenge with

such online learning in human-robot interaction is quantifying how a human model may

change in light of new data and how long will this change take? Here, the autonomous

car should understand “When in the future will I know the human driver’s intent?” so it

can safely execute the unprotected left turn. The key idea in Part II is to model the robot’s

learning algorithm as a dynamical system, where the state contains the estimate of the human

model’s parameters, and the control is the human data the robot observes. Determining how a

human model may change reduces to answering when and what states our new dynami-

cal system can reach. Such reachability analysis can be formulated as an optimal control

problem whose solution captures (1) which human data “steer” the learning system into

desired states and (2) the time to learn desired human model parameters starting from an

initialization. We demonstrate the utility of our analysis framework in four human-robot

domains, including autonomous driving and indoor navigation.
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Chapter 7

Analyzing Human Models that Adapt
Online

This chapter is based on the paper “Analyzing Human Models that Adapt Online” [17] written in

collaboration with Anand Siththaranjan, Claire Tomlin, and Anca Dragan.

Robots rely on predictive models of human behavior in order to plan safe and efficient

motions around people. Because people vary in their intentions, preferences, and styles of

behavior, these models must adapt online upon observing a specific person. For instance,

a robot may use Bayesian inference to update its belief about the location a pedestrian

is walking to [238, 100, 117], or use online gradient descent to update parameters corre-

sponding to a human’s proxemics preferences [19, 33] or parameters of a neural network

which predicts how a human reaches for objects [53].

Enabling robots to adapt their human models online is necessary and beneficial, but it

also raises safety challenges. The human model can now change significantly in light of

new data–the human state/actions–that the robot observes. What the model parameters

change to and how quickly they change depends both on the robot’s learning algorithm

and how the human actually behaves. Some parameter initializations will be conducive

to better learning. Some human behaviors may be ambiguous under the model and result

in slower learning. These all have significant implications for the safety and efficiency of

the robot’s decision-making.

Adaptive models thus raise several questions. First, what is the worst-case time it can

take the robot to learn the correct model parameters (whatever they may be)? With this,

the robot can, for instance, make contingency plans that safeguard against all intents until

this worst-case time but then branch on the true parameter value afterwards. In contrast,

what is the best-case time to learn? Here, a robot can, for example, gain insights about

which locations in a room make learning from nearby humans so challenging that even

in the best-case it still takes too long to estimate the human’s intent. Relatedly, we can

also ask what observations lead to the fastest or slowest learning, thereby producing legible

or deceptive motions. Finally, what initialization should the robot use, so that we can
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guarantee that the robot learns the correct parameters– regardless of what they might

be–in a finite number of observations? These questions amount to knowing what the robot

can learn and in how much time, and thus far have been implicitly raised but received little

attention.

In this work, our key idea is that we can answer these analysis questions by posing them

as reachability queries. To achieve this, we model the robot’s learning algorithm as a dynamical

system, where the state is the current parameter estimate, and the control is the human data the

robot observes. Answering what model parameters can the robot learn and in how much

time reduces to answering when and what states our dynamical system can reach.

In our formulation, a designer can instantiate a parameterized model of the human

(e.g. human driving a car may drive straight or take a left turn at an intersection), an

online learning algorithm initialization (e.g. a uniform prior over the human taking a left

or driving straight in a Bayesian learning setup), and a desired level of confidence in a

particular hypothesis (e.g. acquire high probability on the human taking a left turn), and

finally a measurement frequency with which the robot receives data about the human

(e.g. human observations are acquired at 10 Hz).

With the components from above, answering analysis questions amounts to solving an

optimal control problem whose solution determines which human observations “steer”

the learning system into desired states. To determine what our robot could possibly

learn, we start our dynamical system with the current estimate of the parameter and solve

forward in time for the set of hypotheses that are reachable in finite time and observations.

We can also compute the minimum (or maximum) time to learn a parameter by solving

an optimal control problem backwards in time for the earliest time at which there exists a

sequence of data points that steer the learning system to the desired parameter.

We demonstrate a variety of use cases for our analysis tool, answering these questions

for an autonomous car operating at an intersection near a human-driven vehicle with

unknown intention, and a navigation task in a bookstore environment around a human

with unknown goals or proxemics preferences. While in this paper we focus on low-

dimensional parametrizations (e.g. unknown human goal), we are encouraged by this

first-of-its kind tool for analyzing adaptive human models and are excited to explore

approximate DP applications that can extend our tool to higher dimensions.

7.1 Related Work

Learning from human data. Learning from human data has become increasingly popular

in robotics, enabling robots to effectively predict human motion like walking or reaching

[238, 117, 102, 177], to learn human preferences from physical interaction [19, 33], or to

estimate the fidelity of a predictive model [74, 77]. While research on analyzing algorithms

and verifying models already learned offline from human data has garnered some interest

[37, 185], to date there has not been research analyzing what models could learn.
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Analysis of learning algorithms. The advent of modern machine learning has spurred

a resurgence of interest in analyzing learning algorithms. While there is a long history

of relating ODEs to optimization methods [159], recently, control theoretic tools such as

control Lyapunov functions and reachability analysis have been used to prove convergence

and safety properties of gradient-based learning methods [222, 129, 195], POMDPs [4],

and neural networks [180]. While related, our work focuses not only on analyzing learning

algorithms which use human data but also leverages control tools which have not yet been

studied in learning contexts and have the ability to compute time-to-reach properties.

Verification & control of dynamical systems. The control theory and formal methods

communities have a rich history of verifying the behavior of dynamical systems. In contrast

to the above learning algorithm analyses, these approaches not only focus on convergence

and safety, but also on properties such as minimum time-to-reach [226], robustness to

disturbances [25], and controller synthesis [150]. This research lays the foundation for our

work wherein we model learning from human data as a dynamical system and we answer

analysis queries via solving optimal control problems.

7.2 Problem Formulation & Solution

7.2.1 States & Dynamics
The robot observes data in the form of state-action pairs (𝑥H, 𝑢H). Let the human’s

discrete-time dynamics be:

𝑥𝑡+Δ𝑡
H

= 𝑓H(𝑥𝑡
H
, 𝑢𝑡

H
) (7.1)

where 𝑥H ∈ 𝒳 and 𝑢H ∈ 𝒰 . Additionally, Δ𝑡 represents the frequency with which our

robot observes data about the human (e.g. frequency of the state estimator).

Let � ∈ Θ denote the unknown human model parameter where Θ is a discrete set of

values that � can take on. This parameter could denote a variety of unknown aspects

governing human behavior, from how passive or aggressive a person drives [186], what

locations in a room they are moving towards [238], how optimally the person behaves

[77], or even the kind of visual cues they pay attention to in a scene [117].

The robot uses an online learning algorithm to estimate the human’s intent given a

sequence of observations over time. Our key idea in this work is to view the robot’s

learning algorithm as a dynamical system where the parameter estimate is treated as state

and the human’s data is control input. Let �̂ be the learning algorithm’s estimate. This

could be, for example, a point estimate of � or the belief 𝑏(�).
Let the discrete-time dynamics of a learning algorithm be

�̂𝑡+Δ𝑡 = 𝑓𝐿(�̂𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡
H
, 𝑢𝑡

H
) (7.2)

where 𝑓𝐿 : ℰ × 𝒳 ×𝒰 → ℰ is a single update of �̂ given (𝑥𝑡
H
, 𝑢𝑡

H
) and �̂ ∈ ℰ is the space

of estimates (e.g. ℰ = Θ for a point-estimator or ℰ = [0, 1]|Θ |−1
for the full belief).
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To capture the joint evolution between the learning algorithm’s estimate of the human’s

intent parameter and the human’s possible behavior, we consider the joint state: 𝑥 :=

[𝑥H, �̂]⊤ ∈ 𝒵 = 𝒳 × ℰ . The human data – the actions the human takes – evolve both the

physical human dynamics and the learning dynamics. Thus, we would like to analyze the

joint dynamical system

𝑥𝑡+Δ𝑡 = 𝑓 (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡
H
) :=

[
𝑓H(𝑥𝑡

H
, 𝑢𝑡

H
)

𝑓𝐿(�̂𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡
H
, 𝑢𝑡

H
)

]
. (7.3)

Note that this should not be confused with the robot being able to control the human’s

actions. This joint system representation allows us to answer reachablility questions about

which estimates are “learnable” under different restrictions on the type of data the human

could produce.

7.2.2 Solution Method
Equipped with our joint dynamics which describe the evolution of the human’s state

and the learning algorithm, we can now formulate an optimal control problem whose

solution captures which human observations “steer” the learning system into desired

states. We build on our framework from [27, 14] and adapt it for analyzing general

discrete-time algorithms that learn online from human data.

We define the discrete-time optimal control problem and its associated value function

as

𝑉(𝑥) B min

uH

min

𝑡∈{0,Δ𝑡 ,...,𝑇}
𝑙(�𝑡(𝑥, uH)) (7.4)

where uH = [𝑢0

H
, . . . , 𝑢𝑇−1

H
]⊤ is a sequence of controls over the time horizon and �𝑡(𝑥, uH)

is the joint state achieved by applying uH. Here, the function 𝑙(·) encodes the distance

between the current system state and the desired values of the parameters we seek to esti-

mate. Different analysis questions simply become different instantiations of this function,

as we describe in Sec. 7.3. Intuitively, this value function captures the closest our system

ever gets to the target states as measured by the signed distance function 𝑙.

This minimum-payoff optimal control problem can be solved via the principle of dy-

namic programming [158]. Specifically, for a finite horizon 𝑡 ∈ {0,Δ𝑡 , . . . , 𝑇}, the discrete-

time time-dependent terminal-value Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman variational inequality [155,

75] is:

𝑉 𝑡(𝑥) = min

{
𝑙(𝑥), min

𝑢H∈𝒰 𝑡
𝑉 𝑡+Δ𝑡( 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢H))

}
,

𝑉𝑇(𝑥) = 𝑙(𝑥), ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝒵 (7.5)

where 𝒰 𝑡
is the set of allowable actions–and therefore data–the human can generate

(described in detail in Sec. 7.3). Intuitively, this value function definition can be thought of
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as analogous to the discrete-time Bellman equation with discount factor 𝛾 = 1, no running

cost, and only terminal cost 𝑙(·).
Given this time-dependent value function and a candidate initial condition of the joint

state 𝑥0
, we can extract two important quantities. First, the optimal control at 𝑥 is:

𝑢𝑡
H
(𝑥) = arg min

𝑢H∈𝒰 𝑡
𝑉 𝑡+Δ𝑡( 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢H)). (7.6)

Secondly, we define the time-to-learn (TTL) as the earliest time when our system will

reaches the target parameters we seek to learn starting from 𝑥0
. More formally, this TTL:

𝑇𝑇𝐿 = min{𝑡 : 𝑉𝑇−𝑡(𝑥0) ≤ 0}. (7.7)

7.3 Encoding Analysis Questions
We can now turn our attention to mathematically encoding the analysis questions

we are interested in answering. The key components that enable us to encode analysis

questions in Eq. (7.5) are (1) the target set of states ℒ which is encoded via 𝑙(·), (2) the

set of human actions, 𝒰 𝑡
, and (3) the strategy of the human (if they are minimizing or

maximizing value).

Time-to-learn (TTL) queries. Computing the best and worse-case time to learn (TTL)

depends not only on the learning algorithm, but also on the value of the parameter we

are trying to estimate and the type of data the robot could observe. For simplicity, we first

consider computing the 𝑇𝑇𝐿 for a specific parameter value, �∗, and later discuss how to

integrate multiple 𝑇𝑇𝐿 estimates.

We can mathematically embed the objective of learning �∗ in a target set defined in

joint state space: for example,ℒ = {𝑥 : 𝑥H ∈ 𝒳 , | |�̂−�∗ | | ≤ 𝜖}. Intuitively, these target sets

encode that we want our parameter estimate to be close to the true value, but we do not

care where the human ends up in physical state-space as long as we have estimated the

parameter well. Definingℒ to be a closed set in𝒵 allows us define a function 𝑙(𝑥) : 𝒵 → R
such that ℒ = {𝑥 : 𝑙(𝑥) ≤ 0}. For example, the signed distance function to ℒ satisfies this

property. This function 𝑙(𝑧) serves as the cost function for our optimal control problem

from (7.4).

Next, how quickly the robot learns also depends on the possible data about the human

the robot observes. Since the observed data is the human behavior, we must define the set

of controls𝒰 𝑡
that the human could possibly generate at each time step. In general this set

can be chosen in a variety of ways. One of the most straightforward sets is to assume that

the robot could observe the human taking any action, i.e. 𝒰 𝑡 = 𝒰 . Allowing the human

to take any action–and therefore produce any data–leads to very a conservative worst-case

TTL, since it allows for the human to abandon any true intent and act purely adversarially.

While type of analysis may be desirable in some scenarios, a potentially more realistic set of

observations could be𝒰 𝑡 = {𝑢H : 𝑃(𝑢H | 𝑥H;�∗) ≥ 𝛿}where 𝑃(𝑢H | 𝑥H;�∗) encodes a state
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and intent-conditioned action distribution. By varying 𝛿 ∈ [0, 1], the human is allowed to

generate more or less sub-optimal data with respect to the intent-driven model.

Finally, the human’s strategy in the control problem determines if we obtain best or

worst-case learning estimates.

Best-case TTL (min). Since our target setℒ encodes the true human intent parameter that

the robot wishes to learn, modelling the human as minimizing the value which is propa-

gated from 𝑙 in Eq. 7.5 encodes a cooperative human. That is, the human is generating

data in an attempt to help the robot learn their true intent parameter. This enables us to

extract the best-case 𝑇𝑇𝐿�∗ via Eq. (7.7). When interested in the best-case time to learn any

�∗ ∈ Θ, we can obtain a conservative best-case 𝑇𝑇𝐿 via max�∗∈Θ 𝑇𝑇𝐿�∗ .

Worst-case TTL (max). Alternatively, by modelling the human as maximizing the value,

we can easily encode adversarial behavior where the human is trying to prevent the robot

from learning their true � for as long as possible. This enables us to extract the worst-case

𝑇𝑇𝐿�∗ via Eq. (7.7). Similarly to above, we obtain an upper-bound on learning any �∗ ∈ Θ
by computing max�∗∈Θ 𝑇𝑇𝐿�∗ .

7.3.1 Reachable parameter queries.
Computing the set of forward reachable parameters given an initial estimate follows a

similar setup as the 𝑇𝑇𝐿 queries. The main difference comes from ℒ, which now encodes

the initial joint state. For example, ℒ = {𝑥 : 𝑥H = 𝑥0

H
, �̂ = �̂0}. Now, the sub-zero level set

of 𝑉 in Eq. (7.5), encodes the set of states our system can reach in 𝑇 time starting from ℒ.

7.4 Use Cases of Our Analysis Tool
We now demonstrate a variety of use cases for our tool, ranging from autonomous

driving to gradient-based learning.

7.4.1 Synthesizing Safe & Efficient Contingency Planners
Motion planners for autonomous vehicles often face uncertainty in how human-driven

vehicles will behave. Consider the scenario where an autonomous vehicle is attempting to

turn left at an unsignalized four-way intersection and there is a human-driven vehicle in

the opposing lane (see Fig. 7.1). The autonomous vehicle has uncertainty about whether

the human will turn left or go straight (goal 1 and goal 2, respectively)– the outcome of

which significantly impacts the autonomous car’s ultimate maneuver. This is therefore

a prediction problem in which the model’s parameter represents the human’s maneuver

goal: 𝑔 := � and 𝑔 ∈ Θ = {𝑔1, 𝑔2}.
A safe solution to this problem computes a plan for the autonomous vehicle which safe-

guards against both events during the entire planning horizon, i.e. avoids collisions with
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the straight and left-turn trajectory. While safe, this approach often yields conservative

and inefficient motions (left Fig. 7.1).

Alternatively, recent methods have proposed contingency planning [91]. In contingency

planning, the robot generates a plan which safeguards against all events for a short horizon

which is less than the entire planning horizon: 𝑡𝑏 < 𝑁 . After 𝑡𝑏 , the motion planner

generates |Θ | contingency plans, each of which safeguards against only a single event.

The premise of contingency planning is that the robot will know by 𝑡𝑏 which branch to

choose, and will no longer need to safeguard against all events. The contingency plan is

thus only safe if the robot gains enough certainty to choose which plan to use by the the

branching time. If the branching time is too short, then when it comes time for the robot

to choose a contingency plan, the robot will still have uncertainty over the human’s goal.

The robot could now be in a position where no plan exists which safeguards against all

events that are still likely (center, Fig. 7.1).

In [91], the contingency planning problem is posed as a nonlinear constrained opti-

mization problem which jointly optimizes over the shared segment and the contingency

plans while weighting each contingency plan proportional to the belief in that event

occurring

arg min

xR ,uR

𝐽𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒(𝑥0:𝑡𝑏
R
) +

∑
𝑔∈Θ

𝑏(𝑔)𝐽𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡(𝑥𝑡𝑏+1:𝑁
R

, 𝑔)

s.t. 𝑥𝑡+1

R
= 𝑓R(𝑥𝑡

R
, 𝑢𝑡

R
), ∀𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑁]

(7.8)

where xR ∈ R𝑛R×𝑁
denotes a vector containing the robot’s planned state trajectory. Here,

the robot’s dynamics 𝑓R are modelled by a 3D Dubins’ car where the linear and angular

velocity are control inputs and the state is the position and heading. The cost functions

𝐽𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 and 𝐽𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡 encode costs for colliding with static obstacles, reaching the robot’s goal,

and large changes in acceleration. Additionally, 𝐽𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 penalizes collisions with all of the

possible outcomes, while 𝐽𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡 penalizes collisions with the human’s predicted trajectory

towards only the relevant goal, 𝑔𝑖 . A critical design parameter when it comes to the safety

of such a motion planning scheme is the choice of branching time, 𝑡𝑏 .

Unfortunately, knowing the future time at which the robot will have certainty about

the human’s intent is in general challenging. This is where we leverage our analysis

framework: we can use it to compute the worst-case time it will take the robot to gain

certainty in the human intent.

Human Dynamics and Intent Model. Let the human-driven vehicle be modelled as a 3D

Dubins’ car with planar position and heading as state and discrete-time dynamics as

𝑥𝑡+Δ𝑡
H

= 𝑥𝑡
H
+ Δ𝑡


𝑣 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙)
𝑣 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙)
𝑢H

 (7.9)

where the human’s control is angular velocity, 𝑢H ∈ {−3.5, 0, 3.5} 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 and is driving

with a fixed speed 𝑣 = 6 𝑚/𝑠. The human is modelled as choosing actions via the
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Figure 7.1: (left) Robot safeguards against both hypotheses, straight and left, for entire planning horizon,

(center) A heuristically chosen branch time for the contingency planner doesn’t allow the robot to observe

enough human data, leading it to collision, (right) Contingency planner branches at the max TTL computed

via our method, enabling a safe but efficient plan.

Prior Efficiency (dist to robot’s goal) Safety (min dist between cars)

Safeguard Both n/a 6.88 m (1.14) 0.73 m (0.95)

Correct 5.13 m (1.89) 0.19 m (0.21)

Incorrect 5.13 m (1.89) -1.55 m (0.99)Heuristic (0.3265 s)

Uniform 6.10 m (0.79) -0.76 m (1.19)

Correct 2.33 m (2.29) 0.58 m (0.77)

Incorrect 5.25 m (2.88) 0.54 m (0.88)Max TTL (ours)

Uniform 3.42 m (3.13) 0.55 m (0.77)

Table 7.1: Autonomous driving experiment results shown averaged across initial conditions and ground-

truth human goals. Mean efficiency and safety metrics are reported in each row and standard deviation in

parenthesis.

noisily-rational model [21]: 𝑃(𝑢H | 𝑥H, 𝑔) ∝ 𝑒𝑄(𝑥H ,𝑢H;𝑔)
where 𝑄(𝑥H, 𝑢H; 𝑔) encodes the

state-action value for the human’s driving goal.

Robot Learning Algorithm. The robot learns the human intent by maintaining and

updating a Bayesian belief over 𝑔. Since 𝑔 is discrete, the robot can only maintain |Θ |−1 = 1

probabilities. Without loss of generality, let the robot update 𝑏(𝑔 = 𝑔1) B �̂. The learning

dynamics 𝑓𝐿 in Eq. (7.2) are

𝑓𝐿(𝑏𝑡(𝑔1), 𝑥𝑡
H
, 𝑢𝑡

H
) :=

1

𝑍
𝑃(𝑢𝑡

H
| 𝑥𝑡

H
, 𝑔1)𝑏𝑡(𝑔1) (7.10)
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where 𝑍 is the normalizer.

Joint State & Dynamics. The joint state is 𝑥 = [𝑥H, 𝑏(𝑔1)]⊤ and the joint dynamics are the

stacked dynamics equations from above. We use Δ𝑡 = 0.0891𝑠 in all simulations.

Target Set. To determine the maximum time it will take our robot to estimate that the

human is going forward (𝑔1) or left (𝑔2), we define two target sets in our joint state space:

ℒ𝑔1
= {𝑥 : 𝑥H ∈ 𝒳 , 𝑏(𝑔1) ≥ 0.9} (7.11)

ℒ𝑔2
= {𝑥 : 𝑥H ∈ 𝒳 , 1 − 𝑏(𝑔1) ≥ 0.9} (7.12)

Each of these sets encodes that the robot must be at least 90% confident in the human

driving forwards or turning left.

Computing the Worst-Case Time-to-Learn (TTL). Here, we model the human as ad-

versarial and therefore use a max in the inner value function update from Eq. (7.5). To

ensure that while the person is being adversarial, they have to eventually complete their

maneuver, we restrict the set of controls to 𝒰 𝑡 = {𝑢H : 𝑃(𝑢H | 𝑥H, 𝑔
∗) ≥ 0.27} where 𝑔∗

is equal to the human intent which is being analyzed. Over a horizon of 𝑇 = 1.7820𝑠, we

perform two value function computations via Eq. (7.5) and compute worst-case TTL for

𝑔1 and 𝑔2 by searching backwards in time for the earliest time at which the human’s initial

state and the robot’s initial prior appears in the sub-zero level set of 𝑉 𝑡(𝑥) (as in Eq. (7.7))

to obtain 𝑇𝑇𝐿𝑔1
and 𝑇𝑇𝐿𝑔2

. Finally, to determine the final safe branching time, we want

to safeguard against the hypothesis which takes the longest to estimate confidently. Thus,

let 𝑡𝑏 = max{𝑇𝑇𝐿𝑔1
, 𝑇𝑇𝐿𝑔2

}.
Results. We ran a series of simulations comparing the safe motion planner, a heuristically-

chosen branching time (comparable to [91]), and our maximum TTL branching time

contingency planners. For all planners, we varied the initial velocity of the human and

robot cars (stopped, moving slowly, or moving quickly) as well as the two possible goals

the simulated human was actually moving to. For the contingency planners, we also varied

the prior to correctly biased to the human’s true goal, incorrectly biased, or uniform.

Table 7.1 summarizes the average efficiency and safety metrics over each of these trials.

Here, the heuristically-chosen branching time branches too early – this does not allow the

robot to collect enough observations about the human’s behavior for the robot to make a

confident but safe maneuver, which results in collisions when the robot begins with either

a uniform or incorrect prior over the human goals. In contrast, the maximum worst-case

TTL safeguards against both events for a longer time horizon during which the robot

collects enough observations to make safe and efficiently goal-driven plans even with a

uniform or incorrect prior. Note that the heuristic branching time serves to demonstrate

how choosing an uninformed 𝑡𝑏 can lead to safety violations. However, our analysis tool

should be thought of as complementary to [91] wherein we can synthesize an informed

𝑡𝑏 .
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.2: (left) Minimum TTL that the human is being unmodelled as a function of the prior. Mean and

standard deviation shown in red. (right) Minimum TTL as a function of 𝑥H with a uniform prior. Occupancy

map of the bookstore environment (in Fig. 7.4) shown with modelled human goal is red circle and the min

TTL for each initial (x,y) state is shown in a color ranging from blue (TTL=0.9s) to red (TTL=2.72s).

7.4.2 Analyzing Confidence-Aware Predictors
Next, we consider predictors that introspect on their model confidence, and use our

tool to analyze how long it takes such a predictor to detect that its model cannot explain

the observed human behavior. We focus on intent-driven predictors, which model human

actions as noisily-optimal with respect to cumulative reward, 𝑃(𝑢H | 𝑥H; 𝛽) ∝ 𝑒𝛽𝑄(𝑥H ,𝑢H)

[21, 237]. Here, the parameter 𝛽 models how optimally the human behaves: high values

of 𝛽 model near-optimal behavior, whereas 𝛽 = 0 removes the influence of the modelled

reward on the human’s behavior entirely. Recent work [74, 77, 15] proposed that rather

than fixing 𝛽, the robot should estimate it. Upon observing human actions that are poorly

explained by the reward function, low values of 𝛽 (signaling low model confidence) will

be the most likely, and our predictor will make higher-variance predictions, accounting

for its inability to explain the human’s behavior.

As the human deviates from the model’s assumptions and the predictor makes higher

variance predictions, the robot must stay further away from the human to avoid colliding

with the now larger set of sufficiently likely states. This begs the question: when the

human doesn’t actually optimize the modeled reward, how long will it take the predictor

to adapt its 𝛽 and detect that its model confidence is low?
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Here, let the unknown parameter be 𝛽 B � with 𝛽 ∈ Θ = {0, 1}, signaling low and

high model confidence respectively.

Human Dynamics and Intent Model. Let the human be modelled by a simple planar

pedestrian model: 𝑥𝑡+Δ𝑡
H

= 𝑥𝑡
H
+ Δ𝑡[𝑣𝐻 cos(𝑢H), 𝑣𝐻 sin(𝑢H), ]⊤ where the human’s control

is their heading, 𝑢H ∈ {−𝜋, . . . ,𝜋} and the human is walking at a leisurely speed (𝑣 =

0.6 𝑚/𝑠) or is stopped (𝑣 = 0). The human’s reward function encourages motion towards

the door (shown in red) in the indoor environment (top-down occupancy map shown on

right of Fig. 7.2).

Robot Learning Algorithm. The robot maintains and updates a Bayesian belief over

the confidence parameter 𝛽. Without loss of generality, let the robot explicitly update

𝑏(𝛽 = 0) B �̂. Thus, 𝑓𝐿 is identical to (7.10) but with 𝑏(𝛽 = 0).
Joint State & Dynamics. The joint state is 𝑥 = [𝑥H, 𝑏(𝛽 = 0)]⊤ and the joint dynamics are

the stacked physical and learning dynamics from above. Finally, we use Δ𝑡 = 0.4545 𝑠.

Target Set. We are primarily interested in determining how long it will take our robot

to estimate that our model cannot explain the human’s behavior (𝛽 = 0). Thus, we are

interested in answering “From the prior over the model confidence, what is the fastest our

robot could learn that the person is behaving in an unmodelled way?” Our corresponding

target set encoding this question is ℒ𝛽=0 = {𝑥 : 𝑥H ∈ 𝒳 , 𝑏(𝛽 = 0) ≥ 0.9} where 𝜖 = 0.9 is

our desired confidence.

Computing the Best-Case Time-to-Learn (TTL). We seek to compute fastest time to

learn we have low confidence in our model, since this is the lower bound on reaction

time to unmodelled data. Thus, we use min over 𝒰 𝑡
in the optimization from (7.5) and

we optimize over all data the human could generate, since in the worst case the human

is not behaving according to the specified reward function at all. In the following two

analyses, the human navigates in a bookstore environment [aws2020environments] whose

occupancy map is shown in right of Fig. 7.2 and 3D model is shown in Fig. 7.4.

Results: Best-case TTL as function of prior. We first analyzed the min TTL a low

model confidence as a function of the prior. After computing one backwards reachability

computation, we extracted the TTL for 121 initial 𝑥H states and 8 levels of the prior. The

mean and standard deviation across all initial conditions shown in the left Fig. 7.2. This

analysis reveals the added difficulty for the robot to detect its model is wrong if it begins

with an optimistic prior.

Results: Best-case TTL as function of initial human state. Right of Fig. 7.2 shows how

the best-case TTL varies as function of the initial 𝑥H in a complex environment. Here we

fix a uniform prior over the model confidence and use the same value function computed

from above to query for the 𝑇𝑇𝐿 for 1,010 initial human states. Interestingly, this analysis

demonstrates that the best-case 𝑇𝑇𝐿 is largely impacted by the constraints of the physical

environment. If the human begins in the open-space near the door, learning that they do

not want to move to the door is easy since the human can directly move away from the

door to indicate this mismatch. However, if the human begins in a heavily constrained part
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of the environment such as the lower right-hand corner, all collision-free actions appear

ambiguous under the robot’s likelihood model; that is, moving left or up could either

indicate the human intends to move to the door or they intend to move in a completely

different direction.

A few interesting takeaways for designers of robot motion planners which rely on

confidence-aware models include: (1) if the robot does not re-plan faster than this best-

case TTL then the robot will not be able to react quickly enough to the human’s unmodelled

behavior and (2) the robot should remain more cautious around the human in constrained

parts of the environment due to the increased learning uncertainty.

7.4.3 Generating Legible & Deceptive Behaviors
So far we demonstrated how to compute the worst and best-case learning times. We

now showcase how our analysis tool can also synthesize the behavior which led to the

fastest or slowest learning by our (robot) observer.

We use the same planar pedestrian model from 7.4.2. In our running example, the

human is walking around a living room (occupancy map shown in Fig. 7.3) and the robot

has uncertainty about which location the human is navigating to. Let the uncertain human

model parameter be 𝑔 := � and 𝑔 ∈ Θ = {𝑔1, 𝑔2}. The robot uses a noisily-rational model

as above, parameterized by 𝑔, and learns via a Bayesian update.

We perform four reachability computations, two of which have a high-confidence in 𝑔1

target set as in (7.11) and two of which have a high-confidence in 𝑔2 target set (like (7.12)).

However, for each pair of reachability computations, we perform one computation where

the human is minimizing the value (i.e. helping robot learning) and the other where the

human is maximizing the value (i.e. trying to slow down robot learning). In all examples,

the human chooses from𝒰 𝑡 = {: 𝑃(|, 𝑔∗) > 0.15} where 𝑔∗ the goal being analyzed. The

resulting four value functions are used via Eq. (7.6) to extract the optimal sequence of

human data which lead to best and worst-case learning times for 𝑔1, 𝑔2.

Fig. 7.3 visualizes the optimal controls in the bright colored trajectory corresponding to

the human’s true goal. We contrast this with the optimal only-goal-driven policy in grey.

Inset plots show 𝑏(𝑔1) over time and the target confidence level plotted as a dashed line.

To increase the probability on 𝑔1 as fast as possible, the human moving to 𝑔1 signals this

by quickly moving to their left (instead of moving forward as in the optimal path). This

is in line with prior work on legibility [64], but a potential advantage of our formulation

is that the objective of minimizing 𝑇𝑇𝐿 is task-oriented. While prior work encouraged

agents to be legible along the entire trajectory, here the agent is directly minimizing the

time to convey the goal, so that the observer can react as quickly as possible. Interestingly,

to be deceptive, the human zig-zags to confuse the observer for the longest.
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opt TTL=1.03 s
min TTL=1.03 s

opt TTL=2.05 s
min TTL=1.03 s

opt TTL=1.03 s
max TTL=5.13 s

opt TTL=2.05 s
max TTL=3.08 s
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Figure 7.3: Legible and deceptive behaviors as synthesized by our analysis tool–shown in bright red or

bright blue. The optimal policy for each goal is shown in grey. The estimate of the goal over time for the

legible and deceptive behaviors is contrasted with the optimal policy in the inset figures.

7.4.4 Online Gradient-based Learning from People
Online gradient-based learning algorithms are also useful in many HRI domains [19,

33, 160, 229]. In this case study, we use our analysis tool to determine a parameter initial-

ization which allows the online gradient algorithm to adapt the fastest to any true human
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obs-avoidance

goal-seeking

Minimum TTL True Parameter from Initialization

Figure 7.4: (left) Heatmap of reachable reward weights (x-axis) and their 𝑇𝑇𝐿 (color values ranging from

dark blue: 𝑇𝑇𝐿 = 0.0𝑠 to yellow: 𝑇𝑇𝐿 = 4.7𝑠) starting from a specific initialization (y-axis). (right) Bookstore

environment with faded human-figure denoting the human’s initial position: red path is optimal behavior

for mainly goal-driven human, blue path is for a human who wants to stay far from obstacles.

intent. As above, the robot is learning a nearby human’s reward function by observing

their behavior. The human’s reward function is modelled as a linear combination of fea-

tures: 𝑟(𝑥H, 𝑢H;�) = �⊤�(𝑥H, 𝑢H). Here, � = [1 − 𝑤, 𝑤]⊤ and �(𝑥H, 𝑢H) ∈ R2
, encoding

the distance between the human and their goal and the distance between the human

and obstacles. Adjusting 𝑤 trades off the human’s goal-driven and obstacle-avoidance

preferences.

The robot learns about the human’s reward via online gradient descent. Thus, the 𝑓𝐿
from Eq. (7.2) are:

𝑓𝐿(�̂𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡
H
, 𝑢𝑡

H
) := �̂𝑡 + 𝛼∇�̂𝐹(𝑥𝑡H, 𝑢

𝑡
H
, �̂𝑡) (7.13)

Maximizing the likelihood of the observed (𝑥𝑡
H
, 𝑢𝑡

H
) pair under the maximum entropy

distribution [237], we derive a gradient-based update:

𝐹(𝑥𝑡
H
, 𝑢𝑡

H
, �𝑡) := 𝑄(𝑥𝑡

H
, 𝑢𝑡

H
;�𝑡) − E𝑢∼𝑃(𝑢 |𝑥𝑡

H
;�𝑡)

[
𝑄(𝑥𝑡

H
, 𝑢;�𝑡)

]
(7.14)

Note: this is the state-action equivalent of learning offline from demonstrations [237].

In this analysis, we solve a forward reachability problem where we start our system in the

target set ℒ = {𝑥 : 𝑥H = 𝑥0

H
, �̂ = �̂0} where 𝑥0

H
is the current physical state of the human

and �̂0
is a candidate initialization. We compute the set of �’s for which there exists a

sequence of observations which evolve the joint system to that �-state in finite time. Here,

Δ𝑡 = 0.2469 𝑠 and the total time horizon for which we evolve our system is 𝑇 = 7.1605 𝑠.

Fig. 7.4 shows the reachable �∗ = [1 −𝑤∗, 𝑤∗]’s starting from a given �0 = [1 −𝑤0, 𝑤0].
Colors in the heatmap represent the earliest time at which the robot can learn a �∗ starting

from a each initialization. Interestingly, if the robot begins with 𝑤0 = 0.9 (i.e. human

is primarily obstacle-averse) it takes ∼ 4.7 𝑠 to learn that the person is actually primarily

goal-seeking (𝑤∗ = 0.1). In contrast, initializing with 𝑤0 = 0.25 allows the robot to learn

any other parameter in < 2.2 𝑠. Intuitively, this discrepancy in how quickly the robot can
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learn from an initialization is because of the structure of the environment which in turn

affects the gradient update. Since here the person begins in a part of the environment

where their direct path is obstructed by obstacles (right Fig. 7.4), they must navigate

around the obstacles before they get to the goal. The evidence of the person moving away

from obstacles makes it difficult to disambiguate if they truly are goal-driven or obstacle-

averse. Thus, initializations which bias our estimator towards believing that people are

obstacle-averse is a poor choice if we want our robot to learn any other �∗ quickly.

Closing Remarks. In this work, we leveraged tools from reachability analysis to analyze

human models which adapt online. By treating these models as dynamical systems where

the estimate is state and the human data is control, we obtain the best and worst-case time

to learn, extract the optimal measurements which enable learning, and synthesize good

model parameter initializations.
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Part III

Safety for HRI Beyond
Collision-Avoidance

Thus far, this thesis has focused on traditional collision-avoidance notions of safety.

However, close collaboration with people demands more than just collision-avoidance,

raising the question: what is the right notion of safety? This need is highlighted in the robot

learning from physical human interactions domain: after consistently misinterpreting

human feedback during a household cleaning task, the robot erroneously learns to move

coffee mugs at an angle, resulting in spilled coffee and miscoordination. Part III first

lays the groundwork for how robots can learn online from intentional physical human

corrections. We then introduce a variant of confidence-aware robot learning for the

physical HRI domain, where the robot explicitly reasons about how well it can explain

human corrections (or demonstrations) give it’s hypothesis space. We demonstrate how

this reduces incorrect robot learning when the robot’s hypothesis space is not aligned

with the human’s during reward learning. This section is an exciting first step towards

the large problem domain of formalizing safety in HRI beyond collision-avoidance.
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Chapter 8

Learning Robot Objectives from Physical
Human-Robot Interaction

This chapter is based on the paper “Physical Interaction as Communication: Learning Robot

Objectives Online from Human Corrections” [148] written in collaboration with Dylan Losey,

Marcia O’Malley, and Anca Dragan.

Physical interaction is a natural means for collaboration and communication between

humans and robots. From compliant designs to reliable prediction algorithms, recent

advances in robotics have enabled humans and robots to work in close physical proximity.

Despite this progress, seamless physical interaction—where robots are as responsive,

intelligent, and fluid as their human counterparts—remains an open problem.

One key challenge is determining how robots should respond to direct physical contact.

Fast and safe responses to external forces are generally necessary, and have been studied

extensively within the field of physical human-robot interaction (pHRI). A traditional

controls approach is to treat the human’s interaction force as a perturbation to be rejected

or ignored. Here the robot assumes that it is an expert agent and follows its own prede-

fined trajectory regardless of the human’s actions [59]. Alternatively, the robot can treat

the human as the expert, so that the human guides the passive robot throughout their

preferred trajectory. Whenever the robot detects an interaction it stops moving and be-

comes transparent, enabling the human to easily adjust the robot’s state [101]. Impedance

control—the most prevalent paradigm for pHRI [87, 97]—combines aspects of the previ-

ous two control strategies. Here the robot tracks a predefined trajectory, but when the

human interacts the robot complies with the human’s applied force. Under this approach

the human can intuitively alter the robot’s state while also receiving force feedback from

the robot.

In each of these different response strategies for pHRI the robot returns to its pre-

planned trajectory as soon as the human stops interacting. In other words, the robot

remains confident that its original trajectory is the correct way to complete the task. Since

this robot trajectory is optimal with respect to some underlying objective function, these
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response paradigms effectively maintain a fixed objective function during pHRI. Hence,

the human’s interactions do not change the robot’s understanding of the task; instead,

external forces are simply disturbances which should be reacted to, rather than information

which should be reasoned about.

In this work we assert that physical human interactions are often intentional, and

occur because the robot is doing something that the human believes is incorrect. The

fact that the human is physically intervening to fix the robot’s behavior implies that the

robot’s trajectory—and therefore the underlying objective function used to produce this

trajectory—is wrong. Under our framework we consider the forces that the human applies

as observations about the true objective function that the robot should be optimizing,

which is known to the human but not by the robot. Accordingly, human interactions

should no longer be thought of as only disturbances that perturb the robot from its pre-

planned trajectory, but rather as corrections that teach the robot about the desired behavior

during the task.

This insight enables us to formalize the robot’s response to pHRI as an instance of

a partially observable dynamical system, where the robot is unsure of its true objective

function, and human interactions provide information about that objective. Solving this

system defines the optimal way for the robot to respond to pHRI. We derive an approxima-

tion of the solution to this system that works in real-time for continuous state and action

spaces, enabling robot arms to react to pHRI online and adjust how they complete the

current task. Due to the necessity of fast and reactive schemes, we also derive an online

gradient-descent solution that adapts inverse reinforcement learning approaches to the

pHRI domain. We find that this solution works well in some settings, while in others

user corrections are noisy and result in unintended learning. We alleviate this problem

by introducing a restriction to our update rule focused on extracting only what the person

intends to correct, rather than assuming that every aspect of their correction is intentional.

Finally, we compare our approximations to a full solution, and experimentally test our

proposed learning method in user studies with a robotic manipulator.

We make the following contributions1:

Formalizing pHRI as implicitly communicating objectives. We formalize reacting to

physical human-robot interaction as a dynamical system, where the robot optimizes an

objective function with an unknown parameter �, and human interventions serve as

observations about the true value of �. As posed, this problem is an instance of a Partially

Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP).

Learning online from pHRI and safely controlling the robot. Responding to pHRI

requires learning about the objective in real-time (the estimation problem), as well as

adapting the robot’s motion in real-time (the control problem). We derive an approxi-

mation that enables both by moving from the action or policy level to the trajectory level,

bypassing the need for dynamic programming or POMDP solvers, and instead relying on

1
Note that parts of this work have been published at the Conference on Robotic Learning [19] and the

Conference on Human-Robot Interaction [18].
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(a) Robot that treats physical interactions as dis-

turbances.

(b) Robot that treats physical interactions as in-

tentional and informative.

Figure 8.1: (Top) When physical human interactions are treated as disturbances people have to repeatedly

push the robot to physically change its behavior. (Bottom) Robots that recognize that physical interactions

may be corrections can learn from these interactions and change their underlying behavior to align with the

human’s preferences.

local optimization. Working at the trajectory level we derive an online gradient descent

learning rule which updates the robot’s estimate of the true objective � as a function of

the human’s interaction force.

Responding to unintended human corrections. In practice, the human’s physical interac-

tions are noisy and imperfect, particularly when trying to correct high degree-of-freedom

(DoF) robotic arms. Because these corrections do not isolate exactly what the human is

trying to change, responding to all aspects of pHRI can result in unintended learning. We

therefore introduce a restriction to our online learning rule that only updates the robot’s

estimate over aspects of the task that the person was most likely trying to correct.

Analyzing approximate solutions. In a series of controlled human-robot simulations

we compare the performance of our online learning algorithm to the gold standard:

computing an optimal offline solution to the pHRI formalism. We also consider two

baselines: deforming the robot’s original trajectory in the direction of human forces, and

reacting to human forces with only impedance control. We find that our online learning

method outperforms the deformation and impedance control baselines, and that the

difference in performance between our online learning method and the more complete

offline solution is negligible.

Conducting user studies on a 7-DoF robot. We conduct two user studies with the JACO2

(Kinova) robotic arm to assess how online learning from physical interactions affects the

robot’s objective performance and the user’s subjective feedback. During these studies

the robot begins with an incorrect objective function and participants must physically
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intervene mid-task to teach the robot to execute the remainder of the task correctly. In our

first study we find that participants are able to physically teach the to perform the task

correctly, and that participants prefer robots that learn from pHRI. In our second study we

test how learning from all aspects of the human’s interaction compares to our restriction,

where the robot only learns about the single feature most correlated with the human’s

correction.

Overall, this work demonstrates how we can leverage the implicit communication

which is present during physical interactions. Learning from implicit human communi-

cation applies not only to pHRI, but conceivably also to other kinds of actions that people

take.

8.1 Prior Work
In this work, we enable robots to leverage physical interaction with a human during

task execution to learn a human’s objective function. We also account for imperfections in

the way that people physically interact to correct robot behavior. Prior work has separately

addressed (a) control strategies for reacting to pHRI without learning the human’s objec-

tive and (b) learning the human’s objective offline from kinesthetic demonstrations. An

exception is work on shared autonomy, which learns the human’s objective in real-time,

but only when that objective is parameterized by the human’s goal position. Finally, we

discuss related work on algorithmic teaching, which describes how humans can optimally

teach robots as well as how humans practically teach robots.

Controllers for pHRI. Recent review articles on control for physical human-robot inter-

action [87, 59] group these controllers into three categories: impedance control, reactive

strategies, and shared control. When selecting a controller for pHRI, ensuring the hu-

man’s safety is crucial. Impedance control, as originally proposed by [97], achieves human

safety by making robots compliant during interactions; for instance, the robot behaves like

a spring-damper centered at the desired trajectory. But the robot can react to human

contacts in other ways besides—or in addition to—rendering a desired impedance. [88]

suggest a variety of alternatives: the robot could stop moving, switch to a low-impedance

mode, move in the direction of the human’s applied force, or re-time its desired trajectory.

More relevant here are works on shared control, where the robot has an objective

function, and uses that objective function to select optimal control feedback during pHRI

[101, 156, 147]. In [140] the authors formulate pHRI with game theory. The robot has an

objective function which depends on the error from a pre-defined trajectory, the human’s

effort, and the robot’s effort. During the task the robot learns the relative weights of these

terms from human interactions, resulting in a shared controller that becomes less stiff

when the human exerts more force. Rather than only learning the correct robot stiffness—

as in [140]—our work more generally learns the correct robot behavior. We note that each

of these control methods [97, 88, 101, 156, 140, 147] enables the robot to safely respond to
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human interactions in real-time. However, once the human stops interacting, the robot

resumes performing its task in the same way as it had planned before human interactions.

Learning Human Objectives Offline. Inverse reinforcement learning (IRL), also known

as inverse optimal control, explicitly learns the human’s objective function from demon-

strations [3, 109, 162, 167]. IRL is an instance of supervised learning where the human

shows the robot the correct way to perform the task, and the robot infers the human’s ob-

jective offline from one or more demonstrations. Demonstrations can be provided through

pHRI, where the human kinesthetically guides the passive robot along their desired tra-

jectory [70, 108]. In practice, the human’s actual demonstrations may not be optimal with

respect to their objective, and [173, 237] address IRL from approximately optimal or noisy

demonstrations.

Most relevant to our research are IRL approaches that learn from corrections to the

robot’s trajectory rather than complete demonstrations [99, 113, 175]. Within these works,

the human corrects some aspect of the demonstrated trajectory during the current iteration,

and the robot improves its trajectory the next time it performs the task. By contrast, we use

human interactions to update the robot’s behavior during the current task. Our solution

for real-time learning is analogous to online Maximum Margin Planning [175] or coactive

learning [99, 197], but we derive this solution as an approximately optimal response to

pHRI. Moreover, we also show how this learning method can be adjusted to accommodate

unintentional human corrections.

As we move towards online learning, we also point out research where the robot

learns a discrete set of candidate reward functions offline, and then changes between

these options based on the human’s real-time physical corrections [228]. We view this

work as a simplified instance of our approach, where the robot has sufficient domain

knowledge to limit the continuous space of rewards to a few discrete choices.

Learning Human Goals Online. Prior work on shared autonomy has explored how

robots can learn the human’s objective online from the human’s actions. [65, 102] consider

human-robot collaboration and teleoperation applications, in which the robot observes the

human’s inputs, and then infers the human’s desired goal position during the current task.

Other works on shared autonomy have extended this framework to learn the human’s

adaptability [165] or trust [46] so that the robot can reason about how its actions may

alter the human’s goal. In all of these prior works the robot is moving through free-

space and the human’s preferred goal is the only aspect of the true objective which is

unknown. We build on this prior work by considering general objective parameters; this

requires a more complex—i.e., non-analytic and difficult to compute—observation model,

along with additional approximations to achieve online performance.

Although not part of shared autonomy, we also point out research where the robot’s

trajectory changes online due to physical human interactions. In some works—such as

[153, 201]—the robot alters its trajectory to avoid physical human interaction. More related

to our approach are works where the robot embraces physical corrections to adapt its

behavior. For example, in [146, 116, 115, 145] the robot maintains a parameterized desired
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trajectory or dynamical system, and updates the parameters in real-time to minimize the

error between the resultant trajectory and the human’s corrections. These works directly

update the robot’s desired trajectory based on corrections; by contrast, we learn a reward

function from human corrections, which can—in turn—be used to generate dynamical

systems or desired trajectories. Learning a reward function is advantageous here because

it enables the robot to generalize what it has learned within the task, e.g., because the

human has corrected the robot closer to one table, the robot will move closer to a second

table as well.

Humans Teaching Robots. Recent works on algorithmic teaching, also referred to as

machine teaching, can be used to find the optimal way to teach a learning agent [22,

83, 236]. Within our setting the human teaches the robot their objective function via

corrections, but actual end-users are imperfect teachers. Algorithmic teaching addresses

this issue by improving the human’s demonstrations for IRL [39]. Here the robot learner

provides advice to the human teacher, guiding them into making better corrections. By

contrast, we focus on developing learning algorithms that match how everyday end-users

approach the task of teaching [207, 208, 106]. Put another way, we do not want to optimize

the human’s corrections, but rather develop learning algorithms that account for imperfect

teachers. Most relevant is [6], which shows how humans can kinesthetically correct the

robot’s waypoints offline to better match their desired trajectory. We similarly investigate

interfaces that make it easier for people to teach robots, but in the context of applying

physical forces to correct an existing robot trajectory.

8.2 Formalizing Physical Human-Robot Interaction
Consider a robot performing a task autonomously and in close proximity to a human

end-user. The human observes this robot and can physically interact with the robot to

alter its behavior. Returning to our running example from Fig. 8.1, imagine a robotic

manipulator that is carrying a coffee mug from the top of a cabinet down to a table while

the human sits nearby. Importantly, the robot is either not doing this task correctly (e.g.,

the robot is carrying the cup at such an angle that coffee will spill) or the robot is not doing

the task according to the human’s personal preferences (e.g., the robot is carrying the coffee

too far above the table). In both of these cases the human is incentivized to physically

interact with the robot and correct its behavior: but how should the robot respond? Here

we formalize pHRI as a dynamical system where the robot does not know the correct

objective function that the human wants it to optimize and the human’s interactions are

informative about this objective. Importantly, this formalism defines what it means for a

robot to respond in the right or optimal way to physical human interactions. Furthermore,

certain strategies for responding to pHRI can be justified as approximate solutions to this

formalism.

Notation. Let 𝑥 be the robot’s state, 𝑢𝑟 be the robot’s action, and 𝑢ℎ be the human’s action.
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Returning to our motivating example, 𝑥 ∈ R𝑛 encodes the manipulator’s joint positions

and velocities, 𝑢𝑟 ∈ R𝑚 are the robot’s commanded joint torques, and 𝑢ℎ ∈ R𝑚 are the

joint torques resulting from the wrench applied by the human. The robot transitions to

the next state based on its deterministic dynamics ¤𝑥 = 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑢𝑟 + 𝑢ℎ). Notice that both the

robot’s and human’s action influence the robot’s motion. In what follows we will work in

discrete time, where a superscript 𝑡 denotes the current timestep. For instance, 𝑥𝑡 is the

state at time 𝑡.

Objective. We model the human as having a particular reward function in mind that

represents how they would like the current task to be performed. We write this reward

function as a linear combination of task-related features [3, 237]:

𝑟(𝑥, 𝑢𝑟 , 𝑢ℎ ;�) = � · 𝜙(𝑥, 𝑢𝑟 , 𝑢ℎ) − �∥𝑢ℎ ∥2. (8.1)

In the above, 𝜙 ∈ [0, 1]𝑁 is a normalized vector of 𝑁 features, � is a positive constant, and

� ∈ R𝑁 is a parameter vector that determines the relative weight of each feature. Here

� encapsulates the true objective: if an agent knows exactly how to weight all the aspects

of the task, then it can compute how to perform the task optimally. The first term in

Equation (8.1) is the task-related reward, while the second term penalizes human effort.

Intuitively, the human wants the robot to complete the task according to their objective

�—e.g., prioritizing keeping the coffee upright, or moving closer to the table—without

any human intervention2.

With this formalism the robot should take actions 𝑢𝑟 to maximize the reward in Equa-

tion (8.1) across every timestep. This is challenging, however, because the robot does not

know the true objective parameters �: only the human knows �. Different end-users have

different objectives, which can change from task-to-task and even day-to-day. We thus

think of � as a hidden part of the state known only by the human. If the robot did know

�, then pHRI would reduce to an instance of a Markov decision process (MDP), where

the states are 𝑥, the actions are 𝑢𝑟 , the reward is (8.1), and the robot understands what it

means to complete its task optimally. But since the actual robot is uncertain about �, we

must reason over this uncertainty during pHRI.

POMDP. We formalize pHRI as an instance of a partially observable Markov decision

process (POMDP) where the true objective � is a hidden part of the state, and the robot

receives observations about � through the human actions 𝑢ℎ . Formally, a POMDP is a

tuple ⟨𝑆,𝑈, 𝑍, 𝑇, 𝑂, 𝑟, 𝛾⟩ where:

• 𝑆 is the set of states, where 𝑠 = (𝑥, �), so that the system state contains the robot state

𝑥 and parameter �

• 𝑈 is the set of the robot actions 𝑢𝑟

2
We recognize that ∥𝑢ℎ ∥2 could also be thought of as a feature in 𝜙 with weight �; however, we have

explicitly listed this term to emphasize that the robot should not rely on human guidance.
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• 𝑍 is the set of observations (i.e. human actions 𝑢ℎ)

• 𝑇(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝑟 + 𝑢𝑡ℎ , 𝑠
𝑡+1) is the transition distribution determined by the robot’s dynamics

(� is constant)

• 𝑂(𝑠𝑡+1, 𝑢𝑡𝑟 , 𝑧
𝑡+1) is the observation distribution

• 𝑟(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝑟 , 𝑢𝑡ℎ) is the reward function from (8.1)

• 𝛾 is the discount factor

In the above POMDP the robot cannot directly observe the system state 𝑠, and instead

maintains a belief over 𝑠, where 𝑏(𝑠) is the probability of the system being in state 𝑠.

Within our pHRI setting we assume that the robot knows its state 𝑥 (e.g., position and

velocity), so that the belief over 𝑠 reduces to 𝑏(�), the robot’s belief over �. The robot

does not know the human’s true objective parameter �, but updates its belief over � by

observing the human’s physical interactions 𝑢ℎ .

Solving this POMDP yields the robot’s optimal response to pHRI during the task3. We

point out that this POMDP is atypical, however, because the observations 𝑢ℎ additionally

affect the robot’s reward 𝑟, similar to [102], and alter the robot’s state 𝑥 via the transition

distribution𝑇. Because the human’s actions can change both the state and reward, solving

this POMDP suggests that the robot should anticipate future human actions, and choose

control inputs 𝑢𝑟 that account for the predicted human inputs 𝑢ℎ , similar to [96].

Observation Model. Assuming that human interactions are meaningful, the robot should

leverage the human’s actions 𝑢ℎ to update its belief over �. In order to associate the

human interactions 𝑢ℎ with the objective parameter �, the robot uses an observation

model: 𝑃(𝑢ℎ | 𝑥, 𝑢𝑟 ;�). If we were to treat the human’s actions as random disturbances,

then we would select a uniform probability distribution for 𝑃(𝑢ℎ | 𝑥, 𝑢𝑟 ;�). By contrast,

here we model the human as intentionally interacting to correct the robot’s behavior; more

specifically, let us model the human as correcting the robot to approximately maximize

their reward. We assume the human selects an action 𝑢ℎ that, when combined with the

robot’s action 𝑢𝑟 , leads to a high Q-value (state-action value) assuming the robot will behave

optimally after the current timestep, i.e., assuming that the robot learns the true �:

𝑃(𝑢𝑡
ℎ
| 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝑟 ;�) =

𝑒𝑄(𝑥
𝑡 ,𝑢𝑡𝑟+𝑢𝑡ℎ ;�)∫

𝑒𝑄(𝑥𝑡 ,𝑢
𝑡
𝑟+�̃�ℎ ;�)𝑑�̃�ℎ

(8.2)

Our choice of Equation (8.2) stems from maximum entropy assumptions [237], as well as

the Bolzmann distributions used in cognitive science models of human behavior [21].

3
The most general formulation for pHRI is that of a cooperative inverse reinforcement learning (CIRL)

game [89], which, when solved, yields the optimal human and robot policies.
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8.3 Approximate Solutions for Online Learning
Although we have demonstrated that pHRI is an instance of a POMDP, solving

POMDPs exactly is at best computationally expensive and at worst intractable [107].

POMDP solvers have made significant progress [198, 203]; however, it still remains diffi-

cult to compute online solutions for continuous state, action, and observation spaces. For

instance, when evaluated on a toy problem (𝑆 = R4
, 𝑂 = R8

), recent developments do

not obtain exact solutions within one second [206]. The lack of efficient POMDP solvers

for large, continuous state, action, and observation spaces is particularly challenging here

since (a) the dimension of our state space 𝑆 is twice the number of robot DoF, 2𝑛, plus the

number of task-related features, 𝑁 , and (b) we are interested in real-time solutions that

enable the robot to learn and act while the human is interacting (i.e. we need millisecond-

to-second solutions). Accordingly, in this section we introduce three approximations to

our pHRI formalism that enable online solutions. First, we separate finding the optimal

robot policy from estimating the human’s objective. Next, we simplify the observation

model and use a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of � as opposed to the full belief

over �. Finally, when finding the optimal robot policy and estimating �, we move from

policies to trajectories. These approximations show how our solution is derived from the

complete POMDP formalism outlined in the last section, but now enable the robot to learn

and react in real-time with continuous state, action, and belief spaces.

QMDP. We first assume that � will become fully observable to the robot at the next

timestep. Given this assumption, our POMDP reduces to a QMDP [142]; QMDPs have

been used by [102] to approximate a POMDP with uncertainty over the human’s goal. The

QMDP separates into two distinct subproblems: (a) finding the robot’s optimal policy given

the current belief 𝑏(�) over the human’s objective:

𝑄(𝑥, 𝑢𝑟 , 𝑏) =
∫

𝑏(�)𝑄(𝑥, 𝑢𝑟 , �)𝑑� (8.3)

where 𝑢∗𝑟 = arg max𝑢𝑟 𝑄(𝑥, 𝑢𝑟 , 𝑏) evaluated at every state yields the optimal policy, and (b)

updating the belief 𝑏(�) over the human’s objective � given a new observation:

𝑏𝑡+1(�) =
𝑃(𝑢𝑡

ℎ
| 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝑟 ;�)𝑏𝑡(�)∫

𝑃(𝑢𝑡
ℎ
| 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝑟 ; �̃)𝑏𝑡(�̃)𝑑�̃

(8.4)

where 𝑃(𝑢𝑡
ℎ
| 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝑟 ;�) is the observation model in Equation (8.2), and 𝑏𝑡(�) = 𝑃(� |

𝑥0:𝑡 , 𝑢0:𝑡
𝑟 , 𝑢

0:𝑡
ℎ
) for 𝑡 ∈ {0, 1, . . .}.

Intuitively, under this QMDP the robot is always exploiting the information it currently

has, and never actively tries to explore for new information. A robot using the policy from

Equation (8.3) does not anticipate any human actions 𝑢ℎ , and so the robot solves for its

optimal policy as if it were completing the task in isolation. Recall that we previously

pointed out that physical human interactions can influence the robot’s state. In practice,
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however, we do not necessarily want to account for these actions when planning—the

robot should not rely on the human to move the robot. Due to our QMPD approximation

the robot never relies on the human for guidance: but when the human does interact, the

robot leverages 𝑢ℎ to learn about � in Equation (8.4). In summary, the robot only considers

𝑢ℎ for its information value.

MAP of �. Ideally, the robot would maintain a full belief 𝑏(�) over �. Since the human’s

objective � ∈ R𝑁 is continuous, potentially high-dimensional, and our observation model

is non-Gaussian, we approximate 𝑏 with the maximum a posteriori estimate. We will let �̂
be the robot’s MAP estimate of �.

Planning and Control. Indeed, even if we had 𝑏(�), solving (8.3) in continuous state,

action, and belief spaces is still intractable for real-time implementations. Let us focus on

the challenge of finding the robot’s optimal policy given the current MAP estimate �̂. We

move from computing policies to planning trajectories, so that—rather than evaluating

(8.3) at every timestep—we plan an optimal trajectory from start to goal, and then track

that trajectory using a safe controller.

At every timestep 𝑡, we first replan a trajectory � = 𝑥0:𝑇 ∈ Ξ which optimizes the task-

related reward from Equation (8.1) over the 𝑇-step planning horizon. If our features 𝜙
only depend on the state 𝑥, then the cumulative task-related reward becomes:

𝑅(�;�) = � · Φ(�) =
∑
𝑥𝑡∈�

� · 𝜙(𝑥𝑡) (8.5)

Here Φ(�) is the total feature count along trajectory �. Using the cumulative reward

function in Equation (8.5), the robot finds the optimal trajectory �𝑡𝑟 from its current estimate

�̂𝑡 :
�𝑡𝑟 = arg max

�∈Ξ
�̂𝑡 · Φ(�) (8.6)

We can solve Equation (8.6) for the optimal trajectory using trajectory optimization tools

[192, 111]. Whenever �̂ is updated from pHRI during task execution, the robot’s trajectory

will be replanned using that new estimate to match the the learned objective.

To track the robot’s planned trajectory we leverage impedance control. Impedance

control—as originally proposed by [97]—is the most popular controller for pHRI [87], and

ensures that the robot responds compliantly to human corrections [58]. Let 𝑥𝑡 = (𝑞𝑡 , ¤𝑞𝑡),
where 𝑞𝑡 is the robot’s current configuration, and 𝑞𝑡𝑟 ∈ �𝑡𝑟 is the desired configuration at

timestep t. After feedback linearization [204], the equation of motion of a robot arm under

impedance control becomes:

𝑀𝑟(¥𝑞𝑡 − ¥𝑞𝑡𝑟) + 𝐵𝑟( ¤𝑞𝑡 − ¤𝑞𝑡𝑟) + 𝐾𝑟(𝑞𝑡 − 𝑞𝑡𝑟) = 𝑢𝑡ℎ (8.7)

Here 𝑀𝑟 , 𝐵𝑟 , and 𝐾𝑟 are the desired inertia, damping, and stiffness rendered by the robot.

These parameters determine what impedance the human perceives: for instance, lower 𝐾𝑟
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makes the robot appear more compliant. In our experiments, we implement a simplified

impedance controller without feedback linearization:

𝑢𝑡𝑟 = 𝐵𝑟( ¤𝑞𝑡𝑟 − ¤𝑞𝑡) + 𝐾𝑟(𝑞𝑡𝑟 − 𝑞𝑡) (8.8)

This control input drives the robot towards its desired state 𝑥𝑡 ∈ �𝑡𝑟 , and evaluating

Equation (8.8) over all states yields the robot’s policy. To summarize, we first solve the

trajectory optimization problem from Equation (8.6) to get the current robot trajectory �𝑡𝑟 ,
and then compliantly track that trajectory using Equation (8.8). Notice that if the robot

never updates �̂ then �𝑡𝑟 = �𝑡−1

𝑟 , and this approach reduces to using impedance control to

track an unchanging robot trajectory.

Intended Trajectories. Next we address the second QMDP subproblem: updating the

MAP estimate �̂ after each new observation. First we must find an observation model

which we can compute in real-time. Similar to solving for our optimal policy with Equation

(8.3), evaluating our observation model from Equation (8.2) for a given � is challenging

because it requires that we determine the 𝑄-value associated with that �. Previously

we avoided this issue by moving from policies to trajectories. We will utilize the same

simplification here to find a feasible observation model based on the human’s intended

trajectory.

Instead of attempting to directly relate 𝑢ℎ to �, as in our original observation model, we

propose an intermediate step: interpret each human action 𝑢ℎ via an intended trajectory,

�ℎ , which the human would prefer for the robot to execute. We leverage trajectory

deformations [146] to get the intended trajectory �ℎ from the robots planned trajectory

�𝑟 and the humans physical interaction 𝑢ℎ . Following [146], we propagate the human’s

interaction force along the robot’s trajectory:

�ℎ = �𝑟 + �𝐴−1𝑈ℎ (8.9)

where � > 0 scales the magnitude of the deformation. The symmetric positive definite

matrix 𝐴 defines a norm on the Hilbert space of trajectories and dictates the shape of the

deformation [66]. The input vector is 𝑈ℎ = 𝑢ℎ at the current time, and 𝑈ℎ = 0 at all other

times. During experiments we use the velocity norm for 𝐴 [66], but other options are

possible.

Our deformed trajectory minimizes the distance from the previous trajectory while

keeping the end-points the same and moving the corrected point to its new configuration

[66]. Whereas using the Euclidean norm to measure distance would return the same

trajectory as before with the current waypoint teleported to where the user corrected it,

using a band-diagonal norm 𝐴 (e.g., the velocity norm) serves to couple each waypoint

along the trajectory to the one before it and the one after it. This formalizes the effect

proposed by elastic strips by [36] and elastic bands by [170].

Now rather than evaluating the𝑄-value of 𝑢ℎ+𝑢𝑟 given �, like we did in Equation (8.2),

we can compare the human’s intended trajectory �ℎ to the robot’s original trajectory �𝑟 and
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relate these differences to �. We assume that the human provides a intended trajectory �ℎ
that approximately maximizes their cumulative task-related reward from Equation (8.5)

while remaining close to �𝑟 :

𝑃(�ℎ | �𝑟 ;�) ≈
𝑒𝑅(�ℎ ;�)−�∥�ℎ−�𝑟 ∥

2∫
𝑒𝑅(�̃ℎ ;�)−�∥�̃ℎ−�𝑟 ∥2𝑑�̃ℎ

(8.10)

Moving forward we treat𝑃(�ℎ | �𝑟 ;�) as our observation model. Note that this observation

model is analogous to Equation (8.2) but in trajectory space. In other words, Equation (8.10)

yields a distribution over intended trajectories given � and the current robot trajectory.

Here the correspondence between the human’s effort ∥𝑢ℎ ∥2 and the change in trajectories

∥�ℎ − �𝑟 ∥2 stems from the deformation in Equation (8.9). In conclusion, we can leverage

our simplified observation model (8.10) to tractably reason about the meaning behind the

human’s physical interaction.

8.4 All-at-Once Online Learning
So far we have determined how to choose the robot’s actions given �̂, the current MAP

estimate of the human’s objective. We have also derived a tractable observation model.

Next, we apply this observation model to update �̂ based on human interactions. By using

online gradient descent we arrive at an update rule for �̂ which adjusts the weights of all

the features based on a single human correction. We refer to this method as all-at-once

learning. We also relate all-at-once learning to prior works on online Maximium Margin

Planning (MMP) and Coactive Learning.

Gradient Descent. If we assume that the observations are conditionally independent4,

then the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate at timestep 𝑡 + 1 is:

�̂𝑡+1 = arg max

�
𝑃(�0

ℎ
, . . . , �𝑡

ℎ
| �0

𝑟 , . . . , �
𝑡
𝑟 , �)𝑃(�)

= arg max

�

𝑡∑
𝜏=0

ln𝑃(�𝜏
ℎ
| �𝜏𝑟 , �) + ln𝑃(�) (8.11)

where 𝑃(�𝜏
ℎ
| �𝜏𝑟 ;�) is our observation model from Equation (8.10). To use this model we

need to compute the normalizer, which requires integrating over the space of all possible

human-preferred trajectories. We instead leverage Laplace’s method to approximate the

normalizer. Taking a second-order Taylor series expansion of 𝑅(�ℎ , �)−�∥�ℎ −�𝑟 ∥2 about

�𝑟 , the robot’s estimate of the optimal trajectory, we obtain a Gaussian integral that we can

4
Recent work by [139] extends our approach to cases where the interactions are not conditionally

independent, i.e., multiple corrections are interconnected.
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evaluate:

𝑃(�ℎ | �𝑟 , �) ≈
(
𝑒𝑅(�ℎ ,�)−𝑅(�𝑟 ,�)−�| |�ℎ−�𝑟 | |

2

)
·
√

det{−∇2

� 𝑓 (�𝑟)} ·
1√
(2𝜋)𝑛

(8.12)

where 𝑓 (�) := 𝑅(�, �)−�∥�−�𝑟 ∥2 and −∇2

� 𝑓 (�𝑟) is the negative Hessian with respect to �.

Since we have assumed that the human’s intended trajectory �ℎ is an improvement over

the robot’s trajectory �𝑟 , then it must be the case that 𝑅(�ℎ , �) > 𝑅(�𝑟 , �). Let �̂0
be the

robot’s initial estimate of �, such that the robot has a prior:

𝑃(�) = 1

(2𝜋𝛼)1/2
𝑒−

1

2𝛼 ∥�−�̂0∥2
(8.13)

where 𝛼 is a positive constant.

Substituting our normalized observation model from Equation (8.12) and the prior

from Equation (8.13) back into Equation (8.11), the MAP estimate �̂𝑡+1
is the solution to:

arg max

�

𝑡∑
𝜏=0

(
𝑅(�𝜏

ℎ
, �) − 𝑅(�𝜏𝑟 , �)

)
− 1

2𝛼
∥� − �̂0∥2 (8.14)

In Equation (8.14) the �∥�ℎ − �𝑟 ∥2 terms have dropped out because this penalty for

human effort does not explicitly depend on �. For a detailed derivation on the Laplace

approximation and the MAP estimate, please see Section 8.10. Intuitively, our estimation

problem (8.14) states that we are searching for the objective � that maximally separates the

reward associated with �ℎ and �𝑟 , while also regulating the size of the change in �.

We solve Equation (8.14) by taking the gradient with respect to � and then setting the

result equal to zero. Substituting in our cumulative reward function from Equation (8.5),

we obtain the all-at-once update rule:

�̂𝑡+1 = �̂0 + 𝛼
𝑡∑

𝜏=0

(
Φ(�𝜏

ℎ
) −Φ(�𝜏𝑟 )

)
= �̂𝑡 + 𝛼

(
Φ(�𝑡

ℎ
) −Φ(�𝑡𝑟)

)
(8.15)

Given the current MAP estimate �̂𝑡 , the robot’s trajectory �𝑡𝑟 , and the human’s intended

trajectory �𝑡
ℎ
, we determine an approximate MAP estimate at timestep 𝑡 + 1 by comparing

the feature counts. Note that the update rule in (8.15) is actually the online gradient

descent algorithm [35] applied to our normalized observation model (8.12).

Interpretation. The all-at-once update rule (8.15) has a simple interpretation: if any feature

has a higher value along the human’s intended trajectory than the robot’s trajectory,

the robot should increase the weight of that feature. Returning to our example, if the

human’s preferred trajectory �ℎ moves the coffee closer to the table than the robot’s
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Figure 8.2: Visualization of one iteration of our proposed algorithm for online learning from pHRI. Here

a point robot is moving in a 2D environment with two obstacles, 𝑂1 and 𝑂2. The robot initially plans to

follow a straight line trajectory from start to goal (�𝑡𝑟 , black dotted line). But the human wants the robot to

move farther away from the obstacles: the human pushes the robot, and the robot uses the human’s applied

force to deform its initial trajectory into a human preferred trajectory (�𝑡
ℎ
, solid black line). Given that �𝑡

ℎ

is better aligned with the human’s objective than �𝑡𝑟 , we compute an online update of � and replan a new

trajectory �𝑡+1

𝑟 (orange dotted line). Notice that the new trajectory moves the robot farther from the nearby

obstacle 𝑂1 and the future obstacle 𝑂2.

original trajectory �𝑟 , the weights in �̂ for distance-to-table will increase. This enables the

robot to learn in real-time from corrections.

Interestingly, our all-at-once update rule is a special case of the update rules from

two related IRL works. Equation (8.15) is the same as the Preference Perceptron for

coactive learning—introduced in [shivaswamy2015] and applied for manipulation tasks

by [99]—if �ℎ was the robot’s original trajectory �𝑟 with a single corrected waypoint.

Similarly, Equation (8.15) is analogous to online Maximum Margin Planning without the

loss function if the correction �ℎ was treated as a new demonstration [175]. These findings

also align with work from [54], who show that other IRL methods can be interpreted as

a MAP estimate. What is unique in our work is that we demonstrate how the online

gradient-descent update rule in Equation (8.15) results from a POMDP with hidden state

� where physical human interactions are interpreted as intended trajectories.

8.5 One-at-a-Time Online Learning
We derived an update rule to learn the human’s objective from their physical interac-

tions with the robot. This all-at-once approach changes the weight of all the features that

the human adjusts during their correction. In practice, however, the human’s interactions

(and their intended trajectory) may result in unintended corrections which mistakenly alter

features the human meant to leave untouched. For example, when the human’s action
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intentionally causes �ℎ to move closer to the table, the same correction may accidentally

also change the orientation of the coffee. In order to address unintended corrections, we

here assume that the human’s intended trajectory �ℎ should change only a single feature.

We explain how to determine which feature the human is trying to change, and then

modify the update rule from Equation (8.15) to obtain one-at-a-time learning.

Intended Feature Difference. Let us define the change in features at time 𝑡 as ΔΦ𝑡 =

Φ(�𝑡
ℎ
)−Φ(�𝑡𝑟) ∈ R𝑁 , where �𝑡

ℎ
is the human’s intended trajectory, �𝑡𝑟 is the robot’s trajectory,

and 𝑁 is the number of features. Given our assumption that the human intends to change

just one feature at a single timepoint, ΔΦ𝑡
should have only a single non-zero entry;

however, because human corrections are imperfect [6, 106] this not always the case. We

introduce the intended feature difference, ΔΦ𝑡
ℎ
, where only the feature the human wants to

update is non-zero. At each timestep the robot must infer ΔΦ𝑡
ℎ

from ΔΦ𝑡
. Note that this

one-at-a-time approach does not mean that only a single feature changes during the entire

task: the user can adjust a different feature at each timestep.

Without loss of generality, assume the human is trying to change the 𝑖-th entry of the

robot’s MAP estimate �̂ during the current timestep 𝑡. The ideal human correction of �𝑡𝑟
should accordingly change the feature count in the direction:

𝐽𝑖 =
𝜕Φ(�𝑡𝑟)
𝜕�̂𝑡

𝑖

(8.16)

Recall that �𝑡𝑟 is optimal with respect to the current estimate �̂𝑡 , and so changing �̂𝑡 will

alter Φ(�𝑡𝑟). Put another way, if the human is an optimal corrector, and their interaction

was meant to alter just the weight on the 𝑖-th feature, then we would expect them to correct

the current robot trajectory �𝑡𝑟 such that they produce a feature difference ΔΦ𝑡
exactly in

the direction of the vector 𝐽𝑖 from Equation (8.16).

Because the human is imperfect, they will not exactly match Equation (8.16). Instead,

we model the human as making corrections ΔΦ𝑡
in the direction of 𝐽𝑖 . This yields an

observation model from which the robot can find the likelihood of observing a specific

feature difference ΔΦ𝑡
given that the human is attempting to update the 𝑖-th feature:

𝑃(ΔΦ | 𝑖) ∝ 𝑒 |𝐽𝑖 ·ΔΦ| (8.17)

Recalling that the robot observes the feature difference ΔΦ𝑡 = Φ(�𝑡
ℎ
) − Φ(�𝑡𝑟), then we

estimate which feature the human most likely wants to change using:

𝑖∗ = arg max

𝑖
𝑃(Φ(�𝑡

ℎ
) −Φ(�𝑡𝑟) | 𝑖)

= arg max

𝑖

��𝐽𝑖 · (Φ(�𝑡ℎ) −Φ(�𝑡𝑟)) �� (8.18)

Once the robot solves for the most likely feature the human wants to change, 𝑖∗, it can now

find the human’s intended feature difference ΔΦ𝑡
ℎ
. Recall that, if the human wanted to only
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update feature 𝑖∗, their intended feature difference would ideally be in the direction 𝐽𝑖∗ .

Thus, we choose ΔΦ𝑡
ℎ
∝ 𝐽𝑖∗ as our intended feature difference.

Update Rule. We make two simplifications to derive a one-at-a-time update rule. Both

simplifications stem from the difficulty of evaluating the partial derivative from Equation

(8.16) in real-time. Indeed, rather than computing this partial derivative, we approximate

𝐽𝑖 as proportional to the vector (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0), where the 𝑖-th entry is non-zero. Intuitively,

we are here assuming that when the 𝑖-th weight in �̂ changes, it predominately induces a

change in the 𝑖-th feature along the resulting optimal trajectory.

Given this assumption, computing the intended feature difference ΔΦ𝑡
ℎ
∝ 𝐽𝑖∗ reduces

to projecting the observed feature difference ΔΦ𝑡
induced by the human’s action 𝑢ℎ onto

the 𝑖∗-th axis:

ΔΦ𝑡
ℎ
= (0, . . . ,ΔΦ𝑡

𝑖∗ , . . . , 0) (8.19)

This fulfills our original requirement for the intended feature difference ΔΦ𝑡
ℎ

to only have

one non-zero entry. Moreover, once we substitute our simplification of 𝐽𝑖 back into our

feature estimation problem (8.18), we get a simple yet intuitive heuristic for finding 𝑖∗:
only the feature which the user has changed the most during their correction should be

updated. Our one-at-a-time update rule is therefore similar to the gradient update from

Equation (8.15), but with a single feature weight update using Equation (8.19):

�̂𝑡+1 = �̂𝑡 + 𝛼ΔΦ𝑡
ℎ

(8.20)

Instead of updating the estimated weights associated with all the features like in Equation

(8.15), we now only update the MAP estimate for the feature which has the largest change

in feature count. Overall, isolating a single feature at every timestep is meant to mitigate

the effects of unintended learning from noisy physical interactions5.

8.6 Optimally Responding to pHRI
Before introducing all-at-once and one-at-a-time learning, we showed how approxi-

mate solutions to pHRI involve (a) safely tracking the optimal trajectory and (b) updating

the MAP estimate based on human interactions. Now that we have derived update rules

for �̂, we will circle back and present our algorithm for learning from pHRI. We also

include practical considerations for implementation.

Algorithm. We have formalized pHRI as an instance of a POMDP and then approximated

that POMDP as a QMDP. To solve this QMDP we must both find the robot’s optimal policy

and update the MAP estimate of � at every timestep 𝑡. First, we approximate the robot’s

optimal policy by solving a trajectory optimization problem in Equation (8.6) for �𝑡𝑟 and

then tracking �𝑡𝑟 with an impedance controller (8.8). Second, we update the MAP estimate

5
We note that all the features are normalized to have the same sensitivity.
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Algorithm 1 Online Learning from pHRI

Given: initial weights �̂0
and features 𝜙 ∈ [0, 1]𝑁

Initialize: �0

𝑟 ← arg max� �̂0 · Φ(�)
for 𝑡 = 0 to 𝑇 do

𝑢𝑡𝑟 = 𝐵𝑟( ¤𝑞𝑡𝑟 − ¤𝑞𝑡) + 𝐾𝑟(𝑞𝑡𝑟 − 𝑞𝑡) ⊲ (8.8)

�𝑡
ℎ
← �𝑡𝑟 + �𝐴−1𝑈 𝑡

ℎ
⊲ (8.9)

�̂𝑡+1← �̂𝑡 + 𝛼
(
Φ(�𝑡

ℎ
) −Φ(�𝑡𝑟)

)
⊲ (8.15) or (8.20)

�𝑡+1

𝑟 ← arg max� �̂𝑡+1 · Φ(�) ⊲ (8.6)

end for

�̂𝑡 by interpreting each human correction as an intended trajectory—which we obtain

by deforming the robot’s original trajectory using Equation (8.9)—and next we perform

either all-at-once (8.15) or one-at-a-time (8.20) online updates to obtain �̂𝑡+1
. At the next

timestep 𝑡 + 1 the robot replans its optimal trajectory under �̂𝑡+1
and the process repeats.

An overview is provided in Algorithm 1.

Implementation. In practice, Algorithm 1 uses impedance control to track a trajectory

that is replanned after pHRI. We note, however, that this approach ultimately derives from

formulating pHRI as a POMDP. One possible variation on this algorithm is—instead of

replanning �𝑡𝑟 from start to goal—replanning �𝑡𝑟 from the robot’s current state 𝑥𝑡 to the goal.

The advantage of this variation is that it saves us the time of recomputing the trajectory

before our current state (which the robot does not need to know). However, in our

implementation we always replan from start to goal. This is because constantly setting 𝑥𝑡

along the desired trajectory prevents the human from experiencing any impedance during

interactions (i.e., the robot never resists the human’s interactions). Without any haptic

feedback from the robot, the end-user cannot easily infer the current robot’s trajectory,

and so the human does not know whether additional corrections are necessary [101].

A second consideration deals with the robot’s feature space. Throughout this work we

assume that the robot knows the relevant features 𝜙, which are provided by the robot

designer or user [11]. Alternatively, the robot could use techniques like feature selection

[86] to filter a set of available features, or the features could be learned by the robot [136].

8.7 Simulations
To compare our real-time learning approach with optimal offline solutions and current

online baselines, as well as to test both all-at-once and one-at-a-time learning, we conduct

human-robot interaction simulations in a controlled environment. Here the robot is

performing a pick-and-place task: the robot is carrying a cup of coffee for the simulated

human. The simulated human physically interacts with the robot to correct its behavior.
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of the offline QMDP solution and our online Learning approximation for a pick-

and-place task. The robot is attempting to carry the cup to the table. Originally the robot is confident it

should move in a straight line (black), but the user actually wants the cup to be carried closer to the ground

(blue, dashed). Here the human physically interacts to guide the robot back to their desired trajectory

(circles) when the robot’s error is too high.

Setup. We perform three separate simulated experiments. In each, the robot is moving

within a planar world from a fixed start position to a fixed goal position. We here use a

2-DoF point robot for simplicity, while noting that we will use a 7-DoF robotic manipulator

during our user studies. The robot’s state is 𝑥 ∈ R2
, the robot’s action is 𝑢𝑟 ∈ R2

, and the

human’s action is 𝑢ℎ ∈ R2
; both the state and action spaces are continuous. We assume

that the robot knows the relevant features 𝜙, but the robot does not know the human’s

objective �. The robot initially believes that “velocity” (i.e., trajectory length) is the only

important feature, and so the robot tries to move in a straight line from start to goal.

Learning vs. QMDP vs. No Learning. To learn in real-time, we introduced several

approximations on top of separating estimation from control (QMDP). Here we want

to assess how much these approximations reduce the robot’s performance. We first

compare our approximate real-time solution described in Algorithm 1 to the complete

QMDP solution [142]. As a baseline, we have also included just using impedance control

[87], where no learning takes places from the humans interactions. Thus, the three

tested approaches are Impedance, QMDP, and Learning. The simulated task is depicted

in Fig. 8.3. The two features are “velocity” and “table,” and the human wants the robot

to carry their coffee closer to table level (� = 1). During each timestep, if the robot’s

position error from the human’s desired trajectory exceeds a predefined threshold, then

the human physically corrects the robot by guiding it to their desired trajectory. Recall

that our Learning method uses a MAP estimate of the human’s objective, but the full

QMDP solution maintains a belief 𝑏 over �. For QMDP simulations, we discretize the

belief space—such that � ∈ {0, 1}—and the robot starts with a prior 𝑏0(� = 1) = 0.1. Using
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Figure 8.4: Robot learning and regret for the task from Fig. 8.3. The true human objective is � = 1. The

offline QMDP solution learns more about the human’s objective than our online Learning approximation.

However, both QMDP and Learning lead to significantly less regret than the Impedance baseline. The regret

for QMDP is the lowest because here human corrects the robot at one less timestep.

a planar environment and a discretized belief space enables us to actually compare the full

QMDP solution to our approximation, since the QMDP becomes prohibitively expensive

in high dimensions with continuous state, action, and belief spaces.

We expect the full QMDP solution to outperform our Learning approximation. From

Fig. 8.4, we observe that the robot learns � faster when using the QMDP, and that the robot

completes the task with less regret. Both QMDP and Learning outperform Impedance,

where the robot does not learn from pHRI. We note that here the simulated human

behaves differently than our observation model (8.2): rather than maximizing their 𝑄-

value, the human is guiding the robot along their desired trajectory. When the simulated

human does follow our observation model, we obtain very similar results: the normalized

regret becomes 0.55 for QMDP and 0.62 for Learning. To ensure that the learning rate is

consistent between the QMDP and Learning methods, we selected 𝛼 such that �̂1
equalled

𝑏1(� = 1) when the simulated human followed our observation model (8.2). From these

simulations we conclude that the Learning approximation for online performance is worse

than the full QMDP solution, but the difference between these methods is negligible when

compared to Impedance.

Learning vs. Deforming. As part of our approximations we assumed that the human’s

interaction implies an intended trajectory. Here we want to see whether learning from

the intended trajectory—as in Algorithm 1—is more optimal than simply setting that

intended trajectory as the robot’s trajectory. We compare two real-time learning methods:

our Learning approach, and the trajectory deformation method from [146], which we refer

to as Deforming. The task used in these simulations is shown in Figs 8.5 and 8.6. Again,

the robot is carrying a cup of coffee, but here the human would prefer for the robot to

avoid carrying this coffee over their laptop. Thus, the two features are “velocity” and
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Figure 8.5: Responding to physical interaction by deforming the robot’s trajectory. We propagate the

human’s interaction along the robot’s trajectory to get �ℎ , the human’s intended trajectory. We then set �ℎ
as the robot’s trajectory. Here 𝑁 is the number of number of interactions: we show the robot’s trajectory

after 1, 3, 5, and 7 deformations. Importantly, when using deformations the robot never learns about task,

but only updates its trajectory in the direction of the human’s applied force.

“laptop.” As before, the simulated human corrects the robot by guiding it back to their

desired trajectory when the tracking error exceeds a predefined limit. In Deforming the

robot does not learn about the human’s objective, but instead propagates the human’s

corrections along the rest of the robot’s trajectory. By contrast, in Learning we treat these

trajectory deformations as the human’s intended trajectory, which is then leveraged in our

online update rule. Learning and Deforming can both be applied to change the robot’s

desired trajectory in real-time in response to pHRI, and Deforming is the same as treating

the intended trajectory as the robot’s trajectory.

In Figs. 8.5 and 8.6 we show the robot’s trajectory after 𝑁 human corrections. Notice

that Deformations result in local changes which aggregate over time, while—when we

learn from these deformations—Learning replans the entire trajectory. Our findings are

summarized in Fig 8.7: it takes fewer corrections to track the human’s desired trajectory

with Learning, and the human also expends more effort with Learning. To make the

comparison consistent, here we used the same propagation method from (8.9) to get the

Deformations and the intended trajectory for Learning. Based on our results, we conclude

that Learning leads to more efficient online performance than Deformations alone, and,

in particular, Learning requires less human effort to complete the task correctly.

All-at-Once vs. One-at-a-Time. Previously we simulated tasks with only two features,

and so a single feature weight was sufficient to capture the human’s preference (� ∈ R).

In other words, either the all-at-once update or the one-at-a-time update could have been

used for Learning. Now we compare All-at-Once (8.15) and One-at-a-Time (8.20) learning

in a task with three features (� ∈ R2
). This task is illustrated in Figs. 8.8 and 8.10. The

human end-user trades off between the length of the robot’s trajectory (velocity), the
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Figure 8.6: Responding to physical interactions using our proposed learning approach. As before, we

propagate the human’s interaction along the robot’s current trajectory to get �ℎ , the human’s intended

trajectory. But now we go one step further: we compare �ℎ to �𝑟 to update our estimate of the human’s

objective �. The robot then moves in the direction of the optimal trajectory for �. Under this approach the

robot learns to avoid the laptop after 𝑁 = 4 corrections, and autonomously tracks the human’s preferred

trajectory (blue, dashed).

Figure 8.7: Comparison of Deforming and Learning across our simulations in Figs. 8.5 and 8.6. When robots

only deform their trajectory in the direction of the human’s applied force, humans must exert more effort

and make more corrections to guide the robot’s trajectory to their desired behavior. By contrast, Learning

from these deformations enables the robot to correct not only the next few timesteps, but also to replan the

remainder of the trajectory based on the human’s correction.

coffee’s height above the table (table), and the robot’s distance from the person (human).

Like before, the weight associated with “velocity” is fixed, and the human’s true objective

is � = [0.5, 0], where 0.5 is the weight associated with table and 0 is the weight associated

with human. Initially the robot believes that �0 = [0, 0], and therefore the robot is unaware

that it should move closer to the table.

We utilize two different simulated humans: (a) an optimal human, who exactly guides
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Figure 8.8: Comparing All-at-Once and One-at-a-Time learning with an optimal simulated human. This

human wants the robot to carry the coffee closer to table level, and provides physical corrections that exactly

match their preferences. The human corrects the robot’s behavior over the first few timesteps (arrows) and

the robot autonomously follows the human’s desired trajectory after these corrections. The robot’s behavior

is the same for All-at-Once and One-at-a-Time learning.

Figure 8.9: All-at-Once and One-at-a-Time learning with an optimal simulated human. The true objective is

𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 = 0.5, ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛 = 0. Both All-at-Once and One-at-a-Time converge to the true objective: no unintentional

corrections occur.

the robot towards their desired trajectory, and (b) a noisy human, who imperfectly corrects

the robot’s trajectory. Like in our previous simulations, the human intervenes to correct the

robot when the robot’s error with respect to their desired trajectory exceeds an acceptable

margin of error: let us now refer to this as the optimal human. By contrast, the noisy

human takes actions sampled from a Gaussian distribution which is centered at the optimal

human’s action. This distribution is biased in the direction of the human such that the

noisy human tends to accidentally pull the robot closer to their body when correcting the
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Figure 8.10: Comparing All-at-Once and One-at-a-Time learning with a noisy simulated human. This noisy

human wants the robot to move closer to the table, but accidentally provides biased corrections that also

move the cup closer to the human. Ellipses show the robot’s position at each timestep with 95% confidence

over 100 simulations. The human unintentionally pulls the robot closer to their body at the start of the task,

and with the All-at-Once approach they struggle to undo these mistakes in the second half of the task.

table feature. Due to this noise and bias, the noisy human may unintentionally correct the

human feature.

Our final simulation compares All-at-Once and One-at-a-Time learning for optimal

and noisy humans. The results for an optimal human are shown in Figs. 8.8 and 8.9,

while the results for the noisy human are depicted in Figs. 8.10 and 8.11. We find that

the performance of All-at-Once and One-at-a-Time are identical when the human acts

optimally: the robot accurately learns the importance of table, and does not change the

weight of human. When the person acts noisily, however, One-at-a-Time learning causes

better performance. More specifically, the noisy user corrected the All-at-Once robot

during an average of 5.24 timesteps, but only corrected the One-at-a-Time robot 3.56

timesteps. Inspecting Fig. 8.11, we observe that the noisy human unintentionally taught

the human feature at the beginning of the task, and had to exert additional effort undoing

this mistake on All-at-Once robots. We conclude that there is a benefit to One-at-a-Time

learning when the human behaves noisily, since updating only one feature per timestep

mitigates accidental learning.

8.8 User Studies
To evaluate the benefits of using physical interaction to communicate we conducted

two user studies with a 7-DoF robotic arm (JACO2, Kinova). In the first study, we tested

whether learning from pHRI is useful when humans interact, and compared our online

learning approach to a state-of-the-art response that treated interactions as disturbances
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Figure 8.11: All-at-Once and One-at-a-Time learning with a noisy simulated human. The shaded regions

give the standard error of the mean. With All-at-Once, the robot initially learns that the human feature

is important, and the person must undo that unintended learning. One-at-at-Time learning reduces the

unintended effects of the human’s noisy corrections; the robot converges towards the human’s desired

trajectory more rapidly.

(a) Task 1: Keep the cup upright (b) Task 2: Carry closer to the table (c) Task 3: Avoid the region above

a laptop

Figure 8.12: Simulations depicting the robot trajectories for each of the three tasks in our first user study

(Learning vs. Impedance). The black path represents the robot’s initial trajectory, and the blue path

represents the human’s desired trajectory.

(Learning vs. Impedance). In the second study, we tested how the robot should learn from

end-users, and compared one-at-a-time learning to all-at-once learning (One-at-a-Time

vs. All-at-Once). During both studies the participants and the robot worked in close

physical proximity. In all experimental tasks, the robot began with the wrong objective

function, and participants were instructed to physically interact with the robot to correct
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Figure 8.13: During the first user study participants interacted with a robot that maintained a fixed objective

(Impedance, grey) and a robot that learned from their physical interactions to update its objective (Learning,

orange).

its behavior6.

8.8.1 Learning vs. Impedance
We have argued that pHRI is a means for humans to correct the robot’s behavior. In

our first user study, we compare a robot that treats human interactions as intentional (and

learns from them) to a robot that assumes all human interactions are disturbances (and

ignores them).

Independent Variables. We manipulated the pHRI strategy with two levels: Learning

and Impedance. The Learning robot used our proposed method (Algorithm 1) to react

to physical corrections and re-plan a new trajectory during the task. By contrast, the

Impedance robot used impedance control (our method without updating �̂) to react

to physical interactions and then return to the originally planned trajectory. Because

impedance control is currently the most common strategy for responding to pHRI [87],

we treated Impedance as the state-of-the-art.

Dependent Measures. We measured the robot’s objective performance with respect to

the human’s actual objective. One challenge in designing our experiment was that each

participant might have a different internal objective � for any given task depending on

their experiences and preferences. Since we did not have direct access to every person’s

internal preferences, we defined the true objective � ourselves, and conveyed the objective

to participants by demonstrating the desired optimal robot behavior. We instructed par-

ticipants to correct the robot to achieve this behavior with as little interaction as possible.

6
For video footage of the experiment, see: https://youtu.be/I2YHT3giwcY

https://youtu.be/I2YHT3giwcY
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Figure 8.14: Objective results from our first user study. We explored whether robots should learn from

physical interactions (Learning vs Impedance). Learning from pHRI decreased participant effort and

interaction time across all experimental tasks (the total trajectory time was 15s). An asterisk (*) means

𝑝 < .0001.

Figure 8.15: (Left) Average cost for each task and the cost of the desired trajectory. Robots that always follow

the human’s desired trajectory minimize cost. An asterisk (*) means 𝑝 < 0.0001. (Right) Plot of sample

participant data from the laptop task: the desired trajectory is in blue, the trajectory with the Impedance

condition is in gray, and the Learning condition trajectory is in orange.

To understand how users perceived the robot, we also asked subjects to complete a 7-point

Likert scale survey for both pHRI strategies: the questions from this survey are shown in

Table 8.1.

Hypotheses.

H1. Learning will decrease interaction time, effort, and cumulative trajectory cost.
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H2. Learning users will believe the robot understood their preferences, feel that in-

teracting with the robot was easier, and perceive the robot as more predictable and

collaborative.

Tasks. We designed three household manipulation tasks for the robot to perform in a

shared workspace, in addition to one familiarization task. The robot’s objective function

consisted of two features: “velocity” and a task-specific feature, where Φ(�) ∈ [0, 1].
Because one feature weight was sufficient to capture these tasks (i.e., � ∈ R) both the

all-at-once and one-at-a-time learning approached were here identical. For each task, the

robot carried a cup from a start pose to a goal pose with an initially incorrect objective,

forcing participants to correct its behavior during the task.

In the familiarization task the robot’s original trajectory moved too close to the human.

Participants had to physically interact with the robot to make the robot keep the cup

farther away from their body. In Task 1 the robot carried a cup directly from start to goal,

but did not realize that it needed to keep this cup upright. Participants had to intervene

to prevent the cup from spilling. In Task 2 the robot carried the cup too high in the air,

risking breaking that cup if it were to slip. Participants had to correct the robot to keep the

cup closer to the table. Finally, in Task 3 the robot moved the cup over a laptop to reach its

final goal pose, and participants physically guided the robot away from this laptop region.

We include a depiction of our three experimental tasks in Fig. 8.12.

Participants. We employed a within-subjects design and counterbalanced the order of

the pHRI strategy conditions. Ten total members of the UC Berkeley community (5 male,

5 female, age range 18-34) provided informed consent according to the approved IRB

protocol and participated in the study. All participants had technical backgrounds. None

of the participants had prior experience interacting with the robot used in our experiments.

Procedure. For each pHRI strategy participants performed the familiarization task, fol-

lowed by the three experimental tasks, and then filled out our user survey. They attempted

every task twice during each pHRI strategy for robustness (we recorded the attempt num-

ber for our analysis). Since we artificially set the true objective �, we showed participants

both the original and desired robot trajectory before the task started to make sure that they

understood this objective and got a sense of the corrections they would need to make.

Results – Objective. We conducted a repeated measures ANOVA with pHRI strategy

(Impedance or Learning) and trial number (first attempt or second attempt) as factors.

We applied this ANOVA to three objective metrics: total participant effort, interaction

time, and cost7. Fig. 8.14 shows the results for human effort and interaction time, and

Fig. 8.15 shows the results for cost. Learning resulted in significantly less interaction force

(𝐹(1, 116) = 86.29, 𝑝 < 0.0001) interaction time (𝐹(1, 116) = 75.52, 𝑝 < 0.0001), and task

cost (𝐹(1, 116) = 21.85, 𝑝 < 0.0001). Interestingly, while trial number did not significantly

7
For simplicity, we only measured the value of the feature that needed to be modified in each task, and

computed the absolute difference from the feature value of the optimal trajectory.
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Questions Cronbach’s 𝛼 Imped LSM Learn LSM F(1,9) p-value

un
de

rs
ta

nd
in

g

By the end, the robot understood how I wanted it to do the task.

0.94 1.70 5.10 118.56 <.0001
Even by the end, the robot still did not know how I wanted it to do the task.

The robot learned from my corrections.

The robot did not understand what I was trying to accomplish.

eff
or

t

I had to keep correcting the robot.

0.98 1.25 5.10 85.25 <.0001
The robot required minimal correction.

pr
ed

ic
t

It was easy to anticipate how the robot will respond to my corrections. 0.8 4.90 4.70 0.06 0.82

The robot’s response to my corrections was surprising. 0.8 3.10 3.70 0.89 0.37

co
lla

b

The robot worked with me to complete the task.

0.98 1.80 4.80 55.86 <.0001
The robot did not collaborate with me to complete the task.

Table 8.1: Subjective ratings collected from a 7-point Likert scale survey. Participants answered each question

once after working with the Impedance condition, and once after the Learning condition. The four question

scales are shown on the left. Imped is short for Impedance, Learn is short for Learning, and LSM stands for

Likert scale mean. Higher LSM values are better (more understanding, less effort, more predictable, more

collaborative). ANOVA results are on the far right.

affect participant’s performance with either method, attempting the task a second time

yielded a marginal improvement for the impedance strategy but not for the learning

strategy. This may suggest that it is easier for users to familiarize themselves with the

impedance strategy.

Overall, our results support H1. Using interaction forces to learn about the objective �
here enabled the robot to better complete its tasks with less human effort when compared

to a state-of-the-art impedance controller.

Results – Subjective. Table 8.1 shows the results of our participant survey. We tested the

reliability of four scales, and found the understanding, effort, and collaboration scales to

be reliable. Thus, we grouped each of these scales into a combined score, and ran a one-

way repeated measures ANOVA on each resulting score. We found that the robot using

our Learning method was perceived as significantly (𝑝 < 0.0001) more understanding,

less difficult to interact with, and more collaborative than the Impedance approach.

By contrast, we found no significant difference between our Learning method and the

baseline Impedance method in terms of predictability. Participant comments suggest that

while the robot quickly adapted to their corrections when Learning (e.g. “the robot seemed

to quickly figure out what I cared about and kept doing it on its own"), determining what

the robot was doing during Learning was less intuitive (e.g. “if I pushed it hard enough

sometimes it would seem to fall into another mode, and then do things correctly").

We conclude that H2 was partially supported: although users did not perceive Learn-

ing to be more predictable than Impedance, participants believed that the Learning robot

understood their preferences better, took less effort to interact with, and was a more

collaborative partner.

Summary. Robots that treat pHRI as a source of information (rather than as a disturbance)
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are capable of online, in-task learning. Learning from pHRI resulted in better objective

and subjective performance than a traditional Impedance approach. We found that the

Learning robot better matched the human’s preferred behavior with less human effort and

interaction time, and participants perceived the Learning robot as easier to understand

and collaborate with. However, participants did not think that the Learning robot was

more predictable than the Impedance robot.

(a) Task 1: Correct one feature, the distance to

table (table)

(b) Task 2: Correct two features, the cup orien-

tation (cup) and the distance to table (table)

Figure 8.16: Simulations depicting the robot trajectories for both of the two tasks in our second user study

(One-at-a-Time vs. All-at-Once). The black path represents the robot’s original trajectory, and the blue path

represents the human’s desired trajectory. Note that the robot now has multiple features, making it possible

for the human to accidentally correct one or both features.

8.8.2 One-at-a-Time vs. All-at-Once
We have found that learning from pHRI is beneficial; now we want to determine how

the robot should learn. In our second user study we focused on objective functions which

encode multiple task-related features. In these scenarios it is difficult for the robot to

determine which aspects of the task the person meant to correct during pHRI, and which

features were changed unintentionally.

Independent Variables. We used a 2-by-2 factorial design and manipulated the learning

strategy with two levels (All-at-Once and One-at-a-Time), as well as the number of feature

weights that need correction (one feature weight and all the feature weights). Within the All-

at-Once learning strategy the robot always updated all the feature weights after a single

human interaction using the gradient update from Equation (8.15). In the One-at-a-Time

condition the robot chose the one feature that changed the most using Equation (8.18),
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and then updated its feature weight according to Equation (8.20). Both learning strategies

leveraged Algorithm 1, but with different update rules. By comparing these two versions

of our approach we explore how robots should respond to noisy and imperfect human

interactions.

Dependent Measures – Objective. Within this user study the robot carried a cup across

a table. To analyze the objective performance of our two learning strategies, we split the

objective measures into four categories:

Final Learned Reward: These metrics measure how closely the learned reward matched the

optimal reward by the end of the task (timestep𝑇). We measured the dot product between

the optimal and final reward vector: DotFinal = � · �̂𝑇 . We also analyzed the regret of the

final learned reward, which is the weighted feature difference between the ideal trajectory

and the learned trajectory:

RegretFinal = � · Φ(��) − � · Φ(��̂𝑇 )

Lastly, we measured the individual feature differences (table and cup) between the ideal

and final learned trajectories:

TableDiffFinal = |Φ𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒(��) −Φ𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒(��̂𝑇 )|

CupDiffFinal = |Φ𝑐𝑢𝑝(��) −Φ𝑐𝑢𝑝(��̂𝑇 )|

Learning Process: Measures about the learning process, i.e., � = {�̂0, �̂1, . . . , �̂𝑇}, included

the average dot product between the true reward and the estimated reward over time:

DotAvg =
1

𝑇

𝑇∑
𝑖=0

� · �̂𝑖

We also measured the length of the �̃ path through weight space for both cup (�̃𝑐𝑢𝑝)
and table (�̃𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒) weights. Finally, we computed the number of times the cup and table

weights were updated in the opposite direction of the optimal � (denoted by CupAway

and TableAway).

Executed Trajectory: For the actual trajectory that the robot executed, �𝑎𝑐𝑡 , we measured the

regret

Regret = � · Φ(��) − � · Φ(�𝑎𝑐𝑡)
and the individual table and cup feature differences between the ideal and actual trajectory

TableDiff = |Φ𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒(��) −Φ𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒(�𝑎𝑐𝑡)|

CupDiff = |Φ𝑐𝑢𝑝(��) −Φ𝑐𝑢𝑝(�𝑎𝑐𝑡)|

Interaction: Interaction measures on the forces applied by the human included the total

interaction force, IactForce =

∑𝑇
𝑡=0
| |𝑢𝑡

ℎ
| |1, and the total interaction time.
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Figure 8.17: How accurately the robot learned when using All-at-Once or One-at-a-Time. (Left) The final

learned � with One-at-a-Time is more aligned with the ideal � on the Table+Cup task where the human had

to correct multiple features. Looking at the individual feature errors: (Center) while the final cup feature

was closer to ideal for One-at-a-Time on both tasks, (Right) All-at-Once learned a more accurate estimate

of Table when the human only needed to teach a single feature. But we notice an interaction effect here:

although One-at-a-Time got the Table wrong on the single feature task, it outperformed All-at-Once across

the board when the human needed to adjust multiple features.

Dependent Measures – Subjective. After each of the four conditions we administered a

7-point Likert scale survey about the participant’s interaction experience (see Table 8.2 for

the list of questions). We separated our survey items into four scales: success in teaching

the robot about the task (succ), correctness of update (correct update), needing to undo

corrections because the robot learned something wrong (undoing), and ease of undoing

(undo ease).

Hypotheses.

H3. One-at-a-Time learning will increase the final learned reward, enable a better

learning process, result in lower regret for the executed trajectory, and lead to less

interaction effort and time as compared to All-at-Once.

H4. Participants will perceive the robot as more successful at accomplishing the task,

better at learning, less likely to need undoing, and easier to correct if it did learn

something wrong in the One-at-a-Time condition.

Tasks. We designed two household manipulation tasks for the robot arm to perform

within a shared workspace. A depiction of the these experimental tasks is shown in

Fig. 8.16. The robot’s objective function consisted of three features: “velocity," (the trajec-

tory length), “table” (the distance from the table), and “cup" (the orientation of the cup).

We purposely selected features that were easy for participants to interpret so that they
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intuitively understood how to correct the robot. For each experimental task the robot car-

ried a cup from a start pose to end pose with an initially incorrect objective. Task 1 focused

on participants having to correct a single aspect of the objective, while Task 2 required them

to correct all parts of the objective.

In Task 1 the robot’s objective had only one feature weight incorrect. The robot’s default

trajectory took a cup from the participant and put it down on the table, but carried the

cup too far above the table (see top of Fig. 8.16). In Task 2 all the feature weights started out

incorrect in the robot’s objective. The robot again took a cup from the participant and put

it down on the table, but this time it initially grasped the cup at the wrong angle, and was

also carrying the cup too high above the table (see bottom of Fig. 8.16).

Participants. We used a within-subjects design and counterbalanced the order of the

conditions during experiments. In total, twelve members of the UC Berkeley community

(4 male, 7 female, 1 non-binary trans-masculine, age range 18-30) provided informed

written consent according to the approved IRB protocol before participating in this study.

Eleven of the participants had technical backgrounds, and one did not. None of the

participants had prior experience interacting with the robot used in our experiments.

Procedure. Before the start of the experiment participants performed a familiarization task

to become more comfortable teaching the 7-DoF JACO2 robot with physical corrections.

We here used the second task from our first experiment, where the robot carried a cup at

an angle, and the human must correct the cup’s orientation. During this familiarization

task the robot’s objective contained only one feature weight (cup). Afterwards, for each

experimental task, the participants were shown the robot’s initial trajectory as well as their

desired trajectory. They were also told what aspects of the task the robot is aware of (cup

orientation and distance to table), as well as which learning strategy they were interacting

with (One-at-a-Time or All-at-Once). Participants were told the difference between the

two learning strategies in order to minimize in-task learning effects. Importantly, we did

not tell participants to teach the robot in any specific way (like one aspect as a time); we

only informed participants about how the robot reasons over their corrections.

Results – Objective. Here we summarize the results for each of our objective dependent

measures.

Final Learned Reward. We ran a factorial repeated-measures ANOVA with learning strategy

and number of features as factors—and user ID as a random effect—for each of our

objective metrics. Fig. 8.17 summarizes our findings about the final learned weights �̂𝑇

for both learning strategies.

For the final dot product with the true reward �, we found a significant main effect

of the learning strategy (𝐹(1, 81) = 29.86, 𝑝 < .0001), but also an interaction effect with

the number of features (𝐹(1, 81) = 13.07, 𝑝 < .01). The post-hoc analysis with Tukey HSD

revealed that One-at-a-Time led to a higher dot product on Task 2 (𝑝 < .0001), but there

was no significant difference on Task 1 (where One-at-a-Time led to slightly higher dot

product).
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We next looked at the final regret, i.e., the difference between the cost of the final learned

trajectory and the cost of the ideal trajectory. For this metric we found an interaction effect,

suggesting that One-at-a-Time led to lower regret for Task 2 but not for Task 1. Looking

separately at the feature values for table and cup, we found that One-at-a-Time led to a

significantly lower difference for the cup feature across the board (𝐹(1, 81) = 11.30, 𝑝 < .01,

no interaction effect), but that One-at-a-Time only improved the difference for the table

on Task 2 (𝑝 < .0001). Surprisingly, One-at-a-Time significantly increased the difference

when the human only needed to correct a single feature (𝑝 < .001).

Overall, we see that One-at-a-Time results in better final learning when the human

needs to correct multiple features (Task 2). When the human only wants to correct a single

feature (Task 1) the results are mixed: One-at-a-Time led to a significantly better result for

the cup orientation, but a significantly worse result for the table distance.

Learning Process. For the average dot product between the estimated and true reward

over time, our analysis revealed almost identical outcomes as those reported for the final

reward (see Fig. 8.18). Higher values of 𝐷𝑜𝑡𝐴𝑣𝑔 indicate the robot’s estimate �̂ is in the

direction of the true parameters �. Differences in 𝐷𝑜𝑡𝐴𝑣𝑔 were negligible during Task 1,

but One-at-a-Time outperformed All-at-Once during Task 2.

Next, we found that One-at-a-Time resulted in significantly fewer updates in the wrong

direction for the cup weight (𝐹(1, 81) = 44.91, 𝑝 < .0001) and for the table weight (𝐹(1, 81) =
22.02, 𝑝 < .0001), with no interaction effect in either case. Fig. 8.19 highlights these findings

and their connection to the subjective user responses from Table 8.2 that are related to

undoing.

Finally, looking at the length of the learned path �̃ through the space of feature

weights, we found a main effect of learning strategy (𝐹(1, 81) = 26.82, 𝑝 < .0001), but also

an interaction effect (𝐹(1, 81) = 6.55, 𝑝 = .01). The post-hoc analysis with Tukey HSD

revealed that for Task 1 our One-at-a-Time approach resulted in a significantly shorter

path through weight space (𝑝 < .0001). The path was also shorter during Task 2, but this

difference was not significant. The effect was mainly due to the One-at-a-Time method

resulting in a shorter path for the cup weight on Task 1, as revealed by the post-hoc

analysis (𝑝 < .0001).

Overall, we see that the quality of the learning process was significantly higher for the

One-at-a-Time strategy across both tasks. When one aspect (Task 1) or all aspects (Task

2) of the objective were wrong, One-at-a-Time led to fewer weight updates in the wrong

direction, and resulted in the learned reward over time being closer to the true reward.

The Executed Trajectory. We found no significant main effect of the learning strategy on

the regret of the executed trajectory: the two strategies lead to relatively similar actual

trajectories with respect to regret. Both regret as well as the feature differences from ideal

for cup and table showed significant interaction effects.

Interaction Metrics. We found no significant effects on interaction time or force.

Objective Results – Summary. Taken together these results indicate that One-at-a-Time

leads to a better overall learning process. On the more complex task where all the features
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(a) DotAvg measures the alignment between the

learned �̂𝑡 and the true �. In the task with only

one wrong feature weight, there was no signifi-

cant difference between the two methods in av-

erage dot product over time.

(b) In contrast to (a), when two feature weights

are wrong One-at-a-Time outperformed All-at-

Once. The dip in DotAvg for All-at-Once in-

dicates that participants accidentally taught the

robot the wrong thing and needed to undo their

corrections.

Figure 8.18: One-at-a-Time showed more consistent alignment between the learned objective, �̂𝑡 , and the

ideal objective, �, when compared to All-at-Once. Contrasting (a) and (b), these results suggest that when

the human needs to correct multiple aspects of the robot’s behavior One-at-a-Time enables more accurate

learning. We anticipate that most real-world tasks will require corrections of multiple features.

must be corrected (Task 2), One-at-a-Time also leads to a better final learned reward. For

the simpler task where only one feature must be corrected (Task 1), One-at-a-Time enables

users to better avoid accidentally changing the initially correct weight (cup), but One-at-

a-Time is not as good as the All-at-Once method at enabling users to properly correct

the initially incorrect weight (table). Accordingly, our objective results partially support

H3. Although updating one feature weight at a time does not improve task performance

when only one aspect of the objective is wrong, reasoning about one feature weight at a

time leads to significantly better learning and task performance when all aspects of the

objective are wrong.

Results – Subjective. We ran a repeated measures ANOVA on the results of our participant

survey. After testing the reliability of our four scales (see Table 8.2), we found that the

correct update and undoing scales were reliable, and so we grouped these into a combined

score. The success (succ) scale had only a single question, and so grouping was not

applicable here. Finally, we analyzed the two questions related to undoing ease (undo

ease) individually because this specific scale was not reliable.

For the correct update scale we found a significant effect of learning strategy (𝐹(1, 33) =
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Figure 8.19: How frequently participants made mistakes and had to undo their corrections. (Left) Humans

working with One-at-a-Time made fewer corrections that caused the robot to learn the opposite of what

they intended. This result was consistent across both tasks. (Right) These objective findings match our

subjective Likert scale data. Participants thought the One-at-a-Time robot was less likely to learn the wrong

thing and need an additional undoing action.

5.09, 𝑝 = 0.031), showing that participants perceived One-at-a-Time as better at updating

the robot’s objective according to their corrections. The undoing scale also showed a

significant effect of learning strategy (𝐹(1, 33) = 10.35, 𝑝 < 0.01), where One-at-a-Time was

perceived as less likely to learn the wrong thing, which would then force the participants

to undo their corrections. For both success and undoing ease scales we analyzed the

questions Q1, Q9, and Q10 individually and found no significant effect of learning strategy.

Subjective Results – Summary. The subjective data echoes some of our objective data

results. Participants perceived that the robot with One-at-a-Time was better at correcting

what they intended, and required less undoing due to unintended learning. We conclude

that H4 was partially supported.

8.9 Discussion
In this work we recognize that when humans physically interact with and correct a

robot’s behavior their corrections become a source of information. This insight enables

us to formulate pHRI as a partially observable dynamical system: the robot is unsure

of its true objective function, and human interactions become observations about that

latent objective. Solving this dynamical system results in robots that respond to pHRI in
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Likert Questions Cronbach’s 𝛼

su
cc

Q1: I successfully taught the robot how to do the task. –

co
rr

ec
tu

pd
at

e

Q2: The robot correctly updated its understanding about aspects of

the task that I did want to change.

.84

Q3: The robot wrongly updated its understanding about aspects of

the task I did NOT want to change.

Q4: The robot understood which aspects of the task I wanted to

change, and how to change them.

Q5: The robot misinterpreted my corrections.

un
do

in
g

Q6: I had to try to undo corrections that I gave to the robot, because

it learned the wrong thing.

.93

Q7: Sometimes my corrections were just meant to fix the effect of

previous corrections I gave.

Q8: I had to re-teach the robot about an aspect of the task that it

started off knowing well.

un
do

ea
se Q9: When the robot learned something wrong, it was difficult for

me to undo that.

.66

Q10: It was easy to re-correct the robot whenever it misunderstood

a previous correction of mine.

Table 8.2: Likert scale questions from our user study comparing All-at-Once and One-at-a-Time. Questions

were grouped into four categories: success in accomplishing the task (succ), whether the robot’s update

was what the human wanted (correct update), how often the human needing to undo corrections because

of unintended learning (undoing), and how easy it was to undo a mistake (undo ease).
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the optimal way. These robots update their understanding of the task after each human

interaction, and then change how they complete the rest of the current task based on this

new understanding.

Approximations. Directly applying our formalism to find the robot’s optimal response

to pHRI is generally not tractable in high-dimensional and continuous state and action

spaces. We therefore derive an online approximation for robot learning and control.

We first leverage the QMDP approximation [142] to separate the learning problem from

the control problem, and then move from the policy level to the trajectory level. This

results in two local optimization problems. In the first, the robot solves for an optimal

trajectory given its MAP estimate of the task objective, and then tracks that trajectory using

impedance control [97]. The second optimization problem occurs at timesteps when the

human interacts: here the robot updates its estimate of the correct objective using online

gradient descent [35]; this update rule is a special case of Coactive Learning [99, 197] and

Maximum Margin Planning [175]. Although we can practically think of the proposed

algorithm as using impedance control to track a trajectory that is replanned after physical

interactions, this approach ultimately derives from formulating pHRI as an instance of a

POMDP.

Interestingly, this derivation enables us to interpret other state-of-the-art responses to

pHRI as simplifications of our approximation. For example, if the robot never updates

its estimate of the correct objective function (i.e., the robot never learns from pHRI), then

our online approximation reduces to impedance control. Alternatively, if we treat the

intended trajectory induced by the human’s correction as the robot’s trajectory (but do not

update the robot’s objective), then our approximation reduces to deforming the desired

trajectory [146]. We compared our online approximation to both of these simplifications—

impedance control and deformations—as well as to a more complete QMPD solution.

During offline simulations we found that the performance loss between our learning

method and the QMPD policy was negligible, but our method outperformed impedance

control and trajectory deformations. During user studies with a 7-DoF robot, our learning

approach resulted in decreased interaction time, effort, and cumulative trajectory cost

when compared to an impedance controller. We also found that users believed the learning

robot better understood their preferences, resulted in less interaction effort, and was more

a collaborative partner than the impedance robot.

Unintended Corrections. While we assert that the human’s physical interactions are often

intentional, we also recognize that physical interactions are inherently noisy and imperfect.

When correcting a high DoF robot the human may adjust aspects of the robot’s behavior

that they did not intend to. If the robot treats every aspect of the human’s correction

as intentional this can result in unintended learning, which the human must then undo

with additional corrections. In order to mitigate the effects of unintended corrections, and

make the process of correcting robots through pHRI more intuitive for the end-user, we

introduce a restriction to our online learning rule. More specifically, we assume that the

robot should only learn about one aspect of the task from each human correction. During
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offline simulations we showed that this One-at-a-Time learning approach outperformed

All-at-Once when the simulated user acted noisily: with All-at-Once, the noisy human

unintentionally changed aspects of the robot’s task which were already correct, but with

Once-at-a-Time these unintended corrections were avoided.

Next, we performed a user study to compare our One-at-a-Time and All-at-Once learn-

ing strategies. Here the robot could reason over multiple features during two tasks: one

task required correcting a single feature, and the other task required correcting multiple

features of the robot’s objective. For the multiple feature task learning about one feature

at a time was objectively superior: it led to a better final learning outcome, took a shorter

path to the optimum, and had fewer incorrect inferences and human undoing along the

way. But the results were not as clear for the single feature task: One-at-a-Time reduced

unintended learning on the weights that were initially correct, but it hindered learning

for the initially incorrect weights. Overall, study participants subjectively preferred One-

at-a-Time to All-at-Once: they thought One-at-a-Time was better at learning the intended

aspects of their corrections and required less undoing.

Based on these results, we hypothesize that the superior objective performance of

One-at-a-Time was due to the increased complexity of the teaching task. It appears that

only learning a single aspect at a time is more useful when the teaching task becomes

more complex and requires that the human alter multiple parts of the robot’s objective.

When the teaching task is simple, however, and only requires one aspect of the objective

to change, it is not yet clear whether One-at-a-Time is a better learning strategy.

Limitations. Our work is a step towards understanding how robots should respond to

pHRI. When selecting the approximations for online learning, as well as the method for

inferring which feature to update in One-at-a-Time, we opt for approximations that are

consistent to those in the existing literature. Future work and hardware advances may

remove the need for some of the approximations we have leveraged.

Throughout our paper we assumed that the robot had access to the necessary task-

related features. Moreover, during our user studies the robot’s objective contained only

two or three total features, and these features were intuitive to the human (e.g., “distance-

to-person"). In practice objective functions will have larger features sets and may include

task-related features that are non-intuitive to the human: additional work is needed to

investigate how well our learning strategies perform in these cases.

Finally, solutions that can handle dynamical aspects—like preferences about the timing

of the robot’s trajectory—would require a different approach for inferring the intended

human trajectory. Here it may actually be necessary to return from the trajectory space to

the policy space.
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8.10 Detailed Derivation: Laplace Approximation & MAP
Recall our observation model from (8.10):

𝑃(�ℎ | �𝑟 , �) =
𝑒𝑅(�ℎ ,�)−�| |�ℎ−�𝑟 | |

2∫
𝑒𝑅(�,�)−�| |�−�𝑟 | |2𝑑�

. (8.21)

The key challenge with using this observation model is computing the denominator,

since computing an integral over the space of all trajectories is computationally intractable.

Thus, we are interested in approximating the denominator. To do this, we will perform a

Laplace approximation[152], which locally models the distribution as a Gaussian which

then allows us to obtain a solution for the integral in closed form.

Let’s just focus on the denominator:∫
𝑒𝑅(�,�)−�| |�−�𝑟 | |

2

𝑑� (8.22)

Step 1. “Quadraticize” the exponent. Recall that for a function 𝑓 : R𝑛 → R𝑚 , the 2nd

order TSE around 𝑎 ∈ R𝑛 is:

𝑓 (𝑥) ≈ 𝑓 (𝑎) + ∇𝑥 𝑓 (𝑎)⊤(𝑥 − 𝑎) +
1

2

(𝑥 − 𝑎)⊤∇2

𝑥 𝑓 (𝑎)(𝑥 − 𝑎)

For notational simplicity, let our function of interest (i.e. the objective function) be:

𝑓 (�) := 𝑅(�, �) − �| |� − �𝑟 | |2

For our approximation, we will assume that the robot’s planned trajectory �𝑟 ∈ R𝑛 is locally

optimal. We will do a TSE around �𝑟 to obtain:

𝑓 (�) ≈ 𝑅(�𝑟 , �) + ∇� 𝑓 (�𝑟)⊤(� − �𝑟) +
1

2

(� − �𝑟)⊤∇2

� 𝑓 (�𝑟)(� − �𝑟) (8.23)

= 𝑅(�𝑟 , �) +
1

2

(� − �𝑟)⊤∇2

� 𝑓 (�𝑟)(� − �𝑟) (∇� 𝑓 (�𝑟) = 0 at optimum) (8.24)

= 𝑅(�𝑟 , �) −
(
− 1

2

(� − �𝑟)⊤∇2

� 𝑓 (�𝑟)(� − �𝑟)
)

(match Gaussian form) (8.25)

Step 2. Approximate the denominator. We will now approximate the denominator as an

unnormalized Gaussian, using our 2nd order TSE:∫
𝑒𝑅(�,�)−�| |�−�𝑟 | |

2

𝑑� ≈
∫

𝑒
𝑅(�𝑟 ,�)−

(
− 1

2
(�−�𝑟)⊤∇2

� 𝑓 (�𝑟)(�−�𝑟)
)
𝑑� (8.26)

= 𝑒𝑅(�𝑟 ,�)
∫

𝑒
−
(
− 1

2
(�−�𝑟)⊤∇2

� 𝑓 (�𝑟)(�−�𝑟)
)
𝑑� (8.27)

= 𝑒𝑅(�𝑟 ,�)
√
(2𝜋)𝑛√

det{−∇2

� 𝑓 (�𝑟)}
(apply Gaussian integral soln.) (8.28)
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where 𝑛 is the dimension of the trajectory.

Step 3. Plug into original probability distribution. Going back to our original probability

distribution, we now can obtain an approximate, but simpler closed-form solution:

𝑃(�ℎ | �𝑟 , �) =
𝑒𝑅(�ℎ ,�)−�| |�ℎ−�𝑟 | |

2∫
𝑒𝑅(�,�)−�| |�−�𝑟 | |2𝑑�

(8.29)

≈ 𝑒𝑅(�ℎ ,�)−�| |�ℎ−�𝑟 | |
2

𝑒𝑅(�𝑟 ,�)
√
(2𝜋)𝑛√

det{−∇2

� 𝑓 (�𝑟)}

(8.30)

=

(
𝑒𝑅(�ℎ ,�)−𝑅(�𝑟 ,�)−�| |�ℎ−�𝑟 | |

2

)
·
√

det{−∇2

� 𝑓 (�𝑟)} ·
1√
(2𝜋)𝑛

(8.31)

Step 4. Simplifying the MAP estimate. Ultimately, we seek to use this probability distri-

bution to obtain the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate. For simplicity of exposition,

assume we have just one observation. Our MAP estimate can be simplified using our

approximated observation model:

�̂ = arg max

�
𝑃(�ℎ | �𝑟 , �)𝑃(�) (8.32)

= arg max

�
ln𝑃(�ℎ | �𝑟 , �) + ln𝑃(�) (log likelihood) (8.33)

≈ arg max

�
𝑅(�ℎ , �) − 𝑅(�𝑟 , �) − �| |�ℎ − �𝑟 | |2+ (8.34)

ln

√
det{−∇2

� 𝑓 (�𝑟)} + ln

1√
(2𝜋)𝑛

+ ln𝑃(�) (plug in approx. & simplify) (8.35)

= arg max

�
𝑅(�ℎ , �) − 𝑅(�𝑟 , �) +

1

2

ln det{−∇2

� 𝑓 (�𝑟)} + ln𝑃(�) (remove constant terms)

(8.36)

= arg max

�
�⊤

(
Φ(�ℎ) −Φ(�𝑟)

)
+ 1

2

ln det{−∇2

� 𝑓 (�𝑟)} + ln𝑃(�) (plug in (8.5)) (8.37)

Two things worth noting:

• If 𝑓 (�) is quadratic8 in �, then we know that the hessian ∇2

� 𝑓 will be constant w.r.t �.

• While we wrote 𝑓 as a function of � for notational simplicity throughout, 𝑓 in fact

depends on both the trajectory �, and the reward parameter �. This means that

in theory the Hessian term (even if constant w.r.t. �) still could contribute to the

maximization of � when computing the MAP.

8
In our case where 𝑓 (�) = �⊤Φ(�) − �| |� − �𝑟 | |2, we need Φ(�) to be quadratic in �.
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In this derivation, we make the simplifying assumptions that (1) the objective 𝑓 is

quadratic9 in �, and (2) the first term, �⊤
(
Φ(�ℎ) − Φ(�𝑟)

)
, which looks at the differ-

ence in rewards along the original robot trajectory and the induced human trajectory, will

dominate10 the second term involving the Hessian and drop it from the optimization as a

final approximation. Thus, we arrive at:

�̂ = arg max

�
𝑃(�ℎ | �𝑟 , �)𝑃(�) ≈ arg max

�
�⊤

(
Φ(�ℎ) −Φ(�𝑟)

)
+ ln𝑃(�) (8.38)

This derivation is straightforward to adapt to the scenario where the MAP inference

utilizes multiple observations.

8.11 Conclusion
In this work we present an online, in-task response to pHRI that treats human interac-

tions as intentional. We first formulate the problem of responding to pHRI as a partially

observable dynamical system, where solving this system defines the optimal way for the

robot to react. Unfortunately, this formalism is not directly applicable because we require

online solutions in high-dimensional and continuous state, action, and belief spaces. We

therefore derive an approximate solution for real-time learning and control. During offline

simulations we compared our approximate learning method to a complete solution and

state-of-the-art baselines, which are actually simplifications of our approach. We perform

two separate user studies on a 7-DoF robot arm to determine (a) whether learning from

pHRI is useful and (b) how the robot should learn from physical human interactions.

While these simulations and user studies indicate the benefits of our approach, we rec-

ognize that this work is only a first step towards leveraging the implicit communication

present during human-robot interactions.

9
This is similar to the approximation made by Dragan and Srinivasa in [65].

10
This requires the second derivatives of Φ(�) to be small, which may not always hold. For an alternative

algorithm for computing the MAP where the Hessian is preserved, see [135].
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Chapter 9

Quantifying Hypothesis Space
Misspecification

This chapter is based on the paper “Quantifying Hypothesis Space Misspecification in Learning

from Human-Robot Demonstrations and Physical Corrections” [34] written in collaboration with

Andreea Bobu, Jaime Fisac, Sampada Deglurkar, and Anca Dragan.

Autonomous systems are increasingly interfacing and collaborating with humans in

a variety of contexts, such as semi-autonomous driving, automated control schemes on

airplanes, or household robots working in close proximity with people. While the improv-

ing capabilities of robotic systems are opening the door to new application domains, the

substantially greater complexity and interactivity of these settings makes it challenging

for system designers to account for all relevant operating conditions and requirements

ahead of time. For example, a household robot designer may not know how an end-user

would like the robot to interact with the personal possessions in the user’s home.

In situations like these, it can be beneficial for the robot to utilize human input as

guidance on the desired behavior. In fact, human input has enabled researchers and

engineers to program advanced behaviors that would have otherwise been extremely

challenging to specify. Helicopter acrobatics [2], aggressive automated car maneuvers

[121], and indoor navigation [128] are three cases that exemplify the benefit of using

human input for guiding robot behavior.

In order to utilize human input, system designers typically equip robots with a rep-

resentation of possible objectives that the human could care about. These representations

can range from quadratic cost models[122] to complex temporal logic specifications [79]

to neural networks [70]. However, anticipating all motivations for human input and spec-

ifying a complete model is challenging. Consider Fig. 9.1 where a human is attempting to

change the robot’s behavior in order to make it consistently stay close to the table, but the

robot’s model of what the human might care about does not include distances to the table.

By choosing a class of functions, the system designer implicitly assumes that what the

human wants (and is giving input about) can be represented via a member of that class.
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Figure 9.1: A household robotics scenario where the person physically interacts with the robot. The person

prefers the robot to keep cups closer to the table, but accounting for the table (outside of collisions) is not

in the robot’s hypothesis space for what the person might care about. Thus, the robot’s internal situational

confidence, 𝛽, about what the human input means is low for all hypotheses �.

Unfortunately, when this assumption breaks, the system can misinterpret human guid-

ance, perform unexpected or undesired behavior, and degrade in overall performance.

Two approaches to mitigating this problem could be to either start with a more complex

objective space or to continuously increase its complexity given more data. Unfortunately,

even complex models are not guaranteed to encompass all possibilities and re-computing

the best objective space based on human data faces the threat of overfitting to the most

recent observations. In contrast, we argue the robot should be able to understand when it

cannot understand the input. For example, if the end-user in the home is trying to guide

the robot to handle fragile objects with care but the system does not posses a model of

fragility, the robot should deduce that this input cannot be well explained by any of its

given hypotheses.

In this work, we formalize how autonomous systems can explicitly reason about how

well they can explain given human inputs. To do this, we observe that if a human

input appears unlikely with respect to all possible hypotheses, then the robot’s model is

misspecified. We build on previous work centered around this observation to propose

a Bayesian inference framework focused on inferring both model parameters, and their

corresponding situational confidence. If the robot is in situations like Fig. 9.1 where none

of the hypotheses explain the human’s input well, then the situational confidence will

be low for all hypotheses, indicating that the robot’s model is not sufficiently rich to

understand the human’s input. However, when the robot’s model is well specified, our

framework does not impede the robot from inferring the correct task objectives — in fact,

the situational confidence will be high, providing an indicator of how well the system can

understand the objective.

We illustrate the utility of situational confidence estimation in quantifying objective

space misspecification for two types of human input: demonstrations and corrections.
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Our contributions in this work are:

1. we introduce a general framework for quantifying objective space misspecification

when the human and the robot are acting on the same dynamical system;

2. we showcase the framework for learning from demonstrations using user demon-

stration data for an arm motion planning task;

3. we showcase the framework for learning from physical corrections by deriving an

algorithm for online (close to real-time) inference and testing it in a user study.

We note that this work is an extension of [33], which was originally presented at the

Conference on Robot Learning, 2018. We build on this work by introducing a general

framework for quantifying objective space misspecification, and instantiating it in a new

type of human input: learning from demonstrations. Not only are demonstrations the

most widely used type of input for learning objective functions, but the applicability across

two input types suggests that the approach could be adapted more broadly to more types

of human feedback.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 9.1 places this work in the

context of existing literature on robots learning from humans and model confidence esti-

mation. Section 9.2 frames the confidence estimation problem more formally for scenarios

where the human and robot operate on the same dynamical system. Section 9.3 directly

instantiates the framework in Section 9.2 for the case of learning from demonstrations.

Section 9.4 presents a derivation of approximations of the general formalism for tractable

online inference from human corrections. Section 9.5 showcases our proposed approach

in several case studies where the robot’s hypothesis space cannot or only partially explain

the human’s input. Section 9.6 presents the results of a user study of our approach as

applied to a 7-DoF robotic manipulator learning from human participants. Section 9.7

concludes with a discussion of some of the limitations of our work, as well as suggestions

for future research directions.

Overall, we think that the ability to detect misspecification when learning objectives

from human input will become increasingly important as robotics capability advances

and we will want end-users to customize how the robot behaves. Our work takes a

step in this direction by enabling robots to detect when none of the hypotheses they

have explain the user input, and our experiments show promising results. Of course,

there are still limitations to this. One limitation is in the experiments themselves, which

are only for motion planning tasks with low-dimensional hypothesis spaces. A more

fundamental limitation is that there will still be cases when the person wants something

outside the robot’s hypothesis space, but the robot can nonetheless explain their current

input relatively well with what it has access to, thus confusing misspecification for slight

noise in the human input. This will especially be the case as the hypothesis space is more

expressive, and can only be solved by the robot receiving a lot more human input: each

might be explainable by some hypothesis, but eventually no hypothesis can explain all
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input. More work is needed in studying how to query for diverse human input, as well

as how to convey what the robot has learned back to the person, and in general how to

have a true collaborative interaction to detect and resolve misspecification in the objective

space.

9.1 Related Work
We group prior work into three main categories: enabling robots to learn from human

input, doing so while leveraging uncertainty, and estimating model confidence.

9.1.1 Robots learning from humans
The programming of robots through direct human interaction is a well-established

paradigm. Human input can be given to the robot in a variety of forms, from teleoperation

of the robot by a user to kinesthetic teaching [11].

In such interaction paradigms, the robot aims to infer a cost function or policy that best

describes the examples that it has received. New avenues of research focus on learning

such robot objectives from human input through demonstrations [3, 167], teleoperation

data [102], corrections [99, 19], comparisons [55], examples of what constitutes a goal [80],

or even specified proxy objectives [89]. In this paper, we focus on learning from two of

such types of human input – demonstrations and physical corrections – although we stress

that the principles outlined in our formalism are more general and could be applied to

the other interaction modes mentioned.

One approach to learning behaviors from human inputs is inverse reinforcement learn-

ing (IRL). In classical IRL, the robot receives complete optimal demonstrations of how to

perform a task, and the robot learns the human’s cost function from these observations

[109, 162, 167]. In this paradigm, it is typically assumed that the expert is trying to opti-

mize an unknown cost function. The robot uses the observations of the human’s behavior

to recover the underlying objective.

Another useful form of human input are corrections: here, the robot performs the task

according to how it was programmed and the user corrects aspects of the task to better

match their preferences. From these sparse interactions, the robot also performs cost

function inference to improve performance during the next task iteration [197, 175, 113].

Examples of learning from corrections have been explored in offline [99],[85] and online

settings [19, 18, 43, 12].

Although powerful, the aforementioned IRL works assume that the human expert

provides optimal demonstrations, which is often an unrealistic assumption. Real human

input, especially during interaction with high degree-of-freedom systems like robotic

manipulators, is noisy and sub-optimal. Second, much of the corrections literature has

focused on estimates of the human’s objectives. However, in practice, even the most
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likely estimate might not be a very likely one. Thus, in both domains, we stress that it is

important to maintain the uncertainty over the estimated objectives.

9.1.2 Uncertainty in robot learning
Rather than estimating a single objective, some learning methods maintain an entire

probability distribution over what the objective might be [38, 90, 144, 173]. This not only

enables the robot to leverage a prior, but also to then generate its behavior in a way that

is mindful of the entire distribution, rather than just using the the maximum likelihood

estimator.

Bayesian IRL [173] treats demonstrations as evidence about the objective, and does

a Bayesian belief update on a prior distribution. Inverse Reward Desing [90] treats the

objective a designer specified for a particular set of environments (a “proxy” objective) as

evidence about the true desired objective, again obtaining a full distribution over what

the designer might actually want. The intuition is that this observed proxy objective (that

may be misspecified) incentivizes behavior that is approximately optimal with respect to

the true objective.

Lastly, specifically for input as physical corrections, [144] reasons over the uncertainty

of the estimated human preferences through the means of a Kalman filter. The method

maintains a mean estimate and a covariance of this estimate as a measure of confidence.

These are used in planning the robot’s trajectory such that it optimizes for features it is

confident about, while avoiding features it is uncertain about.

Although they maintain a full distribution, these works still assume that what the

human wants is in the robot’s objective space. We argue that this is not necessarily a

realistic assumption, and later showcase some consequences that arise when it is not true.

When the robot’s hypothesis space is misspecified, even when maintaining uncertainty

over the objective, state-of-the-art methods interpret human input as evidence about which

hypothesis is correct, rather than considering whether any hypothesis is correct. In this

work, we focus on the latter.

9.1.3 Situational confidence estimation
Some recent works are studying how to enable robots to understand that their models

cannot explain human input well [233, 74, 77]. The authors in [74, 77] employ a noisily-

optimal model of human pedestrian motion when the human and the robot operate on

separate dynamical systems (and have separate objective functions). The paper introduces

the notion of model confidence estimation and uses the apparent likelihood of the human’s

choice of actions to adjust the confidence in predictions about their behavior.

This work draws inspiration from the notion of model confidence estimation, gener-

alizing it to the setting of inferring what the robot’s objective ought to be. Instead of

focusing on misspecification of a discrete set of physical goal locations for pedestrian

navigation, here we study misspecification of a relatively complex set of possible robot
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objectives in motion planning tasks. As a result of focusing on robot objectives, we also

study a different form of human input – that is, input in the context of operating on the

same dynamical system, such as full task demonstrations and physical corrections.

9.2 Problem Formulation and Approach
We consider a robot 𝑅 operating in the presence of a human 𝐻 whom it seeks to assist

in the execution of some task. In the most general setting, the robot and the human are

both able to affect the evolution of the state 𝑥 ∈ R𝑛 over time through their respective

control inputs:

𝑥𝑡+1 = 𝑓
(
𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝑅 , 𝑢

𝑡
𝐻

)
, (9.1)

with 𝑢𝑅 ∈ 𝒰𝑅 and 𝑢𝐻 ∈ 𝒰𝐻 , where𝒰𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ {𝐻, 𝑅}) are compact sets. We assume that the

human has some consistent preference ordering between different state trajectories and

input signals, which could in principle be expressed through a cost function of the form

𝐶∗(x, u𝑅 , u𝐻) (9.2)

where the state trajectory is x = [𝑥0, 𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑇]∈ R𝑛(𝑇+1)
, the robot’s control input is u𝑅 =

[𝑢0

𝑅
, 𝑢1

𝑅
, . . . , 𝑢𝑇

𝑅
]∈ R𝑛(𝑇+1)

, and the human’s is u𝐻 = [𝑢0

𝐻
, 𝑢1

𝐻
, . . . , 𝑢𝑇

𝐻
]∈ R𝑛(𝑇+1)

.1 Note that

this hypothesized cost function 𝐶∗ can be quite general, encoding an arbitrary preference

ordering. However, the robot does not in general have access to the human’s preferences

𝐶∗, and must instead attempt to infer and represent them tractably.

In order to do this, the robot can typically reason over a parametrized approximation of

the cost function, which introduces an inductive bias, making inference tractable at the cost

of limiting expressiveness: in some cases, the chosen set of parametric functions may fail

to encode preferences that would explain the human’s behavior with sufficient accuracy.

In this work, we will denote by 𝐶� the cost function induced by parameters � ∈ Θ, and

the robot seeks to estimate the human’s preferred � from her control inputs u𝐻 .

In a general setting, since the state trajectory x is determined not only by the human’s

actions u𝐻 but also the robot’s u𝑅, the human would need to reason about how the robot

will respond to her decisions. This requires analyzing the interaction in a game-theoretic

framework [89, 76], which will not be the object of this work. Instead, we focus on common

interaction scenarios in which the robot can approximately assume that the human does

not explicitly account for the coupled mutual influence between both agents’ decisions.

This happens frequently if the human is either providing a demonstration for the robot or

intervening to correct the robot’s default behavior. In these settings, the typical assumption

is that the human has all necessary information about the robot’s control input u𝑅 before

deciding on her own u𝐻 .

1
For deterministic dynamics (9.1), having 𝑥0 , u

𝑅
and u𝐻 is enough to fully specify the entire state

trajectory x. In this case, the cost function could be rewritten as 𝐶∗(𝑥0 , u𝑅 , u𝐻) by implicitly encoding (9.1).

For clarity, we use the more general form in (9.2) and make the dependence explicit where needed.
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Thus, given observations of the human input u𝐻 from an initial state 𝑥0
, the robot

needs to draw inferences on the cost parameter �:

𝑃(� | 𝑥0, u𝑅 , u𝐻) =
𝑃(u𝐻 | 𝑥0, u𝑅;�)𝑃(�)∫

�̄
𝑃(u𝐻 | 𝑥0, u𝑅; �̄)𝑃(�̄)𝑑�̄

, (9.3)

where 𝑃(u𝐻 | 𝑥0, u𝑅;�) characterizes how the robot expects the human’s input to be

informed by her preferences, conditioned on the initial state and the robot’s expected

controls.

For example, if the human were assumed to act optimally, this model would place all

probability on the set of optimal states and actions with respect to the cost 𝐶�. Of course,

this would be an unreasonably strong assumption given that the robot’s parametrized

cost constitutes a best effort to approximate the human’s preferences. Instead, a useful

modeling choice can be to characterize the human as being more likely to take actions that

are well-aligned with her preferences.

One such model is inspired by the Boltzmann energy-based model satisfying the max-

imum entropy principle [103]. Following its adaptations as a model of human decision-

making in [217, 21, 19], we model the human as a noisily-optimal agent that tends to

choose control inputs that approximately minimize the modeled cost:

𝑃(u𝐻 | 𝑥0, u𝑅;�, 𝛽) = 𝑒−𝛽𝐶�

(
x(·;𝑥0 ,u𝑅 ,u𝐻),u𝑅 ,u𝐻

)∫
ū𝐻
𝑒−𝛽𝐶�

(
x(·;𝑥0 ,u𝑅 ,ū𝐻),u𝑅 ,ū𝐻

)
𝑑ū𝐻

. (9.4)

In this model, the inverse temperature coefficient 𝛽 ∈ [0,∞) determines the degree to

which the robot expects to observe human actions that are consistent with the cost model.

The goal is to detect when the robot does not have a rich enough hypothesis space,

i.e. when 𝐶∗ lies far outside of any 𝐶�. We call this problem objective space misspecification.

Rather than only interpreting human input as evidence about which hypothesis is correct,

we additionally focus on considering whether any hypothesis is correct. It is thus crucial

that the robot can quantify the extent to which any parameter value � ∈ Θ can correctly

explain the observed human input.

9.2.1 Situational confidence estimation
The key to our approach goes back to the inverse temperature parameter 𝛽 in (9.4).

Typically, 𝛽 is a fixed term, encoding the degree to which the robot expects to observe

human actions that are optimal. Setting it to 0 models a randomly-acting human, while

setting it to ∞ models a perfectly optimal human. However, the possibility of objective

space misspecification brings fixing 𝛽 into question: when the space is correctly specified,

we would expect the human actions to indeed be somewhat close to optimal; but when

the space is misspecified, we should expect the actions to be far from optimal for any �. Thus,
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rather than treating 𝛽 as a fixed term, we build on the work in [74, 77] and explicitly reason

over 𝛽 as an additional inference parameter along with �. Since 𝛽 directly impacts the

entropy of the human’s decision model, it can be used as an effective and computationally

efficient measure of the robot’s confidence in its parametric interpretation of the human’s

preference: we say that the robot is assessing its situational confidence for the inference task

at hand.

Thus, the robot maintains a joint Bayesian belief 𝑏(�, 𝛽). For each new measurement

of u𝐻 given 𝑥0, u𝑅, this belief is updated as:

𝑏′(�, 𝛽) =
𝑃(u𝐻 | 𝑥0, u𝑅;�, 𝛽)𝑏(�, 𝛽)∫

�̄,�̄�
𝑃(u𝐻 | 𝑥0, u𝑅; �̄, �̄�)𝑏(�̄, �̄�)𝑑�̄𝑑�̄�

, (9.5)

where 𝑏′(�, 𝛽) = 𝑃(�, 𝛽 | 𝑥0, u𝑅 , u𝐻).
This inference can be seen as analogous to performing Bayesian Inverse Reinforcement

Learning [173] with the Maximum Entropy Inverse Optimal Control [maxent] observation

model, where we maintain the full belief instead of just the maximum likelihood estimate,

and we explicitly reason over the additional scaling parameter 𝛽. By actively performing

inference over 𝛽, the robot can gain insight into the reliability of its human model in light

of new evidence.

Context-dependent usage of situational confidence

How this insight should be used is dependent on the context of the robot’s operation.

Here, we provide some examples of how situational confidence can be integrated into

various human-robot interaction scenarios and robot motion planners.

In collaborative settings where the human and robot are accomplishing a task together

(e.g. manipulating an object together), it may be desirable for the robot to stop and

ask for clarification from the human whenever sufficient probability mass indicates low

confidence:

∀� ∈ Θ, arg max

𝛽
𝑏′(𝛽 | �) < 𝜖 . (9.6)

That is, for a predefined threshold 𝜖, if all hypotheses have the most mass on 𝛽s lower

than 𝜖, the robot can raise a flag.

In assistive applications, where the robot is carrying out a task in close physical prox-

imity to the human, the robot may receive intermittent human input to correct it’s task

performance. In such scenarios, it may be appropriate for the robot to simply dismiss

human corrections that it cannot explain in terms of modeled preference parameters and

carry on with its pre-defined task. That is, when a human input results in a 𝑏′(�, 𝛽) that

satisfies (9.6), the input gets discarded.

Situational confidence could also be leveraged by robot motion planners that excel

at decision making under uncertainty. Here, the robot may use its joint posterior belief
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𝑏′(�, 𝛽) to make goal-driven decisions in the presence of the human. To this end, the cou-

pling between the inference problem and the robot’s planning problem can be viewed as

a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP), where the hidden parts of the

state are the cost parameter � and the situational confidence 𝛽, the robot receives observa-

tions about them via human actions u𝐻 , it takes actions u𝑅, and it optimizes an unknown

parametrized cost 𝐶�. Our problem is, thus, akin to identifying misspecification in the

state space of the POMDP. However, inference and planning in such spaces requires solv-

ing the full POMDP, which is computationally intractable for large, real-world problems

[107].

Alternative, less computationally demanding motion planning approaches are also

amenable to our framework, where the robot plans to minimize the expected cost for the

human given its current belief, by marginalizing over 𝛽:

min

u𝑅
E
�∼𝑏

[
𝐶�(x, u𝑅 , u𝐻)

]
, (9.7)

for an expected human input u𝐻 that will typically be 0 if the robot is attempting to suc-

cessfully perform the task without the need for active human intervention. To understand

the implication (9.7) has as a function of the inference over 𝛽, we need to understand

the posterior belief marginalized over 𝛽 that we are taking the expectation over. At one

extreme, if for all �s the conditional distribution 𝑏′(𝛽 | �) puts all probability mass on

𝛽 = 0 (i.e. input poorly explained), since 𝑃(u𝐻 | 𝑥0, u𝑅;�, 𝛽 = 0) is the same for all �s,

the robot will obtain a posterior for � that is equal to the prior. The optimization above

becomes the same as optimizing using the robot’s prior, i.e. the robot ignores the human

input. At the other extreme, if there is one � that perfectly explains the input and all others

do not, the posterior will put all probability mass on that �, and the robot will switch to

optimizing it.

The objective expectation may also be appropriately weighted by the robot’s situational

confidence for each �:

min

u𝑅
E

�,𝛽∼𝑏

[
𝛽𝐶�(x, u𝑅 , u𝐻)

]
, (9.8)

which leads to the robot prioritizing those components of the task about which it is most

certain.

In Sections 9.3 and 9.4 we discuss some of these possibilities in the context of learning

from demonstrations and corrections.

9.2.2 Cost representation through basis functions
One way to approximate the infinite-dimensional space of possible cost functions using

a finite number of parameters is the use of a finite family of basis functions Φ𝑖[162]. This

family can be seen as a truncation of an infinite collection of basis functions spanning the

full function space. Parametric approximations 𝐶� of the cost function 𝐶∗ then have the
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form

𝐶�(x, u𝑅 , u𝐻) =
𝑑∑
𝑖=1

�𝑖Φ𝑖(x, u𝑅 , u𝐻) = �𝑇Φ(x, u𝑅 , u𝐻) . (9.9)

Consistent with classical utility theories [217], we further assume that the human’s pref-

erences can be approximated through a cumulative return over time, rewriting (9.9) as

𝐶�(x, u𝑅 , u𝐻) =
𝑑∑
𝑖=1

�𝑖
𝑇∑
𝑡=0

𝜙𝑖(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝑅 , 𝑢
𝑡
𝐻) , (9.10)

where 𝜙𝑖 : R𝑛 ×𝒰 ×𝒰 → R are fixed, pre-specified, bounded real-valued basis functions,

� is the unknown parameter that the robot is trying to fit according to the human’s

preferences, and 𝑑 is the dimensionality of its domain Θ.

In the domains presented in Sections 9.3 and 9.4, the functions 𝜙𝑖 output feature

values that encode key aspects of a task—for example distance between the robot body

and obstacles in the environment, speed of the motion, or characteristics of a motion

planning task. In general, the 𝜙𝑖 can either be hand-engineered by a system designer or

more generally learned through data-driven approaches [70].

It is important to stress that the misspecification issue we are trying to mitigate is quite

general and does not exclusively affect objectives based on hand-crafted features: any

model could ultimately fail to capture the underlying motivation of some human actions.

While it may certainly be possible, and desirable, to continually increase the complexity

of the robot’s model to capture a richer space of objectives, there will still be a need to

account for the presence of yet-unlearned components of the true objective. In this sense,

our work is complementary to open-world objective modeling efforts.

Note that, using a cost model in the form of (9.10), the observation model (9.4) becomes

overparametrized, since for any (�, 𝛽) pair with � ∈ Θ and 𝛽 ∈ [0,∞), one can always find

a different �′ = 𝑐� with an associated 𝛽′ = 𝛽/𝑐 leading to the same probability distribution

over human choices. This is equivalent to using an unrestricted Θ and 𝛽 = ∥�∥. Due to

this overparametrization, the absolute value of 𝛽 does not have a universal meaning, and

restricting � to have a fixed norm is necessary in order to make comparisons between the

𝛽 values associated to different � hypotheses. We thus restrict our Θ to the set of vectors

with unit norm.

Consider the case where the human provides input for a cost function in the robot’s

objective space. This results in the robot inferring high probability on the corresponding

� vector on the unit sphere with a high magnitude 𝛽. However, if the cost that the human

cares about and provides input for is outside the robot’s hypothesis space, the robot will

infer low probability on all � vectors in the unit sphere, with low magnitude 𝛽s.

We now proceed by describing the explicit algorithmic approaches to inferring situa-

tional confidence in the learning from demonstrations and corrections domains.
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Figure 9.2: (Left) Visual example of a full human-provided demonstration x. (Right) Visual example of a

human physical correction 𝑢𝑡
𝐻

onto the robot’s current trajectory x.

9.3 Algorithmic Approach: Demonstrations

9.3.1 Formulation
In learning from demonstrations, the human directly controls the state trajectory x

through her input u𝐻 , which enables her to offer the robot a demonstration of how to

perform the task. Fig. 9.2 (left) is an example of such a demonstration.

During the demonstration, the robot is often put in gravity compensation mode or is

teleoperated, to grant the person full control over the desired trajectory. As such, in this

setting, the cost function 𝐶� does not depend on the robot controls u𝑅. Additionally, since

the person is primarily concerned with the robot’s states and not with the (robot or human)

actions required to reach those states, we model the human’s internal preferences as only

dependant on the state trajectory x. Accordingly, the cost function in (9.10) becomes:

𝐶�(x) = �𝑇Φ(x). (9.11)

The cost does not have a direct dependence on the actions, but it has an indirect one, as x
depends on u𝑅 and u𝐻 .

In our problem formulation, we would like the robot to explicitly reason about how

well it can explain the demonstration given its human model. Thus, we can adapt the

model in (9.4) to use this new cost function2,

𝑃(x | �, 𝛽) = 𝑒−𝛽�
𝑇Φ(x)∫

x̄ 𝑒
−𝛽�𝑇Φ(x̄)𝑑x̄

, (9.12)

then perform the Bayesian update in (9.5)

𝑏′(�, 𝛽) =
𝑃(x | �, 𝛽)𝑏(�, 𝛽)∫

�̄,�̄�
𝑃(x | �̄, �̄�)𝑏(�̄, �̄�)𝑑�̄𝑑�̄�

. (9.13)

Given 𝑏′(�, 𝛽), we now can use any of (9.6), (9.7) or (9.8). Next, we discuss making inference

with (9.12) and (9.13) tractable.

2
For deterministic (9.1), 𝑃(u𝐻 | 𝑥0 , u𝑅;�, 𝛽) is equivalent to 𝑃(x | �, 𝛽).
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9.3.2 Approximation
Although the proposed formalism enables us to capture if the robot’s hypothesis space

cannot explain the human’s input, it is non-trivial to implement tractably for continuous 𝛽
and �, and large state and action spaces. Concretely, notice that equations and (9.12) and

(9.13) constitute a doubly-intractable system with denominators that cannot be computed

exactly. For this reason, we employ several approximations in order to demonstrate

the benefits of estimating situational confidence. Note that we do not consider these a

contribution of our work: we choose the simplest approximations that facilitate tractability.

There are many methods for approximate inference of � studied in the literature that could

be used for the joint (�, 𝛽) spaces as well, from Metropolis Hastings [90, 184], to acquiring

an MLE only via importance sampling of the partition function [70] or via a Laplace

approximation [135].

To approximate the intractable integral in (9.12), we sampled a set𝒳 of 1500 trajectories.

We sampled costs according to (9.11) given by random unit norm �s, then optimized them

with an off-the-shelf trajectory optimizer. We used TrajOpt [192], which is based on

sequential quadratic programming and uses convex-convex collision checking. This way,

we obtain dynamically feasible trajectories that optimize for different features in varying

proportions. While this sampling strategy cannot be justified theoretically, it works well

in practice: the resulting optimized trajectories are a heuristic for sampling diverse and

interesting trajectories in the environment. Future work will address this shortcoming by

either providing theoretical guarantees or using importance sampling instead.

For the second approximation to (9.13), we discretized the space of � ∈ Θ and 𝛽 ∈ ℬ
into sets Θ𝐷 and ℬ𝐷 , which leaves us with a finite, easy to compute posterior. For more

practical details on specific discretization schemes, see Appendix 9.8.1.

Using the above discretization3, we can now perform tractable inference from demon-

strations 𝒟 to obtain a discrete posterior 𝑏(�, 𝛽). Algorithm 2 summarizes the full pro-

cedure: given Θ𝐷 ,ℬ𝐷 ,𝒳, and 𝒟, our method iteratively updates the belief using (9.12)

and (9.13), resulting in the posterior 𝑏(�, 𝛽). Lacking any a-priori information, we chose

a uniform prior but our method will work with any prior. We next present examples for

what this posterior looks like in different scenarios.

9.3.3 Examples
To provide intuition for how situational confidence can indicate when a robot’s hypoth-

esis space is misspecified, we illustrate some examples with a robot manipulator learning

3
In situations where the designer might want high fidelity inference over a large space of � vectors,

reasoning over a heavily discretized space would be more computationally expensive. However, longer

offline computation is possible in our learning-from-demonstrations scenario as the inference happens

offline, after providing the robot with human demonstrations. Alternatively, we could use Monte Carlo

sampling approaches, similar to [90, 173].
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Algorithm 2 Learning from Demonstrations (Offline)

Require: Discretized sets Θ𝐷 ,ℬ𝐷 ,𝒳, set of demonstrations𝒟.

Ensure: Posterior belief 𝑏(�, 𝛽) inferred from𝒟.

𝑏(�, 𝛽) ← 𝑈𝑛𝑖 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑚(�, 𝛽).
for x in𝒟 do

for all � ∈ Θ𝐷 , 𝛽 ∈ ℬ𝐷 do
𝑃(x | �, 𝛽) = 𝑒−𝛽�

𝑇Φ(x)∑
x̄∈𝒳 𝑒

−𝛽�𝑇Φ(x̄) as per (9.12).

𝑏(�, 𝛽) ← 𝑃(x|�,𝛽)𝑏(�,𝛽)∑
�̄∈Θ,�̄�∈ℬ 𝑃(x|�̄,�̄�)𝑏(�̄,�̄�)

as per (9.13).

end for
end for

(a) (Left) Simulated perfect

demonstration with the objective

to keep the cup close to the table.

(Right) Posterior belief resulted

from this demonstration. Notice

that a perfect demonstration leads

to a high probability on the correct

� and high values for 𝛽.

(b) (Left) Noisy human demon-

stration with the objective to keep

the cup close to the table. (Right)

Posterior belief resulted from this

demonstration. Notice that a noisy

but well-explained demonstration

leads to a high probability on the

correct � and moderately high val-

ues for 𝛽. However, the noise in

the demonstration significantly re-

duces the probability at the distri-

butional peak.

(c) (Left) Simulated perfect

demonstration with the objective

to keep the cup away from the

human’s body. (Right) Posterior

belief resulted from this demon-

stration. Notice that, since this

demonstration is poorly explained

(the robot is not reasoning about

distance from the human), the

posterior belief is spread out

approximately uniformly over all

�s and the lowest 𝛽 values. This

indicates that the robot cannot

tell what the demonstration was

intended for.

Figure 9.3: Three examples of demonstrations and the inferred posterior belief after each one of them.

The robot infers the right � = [0, 1, 0] from the two well-explained demonstrations, but, unlike the perfect

simulated demonstration in 9.3(a), the noisy one in 9.3(b) cannot reach the highest 𝛽 and has as overall more

spread-out probability distribution with a lower peak value. Lastly, the perfect simulated demonstration

that is poorly explained in 9.3(c) results in a posterior that is spread-out over all �s and the lowest 𝛽s ,

consistent with the robot not being able to tell what the human’s objective was.

from a human demonstrator. These examples help prepare the setup we will present in

our actual experiments in Section 9.5.

The robot manipulator is performing a household task of moving cups from a shelf
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(a) In the true graph-

ical model, 𝑢𝐻 is an

observation of � and

the situational confi-

dence 𝛽.

(b) We use the proxy variable Φ

to first estimate 𝛽 efficiently.

(c) We interpret the estimate �̂� as an in-

direct observation of the unobserved 𝐸,

which we then use for the � estimate.

Figure 9.4: Graphical model formulation (a) and modifications to it ((b) and (c)) for real-time tractability.

onto the kitchen table. The robot needs to learn from the person’s demonstrations how to

best perform this task. For this purpose, the person physically guides the robot through

one or a few demonstrations of moving the cup down to the table, from which the robot

infers the hidden objective function.

In these examples, the robot’s hypothesis space includes three features: efficiency (E)

as sum of squared velocities over the trajectory, keeping the cup close to the table (T), and

keeping the cup away from the laptop (L) depicted in black.

Formally, we can represent these three feature mappings as:

Φ(x) =


∑𝑇
𝑖=1
((𝑥 𝑖 − 𝑥 𝑖−1)/Δ𝑡)2∑𝑇

𝑖=0
| |𝑥 𝑖 − 𝑥

table
| |2∑𝑇

𝑖=0
max{0, 𝐿 − ||𝑥 𝑖 − 𝑥

laptop
| |2}

 (9.14)

where 𝐿 is the radius of a penalty sphere around the laptop, Δ𝑡 is the discrete timestep

between the states in the trajectory, and the corresponding feature weight vector is � ∈ R3
.

Fig. 9.3 demonstrates how the feature weight � and the situational confidence 𝛽 are

affected for well-explained, noisy, and poorly-explained simulated human demonstration.

The posterior belief is shown for the combination of discrete parameters � and 𝛽. Higher

𝛽 values indicate higher situational confidence. The three circles under each column

represent the � vector for that column, with the components being the efficiency, distance

from the table, and distance from the laptop features. A larger feature weight is indicated

by a darker colored circle, while a white color indicates zero weight.

First, in 9.3(a), we consider the case where the demonstration is a perfectly optimal

trajectory produced by TrajOpt [192]. This serves as a sanity check for when the human

and the robot have the same hypothesis space and the demonstration is perfect. The
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optimal demonstration was produced by finding a trajectory that moves the cup from the

start configuration to the end while minimizing the distance between the cup and the

table. Notice that, with a perfect demonstration, the posterior distribution places the most

probability mass on the � that indicates high penalties for staying away from the table

but no penalties for lack of efficiency or closeness to laptop. Moreover, the posterior also

reveals that the most likely � also corresponds with the highest available confidence 𝛽.

Next, in 9.3(b) we recorded a real human demonstration of the same cup-to-table

behavior. The nature of demonstrations both on hardware and from real people introduce

noise into the demonstration, making it potentially suboptimal with respect to the robot’s

model. However, in this case the human and the robot still share the same hypothesis

space (i.e. the robot and the human both know about the the efficiency, table, and laptop

features). Here, we study how the noise in the demonstration affects the robot’s inference.

Notice that even with an imperfect demonstration, the robot is able to identify the correct

� parameter, but now with a lower confidence 𝛽.

Lastly, we consider the example where the demonstration is optimal but the robot does

not have a rich enough hypothesis space to explain it. The robot reasons about the same

three features, but now the demonstration was produced by optimizing for an additional

feature that is outside its hypothesis space: keeping the cup away from the human’s body.

We observe that the probability distribution in 9.3(c) is spread over all the � values in

the space, with the highest values on low 𝛽s. This example shows how, in the case of

poorly-explained input, the robot’s inference is unsure which objective the human had in

mind, and assigns low situational confidence to the given input.

These illustrative examples give us valuable insight into how the (�, 𝛽)-belief changes

depending on how well-explained the input is. For perfectly explained demonstrations,

the inference identifies the correct � with high posterior probability. As the input becomes

more poorly-explained, the robot loses confidence in all �s, assigning approximately

uniformly spread-out probability on the lowest situational confidence values 𝛽.

9.4 Algorithmic Approach: Corrections

9.4.1 Formulation
We consider the setting in which human input is provided in the form of physical

interventions during the robot’s task execution. Fig. 9.2 (right) is an example of such

a correction. The human may provide a correction to improve some aspect of the task

execution that is not represented in the robot’s objective space. When the robot receives

input, it should be able to reason about its situational confidence in light of the correction

and replan its trajectory accordingly for the rest of the task execution or until a new

correction happens. Thus, the robot must have access to an inference algorithm that can

run in real time. In this section, we will present an online version of our situational

confidence framework.
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In the physical corrections setting, the robot starts with an initial guess of the pa-

rameter � and uses a trajectory optimization scheme to compute a motion plan seeking

to minimize the associated cost 𝐶�. The robot performs the task at hand by applying

controls u𝑅 via an impedance controller in order to track the computed trajectory x.

At any timestep 𝑡 during the trajectory execution, the human may physically interact

with the robot, inducing a joint torque𝑢𝑡
𝐻

. When this happens, the robot can use the human

input to update its estimated � parameter, and thereby the corresponding objective 𝐶�.

Given the new adapted objective, the robot replans an optimized trajectory x and tracks it

until the next human input is sensed or until the task is completed.

Following [19], the robot’s representation of the task assumes that the human does

not explicitly care about the robot’s control effort, but only about features of the state

trajectory. In addition, the human is assumed to have a preference for minimizing her

own control effort. This captures the human’s incentive to have the robot perform the

task autonomously, providing only minimal input to guide the robot towards the correct

behavior when necessary. Encompassing these assumptions, the cost (9.10) takes the form:

𝐶�(x, 𝑢𝑡𝐻) = �𝑇Φ(x) + �∥𝑢𝑡𝐻 ∥
2. (9.15)

To approximately compute the trajectory resulting from the human’s input, we follow

the approach in [19] and introduce the notion of a deformed trajectory x𝐷 . This trajectory

constitutes the robot’s estimate of the human’s desired trajectory given her applied torque

𝑢𝑡
𝐻

. Given the robot’s default trajectory x𝑅 := x(·; 𝑥0, u𝑅 , 0) and having observed the

instantaneous human intervention 𝑢𝑡
𝐻

, we compute x𝐷 by deforming the robot’s default

trajectory in the direction of 𝑢𝑡
𝐻

:

x𝐷 = x𝑅 + �𝐴−1ũ𝐻 , (9.16)

where� > 0 scales the magnitude of the deformation,𝐴 ∈ R𝑛(𝑇+1)×𝑛(𝑇+1)
defines a norm on

the Hilbert space of trajectories4 and dictates the deformation shape [66], and ũ𝐻 ∈ R𝑛(𝑇+1)

is 𝑢𝑡
𝐻

at indices 𝑛𝑡 through 𝑛(𝑡 + 1) and 0 otherwise. The human is therefore modeled

by (9.15) as trading off between inducing a good trajectory x𝐷 with respect to �, and

minimizing her effort.

Equipped with this cost function, we need the robot to reason about the reliability

of its objective space given new inputs in the form of corrections. In contrast with our

analysis in Section 9.3, here the person does not give full demonstrations x, but instead

offers corrections 𝑢𝑡
𝐻

based on the robot’s default trajectory x𝑅. Applying (9.4) to this

setting, we have:

𝑃(𝑢𝑡𝐻 | 𝑥
0, u𝑅;�, 𝛽) = 𝑒−𝛽(�

⊤Φ(x𝐷)+�∥𝑢𝑡𝐻 ∥
2)∫

𝑒−𝛽(�⊤Φ(x̄𝐷)+�∥�̄�∥2)𝑑�̄�
, (9.17)

4
We used a norm 𝐴 based on acceleration, consistent with [19], but other norm choices are possible as

well.
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where x𝐷 and x̄𝐷 are given by (9.16) applied to their respective controls 𝑢𝑡
𝐻

and �̄�.

Ideally, with this model of human actions, illustrated in Fig. 9.4(a), we would per-

form inference over both the situational confidence 𝛽 and the modeled parameters � by

maintaining a joint Bayesian belief 𝑏′(�, 𝛽). Analogously to the demonstrations case, our

probability distribution over � would automatically adjust for well-explained corrections,

whereas for poorly-explained ones the robot’s posterior would not deviate significantly

form its prior on �. Unfortunately, this Bayesian update is not generally feasible in real

time, given the continuous and possibly high-dimensional nature of the parameter space

Θ. Even in simple scenarios with a small number of continuous features, discretizing

Θ as we did in the demonstrations case would generally yield an overly slow inference,

making the method impractical for use in the real-time collaborative scenarios that we

are interested in here. Thus, to evaluate the benefits of estimating 𝛽 we need to derive an

online method that goes beyond simple discretization.

9.4.2 Approximation
To alleviate the computational challenge of performing joint inference over 𝛽 and �,

we introduce a structural assumption that will enable us to approximately decouple the

two inference problems.

Estimating 𝛽

To estimate 𝛽 without dependence on �, we will assume that in order to decide what

correction to provide, the human will first choose the desired features Φ of the resulting

trajectory x𝐷 and then select an input 𝑢𝑡
𝐻

that will obtain these features (Fig. 9.4(b)).

Based on the observed human input 𝑢𝑡
𝐻

and the trajectory features of the deformed

trajectory Φ(x𝐷), the robot can obtain an estimate of 𝛽 by considering how efficient the

human’s input was for the features achieved. Letting𝒰Φ be the set of inputs that achieve

the same observed features Φ𝐷 := Φ(x𝐷), the Boltzmann decision model gives

𝑃(𝑢𝑡𝐻 | 𝑥
0, u𝑅;Φ𝐷 , 𝛽) =

𝑒−𝛽(�
⊤Φ𝐷+�∥𝑢𝑡𝐻 ∥

2)∫
𝒰Φ

𝑒−𝛽(�⊤Φ(x̄𝐷)+�∥�̄�∥2)𝑑�̄�

=
𝑒−𝛽�∥𝑢

𝑡
𝐻
∥2∫

𝒰Φ
𝑒−𝛽�∥�̄�∥2𝑑�̄�

, (9.18)

since the term �⊤Φ(x̄𝐷) is constant for all �̄� ∈ 𝒰Φ and equal to the term �⊤Φ𝐷 in the

numerator.

Using (9.18), the robot can obtain an estimate of 𝛽 by considering how efficient the

human’s correction was for the features achieved—if the input seems highly inefficient,

this is indicative that the features modeled by the robot may not accurately capture the

human’s preference.
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It is useful to approximate the integral over the constrained set𝒰Φ ⊂ 𝒰 by an integral

over the entire set of possible inputs𝒰 , introducing a penalty term in the exponent that

results in a soft indicator function for �̄� ∈ 𝒰Φ:

𝑃(𝑢𝑡𝐻 | 𝑥
0, u𝑅;Φ𝐷 , 𝛽) ≈

𝑒−𝛽�∥𝑢
𝑡
𝐻
∥2∫

𝒰 𝑒
−𝛽(�∥�̄�∥2+�∥Φ(x̄𝐷)−Φ𝐷 ∥2)𝑑�̄�

. (9.19)

Note that for an arbitrarily large � there is an arbitrarily small probability assigned to

𝒰 \ 𝒰Φ in the integral. It is now possible to apply the Laplace approximation to the

unconstrained integral (see Sec. 9.9 for details), yielding:

𝑃(𝑢𝑡𝐻 | 𝑥
0, u𝑅;Φ𝐷 , 𝛽) ≈

𝑒−𝛽�∥𝑢
𝑡
𝐻
∥2

𝑒−𝛽(�∥𝑢
∗
𝐻
∥2+�∥Φ(x∗

𝐷
)−Φ𝐷 ∥2)

√
𝛽𝑘 |𝐻𝑢∗

𝐻
|

2𝜋𝑘
, (9.20)

where 𝑘 is the action space dimensionality and 𝐻𝑢∗
𝐻

is the Hessian of the exponent in

the denominator of (9.19) around 𝑢∗
𝐻

. We obtain the optimal action 𝑢∗
𝐻

by solving the

constrained optimization problem (see Sec. 9.8.2):

minimize

�̃�𝐻
∥�̃�𝐻 ∥2

subject to Φ(x + �𝐴−1ũ𝐻) −Φ𝐷 = 0 .
(9.21)

In other words, the resulting 𝑢∗
𝐻

is the minimal norm �̃�𝐻 the human could have taken,

constrained to lie in 𝒰Φ. As such, the second norm in the denominator’s exponent is 0,

and the final conditional probability becomes:

𝑃(𝑢𝑡𝐻 | 𝑥
0, u𝑅;Φ𝐷 , 𝛽) = 𝑒−𝛽�(∥𝑢

𝑡
𝐻
∥2−∥𝑢∗

𝐻
∥2)

√
𝛽𝑘 |𝐻𝑢∗

𝐻
|

2𝜋𝑘
. (9.22)

We derive below the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE), noting that a maximum a

posteriori (MAP) estimator is often appropriate given a certain prior on 𝛽.

�̂� = arg max

𝛽
{log(𝑃(𝑢𝑡𝐻 | 𝑥

0, u𝑅;Φ𝐷 , 𝛽)}

= arg max

𝛽
{−𝛽�(∥𝑢𝑡𝐻 ∥

2 − ∥𝑢∗𝐻 ∥
2) + log(

√
𝛽𝑘 |𝐻𝑢∗

𝐻
|

2𝜋𝑘
)}.

(9.23)

Applying the first-order condition and setting the derivative to zero yields the maximizer:

�̂� =
𝑘

2�(∥𝑢𝑡
𝐻
∥2 − ∥𝑢∗

𝐻
∥2)

. (9.24)
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Figure 9.5: Empirical estimates for 𝑃(�̂� | 𝐸) and their corresponding chi-squared (𝜒2
) fits.

The estimator5 above yields a high value when the difference between 𝑢𝑡
𝐻

and 𝑢∗
𝐻

is small, i.e. the person’s correction achieves the induced features Φ(x𝐷) efficiently. For

instance, if x𝐷 brings the robot closer to the table, and 𝑢𝑡
𝐻

pushes the robot straight towards

the table, 𝑢𝑡
𝐻

is an efficient way to induce those new feature values. However, when there

is a much more efficient alternative (e.g. when the person pushes mostly sideways rather

than straight towards the table), �̂� will be small. Efficient ways to induce the feature

values will suggest well-explained inputs, inefficient ones will suggest poorly-explained

corrections.

Estimating �

To tractably estimate � building on the 𝛽 estimate, we introduce an auxiliary binary

variable 𝐸 ∈ {0, 1} indicating whether the human’s intervention can be well explained by

the robot’s modeled cost features. We will perform offline training with ground-truth

access to this variable in order to learn its relation to the robot’s estimate �̂�.

When 𝐸 = 1, the human’s desired modification of the robot’s behavior can be well

explained by some vector � ∈ Θ, which will lead the intervention to appear less noisy to

the robot (i.e. 𝛽 is large). As a result, the correction 𝑢𝑡
𝐻

is likely to be efficient for the

cost encoded by this �. Conversely, when 𝐸 = 0, the intervention appears noisy (i.e. 𝛽 is

small), and the human’s correction cannot be well explained by any of the cost features

modeled by the robot.

The graphical model depicted in Fig. 9.4(c) relates the induced feature values Φ𝐷 to �
as a function of the 𝐸. When 𝐸 = 1, the induced features will tend to have low cost with

respect to �; when 𝐸 = 0, the induced features do not depend on �, and we model them

as Gaussian noise centered around the feature values of the robot’s currently planned

5
Note that �̂� is non-negative, since 𝑢∗

𝐻
is the minimal-norm �̃�𝐻 that satisfies the constraint, so the

difference in the denominator of (9.24) is positive.
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trajectory x𝑅.

𝑃(Φ𝐷 | �, 𝐸) =


𝑒−�

⊤Φ𝐷∫
𝑒−�⊤Φ(x̃𝐷)𝑑x̃𝐷

, 𝐸 = 1( �
𝜋

) 𝑘
2 𝑒−� | |Φ𝐷−Φ(x𝑅)| |2 , 𝐸 = 0

(9.25)

with the constant in the 𝐸 = 0 case corresponding to the normalization term of the normal

distribution.

In addition, this graphical model relates the �̂� resulting from the model in Fig. 9.4(b)

to 𝐸 by a 𝑃(�̂� | 𝐸). We fit this distribution from controlled user interaction samples where

we have ground-truth knowledge of 𝐸6. For each sample interaction, we compute �̂� (for

example, using (9.24) if using MLE) and label it with the corresponding binary 𝐸 value.

We fit a chi-squared distribution to these samples to obtain the probability distributions

for 𝑃(�̂� | 𝐸 = 0) and 𝑃(�̂� | 𝐸 = 1). The resulting distributions are shown in Fig. 9.57.

Using the model in Fig. 9.4(c) with the learned distribution 𝑃(�̂� | 𝐸), we can infer a �
estimate in real time whenever a physical correction from the human is measured. We do

this tractably by interpreting the estimate �̂� obtained from (9.24) as an indirect observation

of the unknown variable 𝐸. We combine the empirically characterized likelihood model

𝑃(�̂� | 𝐸) with an initial uniform prior 𝑃(𝐸) to maintain a Bayesian posterior on 𝐸 based

on the evidence �̂� constructed from human observations at deployment time, 𝑃(𝐸 | �̂�) ∝
𝑃(�̂� | 𝐸)𝑃(𝐸).

Further, since we wish to obtain a posterior estimate of the human’s objective �, we

use the model from Fig. 9.4(c) to obtain the posterior probability measure

𝑃(� | Φ𝐷 , �̂�) ∝
∑

𝐸∈{0,1}
𝑃
(
Φ𝐷 | �, 𝐸

)
𝑃(𝐸 | �̂�)𝑃(�) . (9.26)

Following [19], we note that we can approximate the partition function in the human’s

policy (9.25) by employing the Laplace approximation. Taking a second-order Taylor

series expansion of the exponent’s objective about x𝑅, the robot’s current best guess at the

optimal trajectory, we obtain a Gaussian integral that can be evaluated in closed form

𝑃(Φ𝐷 | �, 𝐸 = 1) ≈ 𝑒−�⊤
(
Φ𝐷−Φ(x𝑅)

)
. (9.27)

We also consider a Gaussian prior distribution of � around the robot’s current estimate

�̂:

𝑃(�) = 1

(2𝜋𝛼) 𝑘2
𝑒−

1

2𝛼 | |�−�̂ | |2 , (9.28)

6
Since we tell users what to optimize for, we know whether the human’s input is well-explained with

respect to the robot’s hypothesis space or not.

7
Because users tend to accidentally correct more than one feature, we perform 𝛽-inference separately for

each feature. This requires more overall computation (although still linear in the number of features, and

can be parallelized) and a separate 𝑃(�̂� | 𝐸) estimate for each feature.
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Figure 9.6: Examples of physical corrections (interaction points shown in blue) and the resulting behavior

for the fixed 𝛽 method (top) and estimated 𝛽 method (bottom). When the corrections are well explained,

both methods learn the correct weight �̂ = 1.0. In the case of poorly-explained corrections, our method

infers low �̂� and manages to reduce unintended learning, whereas the fixed 𝛽 method produces incorrect

oscillatory behavior.

where 𝛼 ≥ 0 determines the variance of the Gaussian.

To obtain an update rule for the � parameter, we can simply plug (9.25), (9.27), and

(9.28) into (9.26). For legibility, let’s denote Γ(Φ𝐷 , 𝐸 = 𝑖) = 𝑃(𝐸 = 𝑖 | �̂�)𝑃
(
Φ𝐷 | �, 𝐸 = 𝑖

)
,

for 𝑖 ∈ {0, 1}. Then, the maximum-a-posteriori estimate of the human’s objective � is the

solution maximizer of

𝑃(�)
[
Γ(Φ𝐷 , 𝐸 = 1) + Γ(Φ𝐷 , 𝐸 = 0)

]
=

1

(2𝜋𝛼) 𝑘2
𝑒−

1

2𝛼 | |�−�̂ | |2
[
𝑃(𝐸 = 1 | �̂�)𝑒−�⊤

(
Φ𝐷−Φ(x𝑅)

)
+ 𝑃(𝐸 = 0 | �̂�)

( �
𝜋

) 𝑘
2

𝑒−� | |Φ𝐷−Φ(x𝑅)| |2
]
.

(9.29)

Differentiating (9.29) with respect to � and equating to 0 gives the maximum-a-

posteriori update rule

�̂′ = �̂ − 𝛼
Γ(Φ𝐷 , 𝐸 = 1)

Γ(Φ𝐷 , 𝐸 = 1) + Γ(Φ𝐷 , 𝐸 = 0)
(
Φ𝐷 −Φ(x𝑅)

)
. (9.30)
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We note that due to the coupling in �̂′, the solution to (9.30) is non-analytic and can instead

be obtained via numerical approaches like Newton-Raphson or quasi-Newton methods.

In previous objective-learning approaches including [19] and [237], it is implicitly

assumed that all human actions are fully explainable by the robot’s representation of the

objective function space (𝐸 = 1), leading to the simplified update

�̂′ = �̂ − 𝛼
(
Φ𝐷 −Φ(x𝑅)

)
, (9.31)

which can be easily seen to be a special case of (9.30) when 𝑃(𝐸 = 0 | �̂�) ≡ 0. Our proposed

update rule therefore generalizes commonly-used objective-learning formulations to cases

where the human’s underlying objective function is not fully captured by the robot’s

model. We expect that this extended formulation will enable learning that is more robust

to misspecified or incomplete human objective parameterizations.8 Once we obtain the

�̂′ update, we replan the robot trajectory in its 7-DOF configuration space with an off-the-

shelf trajectory optimizer, TrajOpt [192].

The update rule changes the weights in the objective in the direction of the feature

difference as well, but how much it does so depends on the probability assigned to the

correction being well-explained. Looking back at Section 9.2, this update is approximating

(9.7). At one extreme, if we know with full certainty that the correction is well explained,

then we do the full update as in traditional objective learning. But crucially, at the other

extreme, if we know that the correction is poorly explained, we do not update at all and

keep our prior belief.

Algorithm 3 Learning from Corrections (Online)

Require: 𝑃(�̂� | 𝐸 = 𝑖),∀𝑖 ∈ {0, 1} from training data.

Initialize x𝑅 ← 𝑇𝑟𝑎 𝑗𝑂𝑝𝑡(�̂) for initial �̂.

while goal not reached do
if 𝑢𝐻 ≠ 0 then

x𝐷 = x𝑅 + �𝐴−1ũ𝐻 .

𝑢∗
𝐻
← 𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(Φ𝐷), as per (9.21) .

�̂� = 𝑘
2�(∥𝑢𝐻 ∥2−∥𝑢∗𝐻 ∥2)

.

�̂← �̂ − 𝛼 Γ(Φ𝐷 ,𝐸=1)
Γ(Φ𝐷 ,𝐸=1)+Γ(Φ𝐷 ,𝐸=0)

(
Φ𝐷 −Φ(x𝑅)

)
.

x𝑅 ← 𝑇𝑟𝑎 𝑗𝑂𝑝𝑡(�̂) .
end if

end while

8
Note that to enforce the constraint on | |� | | = 1, we can indeed project the resulting �̂′ onto the unit ball.

In practice, because our learning from corrections algorithm separates the 𝛽-inference from the �-inference,

this projection is no longer required, but we found it helpful to still constrain the space of Θ to encourage

smoothness in the change of the cost function.
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Overall, the full algorithm is given in Algorithm 3. The robot begins tracking a

trajectory x𝑅 given by an initial �̂. Once a human torque 𝑢𝐻 is sensed, the robot deforms

its trajectory to compute the induced features Φ𝐷 , computes the optimal human action

𝑢∗
𝐻

using (9.21), and uses it to estimate �̂� for that input. It then updates �̂ using the

learned distributions 𝑃(�̂� | 𝐸 = 𝑖),∀𝑖 ∈ {0, 1}, and updates its tracked trajectory x𝑅. For

more practical details on how replanning works, and how to set various hyperparameters,

consult Sec. 9.8.2.

9.4.3 Examples
As in Section 9.3, we now illustrate some examples to help lay out some of the setup

we will present in our actual experiments in Sections 9.5 and 9.6. We provide intuition for

how the estimators of 𝛽 and � work when we have a perfectly specified objective space

and a misspecified objective space. In all of the examples, the robot reasons about the

previously described distance from the table feature. What changes is the feature for

which the human decides to provide corrections.

We look at two situations: the human may correct the relevant feature and push the

robot closer to the table, or she might provide an poorly-explained input to keep the coffee

mug upright. Fig. 9.6 illustrates the two scenarios and contrasts our estimated-𝛽 approach

to the state of the art fixed-𝛽 approach that uses (9.31).

On the top we present the fixed-𝛽 method and its performance with both the well-

explained and the poorly-explained input. When the input is well explained, the left

image shows that the robot learns from the interactions and converges close to the true

� = 1. However, when the input is poorly explained on the right, the robot incorrectly

learns fictitious � values and produces oscillatory behavior.

In the bottom row of Fig. 9.6 we present our described estimated-𝛽 method. In the

case of well-explained inputs, the value for �̂� increases, allowing � to grow up to the real

value � = 1. The method has the same behavior as the state of the art. However, more

importantly, in the case of poorly-explained input, our method immediately estimates low

�̂� values, which allows it to significantly reduce unintended learning as compared to the

state of the art.

This figure illustrates how situational confidence estimation can aid the robot when

the human input is poorly explained. We stress that although our method does not allow

the robot to magically learn the correct behavior that the user desires, it greatly reduces

unintended learning and undesired behaviors.

9.5 Case Studies
Equipped with our algorithmic approaches to situational confidence estimation, we

now consider two case studies in learning from demonstrations and corrections using real

human input on a 7-DoF robot manipulator.
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9.5.1 Demonstrations
We collected human demonstrations of household motion planning tasks and per-

formed our situational confidence inference offline. We recruited 12 people to physically

interact with a JACO 7-DoF robotic arm and analyzed 4 common cases that can arise in

the context of personal robotics learning.

For all the experiments in this section, we asked the participants to provide demon-

strations with respect to a feature of interest, which the robot might (well-explained) or

might not (poorly-explained) have in its hypothesis space. Some of the features that the

humans had to prioritize include: distance of the end effector from the table, distance

from the person, or distance from the end-effector to a laptop placed on the table.

Before giving any demonstrations, each person was allowed a period of training with

the robot in gravity compensation mode to get accustomed to interacting with the robot.

When collecting human demonstrations, participants were asked to move the robot arm

holding a cup of coffee from the upper shelf of a cupboard to right above the table, across

a laptop.

After collecting all demonstrations, we designed the robot’s hypothesis space for in-

ference purposes. In all four scenarios that we will illustrate, the robot reasons over the

same three features as in (9.14): E, T, and L. Although the robot always knows about these

features, the demonstrations may have been given relative to different (and potentially

unmodeled) features.

Throughout our scenarios, we tested two hypotheses:

H1. If the human input is well-explained, our inference procedure places high proba-

bility on the correct � hypothesis, with a high situational confidence 𝛽.

H2. If the human input is poorly-explained, our inference procedure does not place high

probability on any � hypothesis and is uniform over all hypotheses with low situational

confidence 𝛽.

To test these hypotheses, we looked at the resulting inferred belief. Given the demon-

strations and a parametrization of the cost function, we first updated the belief over the

weight and situational confidence parameters for each single demonstration, 𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒(�, 𝛽).
This gives insights into how a single demonstration can affect the robot’s inference proce-

dure.

Next, we used all 12 human demonstrations to obtain a probability distribution over

the weight and confidence measures, 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙(�, 𝛽) for each scenario. By using multiple

demonstrations as evidence about the cost and the situational confidence parameter, we

see how in some scenarios multiple demonstrations can help improve confidence in the �
estimation.

We now present experimental results in two scenarios that support our above hypothe-

ses.
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Figure 9.7: (Left) Human demonstrations avoiding the laptop. (Right) Upper distribution is the posterior

belief for the highlighted blue demonstration. Since the robot has the laptop feature in its hypothesis

space, this demonstration induces a high 𝛽 on the correct � = [0, 0, 1]. Below, when considering all the

demonstrations, the inference procedure converges to a slightly lower 𝛽 value due to the suboptimality of

some of the demonstrations in the dataset.

Well-specified objective space

Here we consider a scenario where the robot and the human share the same hypothesis

space, i.e. the robot’s model is well specified. The participants were instructed to avoid

spilling the coffee over the laptop by providing a demonstration where the robot’s end-

effector is away from the electronic device. Here, the feature of interest was the distance

from the laptop which was in the robot’s hypothesis space: the demonstration would be

well explained as long as the demonstration maintained a distance of at least 𝐿 meters

away from the center of the laptop.

On the left of Fig. 9.7 we visualize all 12 recorded demonstrations and the experimental

setup. Note that most participants had an easy time providing demonstrations which

avoided the laptop. Indeed, we noticed that 10 out of the 12 demonstrations resulted in

high situational confidence and a probability distribution similar to the one at the top

right of Fig. 9.7. Here, the � vector that has largest weight on the third feature (distance

from the laptop) is correctly inferred to have high 𝛽 value. This signals that the robot is

highly confident the person provided a demonstration that avoids the laptop, which is

correct and supports our hypothesis H1.

Another interesting observation is that the situational confidence over all 12 demon-

strations together is lower than in the case of the single optimal demonstration highlighted

in blue (peak at around 1.0 instead of 100.0)9. This is due to the two noisy demonstrations

that came too close to the laptop. When working with non-expert users, it is inevitable

that such imperfect demonstrations will arise. However, despite the challenge of noisy

9
In the lower right belief in Fig. 9.7, note from the colorbar values that the probability mass is more

peaked than in the case of a single demonstration. This confirms our intuition that the robot’s certainty in

the hypothesis is enhanced the more demonstrations supporting that hypothesis it receives.
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Figure 9.8: (Left) Human demonstrations avoiding the user’s body. (Right) Upper distribution is the

posterior belief 𝑏(𝛽, �) for the highlighted demonstration. Since the robot’s model does not include distance

to the user’s body, none of the robot’s hypotheses can explain the demonstration, as reflected in the higher

probabilities on low 𝛽s for all �s. After performing inference on all the demonstrations, the distribution in

the lower right plot shows even more probability mass on the lowest situational confidence values.

and/or erroneous demonstrations, the algorithm recovers the correct � hypothesis with

a relatively high 𝛽, supporting H1 once again.

Misspecified hypothesis space

We look at the opposite scenario: the robot and the human do not share the same

hypothesis space and the robot’s model is clearly misspecified.

Participants were instructed to move the robot from start to end while also keeping the

robot’s hand away from their body to avoid spilling coffee on their clothes. Since the robot’s

cost function does not include any notion of distance to humans, the demonstrations

should appear poorly explained relative to the robot’s model of how humans choose

demonstrations.

Fig. 9.8 visualizes all 12 demonstrations as well as the posterior probability distribu-

tions for a single highlighted trajectory and for all 12. For both a single demonstration and

all of them, in the case of misspecification none of the hypotheses are correct. Thus, the

robot infers equally low probability for all �s, with low situational confidence, supporting

our hypothesis H2. This signals that the robot is unsure what the person’s demonstration

referred to, as we expected.

These two examples illustrate cases where our method supports the two hypotheses

above. However, there are important limitations that we discuss in the following two

scenarios.
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Figure 9.9: (Left) Human demonstrations avoiding the user’s body. The blue cluster is correlated with

the feature describing distance from the laptop. The orange cluster is uncorrelated. (Right) The top

distribution is the posterior belief 𝑏(𝛽, �) for the highlighted blue correlated demonstration. Notice that the

hypothesis that puts all weight on avoiding the laptop � = [0, 0, 1] dominates the distribution. Meanwhile,

the posterior belief for the highlighted orange demonstration indicates low situational confidence in all

hypotheses. The bottom distribution shows that when combining all demonstrations, the robot continues

to have low situational confidence although the laptop hypothesis has slightly higher 𝛽.

Feature correlation

The past two examples demonstrate clear instances when the robot’s objective space

is either well specified or misspecified. However, often times situations will be more am-

biguous. For example, although the human input may refer to a feature that is nonexistent

in the robot’s hypothesis space, the robot may know about a feature that is correlated to

the one the human is trying to affect. In this next scenario, we investigate how such feature

correlation influences the situational confidence estimates.

We asked the participants to move the robot from the same start and end as before,

while keeping the cup in the robot’s end-effector away from their body to avoid spilling

coffee on their clothes. The setup is similar to the poorly-explained demonstration in the

previous scenario, only that now the human starts in a different initial position.

Visualizations of the 12 demonstrations in Fig. 9.9 showcase that although all demon-

strations move the cup away from the person, some of them (depicted in blue) also

maintain a good distance away from the laptop. Hence, even though the human was

trying to teach the robot to stay away from their body, the robot interprets the human’s

demonstrations as a signal to stay away from the laptop. Thus, we say that the distance

from human and distance from laptop features are correlated.

When looking at the top-right posterior probability in Fig. 9.9, the distribution over
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Figure 9.10: (Left) Human demonstrations keeping the cup in the end-effector close to the table. (Right)

Because it is difficult for the person to give a good demonstration, the top posterior does not have a clearly

defined peak for one particular hypothesis, although several �s are favored. In the bottom distribution,

we notice that when presented with all 12 demonstrations, the robot can more clearly infer the correct

hypothesis for the distance to the table, � = [0, 1, 0].

�, 𝛽 shows that our algorithm infers a high situational confidence for the � that fully

considers the distance from the laptop. Thus, even if the human input does not pertain

to a feature in the robot’s hypothesis space, in some cases the demonstration can still be

explained via correlated features in the robot’s hypothesis space. This observation does

not support H2 and is clearly a limitation of our method.

However, the orange cluster of demonstrations in Fig. 9.9, showcase the fine line

between demonstrations that induce a feature correlation and those that do not. The

orange demonstrations clearly ignore the laptop and simply take the shortest path to the

end goal while avoiding the human’s body. As we can see in the orange probability

distribution, our method infers a uniform distribution over all � hypotheses, with a focus

on the lowest situational confidence values, backing H2.

These two clusters highlight that our method infers reasonable �, 𝛽 values even in the

case of feature correlation. The robot either infers a good � to perform its original task

through the means of another feature, or it has low confidence in understanding the input.

When we look at the posterior distribution that results from all 12 demonstrations,

the bottom-right part of the figure shows that, due to the correlation in the blue cluster,

there is increased probability on the � that considers fully the distance from the laptop.

However, due to the ambiguity of the orange cluster, the situational confidence is not as

high as it would be in a well-explained case (see Fig. 9.7).

Feature engineering

Many of the cost function features we considered so far have been intuitive to provide

demonstrations for. However, some cost functions may be particularly challenging or

unintuitive for human users. Two extreme examples of this could be features learned
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using complex function approximators or unintuitive features like minimizing the total

energy of a system.

In our scenario, the feature users have a difficult time providing good demonstrations

for is the distance between the robot’s hand and the table along the trajectory. Since the

feature was designed as the sum of distances to table for all waypoints in the trajectory, the

optimal demonstration immediately moves the end-effector to the table and then keeps it

right above the tabletop for the rest of the path, as seen in Fig. 9.3(a). This limitation does

not support H1.

However, this mathematical optimum does not necessarily align with how human

users interpret the best behavior for this task. In our experiments, most users gradually

bring the robot’s hand closer to the table, rather than pushing it down immediately, for a

more smooth and natural motion (see left in Fig. 9.10). These demonstrations thus appear

noisy and sub-optimal with respect to the robot’s model and make it difficult to infer the

true � from a single demonstration.

This phenomenon is reflected more clearly when we look at the top-right belief dis-

tribution in Fig. 9.10. Although the distribution for the highlighted blue demonstration

has some peaks around hypotheses that strongly favor the feature responsible for dis-

tance to the table, it is not nearly as clearly defined as it should be for a well-explained

demonstration (see Fig. 9.7).

However, when the robot gathers evidence from multiple demonstrations, the algo-

rithm does manage to figure out that this is the feature that people were optimizing for.

The bottom right plot in Fig. 9.10 illustrates that, once again, having more input samples

eventually leads our algorithm to converge to a strong probability for the right � with a

reasonably high 𝛽. Although our method cannot back H1 when inferring the objective

from a single demonstration, more data leads our algorithm to correctly support H1.

Summary: The four situations presented above illustrate that our two original hy-

potheses H1 and H2 are supported most of the time (9.5.1, 9.5.1), with some exceptions

(9.5.1, 9.5.1). We saw that when the person has a difficult time giving a good demonstration

(Section 9.5.1), our method cannot support H1 unless provided with multiple demonstra-

tions, to disambiguate the inherent noise in the user’s suboptimal input. Additionally,

when the person provides what should be a poorly-explained demonstration (Section

9.5.1), feature correlation might lead the inference to falsely detect �s corresponding to

that input, contradicting H2. However, we observed that when given more demonstra-

tions, our algorithm can attribute low situational confidence 𝛽 if the uncorrelated input is

sufficient. More work is needed in this area.

9.5.2 Corrections
We now turn our attention to case where human input is sparse and in the form of

intermediate corrections during the robot’s task execution. Here we present an offline

case study where we analyze how our estimates of �̂� enable us to distinguish if the input
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is well explained or not to the robot’s model of the human. For a full exploration of the

real-time updates from human corrections, we conduct an online user study which we

later describe in Section 9.6.

We recruited 12 additional individuals to physically interact with the same robotic

manipulator. Each participant was asked to intentionally correct a feature (that the robot

may or may not have in its hypothesis space): adjusting the distance of the end effector

from the table, adjusting the distance from the person, or adjusting the cup’s orientation.

During this case study the robot did not attempt to update the feature weights � and

simply tracked a predefined trajectory with an impedance controller [impedance]. The

participants were instructed to intervene only once during the robot’s task execution,

in order to record a single physical correction. The resulting trajectories and physical

interaction 𝑢
𝐻

were saved for offline analysis. This setup enabled us to easily analyze the

situational confidence of the robot as we changed the robot’s hypothesis space.

Next, we ran our approximate inference algorithm using the recorded human interac-

tion torques and robot joint angle information. We measured what �̂� would have been for

each interaction if the robot knew about a given subset of the features. By changing the

subset of features for the robot, we changed whether any given human interaction was

well explained to the robot’s hypothesis space.

We tested two hypotheses:

H1. Well-explained interactions result in high �̂�, whereas interactions that change a

feature the robot does not know about result in low �̂� for all features the robot does
know about.

H2. Not reasoning about well-explained interactions and, instead, indiscriminately

learning from every update leads to significant unintended learning.

We ran a repeated-measures ANOVA to test the effect of whether and input is well

explained on our �̂�. We found a significant effect (𝐹(1, 521) = 9.9093, 𝑝 = 0.0017): when

the person was providing a well-explained correction, �̂� was significantly higher. This

supports our hypothesis H1.

Fig. 9.11(a) plots �̂� under the well-explained (orange) and poorly-explained (blue)

conditions. Whereas the poorly-explained interactions end up with �̂�s close to 0, well-

explained corrections have higher mean and take on a wider range of values, reflecting

varying degrees of human performance in correcting something the robot knows about.

We fit per-feature chi-squared distributions for 𝑃(�̂� | 𝐸) for each value of 𝐸 which we

will use to infer 𝐸 and, thus, � online. In addition, Fig. 9.11(b) illustrates that even for

poorly-explained human actions 𝑢𝐻 , the resulting feature difference ΔΦ = Φ(x𝐷) −Φ(x) is
non-negligible. This supports our second hypothesis, H2, that not reasoning about how

well-explained an action is is detrimental to learning performance when the robot receives

misspecified updates.
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(b) Average ΔΦ for well-explained and poorly-

explained interactions.

Figure 9.11: 𝛽 values are significantly larger for well-explained actions than for poorly-explained ones. Fea-

ture updates are non-negligible even during poorly-explained actions, which leads to significant unintended

learning for fixed-𝛽 methods.

9.6 User Study on Learning from Corrections
Our case study on corrections suggested that �̂� can be used as a measure of whether

physical interactions are well explained and should be learned from. Next, we conducted

an IRB-approved user study to investigate the implications of using these estimates during

learning. During each experimental task, the robot began with a number of incorrect

weights and participants were asked to physically correct the robot. Locations of the

objects and human were kept consistent in our experiments across tasks and users to

control for confounds10. The planning and inference were done for robot trajectories in

7-dimensional configuration space, accounting for all relevant constraints including joint

limits and self-collisions, as well as collisions between obstacles in the workspace and any

part of the robot’s body.11

9.6.1 Experiment design
Independent variables

We used a 2 by 2 factoral design. We manipulated the corrections learning strategy

with two levels (fixed-𝛽 and estimated-𝛽 learning), and also whether the human corrected

for features inside (well explained) or outside (poorly explained) the robot’s hypothesis

10
We assume full observability of where the objects and the human are, as the focus of this paper is not

sensing.

11
For video footage of the experiment, see: https://youtu.be/stnFye8HdcU

https://youtu.be/stnFye8HdcU
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space. In the fixed learning strategy, the robot updated its feature weights from a given

interaction via (9.31) with a fixed 𝛽 value. In the estimated-𝛽 learning strategy, the robot

updates its feature weights via (9.30). The offline experiments above provided us an

estimate for 𝑃(𝐸 | �̂�) that we used in the gradient update.

Dependent measures - objective

To analyze the objective performance of the two learning strategies, we focused on

comparing two main measurements: the length of the �̂ path through weight space as

a measurement of the learning process, and the regret in feature space measured by

|Φ(x�∗) − Φ(x𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙)|. Longer �̂ paths should indicate a learning process that oscillates,

whereas shorter paths suggest smoother learning curves. On the other hand, high regret

implies that the learning method did not converge to a good objective �, whereas low

regret indicates better learning.

Dependent measures - subjective

For each condition, we administered a 7-point Likert scale survey about the partic-

ipant’s interaction experience (Table 9.1). We separate the survey into 3 scales: task

completion, task understanding, and unintended learning.

Hypotheses

We tested four hypotheses:

H1. On tasks where humans try to correct inside the robot’s hypothesis space (well-

explained corrections), inferring situational confidence is not inferior to always assum-

ing high situational confidence.

H2. On tasks where humans try to correct outside the robot’s hypothesis space (poorly-

explained corrections), inferring situational confidence reduces unintended learning.

H3. On tasks where they tried to correct inside the robot’s hypothesis space, partici-

pants felt like the two methods performed the same.

H4. On tasks where they tried to correct outside the robot’s hypothesis space, partici-

pants felt like our estimated-𝛽 method reduced unintended learning.

Tasks

We designed 4 experimental household motion planning tasks for the robot to perform

in a shared workspace. Similarly to the case studies, for each experimental task, the robot

carried a cup from a start to end pose with an initially incorrect objective. Participants

were instructed to physically intervene to correct the robot’s behavior during the task.
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(b) �̂ learning path length averaged across subjects.

Figure 9.12: Comparison of regret and length of �̂ learning path through weight space over time (lower is

better).

In Tasks 1 and 2, the robot’s default trajectory took a cup from the participant and put

it down on the table, but carried the cup too high above the table. In Tasks 3 and 4, the

robot also took a cup from the human and placed it on the table, but this time it initially

grasped the cup at the wrong angle, requiring human assistance to correct end-effector

orientation to an upright position. For Tasks 1 and 3, the robot knew about the feature the

human was asked to correct for (𝐸 = 1) and participants were told that the robot should be

compliant. For Tasks 2 and 4, the correction was poorly explained (𝐸 = 0) and participants

were instructed to correct any additional unwanted changes in the trajectory.

Participants

We used a within-subjects design and randomized the order of the learning methods

during experiments. We recruited 12 participants (6 females, 6 males, aged 18-30) from

the campus community, 10 of which had technical background. None of the participants

had experience interacting with the robot used in our experiments.

Procedure

Every participant was assigned a random ordering of the two methods, and per-

formed each task without knowing how the underlying methods work. One challenge

in performing and evaluating our experiment was that different participants may have

different internal preferences for how a task should be performed. In order to have a

consistent notion of ground-truth preferences, we fixed the true objective (e.g. how far the

cup should be from the table) for each task. At the beginning of each task, the participant

was first shown the incorrect default trajectory that they must correct, followed by the

ground-truth desired trajectory they should teach the robot. This allows us to focus only

on how well each algorithm infers objectives from human input, versus trying to addi-
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Questions Cronbach’s 𝛼 F-Ratio p-value

ta
sk The robot accomplished the task in the way I wanted.

0.94 0.88 0.348

The robot was NOT able to complete the task correctly.

un
de

rs
ta

nd

I felt the robot understood how I wanted the task done.

0.95 0.55 0.46

I felt the robot did NOT know how I wanted the task done.

un
in

te
nd

I had to undo corrections that I gave the robot.

The robot wrongly updated its understanding about aspects of the task I did not want to change.

0.91 9.15 0.0046
After I adjusted the robot, it continued to do the other parts of the task correctly.

After I adjusted the robot, it incorrectly updated parts of the task that were already correct.

Table 9.1: Results of ANOVA on subjective metrics collected from a 7-point Likert-scale survey.

tionally estimate the unique ground-truth human objective of each participant. Then the

participant performed a familiarization round, followed by two recorded experimental

rounds. After answering the survey, the participant repeated the procedure for the other

method.

9.6.2 Analysis
Objective

We ran a repeated-measures factorial ANOVA with learning strategy and input quality

(well or poorly explained) as factors for the regret. We found a significant main effect for

the method (𝐹(1, 187) = 7.8, 𝑝 = 0.0058), and a significant interaction effect (𝐹(1, 187) =
6.77, 𝑝 = 0.0101). We ran a post-hoc analysis with Tukey HSD corrections for multiple

comparisons to analyze this effect, and found that it supported our hypotheses. On tasks

where corrections were poorly explained, the estimated-𝛽 method had significantly lower

regret (𝑝 = 0.001); on tasks where corrections were well explained, there was no significant

difference (𝑝 = 0.9991). Fig. 9.12(a) plots the regret per task, and indeed the estimated-𝛽
method was not inferior on tasks 1 and 3, and significantly better on tasks 2 and 4.

For the length of the �̂ path through weight space metric, the factorial ANOVA analysis

found a significant main effect for the method (𝐹(1, 187) = 76.43, 𝑝 < 0.0001), and a

significant interaction effect (𝐹(1, 187) = 33.3, 𝑝 < 0.0001). A similar post-hoc analysis with

Tukey HSD correction for multiple comparisons also supports our hypotheses. On tasks

where corrections were poorly explained, our method had significantly lower average

weight paths over time (𝑝 = 0.0025); on tasks where correction were well explained,

however, there was no significant difference (𝑝 = 0.1584). The same results are supported

by Fig. 9.12(b), which plots the average length of �̂ through weight space per task, and
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indeed our method was not significantly inferior for tasks 1 and 3, and significantly better

on tasks 2 and 4.

Subjective

We ran a repeated measures ANOVA on the results of our participant survey. We

find that our method is not significantly different from the baseline in terms of task

completion (𝐹(1, 7) = 0.88, 𝑝 = 0.348) and task understanding (𝐹(1, 7) = 0.55, 𝑝 = 0.46),

which supports H3. Participants also significantly preferred the estimated-𝛽 method in

terms of reducing unintended learning (𝐹(1, 7) = 9.15, 𝑝 = 0.0046), which supports H4.

9.7 Discussion
Human guidance is becoming increasingly important as autonomous systems enter

the real world. One common way for robots to interpret human input is treating it as

evidence about hypotheses in the robot’s objective space. Since accounting for all possible

hypotheses and situations ahead of time is challenging if not infeasible, in this paper we

claim that robots should explicitly reason about how well their given hypothesis space

can explain the human inputs.

We introduced the notion of situational confidence 𝛽 as a natural way to measure how

much the robot should trust its inputs and learn from them. We presented a general

framework for estimating 𝛽 in conjunction with any task objectives for scenarios where

the human and the robot are operating the same dynamical system. We instantiated it for

learning from human demonstrations, as well as for learning from corrections, by deriving

a close to real-time approximate algorithm. In both settings, we exemplified – via human

experiments with a 7-DoF robotic manipulator and a user study – that reasoning about

situational confidence does, in fact, assist the robot in better understanding when it cannot

explain human input.

There are several important limitations in our work. Perhaps the biggest limitation

of all, which we alluded to in the introduction, is that the hypothesis space can be mis-

specified but the robot can nonetheless explain the input relatively well, thus confusing

misspecification for slight noise. This is especially true in more expressive hypothesis

spaces, where there might always be some hypothesis that explains the input. This is

unfortunately a fundamental problem with detecting misspecification in expressive hy-

pothesis spaces: a single demonstration or a single data point will not be enough. Much

like learning cost functions when using such spaces requires much more and diverse data

than when using a less expressive space, with detecting misspecification too it will be the

case that the robot will require a rich and diverse set of data points. The more data the

robot has access to, and the more diversely it is distributed, the less of a chance there is

that one wrong hypothesis can explain all the data.
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Furthermore, our approach cannot disambiguate between misspecification of the hy-

pothesis space and misspecification of the human observation model, i.e. the Boltzmann

model.

Algorithmically, while for corrections we derived a way to handle continuous hypoth-

esis spaces that scales linearly with the dimensionality of the space, for demonstrations

we relied on simply discretizing the space. This was sufficient for showcasing the benefit

of estimating situational confidence, since for demonstrations this is done offline. How-

ever, to scale the method to complex spaces, we need to combine it with state-of-the-art

(Bayesian) IRL approaches that rely on Metropolis Hastings sampling, or simply estimate

the MLE.

Lastly, our experiments for both demonstrations and corrections are limited to a simple

motion planning task with a cost function that depends on only a few features. We do

not show how the method would degrade, both under ideal as well as under approximate

inference.

In subsequent work, we hope to address some of these limitations. We are also

interested in an extension to sequential time-dependent inputs, where the person could

change their mind about what objective is important to them. Additionally, we want to

explore ways of handling misspecification other than reducing learning, such as switching

to a more expressive hypothesis space (but demanding more data and computation)

whenever the situational confidence is very low for all �s. Finally, we are excited to

showcase our work on other coupled dynamical systems, such as autonomous vehicles.

9.8 Practical Considerations

9.8.1 Demonstrations
Discretizing Θ and ℬ in (9.13)

For the Θ discretization, we chose vectors in the unit sphere, as discussed in Section

9.2.2. For practical purposes, we restricted the � components to be positive due to our

task features and the capabilities of our trajectory optimizer; in general, learning from

demonstrations should be restricted to norm 1, not necessarily to the positive quadrant.

In both our examples in Section 9.3 and experiments in Sections 9.5, each �𝑖 component

was allowed to take values 0, 0.5, or 1. Since we used 3 features, �’s dimensionality was

3, leading to a possible set Θ equivalent to the 3-fold Cartesian product of the values

above. After normalizing to norm 1, we were left with 19 unique � vectors in Θ, weighing

the three features in different proportions, as shown in Figures 9.3, 9.7, 9.8, 9.9, and 9.10.

Our discretization scheme ensured an approximately uniform sampling on the positive

quadrant of the unit sphere.

To discretize situational confidence, we found it sufficient to cover

𝛽 ∈ {0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0, 10.0, 30.0, 100.0},
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the log-scale space, similarly to [77, 74]. For different tasks, a similar discretization should

suffice because what matters is 𝛽’s relative magnitude for identifying misspecification,

not its absolute one. We suggest calibrating the threshold 𝜖 in (9.6) using a few simulated

trajectories like the ones in Fig. 9.3.

9.8.2 Corrections
Planning and Replanning

We use TrajOpt [trajopt] to plan and replan robot trajectories. We set up the trajectory

optimization problem to plan a path that minimizes a cost function of the form of (9.15).

Given different features Φ and weights � on these features, different optimal paths may be

found. Additionally, we constrain the optimization to plan a path between a pre-specified

start and goal locations, while avoiding collisions with the objects in the environment

(table, laptop, or human). The total time of the trajectory is fixed, but the actual length

can differ. That means that the robot moves faster for longer trajectories, and slower for

shorter ones.

When the experiment starts, the robot plans an initial path from start to goal, using the

initial weights �. When a human push happens, the robot measures the instantaneous

deviation, which deforms the trajectory via the impedance controller. Without learning,

the robot would resume tracking its original trajectory. However, we use the human input

to update � according to (9.30), which the robot’s planner uses to compute a new trajectory

that the robot can follow instead. In a perfect world, this entire process would happen at

60Hz. In practice, however, the trajectory optimizer’s computation lasts longer. As such,

once a push is registered, the robot starts listening for following torque signals only after

the update is complete.

Imagine this process in the context of a typical user experience. Once the person

begins pushing, the robot instantly starts updating � and optimizing the new induced

path. While the person is applying their correction, the planner eventually finishes its

computation and passes the updated trajectory to the robot controller. The user can

immediately feel that the robot changed course and stops intervening.

Solving (9.21)

We used SLSQP, an off-the-shelf sequential quadratic programming package [125], to

solve (9.21). In practice, the method can fail to return a good result if the initialization is

bad. We found that if we initialize the minimization with a guess that does not satisfy the

constraint (e.g. 0), it returns a reasonable estimate of the true 𝑢∗
𝐻

.

Sensitivity Analysis

Both (9.24) and (9.30) rely heavily on hyperparameters � and �. Here, we discuss how

to set them.
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Setting � affects the magnitude of the resulting estimated situational confidence �̂� in

(9.24). This magnitude plays an important role when later estimating � via (9.30) because

it affects 𝑃(𝐸 | �̂�). However, note that to compute this probability we use 𝑃(�̂� | 𝐸), which

is an entirely data-driven empirical distribution, where the observed �̂� is also computed

via (9.24). As such, we are not relying on absolute magnitudes of the estimated situational

confidence but on relative ones. Therefore, the choice of the hyperparameter � does not

affect our method’s estimates as long as they are computed with the same hyperparameter

that is used for learning 𝑃(�̂� | 𝐸).
In the case of precision � in (9.25), how spread out the Gaussian noise centered around

Φ(x𝑅) is affects the denominator in (9.30). When � → 0, the Γ(Φ𝐷 , 𝐸 = 0) term in the

denominator goes to 0, which means that (9.30) reduces to (9.31): our method always

learns and never identifies misspecification. On the other hand, when �→∞, we can use

the L’Hospital rule to see that Γ(Φ𝐷 , 𝐸 = 0) → 0 as well, as long as | |Φ𝐷 − Φ(x𝑅)| |2 ≠ 0,

which is true unless there is no correction to deform x𝑅, in which case we do not need to

update � at all. Therefore, it is important that � is set not too high and not too low in order

for our method to work properly.

The best practice for setting � also involves using the offline data calibration from

Section 9.5.2. To calibrate properly, after computing the empirical 𝑃(�̂� | 𝐸) distribution,

when 𝐸 = 0 the updated � should not change much, whereas when 𝐸 = 1 the � parameter

should change appropriately.

Without the offline data calibration in Section 9.5.2, both � and � affect the � and 𝛽
estimation, and can have profound effects on the efficacy of our method. Unfortunately,

we cannot do this calibration automatically yet, which is a limitation of our work, and we

leave it for future research.

Trajectory Deformation Parameter Choice

When deforming the robot’s trajectory given a human interaction, there are many

choices of the deformation matrix 𝐴 and the deformation magnitude parameter �. 𝐴 can

be an explicit design choice (for example, constructing 𝐴 from a finite differencing matrix

[19]), can be solved for via an optimization problem which penalizes the undeformed

trajectory’s energy, the work done by the trajectory deformation to the human, and varia-

tion’s total jerk as in [146], or can even be learned from human data [104]. The magnitude

of the deformation � can also be tuned for best performance, for example to be robust to

the rate at which deformations occur (see [144] for more details).

9.9 Laplace Approximation in Equation (9.19)

Let the cost function in the model in (9.19) be denoted by:

𝐶Φ𝐷 (�̄�) = �∥�̄�∥2 + �∥Φ(x̄𝐷) −Φ𝐷 ∥2, (9.32)
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for an observed Φ𝐷 .

First, our cost function can be approximated to quadratic order by computing a second

order Taylor series approximation about the optimal human action 𝑢∗
𝐻

(obtained via the

constrained optimization in 9.21):

𝐶Φ𝐷 (�̄�) ≈ 𝐶Φ𝐷 (𝑢∗𝐻) + ∇𝐶Φ𝐷 (𝑢∗𝐻)
⊤(�̄� − 𝑢∗𝐻)

+ 1

2

(�̄� − 𝑢∗𝐻)
⊤∇2𝐶Φ𝐷 (𝑢∗𝐻)(�̄� − 𝑢

∗
𝐻) .

(9.33)

Since ∇𝐶Φ𝐷 (�̄�) has a global minimum at 𝑢∗
𝐻

then ∇𝐶Φ𝐷 (𝑢∗𝐻) = 0 and the denominator of

Equation 9.19 can be rewritten as:∫
𝒰
𝑒−𝛽𝐶Φ𝐷

(�̄�)𝑑�̄� ≈ 𝑒−𝛽𝐶Φ𝐷
(𝑢∗
𝐻
)
∫
𝒰
𝑒−

1

2
(�̄�−𝑢∗

𝐻
)𝛽∇2𝐶Φ𝐷

(𝑢∗
𝐻
)(�̄�−𝑢∗

𝐻
)𝑑�̄� . (9.34)

Since 𝛽∇2𝐶Φ𝐷 (𝑢∗𝐻) > 0 for 𝑢∗
𝐻

≠ 0, the integral is in Gaussian form, which admits a

closed form solution: ∫
𝒰
𝑒−𝛽𝐶Φ𝐷

(�̄�𝐻)𝑑�̄�𝐻 ≈ 𝑒−𝛽𝐶Φ𝐷
(𝑢∗
𝐻
)

√
2𝜋𝑘

𝛽𝑘 |𝐻𝑢∗
𝐻
|
,

where 𝐻𝑢∗
𝐻
= ∇2𝐶Φ𝐷 (𝑢∗𝐻) denotes the Hessian of 𝐶Φ𝐷 at 𝑢∗

𝐻
. Replacing 𝐶Φ𝐷 (�̄�𝐻) with the

expanded cost function, we arrive at the final approximation of the observation model:

𝑃(𝑢𝑡𝐻 | 𝑥
0, u𝑅;Φ𝐷 , 𝛽) ≈

𝑒−𝛽�(∥𝑢
𝑡
𝐻
∥2)

𝑒−𝛽(�∥𝑢
∗
𝐻
∥2+�∥Φ(x∗

𝐷
)−Φ𝐷 ∥2)

√
𝛽𝑘 |𝐻𝑢∗

𝐻
|

2𝜋𝑘
. (9.35)
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Chapter 10

Conclusion and Future Work

From autonomous cars in cities to mobile manipulators at home, I aim to design robots

that interact with people. While robot interaction with people is necessary, it is also a

potential mechanism for safety issues such as miscoordination, collision, end-user discom-

fort, erroneous robot learning, or long-term unintended consequences. While my thesis

primarily focused on traditional collision-avoidance notions of safety, close collaboration

with people demands more than just collision-avoidance, raising the question: what is the

right notion of safety? This was apparent during my work on robot learning from physical

human interactions [19, 18, 148]: after consistently misinterpreting my feedback during

a household cleaning task, the robot erroneously learned to move my coffee mugs at an

angle, resulting in spilled coffee and miscoordination.

Thus, future work needs to rethink our notions of safety to capture more subtle aspects

of human-robot interaction. This demands formalizing novel safety concepts related to

robot alignment with human values and the ability to optimize for human preferences.

Ultimately, safe human-robot interaction will require robots to not only reason about the

limitations of their human models, but also their perception capabilities and state-space

representations. I am excited to see future work towards robots that interact safely and

intelligently despite imperfect human models: assistive robots that use perceptual data to

augment their understanding of human feedback, autonomous cars that understand the

long-term effect of model errors on their decisions, and robotic manipulators that leverage

diverse sensing modalities to gently but intentionally initiate physical interaction with

people. In this section, I briefly outline a few future research directions towards such

reliable human-robot interaction.

Safety for robots learning from and coordinating with people
Robot safety around humans has been predominantly focused on collision-avoidance.

However, robots that learn from and coordinate with people demand new, more nuanced

notions of safety.
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Safe robot learning from people. My work on robots learning from physical human

interaction [19, 18] revealed how robots can erroneously learn from human input if the

human teaches the robot about an aspect of a task it does not knows about. I extended

my confidence-aware human models to the learning from demonstration domain [34],

enabling robots to prevent unintended learning from human interactions when they do

not understand human input. Building on this foundation of safety analysis, human

modelling, and machine learning, I plan to develop novel formalisms for safety in collab-

orative robot learning from people. These formalisms would, for example, enable robots

to assess which data to learn from (e.g., teaching human inputs), which data to ignore

(e.g., adversarial human inputs), and how to strategically gather additional information

from nearby humans.

Safe robot coordination with people. Even when the robot is not explicitly learning

from humans, we still need new methods for safety in robot coordination with humans.

For example, here safety can mean ensuring that robots do not influence nearby humans

negatively and behave too “selfishly” when pursuing their own objectives. I am partic-

ularly interested in approaching these problems through the lens of game-theory, which

rigorously couples the influence between the human, robot, and their respective objectives.

Confidence-awareness for high-capacity learned human models
With more available human data, robots increasingly depend on large learned hu-

man models; in autonomous driving, function approximators like neural networks are

widely used human motion predictors. These high-capacity human models bring not

only significant opportunities, but also challenges.

Active data gathering. Much of the available human data exhibits average-case human

behavior (e.g., straight highway driving). This limits data-driven models because they

cannot extrapolate to the breadth of interactions with humans. Here, I aim to develop

methods for actively and efficiently querying humans for supervisory input; this input

can augment or label datasets used for robot learning.

Safe robot decision-making. I plan to develop algorithms for quantifying—and improving—

the limitations of robot decision-making when relying on complex, data-driven hu-

man models. Towards this vision, I’m excited about developing methods for bringing

confidence-awareness to high-capacity human models by, for example, designing algo-

rithms which detect out-of-distribution human behavior.

A “full-stack” approach to safe human-robot interaction
Safe human-robot interaction should ultimately account for the robot’s perception ca-

pabilities, state-space representations, and dynamics. My preliminary work on adaptive

model selection is a step towards robots explicitly reasoning about how model fidelity
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affects planning, proving useful for human motion prediction and robot dynamics esti-

mation [176]. Beyond this, I am excited about developing robot algorithms which can

learn to interact with humans in a perception-aware way. For example, instead of hand-

engineered state-space models, dynamics models, and feature spaces, the robot could

automatically extract task and state representations from camera data that are relevant for

human interaction. In fact, with the advent of deep learning, this approach is becoming

increasingly popular (for example, but not limited to, [225, 70]). These perceptually-aware

representations can also serve as a starting point for aligning the robot and human’s un-

derstanding of the task [32]. However, this also raises the question about the quality of

these automatically extracted representations. For instance, imagine that a robot’s repre-

sentation implicitly understands how the location of your hand matters for handovers, but

misses how your body orientation also matters for predicting your behavior. However,

understanding the limitations of what the robot understands is now an increasing concern.

This underscores the need for new safety analysis of these perceptually-aware represen-

tations themselves. These are just small examples of how developing robot algorithms

that leverage real sensors can open up new research directions for safe human-robot

interaction.
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